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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

’Memorandum
TO

Archibald Cox

FROM

Phil Heymann

DAT~: June 19, 1973

~ ~.

Evidence Regarding the President’s
Involvement in the Ellsbergbreak-in

This is the memorandum you requested yesterday. It
will be incorporated in a fuller document involving the
President, which I shall keep on an up-to-date basis.
I. The President’s statemen~ of May 22, 1973, says
the following:
I told Mr. Krogh that as a matter of first
priority, the (Plumbers) unit should find out
all it could about Mr. Ellsberg’s associates
and his. motives. Because of the extreme
gravity of the situation, and not then knowing what additional national secrets Mr.
Ellsberg might disclose, I did impress upon
Mr, Krogh the vital importance to the national
security of his assignment. I did not authorize and had no knowledge of any illegal means
to be used to .achieve this goal.
However, because of the emphasis I put on
the crucial importance of protecting the
national security, I can understand how
highly motivated individuals could have felt
justified in engaging in specific activities
that I would have disapproved had they been
brought to my attention.
Additional assignments included tracing
do~n’o~her national security leaks, including
one that seriously compromised the U.S. negotiating position in the SALT talks.
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I considered it my responsibility to see
that the Watergate.investigation did not impinge
adversely upon the national security area. For
example, on April 18th, 1973, when I learned
that Mr. Hunt, a former member of the Special
Investigations Unit at the White House, was to
be questioned by the U.S. Attorney, I directed
Assistant Attorney General Petersen to pursue
every issue involving Watergate but to confine
his investigation to Watergate and related
matters and to stay out of national security
matters. Subsequently, on April 25, 1973,~
Attorney General Kleindienst informed me that
because the Government had clear evidence that
Mr. Hunt was involved in the break-in of the
office of the psychiatrist who had treated Mr.
Ellsberg, he, the Attorney General, believed
that despite the fact that no evidence had
been obtained from Hunt’s acts, a report should
nevertheless be made to the court trying the
Ellsberg case. I concurred, and directed that.~
the information be transmitted to Judge Byrne
immediately.
I wanted justice done with regard to Watergate;
but in the scale of national priorities with
which I had to deal -- and not at that time
having any idea of the extent of political
abuse which Watergate reflected -- I also had
to be deeply concerned with ensuring that
neither the covert operations of the CIA nor
the operations of the Special Investigations
Unit should be compromised. Therefore, I
~--i-dstructed Mr. Haldeman and Mr. Ehrlichman to
ensure that the investigation of the break-in
not expose either an unrelated covert operation
of the CIA or the activities of the White House
investigations unit -- and to see that this
was personally coordinated between General
Waiters, the Deputy Director of the CIA, and
Mr. Gray of the FBI. It was certainly not my
"--Intent, nor my wish, that the investigation of
the Watergate break-in or of related acts be
impeded in any way.
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3. Petersen has furnished the following information
to the FBI. When Silbert called him on April 16th to relay
notice that Dean had identified "Hunt and Company" as the
burglars.of Fielding’s office, Petersen asked the FBI to
check the information out. Two days later the President
called, discussed the Watergate investigation, and asked if
there were any further developments. Petersen told the
President about the burglary of Fielding’s office, whereupon
the President instructed Petersen not to have anything to do
further with the matter, saying "that’s a national security
matter and I know about that." The President did.not speci- .
fically say he knew about the burglary. Petersen relayed the
message to Silbert, but then reached the conclusion that he
could not go along with the President’s wish about this.
Petersen discussed it with Kleindienst and Griswold; they all
concluded that this matter would have to be relayed to Judge
Byrne. If not, Kleindienst and Petersen would have to resign.
Kleindienst took it up with the President on April 25th and
the President agreed that the matter should be made known to
the Court.
4. The New York Times for Sunday, June 17th reports
that "John Dean has told government investigators that a high
White House aide.(Krogh) informed Dean early last January
that the orders for the burglary of files belonging to Dr.
Daniel Ellsberg’s former psychiatrist came ’from the oval
office’ of President Nixon." I talked to Seymour Hirsh, who
wrote the article. The leak is Dean’s attorney; the occasion
was apparently discussions in connection with Dean’s representation of Krogh when Krogh was up for confirmation for his
job as Undersecretary of Transportation.
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

Archibald Cox

FROM

Phil Heymann

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: June 27, 1973

SUB~GT: The President’s Involvement

Assume arguendo that the President was involved in Watergate, its cover-up, or the Fielding break-in. His account of
May 22 was written with knowledgeof the evidence that would
be available to us and comes very close to admitting incriminating acts, but never crosses the line. (Attached is the
Washington Post summary of inconsistencies between his story
and Dean’s; we have no other direct contradictions.) I can
see only three or four ways that his involvement or fabrications in his story can be demonstrated beyond the Dean statements.
1. Any one of four other persons could substantiate
one or more of Dean’s claims if they are true: Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Colson, and Krogh.
a. We can probably get Krogh to tell what he
knows about the President, but this may well be consistent
with the President’s story. The President may, in short,
have issued very general, extremely forceful instructions
re the Ellsberg investigation.
b. We can build pressure on Colson, Ehrlichman,
and Haldeman by building our cases against them. Colson
is scot-free right now; any case would help if he in fact
received, personally, assurance of clemency for Hunt.
Ehrlichman could have three or four separate crimes or
perjury counts.
2. You might obtain from the President himself
information that iseither incriminating or that we can disprove.

a. The former -- incriminating evidence -- seems
extraordinarily unlikely.
b. The latter is possible but only if we know
testimony or documents regarding his activities that he
doesn’t know we know. A substantial amount of work
should be done here before youget further statements.
(i) Someone @hould check out what we have
in this category.
(2) Someone should work on how we can
develop further testimony or documents that fit
this description.
3. We might make something out of the standard
operating procedures at the White House.
a. We could nail down what the understandings
and instructions were as to what matters Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and others were to bring to the President’s
attention.
(i) It would be embarrassing for them
either to draw a picture of a President who wasn’t
to be informed of important events or to describe
Watergate and Ellsberg as unimporta~-~or to admit
concealment from the President as a pr~-~ective
device.
b. We could then show that Watergate and
Ellsberg fell into the category of matters to be disclosed.
c. We could then rely on showing that these
matters were brought to the attention of his immediate
subordinates to demonstrate that they were brought to
the President’s attention.
(I) A claim by Haldeman or Ehrlichman that
they simply violated instructions is neither credible
nor one that Haldeman and Ehrlichman may like making.
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4. There is a remote possibility that something
could be developed out of efforts to tailor the President’s
actions and statements to the evolving revelations.
a. How do his personal actions with regard to
Executive Privilege and national security privilege
correspond to the information he knew was emerging?
b. What access did he have to the records of
others when he wrote his May 22 statement? Who was shown
his statement before it was issued? (This line doesn’t
look too promising because any information we could
develop would be ambiguous.)
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ONE INSIDER’S VIEW OF THE WHITE HOUSE
An Overview.
The whole .~ chart reflects the political side of the
White House. If one were trying to chart all those who had
access to the President and therefore power at the highest
levels, he would have to include four additional people whose
access was entirely professional. They did not enjoy the
same confidential stitus with the President as the people on
the preceding chart. They could, however, see the President
in the line of their business, which covers the whole range
of governmental as opposed to political concerns of the
White House during this period. The four individuals are:
Henry Kissinger as head of the NSC, Charles Schultz as head
of OMB, Herbert Stein as head of the Council ~.f Economic
Advisers, and Pete Peterson who was in charge of international
trade. It is fair to say that aside from these jurisdictions,
the concern of the White House between the summer of ’71 and
the election in ’72 was almost entirely political.*
Thepower structure reflected on the preceding chart was
the result of a shifting process over the period from the
Presidential campaign to the summer of ’71. Very early in
* The two sides of the White House did, of course, have to
interact. When Kissinger and the President became concerned about
leaks, the responsibility for doing something about it was handled
on the political side of the ~ite House. Because Kissinger did
not get along with Haldeman, it may have made sense to assign the
Krogh/Young operation to Ehrlichman.

the campaign ex-Congressman Bob Ellsworth along with Safire,
Price, and Buchanan may have even had an ascendancy over
Haldeman. It was only after the Mission Bay meeting which
followed the Republican Convention in ’68 t~at Haldeman and
Ehrlichman began to replace Ellsworth’s work and influence.
At that time, Ellsworth took up a New York residence and
assignment while Haldeman and Ehrlichman traveled with Nixon.
As frequently proved to be true, those in the most intimate
personal relationship came to enjoy greater power. Ellsworth
did have some importance as Assistant to the President for
several months after the new Administration began but then
began to fade rapidly. During the same time, Flanigan was
almost of the same importance as Haldeman and above
Ehrlichman. He was in charge of elite business interest
groups, the whole appointment structure, and regulatory
agencies. Yet he, too, kept losing power. First appointments were transferred to Haldeman, then the rest of his
jurisdiction to Colson. Eventually, he was only left with
some business contacts. When he succeeded Petersen after
the election, his job was never filled.
The chart is arranged in hierarchical order reflecting
access to the President and, therefore, power. Formal status
is shown by the color chart which is attached. There is one
other, relatively minor, form of access which~should be mentioned: physical proximity. Butterfield and Rose Woods~had

offices immediately surrounding the Oval Office. Butterfield
could do nothing without Haldeman’s consent, but Rose Woods
had direct access not through Haldeman. It was, therefore,
occasionally possible to end-run Haldeman by dealing with
Rose Woods.

II.

The Ehrlichman Empire: The Domestic Council.
It is important to note that the entire work of the Domestic
Council during the period with which we are concerned (summer
’71 to the election) was political. There was practically no
other interest in domestic policy. Jurisdictions were divided
in the following way:
Krogh -- District of Columbia and law enforcement
Whitaker -- Environment
Harper -- Polling and public opinion
Morgan -- Civil rights matters, particularly busing
Engman -- Administrative agencies, taxes, school finance
Evans -- Miscellaneous remaining matters (no great
influence)

III.

The Haldeman Empire.
A.

The Immediate Staff.

¯ .......

i. Higby was straw boss for Haldeman, in charge of making
sure that assignments were carried out on time and
papers got back when they were supposed to.
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2.

Butterfield processed the papers going in to the
President. His was almost a secretarial job. He was
often treated very badly by Haldeman.

3.

Bull was something of a super valet for Nixon. He
would see him in and out of meetings and announce
his arrival.

4.

Kehrli ran the administrative side of the White House,
seeing that the necessary facilities were available
and allocated properly. He also kept a tickler file
of assignments that were due.

5.

Strachan wasHaldeman’s campaign link. He maintained
political liaison with CREP. He was comparatively
new with Haldeman compared to Higby and Kehrli, who
had been associated with Haldeman for some time.

6.

Chapin was appointment secretary to Nixon. He would
handle the President’s schedule and supervise the
advance men. He moved up from a position like Bull’s.
He was always consulted on PR questions and "image events."
these I mean occurrences that were designed primarily
to bolster the image of the President such as visits
to hospitals or slums.)

Bo

The Line Personnel Under Haldeman.
I. Timmons was in charge of Congressional"relationsHe replaced Harlow after the 1970 election as a
result of the dissatisfaction with the results felt
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by many, particularly Mitchell. At that same time,
Clark McGregor was brought in as Couns~l to the
President for Congressional relations with policy
responsibilities. The assumption was that Timmons
would deal with day-to-day matters. Timmons, who
had been on Senator Brock’s staff, was much better
at Congressional relations, in part because of the
good relations he had with administrative assistants
on the House side and the young Republicans.
Garment was in charge of Indians, civil rights ges0

tures, and the arts. He was a liberal in residence.
Ziegler was press secretary. Absolutely dependent
on Haldeman, he was at the same time well-liked by Nixon
and frequently consulted on matters of public relations. He may now have replaced Colson in the
structure.
Malek was in charge in recruiting personnel. He was
a West Point man who had served in Vietnam and then
gone to Harvard Business School and operated a
successful business. Attention was drawn to him
because he was the only "tough guy" in Finch’s
establishment at HEW. Later he moved over to the
campaign as the man in charge of interest.groups and
voting blocks. (A job he performed very well.)
Magruder had the other side of the campaign: public
relations, schedulin~ advertising, etc.
-- 5 --

5. Dean concerned himself very largely with legal business. Neither a Mitchell nor a Haldeman protege,
he was indeed thought of as a "brake" man. That is,
he would slow down questionable projects. His staff
consisted of Fielding, Wilson, and Caulfield.
6.

Brown was apparently the black in residence. He was
in charge of gestures and image events that might
affect the b~ack community. His particular constituency was local black groups including businessmen.
What Colson would do for other ethnic groups, Brown
would do for blacks.

7.

Dent was the liaison to the Republican National
Committee and enjoyed an input on anything affecting
the South. He did not have great power.

8.

Walker was the advance man for Nixon and set up the
system of CREP advances.

9.

Price ran a speech writing shop. He did research
that was necessary for this purpose and had a hand
in the final draft of Presidential messages. He was
with Nixon very early in ’68 but was not a strong
performer and so never became powerful.

i0.

Safire produced a few economic speeches and wrote
speeches for Agnew. His job was largeiy as the
liaison for liberal press. He was thought to be
something of a PR guru. He, too, had been with Nixon
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early but enjoyed only moderate influence because he
was thought to be only moderately effective.
Ii.

Buchanan was to do for the conservative press what
Safire did for the liberal press. Closely tied in
with the young Republicans and the young Americans
for Freedom, he wrote no speeches but would meet
with conservative groups. He, too, was early with
Nixon but not a strong performer.

12.

Moore always traveled with Nixon. He was apparently
a very funny man whose light touched relaxed the
President. Thought to be something of a PR guru, he
was a personal friend to Nixon.

IV.

The Colson Empire.
A. The Rise of Colson Himself.
Colson was a late arriver in power. Originally a friend
of Richardson, Jonathan Moore, and Saltonstall, he was
recruited for the campaign by Bob Ellsworth and Brad
Morse. Although Richardson wanted Colscn as Assistant
Secretary of State for Congressional Relations, Bryce
Harlow brought him into the White House as a trade association man and someone to deal with the less prestigious
side of Flanigan’s industry jurisdiction. Colson’s star
rose over the ruins of the 1970 Congressional and Senatorial
campaigns. He had managed the White House input into the
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Buckley campaign in New York and into Bell’s triumph over
Tidings in Maryland. This and the memos he wrote on
capturing the ethnic voters impressed the President. He
was also a man who could orchestrate support for Nixon
moves either in the form of newspaper ads by "private"
groups or in the form of "spontaneous" Congressional
statements. He had good contacts with Novack of Evans
and Novack and through Safire could deal with others.
After the 1970 campaign debacle, there was a shake-up.
Harlow went and McGregor came in. At this time, Colson
was given his own staff and responsibility for supervising a!mostall of Klein’s staff. Safire,. Buchanan, and
Moore began to report through Colson on matters of public
relations. Colson started to attend more and more meetings to assess the political impact of what was being
done and to help orchestrate Jthe public handling of
issues. Colson’s theory of a domestic policy designed
to win voter blocks was very much in the ascendancy and
reflected in decisions on busing, parochial school aid,
aging, the firing of the author of the Philadelphia Plan,
and the Presidential stand against scattered site public
housing. The people on the Domestic Council found themselves in the~position of having to start responding to
Colson’s initiatives. Their job was to put into effect
the Colson theory of an electorate as a set of voter
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blocks. By April 1972 Colson had daily access to the
President.
The Colson Staff.
The size of the staff was a sign of power.
i.

Cashen took over immediate responsibility for trade
associations and such groups as the National
Education Association.

2.

Bell dealt w~th individuals, friends and enemies of
the President. Bell kept the list of people who
were to receive phone calls from Nixon on important
occasions, who might be invited to White House functions, and who might be asked to participate on
advisory councils. He also kept a list of people
who were to be excluded from any such minor forms
of patronage. This was presumably the rather
voluminous enemies list. Bell was also responsible
for a constituency group that Colson felt had great
voter promise: the aging.

3.

Scali worked as a PR guru and had some responsibility
for dealing with the press on the foreign policy
side. He was regarded as something of a peacock
whose vanity had to be played up to.

4.

Howard had the job of Executive Secretary (like a
combination of Higby’s and Butterfield’s jobs). He
was also the chief staff man to the "news planning
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group", a group which programmed White House announcements. It was chaired by Colson and consisted of
Colson, Chapin, Scali, Safire, Ziegler, and Clawson.
So

Clawson replaced Magruder (a Haldeman man)as Deputy
Director of Communications for the Executive Branch.
Selected by Colson, Clawson was something of an
access route to the liberal press because of being
an ex-Washington Post reporter. He would get out
inside stories, profiles of administrative people,
signed op-ed pieces which would be written for
well-known members of the Administration; he would
also worry about creating news events for the evening
T.V. When Colson wanted to leak information on
unfriendly parties, he would presumably use either
Clawson or Safire, although Baroodi may have occasionally performed this f~nction.

Those Kicked Upstairs.
Finally, there had to be a place to put people who had been
loyal but ineffective. Four formerly important associates
of the President fell into this category and were largely
used for speech making. They had very little influence.
A.

Flanigan, formally an assistant to the President.

B.

Rumsfeld, formally a counselor to the President."

C.

Finch, formally a counselor to the President.

D.

Klein, Director of Communications.
- i0 -

TITLES IN ORDER OF RANK

i.

ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT

2.

SPECIAL COUNSEL TO PRESIDENT

3.

SPECIAL CONSULTANT TO PRESIDENT

4.

PRESS SECRETARY

5.

COUNSEL TO PRESIDENT

6.

DEPUTY ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT

7.

SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO PRESIDENT

8.

STAFF ASSISTANT
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

: Archibald Cox

FROM

¯ Philip B. Heymann

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

DATE: July 24, 1973

sUBjECt: The.Objectives ~of Your Various Task Forces"
It seems to me that you have to think~se~iously about
what you want to accomplish by the various prosecutions you will
bring in the next year or so. Two possible c~ses--Watergate and
ITT--are more or less given to you by historical circumstances
and popular demand. Between them they involve most of the major
characters in the Nixon Administration. Certainly your purpose
with regard to the other task forces is notto lock up dangerous
people. It should be to reinforce and restate several general~. .
propositions which the Nixon Administration seems to have
attacked and challenged, rather than simply forgotten or ignored.
I see five such broad propositions that you should be seeking to
establish with the cases you bring.
.
" "~ I. The liberties and riohts of American citizens are not
subject to casual and off-hande~ abrogation by the Administration
ih the name of national security orinternal security_. In this
area you have the EllsbergiFielding break-ln as a remarkable good
vehicle, the Joe Kraft case, and perhaps the hiring of Cuban
counter-demonstrators to rough-up antiwar demonstrators.
Importantly in the background is the Huston Plan, which the
President himself approved. All of the cases are in a sense an
attack on that approval, an attempt to get a judicial statement
that what was adopted there is not permissible.
.

2. The authority and resources of the Federal.Government
are not avallable to serve the p61~tical purposes of the ’i~cum.~~’nt
Administration. In this area you have two broad categories: an
, attempt to punish enemies and an attempt to favor friends. In
the former category there is the use of the Internal Revenue Service,
the Secret Service, and the FBI, all for political purposes. Here
the "enemies lists" lie in the background as controlling documents,
analogous to the Huston p~an. In the latter category you have
the milk price case, the use of the Internal Revenue Service ~o
favor friends of the President, the airline rate question, uses
of Administrative agencies, and perhaps some parole cases. The
agencies were not always responsive and the placing, throughout
the executive branch, of literally hundreds of CRP and White House
staff personncl who were expected to be more cooperative,
especially after the 1972 election, is a crucial final step.
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especially criminal processes before friends or
criminal acts, where the conduct is criminal, are obstructions
of justice through cover-up activities and perjury.- But the
types of involvement here include not only active criminal roles,
but equally important, the passive, acquiescent but probably noncriminal roles that a number of high officials seem to’have
played in Watergate and each of our other cases with the notion
~hat their responsibilities required no more. often this fifth
¯ proposition hangs on another case as a crime joined in the same
indictment or merely as further proof of guilty intent. But
sometimes it may require separate prosecution, perhaps for perju]
and it may be a very important part of a final report of your
conclusions-

It may occur tO you that Watergate and ITT together
involve almost all these themes and that’s to the good. My main
point is that you should be regarding your jobin dealing with
the other task forces as to establish certain general propositions
in a powerful way through prosecutions- I think these are the
five propositions that you should be establishing- If so, it
may make sense to amend the task force jurisdictions in relatively
minor ways to reflect this. (For example, creating task forces
to deal with the second and fifth propositions.) But the most
important thing is to be thinking in these terms and not to
lose sight of your objectives in the helter-skelter of bringing
many cases.

cc:

j. Vorenberg
p. Heymann

Caraib~:il~, 9Ia~s.

September ii, 1973

Henry Ruth, Esquire
Deputy Special Prosecutor
Watergate Special Prosecution Force
1425 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Hank:
Enclosed is the rather long "think piece" that I mentioned
in my last letter. It’s for such use as you and Archie may make
of it. I am also enclosing a Xerox copy of an article in the
latest issue of The New Republic.. I thought it picked up an
important piece of information that you people in the Watergate
task force should be aware of.
I forgot to mention one other subject which may deserve more
attention than it’s_now getting. I think we are probably paying
a high price by not contacting John Dean about all of his knowledge
in the other-than-Watergate areas. We made that decision a number
of weeks ago, but it’s time to look at it again. He may have a
great deal of help to give us. I’m not sure that soliciting it
will weaken his sense of our determination to take him to trial on
Watergate, at least if we are very clear about that determination.
At any rate, the costs and benefits should be carefully reassessed
because of the importance of the information he may have for us.
Best regards,

Philip B. Heymann
PBH: jj
Enclosures

A Rough Sketch of the Nixon White House 1969-1973.
A. Objectives and’Beliefs.
i. The Ascendancy of Foreign PolicY and Measures to
Control Demonstrators.
There was one aspect of the nationalinterest which
was overwhelming for the newly elected President:
the pursuit of his purposes in the fiei~ of foreign
relations and national security. This had always
been his field of interest. Here was wHer@ his
place in history was to lie. Nothing in the domestic
field had comparable importance; indeed, federal
inactivity domestically hadmuch to recommend it.
Thus, everything in the domestic field was subject
to use to maintain and protect the power necessary
to carry out a Presidential foreign policy. I suspect that most of the participants in the events we
are investigating would justify what they did by its
more or less attenuated relationship to carrying out
the Nixon foreign policy.
Restoring order at home was certainly the most
important domestic objective. National security
interests alone would have explained a crack-down
on demonstrators and other disorderly elements in
our society. Demonstrations were giving heart to

the North Vietnamese. But more was certainly
involved. The new Administration believed both that
disorder hid reached dangerous proportions and that
important American virtues were being degraded by
those who encouraged a youthful counter-culture.
All this was also popular stuff. A dramatically
successful foreign policy would assure reelection.
Demonstrators and rioters were also al~st certainly
thought of as a major political asSetfor’Nixon,
perhaps the single most important one o~ which Nixon
had relied in 1968. An attempt to use the same
asset in 1970 was much less successful. What is
obvious in retrospect was probably overlooked currently: that this was a diminishing resource.
Whether as a result of time and exhaustion or of the
President’s policies in Vietnam, demonstrations and
riots were becoming less and less frequent, populous,
and violent throughout the four-year period.
The Environment.
It seems plain that Nixon, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and
the other insiders identified the environment for
Nixon’s first term as basically hostile, believing:
a. that the eastern establishment presswas going
to be unfriendly.
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b.

that the Congress as a whole was Democratic and
some prominent members dangerously unfriendly.

c.

that t~e bureaucracy was Democratic, disloyal,
and unresponsive.

d. that demonstrators were tied to Democratic candidates and maybe even foreign funding.
This set of beliefs put in the role of "enemies":
prominent Senators, the press, the bur~iucracy, the
students, the large universities. "Itcreated, realistically or not, a picture of a White Sou@e besieged,
a President who would have to fight every inch of Lthe
way if he was going to exercise the powers which were
his right. Some frightening possibilities were all tooapparent: bureaucratic sabotage; bureaucratic leaks
to an unfriendly press; Senators encouraging demonstrations; press encouraging unfriendly Senators; etc.
One aspect of all this was particularly unrealistic.
There seems to have been little recognition that all
this in-fighting has gone on for years, plaguing
Nixon’s predecessors too. Instead, the notion
seemed around that the victors were in danger of
being deprived of their legitimate rights by forms
of guerilla warfare that Johnson, for example, didn’t
have to face. Indeed, the argument repeatedly made
in recent months goes a big step further: "the
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Democrats were able to use the bureaucracy for their
own political purposes (spying on Agnew, IRS audits,
etc.) and even to steal elections (1960 Illinois); :
the bureaucracy complied; the press didn’t raise a
fuss." There was a sense of unfairness about being
denied questionable practices the Democrats.had
enjoyed.
Personnel.

-.

Wholly aside from a shared set of belie’fs’about the
world, four traits seem to have characterized the ideal
for either a White House staff member or front line
fighter in the bureaucratic jungle.

i. Major emphasis was obviously placed on loyalty or
team play in selection of key personnel. Contact
with unsympathetic outsiders was discouraged; top
men were interrogated because of lunches with
"unfriendly" reporters. A system for screening out
of federal appointments those who might be disloyal
was carefully developed. The Cabinet was stocked
with loyalists, then ignored in favor of those White
House staff people whose loyalty was even more unquestioned ....
e

Toughness or ruthlessness was also a trait sought in
the White House staff (and it was a trait justified
by the unfriendly environment). Stewart Alsop captures
the flavor in the following paragraph:

The Watergate testimony abounds with examples
of phony-tough talk. John Dean’s memorandum on
how to ’screw our enemies’; Chuck Colson’s memorandum on how he would ’walk over my grandmother’~
to re-elect Nixon, and his suggestion that someone
(not Colson) blow up the Brookings Institution;
John Mitchell’s various vulgarisms, and his ’when
the going gets tough, the tough get going’; John
Ehrlichman’s proposal for poor Pat Gray, to ’let
him hang there, let him twist slowly, slowly in
the wind’; and many more.
Haldeman and Ehrlichman were proud of their
ability to push people around; and Col~n obviously
rose rapidly on the strength of hisreputation as a
tough guy. But the epitome of both characteristics
was found in Liddy and Hunt -- two half-mad advent
turers who would not have found their way into high
places in any other administration. A Caulfield
would refuse to burn down Brookings Institution; a
Liddy would not. Liddy could threaten to kill
Magruder; believe, on another occasion, that Magruder
had ordered him to kill a political enemy; and offer

himself for private execution on a third occasion.
Liddy and Hunt were loyal and ruthless; without more,
they were eligible for high position. They were
regularly supervised by people prepared to believe
that the national security required what Liddy a~d
Hunt proposed and reluctant to show’th~ weakness or
cowardice that a refusal to go along would indicate.
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Related to tough-mindedness and tough-acting but
distinct was a tendency to approach problems on an
ad hoc and unprincipled basis. I can’t quite picture
any of the major players refusing to do what seemed
necessary on the ground that"it wouldn’t be right
or fair or even legal." No one present at the discussions preceding the Huston plan raised such questions. No such discussion preceded th~.~llsberg
break-in. Mitchell doesn’t use this ground for
turning down Liddy’s wildest proposals. Nixon
doesn’t use this, even as he tells it, to turn of~
.the option of $i,000,000 more in blackmail. It’s
always practicality and the possibility of secrecy
that concerns the actors; never morality or legality.
I’m left with the strong feeling that a Sloan, for
example, would have been made to feel weak if he
even expressed qualms in terms of a violation of
principle.
Finally, there was a startling boldness about these
people. The President is bold and so were they.
Look at the political risks they were prepared to
take. One can’t be sure Colson wouldn’t propose
setting fire to Brookings; after all, he ~didn’t
worry about faking cables or a small burglary.
Writing letters on Muskie stationery didn’t worry
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Chapin; soliciting 100,000 Democratic voters to
write in "Kennedy" didn’t worry Nixon; Haldeman
thought anenemies list was a fine idea; Ehrlichman
approved a non-traceable burglary; Mitchell would
risk everything to know what O’Brien was saying on
the phone. Liddy was only the wildest of a very
wild bunch.
Modus OFerandi Within the Executive Branch~..
All of this was reflected in a style 0f’operation that
was certainly the President’s choice as well a@ in the
violation of legal restraints that was beyond his power.
Some of the notable characteristics in the first category are:
i. A variety of substitutions of White House operations
for the normal bureaucracy (which was disloyal.and
untrustworthy). Consider here the substitution of
Caulfield and the Plumbers for the FBI and, more
generally, the great tendency to move’decisions from
the unreliable departments, to the loyal and reliable
White House staff.
2.

A massive effort to place White House loyalists in
sub-Cabinet and Cabinet positions in the bureaucracy.
Some 200 employees 6f CREP were placedthroughout
the government after the 1972 election. There are
other stories of the terms and conditions of loyalty
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on which appointments were made by Haldeman and
Ehrlichman and of what this meant to Cabinet officials. There were very few Kirkpatricks (FTC) or
men like Ruckelshaus (EPA)Even within the White House a small, super-loyal ’
team of "tough" operators enjoyed disproportionate
access to the President, little access to outsiders,
and unquestioned power. No one-asks Ha[deman or
Ehrlichman if they really speak fo~the President, no
matter what they say.
There were important uses to be made of outside
private funding: to pay the costs of services such
as Ulasewicz performed; to gain influence with
Congressmen and Senators; and most important to
maintain a capacity to assure reelection.
A tendency to focus upon issues which did not
require more than minimal Congressional support
(~.£., foreign policy and reductions of expenditures).
In all of these ways the Administration was not about
to seek to win the loyalty of press,~ Congress, or bureaucracy. It felt entitled to exercise complete control of
the bureaucracy,even to the extent of using it to
execute such schemes as the enemies list andthe Huston
plan. But it anticipated dislo[alty and conspiracies
against it involving press and Congress; so it relied on
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the substitution of tough, loyal White House personnel
to do the work of the bureaucracies.

II.

Some Relationships Between These Characteristics and the
Questionable Measures Pursued.
For men who have these qualities, beliefs, and objectives
and who had the capacity to finance secret operations
within a tightly organized and fiercelyl loyal W~.hite House
the results are not too surprising.
~A.

Foreign Policy and Demonstrations.

-~:

The problem of disloyalty within the bureaucracy was of
central importance when it came to foreign affairs.
Here it took the form of leaks which could play into the
hands of an unfriendly media establishment. Plainly the
Administration felt that the overwhelming importance of
¯ --"-it~ activities in the field of foreign affairs and
national security warranted a number of steps to deal
with what it considered a massive threat." We know from
Colson and Krogh that both the President and Henry
Kissinger hammered home that this problem of leaks was
of absolutely central importance to the nation. It was
used to justify wire taps on White House personnel, wlre
taps on other government employees, wire taps on newsmen,
the Ellsberg break-in, and falsifications of the public

record.
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It is interesting to talk to David Young. He is so
overwhelmed by the massive importance of the foreign
policy initiatives and identifies that importance so
completely with secrecy that he feels a burglary was
certainly warranted even if only to punish publicly the
perpetrator of a major leak. For Hunt and probably
Colson the use of forged cables was easily justified.
Second only to the importance of foreign-relations
was the concern with demonstrations and" riots. The
Justice Department was on the front line. ~uring the
first Nixon Administration a half-dozen major prosecu-tions were brought against anti-war demonstrators; all
resulted in acquittals. Massive illegal arrests ended
one demonstration. Perhaps the cases that were not
brought by the Justice Department were equally signifi.... cant. No grand jury was empaneled to consider the Kent
State matter. The outrageous shooting of BlackPanther
Hampton was whitewashed in a grand jury. We have at
least an accusation that an attempted assassination of
Chavez was not followed up.
Obviously Justice alone couldn’t do the job. The
Huston plan involved a Presidential decision without
Mitchell’s knowledge to engage in concededly unconstitutional actions to deal with risks to our internal
security that the White House perceived but neither the
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FBI nor the CIA would confirm. Dean and Ron Walker
devised ad hoc plans for dealing with demonstrators when
the President ~poke. Hunt and Liddy brought up Cubans
to rough up leaders of anti-war demonstrations. Liddy
had bigger plans for San Diego.
B.

Punishing a Hostile Environment.
Seemingly as much to retaliate as to deter, there came
to be a major and surprisingly formall attempt to punish
the political enemies that surrounded the. White House.
Much of what Caulfield and Ulasewicz did was to develop
information that could be used with the press for this
purpose. A burglary in Las Vegas could serve the same
ends. Massive lists were delivered to friends in the
IRS in an effort to induce audits. A special unit would
deny charitable exemptions to hostile private organiza-

¯ .-’~. tions. There were subtle threats of revocation of
television licenses to silence unfriendly newspapers and
networks. The FBI was asked for informat’ion on enemies
which could in turn be used publicly. The plan was, of
course, adopted formally when Haldeman approved Dean’s
very specific proposal.
All this, as well as the election practices discussed
next, was justified in part by a largely erroneous
belief that the Democrats had done the same thing on
a similar scale.
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C.

Election Practices.
The continuing success of the President’s policies
depended upon Winning reelection. Mitchell’s testimony
is striking here. Practically anything was worth doi.ng
to assure that result. Having established precedents in
the field of foreign relations and internal security,
spying and illegal entry were approved in Watergate
i~tself. Manipulation of the other party’s.~imaries.
took a variety of forms from the Segretti.act~vity, to
secret contributions to Wallace opponents, to.the
President’s personal authorization of th~ solicitation
of New Hampshire Democrats to write in Ted Kennedy’s
name on their ballots.

Many of these steps required money, and the Nixon Admin¯ ..".is~ration was careful not to use government funds
unnecessarily. It needed money to pay Ulasewicz, to
support and win the loyalty of Republican candidates,
to pay the .employees of CREP. .It certainly collected
more money than it needed, bul it also developed the art
of collection in new and wonderful ways. Corporations
.were reminded of their dependence on the federal gove£nment. Contributors were assured access ~to "the highest
officials. ITT may be our best case for showing this,
but it has strong rivals: Vesco, the Milk ProduCers,
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the teamsters, the airlines. There is something peculiarly happy about the situation of an Administration
that cares litile about most of the regulatory programs
of the government and needs money. By affecting the
course of regulation or even seeming to affect it, it
can solicit immense amounts of money.
It may be unfair to tax this Administration specially
with also having bent its domestic policie~.°’in a number
of ways to build up electoral constituencies. The
appointment of Carswell, the abandonment of "the
Philadelphia Plan, the parole of Hoffa, the attempt to
influence the NLRB in favor of the Teamsters -- all of
these actions to support "friends" probably follow precedents set by the actions of other Administrations.
E. L~oyalty of Those Outside the White House.
"L’~Fi~ally, all of this depended upon a principle-compromising
loyalty from those who had to know of the Administration’s
actions. The amount of loyalty is staggering, even
among those whose guilt is least. Kleindienst in ITT
and Watergate, Petersen in Watergate, Helms with the
McCord letters and with Walters’ trip to the FBI, Gray
and the documents from Hunt’s safe, Acree and the
requests for audits -- rarely did anyone fiatly refuse,
let alone go public with his complaints or resign.
Rarely did anyone even ask whether the .President himself

was urging particular initiatives. The Secret Service
is the organization most interesting here. It seems to
have put itself completely at the disposal of the
President’s assistants, prepared to wire tap the
President’s brother or spy on a Presidential candidate
when and as this seemed useful to the President.

III ¯

The Varying Impacts of.Applying Rules of Crimi~l Law to
These Activities -- of Prosecutions, Legislative Recommendations, and Reports.

°~

Earlier I tried to list the messages you should be trying.
to get across through prosecutions, legislative recommendations, or a report. See Appendix A. It’s worth looking at
the question of what you’re doing from another perspective:
what it does to the freedom of White House power to operate
above and beyond the law. The matter isn’t as simple as it
sounds; there are at least three relevant messages about the
relation of high policy or politics to legal rules that your
operation will be conveying.
A.

The Claims of Presidential or National Securit~
Exemp.~ions From General Rules.
In the Ellsberg matter, the Huston plan, and with re4ard
to wire taps on Kraft and others, the President was
apparently asserting a position above rather plain law
for actions he believed justified by demands of national
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security. The argument about the tapes falls in the
same category. Litigation in each case will resolve
what may be a bona fide dispute about the President’s
subjection to law and end claims that all Presidents
have done the same thing. Future Administrations, to
the extent they are law-abiding~ will act one way or the
other depending on the outcome and the risks of not acting in a certain way will be greatly incre~sed.
So

The Actions that, if Proved, are Concededly Criminai.
No one contends that the Watergate break-in," a~y resulting obstructions of justice, violations of the laws
dealing with campaign contributions, or perjury in connection with confirmation hearings is legal if carried
out with Presidential approval. The same is probably
true of the Don Nixon tap. Here the perpetrators simply
"~’~di~n’t expect to be discovered or, if discovered, prosecuted by a friendly Administration. The impact of
successful prosecution will be very different in this
category. The short’range political effect is greatest
her~ and it is of great social importance to show that
the law is equally applied to the highest and the lowest;
but as a guide to conduct of future Presidents, this
category doesn’t change the rules and doesn’t.even
increase the risk much above the ridiculous risks these
foolish men were willing to take.
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The Actions that Should be and Ar@uably.are Criminal.
This category includes several of the campaign activities
designed to affect Democratic primaries, the like of the
Milk Producers matter, and the use of the IRS and the
FBI to retaliate against enemies. There will be a bona
fide legal issue as to whether actions no one will
defend as right or permissible were criminal. As in the
first category, the impact of successful, p~gsecution
will be to define a new set of legal constraints on
White House activities and to increase the ~isk of
behaving in a particular way. As in th~ case of the
second category, the incidental short-term political
impact will be great, but the message that no one
commits crimes with impunity is far less important here
where criminality is less obvious. This, finally, is
¯ -~’~ an’important category for legislative recommendations.
Do

Actions that are Wron@ but Shouldn’t be Criminal.
The last category covers the variety of forms of acquiescence and failure to protest.by senior Departmental
officials without which much ~f this could never have
taken place. The misprison of felony statute is written
to cover this but has wisely been interpreted more
narrowly. Here all you can do is repor%, but. a report
could have a major impact in strengthening the sense of
organizational pride and responsibility of Departmental
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officials. A well-publicized, well-written report could
help prevent a misuse of governmental powers for illegal
or political purposes for a decade to come.
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of other sections.,~his was done be

y I felt it

better that each section contain all the pertinent information
on that subject even at the risk of being redundant,
The differing length of each se~ion is naturally due
to the disparity from one topic tO another of direct evidence,
Circumstantial evidence, inferences~.:~,and pu~e~pecuiation
involving the President in the varioU~iMa~e~s~:’.5~in~ investigated
by this office.

I. Pre-June 17 Knowledge of a Plar~qed Break-In and
Bu~ at the DNC Offices at Water,ate

SYNOPSIS:
Although the CRP intelligence operation of Liddy
and Hunt was known to and approved by the leadership of
the CRP and probably by H. R. Haldeman, there is no direct
evidence that the President himself knew about the program,
or if he did that he knew that it contemplated an illegal
break-ln and wiretapping of the DNC Headquarters. However,
circumstantial evidence and coincidences suggest t~at the
President may well have been aware, at least, that the CRP
was mounting a "sophisticated intelligence program" - including covert operations and campaign disruption - with a budget in the area of $300,00.

FACTS:
There is testimony, particularly that of Hunt and Dean,
that Liddy’s transfer from the White House staff to the CRP
to head a large-scale intelligence program was contemplated
in the White House as early as November 1971. Liddy in fact
made in December, and almost immediately began to receive
large cash payments from Porter for intelligence actlvitKes.
Together with Hunt, Liddy drew up a draft plan and budget
for this program of one million dollars. Tb_is plan, together with a "pared down" version of the same program at
a budget of a half a million dollars, was discussed in
meetings in January and February 1972 in ~[Itchell’ s Office
attended by Mitchell, Liddy, ,Magruder, and Dean.

A final version, at about a quarter of a million
~o]lars, was approved about March 30 in Key Biscayne
by John Mitchell, duriog a meeting a~tended byhlm,
Magruder, and F~ed LaRue (though LSRue’s testimony
is equivocal, and Mitchell denies approval). Accoring to Magruder, the approved progrsm had two primary
targets - the DNC heaquarters and the Democratic candidate’s offices - - and included illegal entry and
wiretapping.
’ Magruder com~m~cated this approval to his aides.
Furthermore, shortly thereafter, Liddy sought a cash
disbursement of $83,000 on the basis of the new budget
approval, which disburment was made by Hugh
after clearance with Ma~rud~r~<Sta~,~
money, and two other disbursements, ~ras used by the
Watergate defendants to buy equi~ent and %~effeet o two
entires into the DNC.
Shortly after the
sent papers to

~hell

~ad approved the program. Strae~’i
paper for a Mitchell-Haldeman mee~g.-on April 4 which
included the fact that CRP had operational a "sophistlcated intelligence plan at 300", ~ii~oheil..~aud
Haldeman did in fact meet Aprll~ 4 .to review the various
campaign decisions made at the Key BiScay~e mee Ing, and
the two met the same day with the President.
ANALYSIS:
The President has stated that he "had no prior
knowledge of the Watergate bugging operation or of
any illegal surveillance activities for political
purposes" (May 22, 1973, public statement) (See also

A~.kqust 15, 1973 statement)
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This is a considerably narrower statement of
his position concerning his prior knowledge of and
White ~Iouse involvement in the Watergate matter than
any of his preceding statements.
For example, in his first public statement following the arrests on June 17, the President said in response
to a question that "the White House had had no involvement
¯ .whatever in this particular ine~dent." (6/22/7.2 press
conference) At a subsequent press conference on August
29, 1972, the President stated that under his direction,
Jo~ ~ean ha~ conducted a complete investigation of all
leads which might involve any present members of the
White House staff or anybody in the Goverr~nent. The
investi~atlon "indicates that no one in the White House
staD~, no one in this Administration, presently employed,
was involved, in this very bizarre incldent~, (8/29/72
press conference, p. 1-’2). The President also explained
that’ CRP was conducting its own investig~ tion, and that
Clark MacGregor had assured the President that anyone who
fails to cooperate ’or "against whom charges are ~leveled
where there is a prima facie case where those charges might
indicate involvement will be discharged in~nedlately. That,
also, is true of anybody in the Goverr~nent." (8/29/72)
(press conference, p. 2).
The President reaffirmed the results of Dean’s
investigation in March 1972, when he stated: "The investigation conducted by Mr. Dean, th~ White House Counsel,
in which; incidentially, he had access to the FBI records
on this partiDular matter because I directed him to conduct
this investigation, indicates

that no one on the Whlte House staff, at the time
he conducted this investigation - that was last July
and August - was involved or had knowledge of the
Watergate matter." (3/2/~.~press cDnference, p. 12.)
While these earller statements tended to deny any
"knowledge" of or "involvement" in the whole matter by
White House officials (or the President), the ~y 22,
1973, statement does not constitute a denlal that the
President was at least aware of the L~ddy Intelligence
operation, and possibly of its intended targets.
There is some circumstantial evidence to suggest
that the President was at least aware of a "sophisticated
Intelligence plan" being mounted by the Committee to
Re-Elect the President, at a budget in the neighborhood
of $250,000 or $300,000:
1. Liddy moved from CRP to ~ Narch 28, 1972,
as a result of an altercation between Liddy and Magruder.
LaRue initially mediated that dispute. (LaRue GJ)
Magruder says that both Dean and Strachan Called N~gruder
shortly thereafter to urge that a way be found to keep
Liddy on, because of the importance #~f Liddy’s intelligence
duties. (Magruder GJ: SC) Strachan told Magruder that
the President was aware of the program and thought that
it was important that the. program go forward.
Magruder testified that following his dispute with
Liddy, Magruder was told b# Dean and Strachan ~not to let~
personal animosity get in the way, of the project. Egil
Krogh also told Magruder that Lid~v could be very effective,
but tight control was needed over Liddy. (Magruder, Senate
Select, 1895-1897) Apparently people in the White House
were quite concerned with keeping Liddy’s services for the
re-e]ect~on e~fort. (Check ,~.ea~uder ~J; Dean SO; Strachan
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2. In told-February 1973 Magruder told O’Brien that
Magruder had received final authorization for Liddy’s plan
from Strac~mn, aod Strachan reported to Magruder that Haldeman
had cleared the plan with the President. (Can ~agruder
corroborate?) O"Brien reported this to Dean, according to
Dean, who reported it to Haldeman. Dean says it was after
this that White House efforts to find a Job for Magruder
were redoubled, and Haldeman assi~ed Higby to that task.
(Dean Statement 178)
3. Following the March 30 Key Biscayne meeting,
Strac~n listened in on a phone conversation between
~Ideman and Mitchell during which a meeting was arranged
for ~4itchell with Haldeman April 4. Strachan has said
he prepared a talking paper for that meeting which Incl~1.ded the "sophisticated intelligence plan at 300,"
and that he assumes that matter was covered since
Haldeman never said anything further about it.
(Strachan SC) In fact, on April 4, Haldeman and Mitchell
met with the President, according to White House logs.
Haldeman has testified about that meeting in his
opening Senate Co~mlttee statement. Haldeman claims
the Presidential meeting included ]YfT matters and
other pollticah decisions reached by Mitchell at the Farch
30 Key Biscayne meeting (re assigr~ent of regional
coordinators) but ~d not include ~he intelligence plan.
~. Colson had an active interest i~’ Liddy’s plan,.
according to both Hunt and Magruder, but nothing is
known about what Colson may have cc~zm~nicated to the
President on this.
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5. When Alex Butterfield was informed of the
fact that Hunt’s name was found in connection with
the arests on June 17, he called Kehrli to ascertain
Hunt’ s status. Kehrll told Butterfield Hunt ’ s name
was not listed in the official and complete book of
all W}{ employees (of which there were only three
copies) because Kehrll has been instructed by
}laldeman that Hunt was on a "hush-hush" project and thus
Hunt’s name should be kept out of the book. (Butterfield
Witness Inter~iew)
6. The likelihood that the President had preJune 17 knowledge of the Liddy intelligence plan is
also premised on the atmosphere created in the White
House, about which Dean testified:
"The Watergate matter was an inevitable
outgrowth of a climate of excessive
concern over leaks, an insatiable appetite
for political intelligence, all coupled
with a do it yourself White House staff,
regardless of the law," (p. I, Dean’s
statement).
Specific programs and action that corroborate
this atmosphere include:.
(a) The President’s concern ~bout and conte~pt
toward even peaceful ’~emonstratipns;
(b)

The "~emies" list;

(c)

The creation of the "plumbers" unit;

(d)

The President’s Septembe~r 15, 1972, co~nent

to Dean and Haldeman that Dean should keep a list of
press people giving the Administration trouble, because,
"we will make life difficult for them after the election; "
(e) ~e President’s conceded knowledge of a "special
~ro~r~m of wiretaps" instituted in mid-1969 and terns[hated
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(f) The President’s 1970 internal security plan,
which contemplated "surreptitious entry - breaking
and entering, in effect - on specified categories of
targets in specified situations related to national
security," and which never went into effect because
in the President’s own words, "they were protested by
Mr. Hoover;"
(g) The creation of the Intelligence Evaluation
Cemmittee to improve coordination among the intelligence
community and to prepare evaluations and estimates of
domestic intelligence.
(h) Nisuse of the IRS against political enemies.
Mitchell, Haldeman, Richard Moore~ and Ehrllc~m~n
bare all denied that the Presidnet knew, prior to
June 17, either about the break-ln at the DNC or about
general surveillance plans directed at the DNC and McGovern
Headquarters.
It should be noted that most of those.denylng any
Presidential complicity or knowledge o~:the p~e~une 17
activities fall to distinguish between the break-in plans
and the electronic surveillance plans, Purely as a matter
of speculation it is more probable the President knew of the
general CRP political intelligence gathering plans tD~n
specific knowledge of ~llegal bFeaklng~and entering plans.

IIo

Probable early knowledge by the President of the
involvement of h~ghWhlte House and CRP officials
in Watersate.

SYNOPSIS:
The President has denledhavinganyknowledge of ~
involvement by hlghWhite House or CRP officials in the
Watergate operation (or cover-up) until March 1973.
However a series of meetings and contacts the President
bad with Haldeman, Ehrllc~man, audMitchell between
June 17 and June 30--when viewed against the knowledge
and activities of these three persons and the i~formation
that was being co~r~icated to them by others such as
Colson, Dean, Mardlan, LaRge, and Magruder - - strongly
suggest that the President bec~me aware early on of the
involvement of all these people in Watergate,
FACTS:
The President ~as said that he first lesrned about
the Watergate arrests on June 17, from news reports.
(4/30/73 public address, p. l) He ~as not provided
any further infon~atienabout his knowledge of the details
of the arrests between June 17 and June20, on which day
we know from Ehrllch~an’s test~moo~ and Whlte House logs
t~at the President met with both Haldeman aud Ehrllchuan.
The President was in Key Biscayne, with Halde~sn,
on June 17 and returned to Wash~ugton on~Dhe evening of
June 19 (Monday). As early as mld-~Y~June 17,
Attorney General ~leind~nst was apprlsed that one of
those arrested was or mlght beemployedbyCRP or the
White House, due to ~Iddy’s approach t01Kleindienst on
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June 17 at Burruing Tree. (Petersen SC; Kleindienst GJ) We
also know that the FBI entered the case June 17, and discovered then or early June 18 that in the address book of
one of those arrested was the White House number of Howard
Hunt. Alexander Butterfleld believes it was June 17 when he
was notified by A1 Wong of the Secret Service of Hunt’s
possible involvement. (Butterfield Witness Interview)
We also know that Haldeman phoned M~der in California,
from Flordia, at about noon Eastern time on Sunday,
June 18. (Magruder SC; GJ) What Haldeman learned from
Strachan (or Higby, through Strachan), has not been
determtined. (Ehrlic~man was in Washington, and
according to him had no significant involvement til
June 19. H~wever, we have sworn testimony from Pat Gray~
that sometime in 1973 Kleindienst told Gray that on
June 18, 1972, Ehrlichnan had called Petersen and told
Petersen to close down the FBI investigation in 24-48
hours. (Gray GJ) ~lelndlenst ~nd Petersen deny this.
(Kleindienst GJ)
The President met with John Elric~ and H, R. Haldeman,
separately or together, from approximately 10:30 a.m. til
approx~unately 12:45 p.m. or later on June 20, 1972.
Apparently he met with Ehrllchmsh first, then with Haldeman
from 11:30 til 12:45.

~

Ehrlichman has tgstified that he,has no independent
reco!lection of what he discussed with the President for
55 minutes at 10:30 a.m.: but that~upon refreshing his
recollection with certain notes he is "certain" that the
subjects of the meeting included "Government wiretapping"
and Watergate.
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In addition, by the time of these meetings on June 20,
it b~d been determined in the White House that Howard Hunt
had an office and safe, the safe had been opened on the
night of June 19 by Kehrli ~nd Fielding, and Dean b~d
taken possession of the contents of the safe on the morning
of June 20. According to the testimony of Dean and Kehrli,
Dean was ordered to have the safe opened Monday evening by
Ehrlich~an.
It appears likely that the fact of the safe became
known to Ehrlich~an and Colson on Monday morning when Hunt
told Colson’s secretary that b_is safe was "loaded," and asked
her to pass the message along to Colson. (Hall denies this. )
We have no testimony concerning when the President might
have beccme aware of the contents of the safe, which were

examined Tuesday afternoon by Dean and Fielding (while ’they "
were wearing rubber gloves); Des!1 reported on the contents
of the safe to Ehrllchman late Tuesday~ according to Dean.

(Dean SC)
By the time the safe was opended~ it appears there
was action already underway to alter Hunt’s personnel
records to make it appear that Hunt had been folmmlly
terminated as a White House consultant about March 30,
1972. Participants in Zhat scheme would appear to include
Kehrll, Colson, and Richard Howard (Cql~on’s deputy),
but there is no evidence that eith~].[~./~£~:: or
Haldeman would necessarily have known about it, or
that the scheme would have been ccrm~anlcated by anyone
to the President.
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q~ne president spoke to John Mitchell on the telephone
on that same evening, June 20, from about 6:00 to 6:12 p.m.
Mitchell has testified to the full extent of
his recollection about what was said during this conversation. (Senate Select Ccmmlttee Transcript pp. 3407-08)
Mitchell testified that the subject of the conversation was
the Watergate matter and the investigation into it.
Mitchell testified that he apoligized to the President
for not keeping a "tighter rein" on Re-Election Convmittee
officials, in light of his knowledge that James McCord
was one of those arrested on June 17.

ANALYSIS:
T~ere is a subs~anti~l probability that the bulk
of the meetings among Haldeman, EhrllcD~an, and the President
concerned Watergate for two reasons:
(i) This was the first opportunity following the
arrests when the President would bare ~ad an opportunity
for a’full report on the case from all his top aides in
the White House and Re-Electlon Co.tree who bad
knowledge about the events and the progress of the
investigation. The President, Haldeman, Mitchell, La~e,
and Mardianall returned to Washington late on June 19;
Dean and Magruder returned to Washlngton late on June
18.
(2) The President’s meeting (s) with Ehrllc~r~n
and Haldemanwas ir~nediately preceded by a meeting
that began at 9 a.m. between Haldeman, Ehrllcb~n, and
Mitchell, during which these three persons were Joined
by Attorney General Kleindiens~ and Jo~n Dean. (H~,
JE Logs)
Ehrllch~mn has testified that the main subject of
the meeting from 9 a.m. to 10:30 was the Watergate
matter and the knowledge of all those present about it.
Ehrlichman has testified (Select Committee Transcript
pp. 5358-70 and 5923-28) that the partlcipant~ at the
meeting discuss ed, among other things~ their knowledge
that Gordon Liddy, than General Coansel~ to!the President’s
Re-Electlon Con~uittee, Howard Hunt~~a co’nsultant to the
White House, and James McCord, Security Director for the
Re-Election Committee, were all deeply implicated in
the Watergate break-in and bugging~ Ehrlichmau has
testified that he himself at this time was "unclear"
but "actively concerned" about whether "the trail" led
into the White House.
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It appears likely that EhrlichT~n or Haldeman or
both would have given the President a complete report on
the Watergate matter during the morning because of the
immediately preceding meeting between White House and
CRP officials about Watergate and because, of the five
who participated in the preceding meeting, there is sworn
testimony that :
John Mitchell:
-- approved the budget and targets of au intelligence
plan that resulted in the break-ln and bugging at
Watergate; (M~gruder GJ; SC)
-- was aware of the entry into Watergate on or
about May 28, 1972, and of the fruits of that
entry; (Magruder GJ; SC)
-- had participated in a meeting the preceding
night, June 19, in his apartment where he
himself proposed that documents at CRP that
would be evidence of his and others’ involvement
in the break-ln and bugging be destroyed.
(Magm]der GJ; SC; LaRue GJ; Dean SC)

H. R. Haldeman:
was aware prior to Ma} 28, 1972, of the intelligence
plan approved by Mitchell; (Strachan SC; Magruder SC)
had on June 20 b~en shown by, an aide materials
in the files of Haldeman or his staff that would
tend to prove Haldeman’s forekn6wledge, and
ordered such material destroyed. (Strachan SC)
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John EhrlicD~n:
-- had received on June 19 a ~ull report frown
John Dean on the break-in and bugging based on
an earlier Dean meeting June 19wlthGordonLiddy,
a report that included Dean’s and Mitchell’s
participation in meetings In January and February
1972 where budgets for the above-mentioned
intelligence plan were reviewed; (Dean SC)
--

had met on June 19 with Dean, Colson, and others
to discuss the status of Howard Hunt at the
White House and disposition of the contents of
Hunt’s safe, (Kehrli GJ; Dean SC) which there is
sworn testimony to indicate Hunt hadpreviously
communicated that same day indirectly to Colson
"was loaded"; (Hunt GJ)

--

had on June 19 discussion about orders to Hunt
to leave the city or country;

--

had, according to t~e sworn testimony of Dean,
ordered that the contents of HuntVs safe should
be "deep-sixed," i.e., destroyed.

Richard Kleindienst:
-- had been personnaly approached by Gordon Liddy
on June 17 and told by Liddyt~atCRP officials
in California w~nted Liddy ~oask Kleindlenst to
help in getting those arrested atWatergate out
of Jail quickly; (Kleindienst GJ)
-- had subsequently been in touch withRobert
Mardi~nconcernlng the Liddy request; (Mardin GJ)’
-- had met on June 19 with Ehrlichmmn to discuss
the Watergate investigation. (JE Logs)
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John Dean: (Dean SC)
-- attended the above-mentioned planning meetings
with Mitchell 8nd Liddy in January and February
1972;
--

had met Liddy June 19 and recieved a full report
on the break-in and bugging;

--

had begun au investigation among officials of the
CRP to determine the facts concerning the planning
and financing of the break-in and bugging;

--

had attended the meeting June 19 with Ehrlichmau
where Hunt’s employment status and safe were
discussed;

-- had taken custody of the contents of Hunt’s safe;
-- had reported to Haldeman and Ehrlichman on
some of his investigations.

It is probable that the subject of the telephone
conversation on June 20 between Mitchell and the President
was the Watergate matter and other illegal or covert
activities engaged in by Howard Hunt and Gordon Liddy
while employed by the White House for the following

reasons :
(I) qTis was the first direct conversation between
the President and M~tchell since June ~7,1972.
(2) At the timeof this conversation, there is
sworn testimony that Mitchell was possessed of all of
the information mentioned above.
(3) In addition, at the time of this conversation
Mitchell may already have been briefed by Robert Mardlan
and Fred LaRue concerning their conversation with Gordon
Liddy in which Liddy related to them his involvement
~n tbeW~ter~ate break-in and bugging, and his and. Hunt’s

psrticlpation in the Ellsberg psycb_latrlst break-in in
1971 ~d other "White House horrors." (See Mardlan
SC; LaRue OJ; SC)
Mitchell has testified that despite all the Information allegedly in his possession on June 20, he did
not know of and did not com~anicate to the President
anything concerning involvement of others besides the
five men arrested in Watergate, and that the President
never asked Mitchell directly, at any tim~, about
the involvement of CRP or White House officials.
(Mitchell SC)
John Mitchell’s resignation as Chairman of CRP and
his replacement by Clark MacGregor was announced July l,

1972,
The President met with Mitchell and Haldeman the
day before, from 12:55 p.m. til 2:10 p.m. on June 30,
and Mitchell has testified that his resignation was the
sole subject of this meeting. The President and Haldem~n
also met with Kleindienst, MacGregor, and Colson
(separately) that same afternoon. Klelndienst has no
independent recollection of even having had such a
meeting, but has said that the President could only
have been interested in ~Watergate Or the Republican
Convention. (Klelndienst GJ) MacGregor has testified
that the subject o~ ~is meeting with Haldemau and the
President was his succeeding Mitchell, (MacGregor GJ)
Mitchell has repeatedly said and testified that the
sole reason for his resignation was family probleras, vlz,
his w~fe’s desire that he remove himself from day-to-day
campaign activities. However, his wife had made a
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public statement between June 17 and June 30 to the
effect that she did not want to have anymore to do with
"dirty" things going on. [Source N.Y. Times]
Mitchell has also said that his resignation did not
occur til June 30, but it is a strong possibillty that
his leaving the campalgnwas a result of[Watergate, and
that it was decided upon as early as June 20.
Despite Mitchel!’s testimony that the President
never asked him- - and he never told the President - about the involvement of Whlte House or CRP officials in
Watergate, there is a strong probabillty th~tsu~h discussion did take place at this June 30 meeting, the
tape of which we have subpoenaed. Thiswas the first
time since June 17 Mitchell met directly with the
President, alone or with others. On June 30 Mitchell
not only had in his possession the facts referred to
above but had also by that time:
-- hesrd from Robert MardianandFred LaRue of the
"confession" to them of Gordon Liddy concerning
Watergate and the White House "horrors"; (Magruder,
Senate Select, 1913-15)
-- learned from HughSloan, Maurice Stans, Jeb
Magruder, Robert~Mardlan, and others about the
source of the funds used to finance the break-in
and buggln~; (Magruder, SenatelSelect, 1951-17)
-- participated in a meetlngwlthi 8~nong others,
LaRue, Mardlan, and Dean in which it was

suggested or discussed that the CIA could be
used to help block the FBI’s investigation into
Watergate;
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-- participated in a meeting in which it was suggested
or discussed that the ClA could be used to supply
funds to those arrested and to Liddy and Hunt;
-- ~d suggested himself in a meeting attended by
Dean, Mardian, and LaRue tb~t Dean obtain H~ideman’s
sanction for employing Herbert W. Kalmbach to
raise and distribute money to those arrested, Llddy,
and Hunt.
In examining the events surrounding Mitchell’s resignation three factors are significant: (I) The ~olncldence
that Mitchell resi~qed two weeks after the break-in; (2) The
relatlve and apparent need for Mitchell’s quick resignation
(he informs the President one day before his reslgnation);
(3)

The clear importance to the President of who runs his

campaign.

It seems only natural that the President

would have questioned Mitchell carefully about the decision
to. resign.
Mitchell also testified that at the June 20 meeting
with the President, the President did not ask Mitchell
directly about the involvement of CRP o9 White House
officials. This fact along with others discussed later, add
support for the vi~,that at a minimum the President was not
terribly concern/with ascertalraing the full scope of the "
Watergate incident, and the involvement of his Admlnistratio~

III.

Attempted Use of CIA to Block the FBI Investigation

SYNOPSIS:
Beginning June 20 and continuing til JUly 6, 1972,
high White House officials attempted to impede the FBI’s
investigation into Watergate- - particularly into the
source of the money fo[~.d on those arrested July 17 - by repeatedly representing that a vigorous FBI investigation
might uncover certain sensitive CIA activities. This attempt
was set into motion by Haldeman and Ehrllc~man and continued
by Dean at their request (according to Dean’s testimony).
It included direct representations to L. Patrick Gray by
Dean and the Import~ning of the CIA by Ehrlichmau and
Haldeman to seek CIA’s cooperation in obstruction of a
full FBI investigation. The President’s participation in
this part of the coverup is an important area for investlgatlon because he ~as publicly acknowledged that he precipitated the events that subsequently occurred, and because on
July 6 he received both indirect and then direct information
from Gray t~at the President’s trusted aides had in fact
been misusing the CIA and FBI in an attempt to impede the
FBI’s investigation, yet he took no action and made no further
inquiry.
The President set in motion the chain of events by
which the CIA was used as a means of curtailing the
FBI’s investigation. The President in his May 22 statement
said, "I instructed Mr.~ Haldeman and Mr., Ehrlich~an to
ensure that the investigation of the break-ln not expose
...an unrelated covert operation of the CIA." On July 6
the President received a warning from Gray that the President’s aides were misusing the CIA ar~ FBI. The events
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beginning with the President’s decision to involve
the CIA (even for the presumably innocent purpose of
protecting CIA operations) until his June 6 phone
conversation raise a number of questions about the
President’s handling of the Watergate investigation.

FACTS:
On Thursday, June 22, the White House arranged for
Waiters, Helms, Ehrlicbman, and Haldeman to meet at the
White House the next day. These four persons met at
11:45 a.m. The testimony of Walters and Helms is in
substantial agreement that Haldeman and Ehrlic~mmn
spoke about Watergate causing problems with "the
opposition" and of the embarrassement that would be
caused. (Helms GJ; Helms and Walters SC) Haldeman
also stated that the investigation was leading or could
lead to a lot of people in high places, and could get worse.
Haldeman specifically directed Walters to meet with
Gray, despite Director Helms’ repeated protestations
that CIA had no interest in those arrested at Watergate
or the Watergate matter (a protestation Helms had made
directly to Gray the previous day, June 22 (Gray GJ;
Helms WInterv). Walters, ’at this tlme, had been at
CIA only a few weeks and,.accordlng to Dean, was con~
sidered by Ehrlic~an to "owe" his position to the
present Administration. (Dean SC)
John Dean did in fact arrange a Waiters/Gray
meeting for later that day, and that meeting was the
first of a series of attempts by the WhiteHouse to

llI, 3impede the FBI investigation. Dean, for example,
requested urgent meetings with Walters on Monday,
ql~esday, and Wednesday (June 26-28) following the
Friday conference discussed above, and at each of
these meetings urged Walters to help in preventing
~ ~vlgorous FBI investigation. (Walters SC) Dean
reported on each of these meetings to Ehrllch~n ..
and possibly Haldeman, and was told to "press
Walters barrier" When no success was initially achieved.

(~an sc)
Meanwhile, Dean was also making almost daily calls
to Gray during which Dean requested that FBI interviews
with Ogarrio, Dahlberg, and others with no CIA connections whatever be postponed or quashed. (Gray GJ,
Logs; FBI Memos)
When Gray grew suspicious about these representations and requested a meeting directly with Director
Helms, scheduled for June 28, the meeting was cancelled
on the orders of Ehrllchman when Ehrlich~an discovered
the scheduled meeting the morning it was to take place.

(Dean SC)
Finally, after Gray returned from a long Fourth of
July weekend and was still unable to ascertain a satlsfactory basis for these repeated requests, Gray notified
Walters that he would have to have in writing a statement of CIA’s interest by the morning of J~ly 6 in order
for the FBI to continue to postpone following up the
Dahlberg and Mexican leads. Walters in fact met with
Gray that morning at l0 a.m. and gave Gray a statement
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that indicated that no CIA activities would be Jeopardized
by a full FBI investigation. (Walters SC; Gray GJ)
On July 6, i~mediately after meeting with Walters, Gray
decided that the CIA had in fact been mlsused~ and t~at
?~mite House officials ~ been pressuring the FBI in bad
faith to curtail certain investigative leads. Gray sought
to get a message to the President to this effect, without
going through Haldeman and Ehrlic~man, by calling Clark
MacGregor. Gray reached MacGregor in California at 10:51
a.m. EDT. Gray told MacGregor of Gray’s concern about
Watergate and about the misuse of CIA and the FBI by high
White House officials. Gray asked MacGregor to cenvey this
information to the President. Gray has testified to the
substance of this call at length in the Grand Jury and
S~lect Committee, and it is confirmed by his phone logs
and his telephone operator, who remembers this particular
call distinctly.
About one half hour later, the President called Gray
directly from San Clemente, on the pretext of congratulating
him on the FBI’s success in stopp~~a recent hi-Jacking.
Gray then took the initiative and warned the President that
his highest aides were "wounding" him, etc. [Gray has
testified to the details of this conversation in the Grand
J~ry and the Select Ce~mittee] The President asked Gray if
he had talked with General Walters. Gray told the President
that he had, and that General Walters had assured Gray that
the CIA was not involved. Gray told the President that the
matter might lead higher. The President without making further inquiries of Gray told Gray to "press ahead with the
investigation."
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ANALYSIS:
In his May 22, 1973, statement the President
said, "Within a few days [of the break-in] I was advised
that there was a possibility of CIA involvement in some
way." However, the President has never explained who so
advised him, or what he was advised, or whether he sought
to confirm that advice directly with Director Helms or
others at CIA.

According to the statement:
I wanted justice done with regard to
Watergate; but in the scale of national
priorities with which I had to deal -and not at that ,time having any idea of
the extent of political abuse w~ich
Watergate reflected -- I also had to be
deeply concerned with ensuring that neith
the covert operations of the CIA nor the
operations of the Special Investigations
Unit should be compromised. Therefore, I
instructed Mr. Haldeman and Mr, Ebrlic~man
to ensure that the investigation of the
break-in not expose either an unrelated
covert operation of the CIA or activities
of White House investigations unit -- and
to see that this was personally coordinated
between General Waiters,. the Deputy Director
of the CIA, and Mr. Gray of the FBI. It
was certainly not my intenti~ ho9 my wish,
that the investigation of the Watergate
break-in or of related acts be ~ded in
any way. (page 5 of Statement).~
Other than the President’s May 22. statement and the
testimony of Haldeman that Haldeman Was asked by Nixon to
"inquire into" any "possible" CIA interest in the affair
of those arrested, there is no dlrectlevidence to suggest
that the President actually orde~d an atten~pt to use
CIA to obstruct Justice. Haldeman~s testimony is consistent with the President’ s, but it is completely inconsistent with the testimony of Helms and Waiters about what
occurred at the June 23 meeting, Inconsiste~ with the

testimony and behavior of Dean through this period, and
inconsistent with the representations made to Gray and "
Waiters by De~, Eba"licl~nan, and Haldeman.
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Waiters initially testified that he recalled that
Haldeman had said at the June 23 meeting that it was the
"President’s wish" that Walters instruct Gray not to
pursue the Mexicmn aspects of the investigation. However,
Helms does not recall these specific words being used, and
Walters shortly thereafter retreated from this testimony,
claiming that this was 5elrg comTnrdcated to him by Haldeman.
We have no testimony about any coawnnicatlons between
the President and EhrlicDman or Haldeman during this period
~[~_Tj]~.of time (during the latter part of which the President was
cJ~.7.~.a~n~C/emente), and we must inquire about this in the

The President’s complicity in this area of the coverup is based on his acknowledged role a~d the ~trong
inference that the attempts mounted, by his highest aides
must have been at his direction, It t~ difficult to
believe that de~plte representatlo~s of no CIA ±~terest
made by the Director of CI~ tO bothGr~y a~d, at the
June 2~ meettng, directly to Hald~ana~d ~hrli~n (a
fact conf~rmed by Ehrlich~an’s Se~a~e testimony), White
House aides would have persisted i~ ~uch a strenuous effort
affairmatively to involve the ~IA ~lthout Presidential
knowle~_ge or approval.
It is worth noting thatMacGregor de~_les the
strong inference that MacGregor called the President on
July ~ to alert him to Gray’s concern Indeed, MacGregor
testified in the Grand Jury that he received Gray’s call
the night before, that Gray was tired or inebriated, and
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that Gray never warned him as Gray claims but only spoke
of the possible harmful effect of Watergate on the Republican
csmpaign. MacGregor’s account is, however, highly improbabl_~e
and contradicted by a substantial amount of evidence, including not only Gray’s testimony, his phone logs, his
telephone operator, ~id the circumstances of the President’s
i~mediate follow-up call, but also by ~acGregor’s apparent
prejury concerning the long distance phone bill on his hotel
receipt for July 5-6. MacGregor claims this call was made
by his wife to her brother in San Francisco; but his bill
bears a toll charge that is too ~nall for any call to San
Francisco, but is appropriate for a five or six mlnute call
to ~ Clemente from MacGregor’s hotel, (Kleindienst has
also stated that Gray is not a "drinker.")
Ehrlic~man, on the other b~nd, has provided testimony
that strongly supports the inference that ~acGregor promptly
notified the President of Gray~s warning and triggered the
Preseldent’s phone call to Gray. Ehrllc~man testified in
the Senate Committee that the Presldenttold hlmthat
MacGregor had told the President (in person) of Gray’s call,
and that the President thereupon picked up the phone and
called Gray. (This could not have occurred in exactly
this fashion, however, since MacGregor did not have time
to get from his hotel to San Clemente in the intervening
half hour between the Gray/MacGregor call and the Nixon/
Gray call.)
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Helms’ testimony indicates that there was no need to be
concerned about the investigation uncovering CIA operations.
Helms knew nothing about a CIA Mexican operation which could
be exposed by an FBI investigation; but Helms recognized
the possibility that the President or Haldeman had Informationhe did not. (Helms, Senate Select, 6706-08) It
seems incredible that even the President would have knowledge of CIA activities which the Director did not. The
President if concerned about the problem could have
himself or through Haldeman asked Helms if the CIA was
involved or if CIA action could be compromised by an
investigation. Rather even after Helms told Gray on
June 22 and Haldemsn on June 23 that there was no
CIA involvements, efforts were still made to curtail
the FBI investigation for fear of jeopa~dlzlng the CIA
(Helms, Senate Select, 6705-6?08). Helms also testified
that he had the name Ogarrio checked out~ and after
being told the CIA had no conneetlon with ~hlm, Helms
conveyed this inforr~ation to the FBI..~ (He~Ims, Senate
Select, 6710).
Moreover, during the President’s July 6 phone conversation
with Gray the President asked Gray if Gray had spoken to
Walters; Gray responded that Walters had told Gray that the
CIA was not involved. Therfore,i a~eo~ to the President’s
own version of the pertinent events (S~e~ 22 statement),
the President while precipitating t~ White House’s actions
to ensure t~t the FBI not expOse CIA operations~ did not
himself check back with Haldeman or Walters or Helms to
ascertain if there was any need to limit that investigation.
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Rather it was two weeks later that he finally asked Gray
if Gray had found out about a CIA connection; and there is
testimony that even this phone call was not at the President’s
initiative. It appears that the President was willing to
suggest a limitation on an FBI investigation into Watergate
until the CIA involvement was resolved, but then did not
take strong steps to ensure a speedy resolution of the
problem so that a full investigation could cow, hence.

IV.

Covert Cash Payments to the Defendants in
Exchange for Their Silence

SYNOPSIS:
Beginning as clearly as June 26, 1973, the CRP
leadership, John Dean, John Ehrlichman, and (accordto Dean) H.R. Haldeman began attempts to arrange secret
payments of cash to the five men arrested in the DNC,
Liddy, and Hunt. One theory views these payments as a
means to insure that the seven would not reveal the
involvement of high CRP and White House officials
in Watergate. Alternatively, these were legal efforts
to provide financial aid to the defendants.
There is no direct evidence that the President
knew of these payments until March 1973. Any inference
of Presidential knowledge is grounded in the assumption
that if Mitchell, Haldeman, and Ehrllchman knew, they
must have communicated this information to the President.
Dean’s testimony places March 13 as the date he informed
the President of the defendants’ demands for money.
FACTS:
During the weeks fol!owing the break-ln, Dean attempted
to obtain CIA help in making payments to the defendants.
When Dean’s efforts to secure CIA assistance in this
venture failed, Dean arranged f0r Herbert~Kalmbach to
coordinate obtaining and distributing these funds. Dean’s

Statement, Senate Select, 83-85) Kalmbach received
secret CRP cash funds from Stans and LaRue at Dean’s
request, and distributed these funds through Tony
Ulasewicz to Hunt and Mrs. Hunt, and through them to
the others. Kalmbach confirmed this arrangement with
Ehrlichman, and both Haldeman and Ehrlichman have confirmed that they knew of these payments as early as the
summer of 1972. The payments were for legal and lawyers
fees and "income supplement."
By the end of September, 1972 Kalmbach refused any
further role in the payoffs, (Kalmbach SC; GJ) After
election day CRP cash was exhausted, and the defendants’
legal fees (and demands by Hunt) were increasing. It
was arranged that payments would be made by LaRue to
various persons out of a secret White House cash fund
of $350,000 which Haldeman ordered turned over to LaRue
by Strachan. (LaRue GJ, Dean SC; 123-133 Strachan SC)
The defendants’ demands for money escalated, and
according to Dean shortly before the trial the "demands
reached the crescendo point once again." (Dean’s statement, Senate Select, 132). At this point Haldeman
ordered the entire $350,000 fund turned over the LaRue
by Strachan.
ANALYSIS:
The President has stated that "neither did I know
until the time of my own investigation, of any efforts
to provide them (the defendants) with funds." (May 22
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statement). Presumably the President meant March 21,
when Haldeman confirms that the payments were discussed
with the President at a meeting with Dean.
It would be important to know whether, and precisely when, the President may have known about the
payoffs before March 21, because during January, February,
and March of 1973 Hunt was seeking to let it be known
that "commitments" made to the defendants were "not being
kept." (Hunt GJ Dean SC) In mid-March meetings with
0’Brien and Shapiro, Hunt threatened to "blow the lid
off" if he were not provided quickly with some $60,000
- $120,000, (Hunt GJ; Dean SC; Bittman GJ; Shapiro W
Interw) and we know that a payment of $75,000 out of
the White House $350,000 was in fact made to Hunt about
March 21. (Hunt GJ; Bittman
Hunt’s threats were communicated to the President
by Dean by March 21 at the latest, during which meeting
the President asked what it Would take to keep all the
defendants silent for a long time~ Dean suggested a
million dollars, and the President. Stated that that
would not be difficult to raise. (Haldeman SO) If
Dean communicated Hunt’s demands to the President on
March 13, as Dean testified, (Dean. S0) or if the
President knew of these demands orpPaymentS after the
LaCosta meetings on February i0 and ll~aStended by
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Haldeman and Ehrlichman (at which raising more money
was discussed (see Dean SC: O’Brlen GJ), or if the
last $75,000 payment to Hunt about March 21 was made
after Dean reported Hunt’s demand to the President,
or if the President knew that that last payment had
in fact been made (even if he did not approve it
personally), then the President’s personal knowledge
of the purpose of these payments could be established.
Dean testified that at his March 13 meeting with
the President, Dean told the President that money demands
were being made by the seven defendants. According to
Dean Haldeman was present at the meeting. Dean told
the President that there was no money available to
pay the defendant~l~ demands. The President asked how
much would it cost, and Dean estimated as high as a
million dollars or more. The President said that was
no problem. The President also asked how the payoffs
were made and Dean told him the money was laundered
so it could not be traced. (Deants statement, Senate
Select, 190-91). At the March 21 meetlng!Dean further
testified that he told the President that Kalmbach had
been used to raise funds to pay the~defendants for their
silence at the instructions of~ Haldeman, Ehrlichman,
and Mitchell. Dean elaborated 0n~bhe blackmail demands.
(Dean’s Statement, Senate Select, 197).
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Haldeman, however, testified that Dean reported to
the President on March 21 Hunt’s blackmail threat.
Haldeman acknowledged that the President asked how much
money would be involved, and Dean said one million. The
President stated that there was no problem raising the
money, but it would be wrong. (NY Times, 7/31/73 P. 24).
According to Haldeman his testimony concerning Dean’s
telling the President about Hunt’s demands, is based on
Haldeman’s listening to the tapes and his own recollection of the meeting. Haldeman claims that the President
asked Dean leading questions in an effort to find out
all Dean knew about the cover-up.
In any event by at least March 13 or March 21
the President knew of the payoffs. Whether he sanctioned the payoffs or disapproved of them willto some
extend be shown on the tapes.
There doesn’t appear to be any evidence that the
President was aware of these secret payoffs before
March 13. Pure speculation might infer that at some
point prior to March 13, (poSsibly!i~fter the February
l0 LaCosta meeting) Haldeman, Ehrlichman~ or Mitchell
told the President about the blackmail demands.

Vo

Presidential Knowledge of a Consplracy-.to "Coverup"
the Break-ln and Other Related EVen~ts. .........

SYNOPSIS:
The strongest evidence of Presidential complicity
in the coverup is Dean’s testimony. The Presldent~s
meeting with Dean on September 15 and during late
February and March, 1973 are of key importance.
However, some of the most favorable testimony on
behalf of the President still supports the view elaborated
upon below that the President showed little concern about
the watergate investigation. Several conflicting interpretations for this neglect are possible:
l) The President thought the break-ln was only a
bizarre and isolated incident not deserving his attention
in light of the more pressing domestic and foreign problems
confronting him; 2) The President accepted Deants and
Ehrllchman’s conclusions that no one in the White House
or CRP was involved, and he had no reason to doubt the
validity of these reports; 3) The President had "a
feeling" that a coverup was in effect, and wanted to
insulate himself from that effort without StOpping it;
~and 4) The President was fully aware of~the coverup and/or
the involvement of others in the pre-June 17 events, and
did not want an investigation to’expose the cover-up or
any White House or CRP politicaI intelligence or sabotage
efforts.
On June 17, the leadershlplof the~iCRP, with the knowledge and cooperation of high White House aides, entered
into a conspiracy to prevent the prosecution and FBI from
discovering that the break-in had resulted from a large
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scale covert intelligence plan approved by CRP (and
possibly White House) aides, and that in furtherance
of this program well over $250,000 had been disbursed
to Gordon Liddy. This conspiracy comprehended, inter
alia, the destruction of incriminating documents at the
CRP and the White House, and perjury and false statements
to the prosecutors by Jeb Magruder and Herbert Porter concerning the purpose of the money disbursed to Liddy and
the purpose of meetings between Dean, Magruder, Liddy, and
Mitchell in January and February 1972.
There is no direct evidence of the President’s knowledge of this conspiracy. There is circumstantial evidence,
however, that the President either was told about the conspiracy by Haldeman and/or Ehrlichman, or that the President
-- having learned some details of the Hunt-Liddy operation
before or soon after June 17-- purposefully chose to
"insulate" himself from any detailed knowledge of how his
aides and political associates went about preventing this
incriminating information from coming to light.
This circumstantial evidence consists of: (I) the
President’s failure to heed a clear warning given him
during a phone conversation with L. Patrlck Gray on
July 6 that Presidential aides were ~iSuslng the CIA
to obstruct the Watergate investigation; (2) the discrepancy between the President’s public statements
urging a thorough and aggressive investigation, and
his actions: his failure personally to seek information
from any of the principals in the CRP, the White House,
or the prosecution and his failure to take steps to
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insure that an aggressive investigation would in fact
be mounted; and (3) the President’s September 15 meeting
with John Dean and H.R. Haldeman. Dean has testified
that during that meeting the President congratulated
Dean on ’containing’ the investigation so that indictments ’stopped with’ Liddy.
FACTS:
Beginning almost immediately after June 17, high
White House and CRP officials entered into a conspiracy
or conspiracies to prevent the FBI and~prosecutors from
learning how the Watergate break-ln had in fact come
about. In particular, the conspirators sought to prevent
the investigation from uncovering these facts:
I) that a large amount of money, between $200,000
and $300,000 had been paid by CRP to Liddy and his
agent Hunt;
2) when that became impossible to conceal, the
purpose for which this money was intended;
3) the fact that the money hadlbeenldisbursed
pursuant to a specific intelligence plan known to and
approved beforehand by Magruder, Mitlchell, LaRue, and
Haldeman (?).
The means by which this conspiraey was furthered
included destruction of documents (by Strachan, Liddy,
Magruder, Reisner and possibly others); perjury (by
Magruder, Porter, Relsner, and possibly others); subordination of perjury (by most of the conspirators, who knew
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that Magruder’s testimony was false); and false statements to FBI agents. Material information was also concealed. The conspiracy was further aided by Dean’s obtaining raw FBI data from L. Patrick Gray which enabled the
conspirators to plan and carry out this aspect of the
cover-up. The conspiracy(s) continued even after September
15 and in addition a new element was added by the necessity
to conceal from the public the fact that Donald Segrettl
had been employed by Haldeman’s aide Chapin, directed by
Chapin and then by Liddy and Hunt; and paid by Kalmbach:
discovery of the true facts here would have revealed Hunt’s
and Liddy’s roles in the overall CRP intelligence operation.
ANALYSIS:
There is no direct evidence to show that the President knew of these efforts by Dean, Mitchell, Magruder,
LaRue, Mardlan, Haldeman, Ehlrlchman and Strachan. Of
these participants, the President had direct contact
before September 15 only with Haldeman and Ehrllchman,
and several conversations with MitChell (though not many).
Haldeman and Ehlrlchman have denied ~elag aware of this
phase of the cover-up, and thus Of i~formlng the President.
Mitchell admits awareness but clai~,he never talked to
the President about it, and the P~eSldent never asked.
Except for Strachan’s testimony implicating Haldeman
in destruction of White House documents, only Dean’s
testimony links either Haldeman or Ehrllchman clearly
with the perjury of Magruder which was central to this
phase of the cover-up.
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In addition, Ehrlichman has testified that he
advised the President throughout the summer, on the
basis of Dean’s reports, that no one in the White House
was involved. And there is some corroboration for this
in that Gray prepared a letterhead memorandum on the
investigation about July 20, which was evidently discussed at a July 31 luncheon attended by Dean, Ehrlichman,
and Kleindienst. That memo indicates that there is no
evidence against high White House officials, or Magruder
or Mitchell. Ehrlichman says that Kleindlenst assured him
at the luncheon that no one in the White House or CRP
was in fact involved, (together with Dean’s reports) and
that this was the basis for Ehrlichman’s report to the
President to the same effect, and the President’s August
29 statement. Kleindlenst, however, denies making any
such statement since, at the least, he strongly suspected
at that time that Magruder might be lying.
Any involvement by the Presldeht in thi~ area must,
therefore, be based upon an asmumpti~
~!!~
ha~ihe "must have
known" what Haldeman and EhrllChman bh~elve~ knew; or,
failing that, that the President "s~0Uld have known" and
was grossly negligent in not finding out. This second
line of reasoning may be even damag±~g~tha~ the first,
if it can be assumed that the PreSld@’~kneW before or
shortly after June 17 of at leamt~th~ fact of Liddy’s
intelligence plan and the employment of Liddy and Hunt
to carry it out. If that is true, then the President’s

failure to assure that these facts would be brought
out -- indeed, an affirmative effort to "insulate" himself from any knowledge of his subordinates’ attempts
to prevent this information from becoming available to
the prosecution or FBI -- would probably constitute
criminal conduct.
Affirmative evidence to support either of these
"theories" must be found in (i) the President’s telephone conversation with Pat Gray on July 6, (2) his
meeting with Dean and Haldeman on September 15, and
(3) the discrepancies between his public statements
urging a full investigation and claiming such an investigation had been conducted, and the President’s
actual failure to cause a thorough investigation to be
made or to assure that one was being made.
Despite these statements, the President had no
direct contact whatsoever with those responsible for the
investigation: Kleindienst, Petersen, Gray or Titus.
Nor did the President direct either Haideman or Ehrllchman
to have such direct contact, except for the CIA llnk
(prior to July 6). According to Kleindlenst, the only
contact between him and the President regarding Watergate
was an early phone call when the President urged him to
conduct a "thorough and intensiVe" investigation.
On July 6, the President received clear notice from
Pat Gray that attempts were being made to impede the FBI’s
investigation into the Watergate break-ln and bugging. All
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evidence indicates that, other than urging Gray to conduct a "thorough" investigation -- a homily entirely
consistent with what Gray had Just told the President a
moment before -- the President did nothing. He did not
inquire into the meaning of Gray’s statement that the
President aides were "wounding" him or misusing the FBI;
rather the President said nothing.
Subsequent to July 6, the President was also aware
that John Dean was receiving raw FBI investigative reports
from Gray or the Department of Justice. (May 22, 1973,
public statement)
On’August 29, 1~72, the President stated in response
to a question at a press conference that his counsel, John
Dean, had made a full report to the President and had concluded that no one in the White House was involved. In
fact, Dean had never been asked by the President directly
to make such a report, nor had he made one.
Dean’s statement before the Senate Select Committee
contains a blanket statement by Dean~that he had never told
the President that no one presently~empl~y~d at the White
House had any advance knowledge of~t~@ Watergate incident.
Moreover, Dean stated that he had no advance knowledge of
the President’s August 29 public~ diS~l~Sur@~of the so-called
"Dean Report." (Dean, statement before senate Committee,
94-97).

Dean further testified to his September 15 meeting
with the President and Haldeman. The President told Dean
that he did a good Job with a difficult task, and that the
President was pleased that the case had stopped with Liddy.
Dean told the President that Dean thought there was a long
way to go before the matter ended, and that Dean could make
no assurances that the matter would not unravel. Dean told
the President that the Justice Department had held off as
long as possible the return of indictments. The President
expressed his hope that the case would not come to trial
before the election. The President asked about the Patman
Committee hearings, and the President indicated that we
don’t need the hearings before the election. The conversation then turned to the President’s post election plans
about dealing with those in the press giving the administration problems, (101-103).
In late November, 1972 Haldeman told Dean to write a
report on the Watergate matter. The President wanted to
get rid of the Watergate matter. (121-122).
We can, therefore, conclude that the evidence indicates
little concern by the President with a full scale, thorough
investigation. Gray has testified that the President did
not question him when he told the President on July 6, 1972
that people in his Administration were trying to mortally
wound him. Further, it was not until July 6 that the
President told Gray to conduct an a~gPeSsive investigation,
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and there is no evidence that the President was kept
posted by Gray during the investigation. Haldeman has
testified before the Senate Select Committee that following
the break-in the President did not call and demand from
Mitchell, Magruder, Stans, or Sloan an explanation as to
why burglars were found in the DNC with funds from his
re-electlon committee (N.Y. Times, 8/2/73, p. 20-21). In
addition if the President was concerned that a complete
Watergate investigation be conducted, why did he wait
until September 15 before having personal contact with
John Dean the man in the White House responsible for conducting the White House phase of the investigation. The
President even made his August 29 statement without consulting the White House Counsel who supposedly conducted,
the investigation.
The President’s apathy towards a possible cover-up
continued into 1973. Henry’Petersen and Richard Klelndlenst
testified on August 8, 197~, before the Senate Select
Committee that the President did not direct them on March
21 or at any time before April 15 l~$6~get a!l the facts"
regarding the Watergate affair, andto report directly to
him. Moreover, even accepting as true Ehrllchman’s testimony that at the March 21, 1973, me~ting of Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Mitchell, and the Presid.ent th@re was no discussion of Watergate (NY Times, 7/,28/~3, p~ ll), we are
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left with the conclusion that even after the’President
was told of a possible cover-up he did not discuss the
issue with his closest advisors. Ehrlichman also tesilied that it was not until April 14, 1973, that the
President got his first thorough report on Watergate
(NY Times, 7/28/73, P. I). Was this due to Presidential
indifference, or Presidential involvement, or deception
of the President by his advisors such as Dean?

VI.

Offers of Executive Clemency to the Defendants
In Exchange for Their Silence

SYNOPSIS:
There has been a substantial amount of testimony,
sharply contradicted at points, that the Watergate defendants were promised executive clemency if they would’
remain silent about the involvement of higher-ups in
the Watergate affair. Dean has testified that Hunt was
promised clemency in early January 1973 by Colson,
through Hunt’s attorney Bittman, and that this promise
was communicated by the President directly to Colson
and indirectly from the President through Ehrlichman
to Colson. There is also evidence of a promise of
clemency to McCord, corroborated by all those "couriers"
who carried the message: Ulasewicz, Caulfield, and Dea~.
Dean says this offer was approved by Mitchell. David
Shapiro, Colson’s attorney has also told us that, according to Hunt, Liddy was offered a Presidential pardon
by John Mitchell. And there is sworn testimony of Henry
Rothblatt -- for whatever that is~worth -- that Hunt
pressured the Miami defendants into pleading guilty by
promises of money, clemency, and rehabilitation.
The President is tied directly only to the offer
to Hunt, through Colson and Bittman. Of course, direct
evidence of Presidential knowledge~may be less important
in this area than elsewhere, slnCe"~only the President
can grant clemency and it seems unlikely that high White ~
House officials would extend a promise of clemency to
a defendant without checking first with the President.

/
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It is possible and reasonable, however, that any
offers of clemency were made by high officials knowing that the President would never grant executive
clemency, and that the offers were made without
Presidential knowledge. In the latter case the offers
were made without expectation of fulfillment.
However, with respect to the one promise to which
the President is directly tied -- that to Hunt -- the
weight of the evidence contradicts Dean’s testimony
that any offer was in fact made. Without establishing
the offer itself, no liability can be assigned to
the President. Thus, Hunt, Bittman, Shapiro, Colson,
Ehrlichman, and O’Brien, all of whom could corroborate
Dean, in fact contradict him.
There is some, largely circumstantial, corroborating evidence of the fact of the offer to Hunt. But
this evidence will have to be strengthened before a
firm conclusion can be drawn concerning the President’s
own liability.
FACTS:
The following are the major points in the various
versions of the executive clemency Stories. Dean’s
Senate testimony is the most damaging against the
President. (Page references are to Dean’S statement,
When the language concerns Dea~,a teStlmony; otherwise, page references are toth~e~iwltness, testimony
before the Senate Select Com~aittee, before the Senate
Select Committee, or to memoranda in our files.
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On January 2, 1973, Dean received a phone call
from Paul O’Brien saying there were serious problems
with Hunt. Dean told Haldeman about the call. (136)
The evening of January 2, Dean called O’Brlen
and O’Brien told him that Hunt Would plead guilty,
but Hunt wanted some assurances of executive clemency.
O’Brlen said Hunt wanted assurances from Colson, and
Bittman was trying to reach Colson. (136)
On January 3, Dean discussed with Colson Hunt’s
letter to Colson pleading for Colson to meet with
Bittman. Dean then met with Ehrlichman, and Ehrlichman
thought Colson should meet with Bittman. (137). Colson
apparently met with Bittman, and on January 3, Colson
came to Ehrlichman’s and Dean’s meeting, and said it
was imperative that Hunt receive some assurancees
of executive clemency. Ehrlichman told Colson not to
speak with the President. (137-138).
On January 4, Dean learned that Ehrlichman had
given Colson an affirmative regarding clemency for
Hunt, and that Colson had taiked~wlth Bittman about
this. (138).
Another meeting was held ±n Ehriichman’s office
on January 5. Ehrlichman told D~h~that no one could
be given a specific commitment

~!~if H~nt was going

to get "an assurance for

~h@~oth~rs could

understand that it applied~

~ii
.. (138)~ After
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up the matter of executive clemency with the President.
(139).
Dean further stated that on March 13, 1973 and.
April 15, 1973, the President had told Dean that the
President had discussed the matter of executive clemency
for Hunt with both Ehrlichman and Colson. (~39).
As to McCord, Dean’s testimony is as follows:
Around January 3-5, 1973, Caulfied came to Dean’s
office with a letter Caulfield had received from McCord.
Dean thinks he gave the letter to O’Brien. (140).
At Shme point Mitchell then called Dean and told
dean to get Caulfield to speak to McCord. (140). On
January 10, both O’Brien and Mitchell told Dean that
since Hunt had been given assurances of clemency,
Caulfield should give the assurances to McCord. (140).
Dean called Caulfield and they agreed on the clemency
message Ulasewicz gave McCord. (141).
On January ll, O’Brien called~Dean and told Dean
that McCord wanted to meet Wlth~!Caulfield. (141). Dean
called Caulfleld and Caulfleld agreed tO meet McCord.
(142).
On June 12, Mitchell called D~an for a report.
(142).
On June 13, Caulfield gav~D~afl~a report on
Caulfield’s meetings with MC~6~d.~ (142).

On January 15, Dean reported to Mitchell on
what Caulfield has reported. (144).
On January 19 or 20 Caulfield brought Dean
copies of McCord’s memo regarding the intercepted conversation with the embassies. Dean told Mitchell about
the memo and showed it ot O’Brien. (144).
Colson denies offering Hunt executive clemency.
Colson does admit speaking with Bittman and telling
Bittman in January, 1973 that as a friend of Hunt’s,
Colson would always want to help Hunt. In a March 23,
1973 memorandum Colson does state that Bittman might
"have drawn whatever conclusions he wanted to from my
having said that I would do anything I could to help
him." Colson in discussing the January a meeting
with Ehrlichman stated that Ehrlichman told Colson
to talk to Bittman but to "make no promises of any
kind other than to assure Hunt~that ColsOn was still
his friend." (See Haberfeld summary of Colson, p. l0
D-E).
O’Brien denies discussing exee~tlve clemency with
Dean, Bittman, or Hunt. (O’Brlen intervlew - Hecht
memo, 9-10).
Bittman in a memorandum to Neal on July 5, 1973,
related his meeting with ColSon on January 4. Colson
told Bittman that Colson "could be called upon to do
anything possible to asslst Hunt, Whether he was in or
out of the White House." (14-15).

Previously Bittman had talked to Hunt about
executive clemency in the event of a substantial
sentence. While speaking to Hunt after meeting with
Colson, Bittman discussed the chances of clemency in
the context of Colson’s expressed support. (15-16).
Ehrliehman before the Senate Select Committee
denied Dean’s story that as a result of a meeting on
January 3, Ehrllchman checked with the President and
told Colson to give Bittman assurance of ~lemency for
Hunt. Ehrllchman claims his only meeting with the
President was on January 4 at 3:00 with Haldeman, and
Kissinger was present a substantial portion of time
(NY Times, 7/26/73, p. 28). Haldeman stated that he
had no specific .recollection of any White House discussion before last March of demands by Watergate
defendants for presidential clemency (NY Times, 8/1/73,
p. 20). Haldeman further stated that he did not recall
any March 13, 1973, discussion between the President
and Dean concerning executive clemency for Hunt (NY
Times, 7/31/73, p. 24).
In his testimony before the Senate Select Committee
McCord stated that on about January I~, 1973, Caulfield
made an offer of executive clemency, and said the m~ssage
was coming "from the very highest level of the White
House." Caulfied said the President knew of the meeting.
McCord was notified to meet Caulfled by a strange call

(from Ulasewicz) saying, "plead guilty. One year
is a long time. You will give Executive Clemency..
Your family will be taken care of and when you get
out you will be rehabilitated and a Job will be
found for you." (312) Caulfield and McCord had subsequent discussions about executive clemency.
Caulfield’s testimony to some extent corroborates
McCord’s. But Caulfield expressly stated that "at
no time in our first meeting do I recall saying anything
about the President but I specifically reviewed the
offer of executive clemency, as indicated above and
referred to it as coming from the highest levels of
the White House." (622)
Caulfleld had his meetings with McCord and
made the offer of clemency pursuant to instructions
from Dean. Caulfield testified that at one point, Dean
said to talk to McCord again and~i~’timpress upon him as
fully as you can that this

"No, don’t do that, say

of executive clemency

y up at the

top." (624)
At the Senate Select Con~nittee Caulfleld stated:
"I believe that I was g~Ing back~to see Mr. McCord to
again extend an offer of executive clemency and that
by my doing so I was doing a great service for the
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matter. At no time, either before or after this
meeting with Mr. Dean did I ever speak to any other
White House officials about this offer of executive
clemency. I specifically never spoke to the President
of the United States ... my guess was that when Mr. Dean
referred to ’high White House officials’ he at least
meant Mr. Ehrlichman." (625-626).
Ulasewlcz’s Senate Select Committee testimony is
largely consistent with Caulfleld’s and McCord’s.
Alch’s Senate testimony reveals two matters relative to executive clemency, Both events substantiate
the views that Bittman had some involvement with efforts
to obtain executive clemency for the Watergate defendants.
On January 8, 1973, Alch, McCord, Strachan, and
Baker went to Bittman’s office to discuss Hunt’s plan
to change his not guilty plea (736). Alch met with
Bittman and discussed Hunt’s change of plee~: (738).
Bittman told Alch that McCordwould receive a call
from a friend; Bittman did not-menbion "~he White House,"
nor did Alch when conveying theLmes~age to McCord (738).
Only once did Alch mention."executive clemency’~
to McCord. In late, 1972 Alcbsaid to Bittman, "Bill,
what do you think will receive as a sentence should they
be convicted?" Bittman said, "Y0utcan never tell,
Christmas time rolls around, and there could be executive clemency." Alch told Bittman the President
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would not touch this case with a ten foot pole.
Subsequently, but not on the same day, Alch mentioned
this to McCord, but also told McCord that McCord
should not rely on any prospect of executive clemency.
(739-740). This was the only discussion Alch had
with McCord concerning executive clemency.
Regarding McCord, O’Brien admits that Dean on
January 8, 1973 read to O’Brien a letter sent by
McCord which stated that he could not be made the
scapegoat, that McCord wanted to be extricated from
Jail, and if the first two don’t work out, "all of
the trees in the forest shall fall." Dean asked
O’Brien to contact him that evening. O’Brlen wasn’t
sure if he got in touch with Alch, but O!Brlen did
speak with Bittman. Bittman told O’B~len that Alch
was either at Bittman’s or coming over, O’Brlen
passed on this information to Dea~ (He~ht memo
27-30).
Concerning clemency

said that

Hunt told him on March 16 tha~M~e~ell~had made a
"solemn promise" to Liddy of~aL~J~i~e~ial pardon.
ANALYSIS:
The President stated t~ at no time did he
authorize any offer of exec~tiVe~’clemency for the
Watergate defendants, nor did-he know Of any such
offer. (5/22/73 statement).
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The different versions of the executive clemency
story are included here at length because by definition this is one area where the President’s complicity
is essential if

plans to grant clemency for the

defendants were to succeed.
McCord’s version states that Caulfield told
McCord that the President knew about Caulfleld’s
meeting with McCord. Caulfleld does not remember
specifically referring to the President at his first
meeting with McCord, but rather remembers using the
phrase "the highest levels of the White House." But
Caulfield felt this meant at least Ehrllchman. Dean’s
testimony before the Senate Committee includes these
references to the President: At a January 3 meeting
with Colson, Ehrllchman told Colson that Ehrlichman
would have to speak to the President about executive
clemency. Colson later told Dean that Colson had
taken up the matter with the President. At Dean’s
~eetlngs with the President on March 13 and April 15,
1973, the President told Dean that he had discussed
the issue of executive clemency for Hunt with both
Ehrlichman and Colson.
The testimony of various witnesses refers to
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchell. The issue here,
as in so many instances with the President, is whether
Haldeman and/or Ehrlichman and/or Mitchell could
~ave known about the talk of executive clemency and
uot the President.
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Mitchell does state in his Senate testimony that
Dean never told Mitchell about any conversations Dean
had had with the President. Mitchell states he never
discussed executive clemency with the President. Mitchell
also states that Dean’s testimony concerning Mitchell
telling Dean to offer McCord executive clemency is
false (3439-3442).
Ehrlichman has denied Deants version that on January
4 Ehrlichman checked with the President and told Colson
to give Bittman assurance of clemency for Hunt.
Thus, only Dean can testify directly that the
President spoke about a previous discussion the President
had with Ehrllchman and C01son ~onCerningeXecutlve
clemency. McCord’s testimony tha~iiCaulfi@id said that
the President knew of the Caulfleld~McCord meeting is at
least double hearsay. The tapes Of the March 13, 21 and
April 15 Dean-Nixon meetings WOUld of course be extremely
helpful in resolving these cohfli~
Haldeman’s Senate Select ~O~i~tee r@?eals a rather
interesting discussion,

tapesand his

personal attendance at the March 21. meetlng between Dean
and the President, Haldeman testified as follows: At
this meeting Dean told the President that Colson had
said something to Hunt about clemency. The President
confirmed that he could not offer clemency. Dean also
reported on the current Hunt bl&ckmall threat. According to
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Haldeman the President pushed this in considerable
detail, "obviously trying to smoke out what was
really going on. He (Nixon) led Dean on regarding
the process and what he (Dean) would recommend doing."
Haldeman stated that the President asked how much money
would be involved, and Dean said one million. The
President stated that there was no problem raising
the money, but it would be wrong. Haldeman then
asserted "He (President) was trying to get Dean’s Vlew
and he was asking him leading questions in order to
do that. This is the method the President often used
when he was moving toward a determination." (NY Times,
7/31/73, p. 24)
This explanation by Haldeman implies that the
tapes contain statements which one might interpret
as inculpating the President, but were actually the
President’s technique to elicit information from Dean.
Thus, anything incriminating on the tapes with Dean
was merely the President "exploring andproblng."
In spite of the absence (~ept~ forlDean’s testimony) of direct evidence incriminating the President
some circumstantial evidence does exist.
l) Ehrllchman teStifled-~that the
President mentioned in summer of 1972 that
executive clemency should not be offered.
Why would this subJect~come up at that
early point?
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and Petersen that Ehrlichman and Dean explored
technical aspects of clemency in January, 1973.
3) There is a similarity in the offer to
McCord and Hunt ("a year is a long time, clemency
comes up around Christmas,")
4) Would Dean tell Caulfield to offer
McCord executive clemency on Dean’s own initiation?
5) Colson admits that Bittman might have
concluded that Colson would do anything to
help Hunt. Would this include seeking Clemency
from the President? Bittman did speak with Hunt
about clemency. Was this pure speculation by
Bittman and Hunt, or was it based on asSUrances
from Colson. In addition Bittman toldAlch
6n January 8, 1973,
a phone call from a
McCord received the
Caulfield.

VII.

Collapse of the Cover-up

SYNOPSIS:
Beginning possibly in January 1973 and certainly
on March 21, 1973, the President began to be made
aware of the involvement of ~[[s own White House aides
and the CRP’s former leadership in the many aspects of
the Watergate planning and cover-up. Any liability,
criminal or otherwise, that the President may have in
connection with the "collapse" of the cover-up must be
premised on (i) any failure by him to bring out sooner
the information he was receiving that tended to incriminate his aides and political associates; (2) any attempts
by the President affirmatively to prevent this information from coming to the attention of the prosecutors
or FBI; and (3) the discrepancies between what the President in fact knew (or probably knew) on the dates of his
public statements on April 17, April 30, May 22, 1973 and
August 15, and what he said or implied in those statements.
We can probably show substantial weaknesses in
the President’s position on (I) and (3); affirmative
attempts to continue and perpetuate the Cover-up, if any,
can be established only by John Dean’s teetlmony~ which
in this instance is uncorroborat~_~ and by the tapes
we have subpeonaed.
FACTS:
According to Dean, the President was made aware by
both Ehrlichman and Colson in the first week of January
of the need to extend a promise of executive clemency
to Howard Hunt in order to insure his continued silence.
There is little corroboration of Presidential involvement
as pointed out above.

Magruder has testified that he met with,
Haldeman in mid-January and coramunlcated to Haldeman
.Magruder’s and Mitchell’s full involvement in Watergate, which Haldeman knew much of already. Haldeman
has denied the meeting took place during January, or
that Magruder ever told him such things even in
February meeting (which Haldeman agrees took place).
Colson also says that he met with Haldeman in late
January concerning Colson’s suspicions (acquired
through Hunt and Bittman) that Mitchell and others
(including Dean) were deeply involved, but that
Haldeman brushed him off. We do not know how much
of this information, if any, Haldeman may have communicated to the President.
On February l0 and II, Haldeman, Ehrllchman,
Dean, and Richard Moore met in LaCosta, California,
for a "secret" meeting that continued over two days.
The meeting covered the entire range of Watergaterelated topics, including -- according tO Dean’s
testimony -- a discussion of Whe%~r the defendants
would continue to remain silent, and a decision that
Mitchell should raise more money for this purpose,
a decision communicated to him by Moore. Haldeman
and Ehrllchman (SC) deny that the meetings included
such a discussion and Moore is quite equivocal.
O’Brien, who vlsted Dean shortly after the meeting
in Florida, tends to confirm Dean’s testimony.
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O’Brien GJ; Witness Interviews) O’Brien was
told by Dean to report Mitchell that Mitchell
would have to raise money for the defendants.
The extent to which the President caused this
secret and intensive meeting at LaCosta to be
held and was told about the subjects covered and
decisions reached hasnot been ascertained.
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Colson met with the President (on an unrelated matter)
on February 14 and attempted at that time to tell the
President about Mitchell’s involvement, the early 1972
planning meetings, and the payments to the defendants.
Shapiro and Colson claim, however, that before Colson
got far into this presentation or mentioned details or

sources, the President "blew up" at Colson and asked
Colson not to make accusations against Mitchell
without ~a~d evidence.

Beginning February 27, the President began to
meet regularly with John Dean for the first time
since J~ne 17, 1972. The President told Dean, according
to Dean, to report directly to the President on Watergate.
On February 28 Dean told the President that he had been
involved in some pre-June 17 activities, and might be

involved in obstruction of Justice (according to Dean).
On March 2, the President said there would be no problem
with Dean ~aving received FBI reports, MO~t’of theDean/
Nixon meetings during this time wereconCerned with
executive and attorney-Client ~iv~legeiiand the ~te
House response to the upcomlnglSe~teWa~er~te
Hearings.
Dean met with the President on March~13~
According to the memorandum of the!~te House
counsel briefing, the bulk of this meeting related
to Watergate, some of which may have beenln the
context of preparation for an upcoming Presidential press
conference. During the meeting, the President asked
Dean for a report on the involvement of Colson, Haldeman

and others in the White House or Re-Election Committee
in Watergate, and Dean discussed the liabilities of
these persons and Stracb~n. According to the memorandum

of this briefing, the discussion also involved possibly
illega! pre-April 7, 1972, fundraising by the Re-Election
Co~ittee.
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Dean has testified that much of the meeting was
concerned with Dean’s possible appearance before the
Senate Judiciary Con~nlttee where he might be asked
about Watergate, and possible assertion of executive
privilege or attorney-client privilege. Dean testified
that during this meeting there was discussion of the
money demands being made by the convicted
defendants and of the fact that the President had
discussed executive clemency with Colson. Dean has
testified that some of these matters were discussed in
Haldeman’s presence, w~ch Haldeman has denied (Haldeman
SC). Dean has testified there was also discussion of
the mechanics by which previous payments to the Watergate defendants had been arranged. The President
asked how much money would be required to keep the
defendants quiet indefinitely. Dean said: " a million
dollars." The President said there:would be no problem
in raising that much money.
Haldeman has contradicted Dean and ~s .further testified that some of this discussion may have ~aken place
on March 21, rather than March 13, sihCe the tape
recording of the March 21 meeting which was
reviewed by Haldeman reflected a similar discussion.
(Haldeman SC)
On March 16, according to the White House briefing
for the Senate Committee, Dean told the President about
the Ellsberg break-ln. The President’s August 15 statement places March 17 as the first time he heard of the
break-ln.
On March 21, Dean met with the President at Dean’s
request to tell him the entire story of Watergate.
According to all three accounts of this meeting -- Dean’s,
Haldeman’s, and White House counsel’s -- the sole subject
of the meeting was the Watergate break-in and bugging,
and the subsequent cover-up of Watergate. All
versions substantial]oy a~ee that Dean told the Presi-
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and possible liability of Magruder, Mitchell,
Strachan, Colson, EhrlicYman, Haldeman, and Dean.
Dean also reported on a "blackmail" threat from Hunt.
According to Dean and Haldemen, Dean spoke of a "cancer
on the Presidency." According to Haldeman, there
was also dlsc1~sslon of how ~ch money would be required
to meet Hunt’s threat and simllar threats in the
future and the difficulty of raising such money; the
figure of one million dollars was mentioned at this
meeting. According to Haldeman, the President said:
"We could do that, but it would be wrong."
At about this time, it was announced that McCord
had sent a letter to Judge Sirlca that implicated high
White House and CRP officials in Watergate and asserted
that perjury had been commltted at the trial, and payments had been made to the defendants for their silence.
In the late afternoon of March 21, the President
met with Haldeman and Ehrlichman, and also with Dean,
Haldeman and Ehrllchman. Dean got the ~preSs±on that
as far as the White House was concerned the Cover-up
would continue. Dean said that he, Haldeman and
Ehrlichman were indictable for obstruction’ of Justice.
On March 22 the President met with Ehrllchman,
Halde~mn and Mitchell with. Dean; according to Dean
there was no indication at this meeting of any change
in attitu4e concerning the need to get the truth out.
On March 23, the President called Dean and suggested
that Dean go to Camp David.
On the evening of April 15, the President met Dean
alone. That meeting came about in the following manner.
During the evening of April 14, the United States Attorney
and Assistant United States Attorneys handling the
Watergate case met with Henry Petersen to outline
the information they had been receiving over the
previous week from John Dean, Jeb Magruder, and
others, concer~ing the involvement ~n Watergate of ~igh

Attorney General Klelndienst, ~n immediate and urgent
meeting with the President to outline this information directly to him. On Petersen’s request, Petersen,
Titus, and Silbert met very late that night and until
approximately 4 a.m. April 15 with Kleindienst at
Kleindienst’s residence. The following morning at
about 9 a.m., Kleindienst urgently requested a
meeting with the President. Petersen and Klelndienst
did meet with the President on April 15, Sunday,
and outlined to him the information available to the
prosecutors. ~Ing this meeting, Petersen strongly
urged the President that Haldeman and Ehrlichman be
fired.
Foll~ing Petersen’s meeting with the President,
Petersen and the prosecutors, who were interviewing Dean
and Dean’s counsel that day, learned that John Ehrlichman
was seeking to meet with Dean. Dean consulted with
Petersen, who urged Dean or Dean’s counsel to meet only
with the President himself. Dean thereupon communicated a message through Lawrence Higby that Dean would
meet with the President, but not with Haldeman or
Ehrlichman. When the President received this message,
he called Petersen at home to seek Petersen’s advice.
Petersen advise that the President should meet with
Dean directly to rece~ve Dean’ s information. Dean
~ubsequently received a telephone call from the White
House switchboard that the President would meet with him
that evening.
According to Dean’s testimony and the White House
briefing the sole subject of the conversation was the
Watergate matter. Dean has testified that this conversation included the fol!owing subjects: Dean’s negotiations with the prosecutors and his cooperation
with them; whether Dean would seek or be granted immunity;

to the difficulty of raising ~ney (during which
the President stated t~at his previous statement
about a million dollars was made in Jest); and the
President’s previous conversation with Colson concerning
immunity (made, according to Dean, in a barely audible
voice in one corner of the President’s office.)
The President continued discussions during the
next 15 days with Henry Petersen, during which time
Petersen repeatedly urged the President t~at he must
fire Haldeman and Ehrlic~man.
On April 18, Petersen told the President about
the Ellzberg break-in during a telephone conversation.
The President told Petersen to stay out of that, it
was a national security matter and ~none of Petersen’s
business. The President expressed concern that could
"wreck the Ellsberg prosecutlon," (Petersen Witness
Interview)
However, on April 25, after Petersen had consulted
with Kleindienst, Kleindienst saw the President and,
in effect, threatened that he and Petersen would
resign if the President did not authorize them to
release this information to Judge Byrne; the President consented. (Kleindlenst GJ, SC)
ANALYSIS
During March and April the Watergate coverup collapsed.
Assuming the President knew nothing of the cover-up before
the early spring of 1973, then by March 21 at the latest
the, President by his own admission became aware that
high officials in his administration and re-electlon campai~ were involved in a conspiracy to obstruct Justice.
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With the collapse of the cover-up came the
President’s April 17, April 30, and May~ 22 public
statements outlining his knowledge of all aspects
of the Watergate case. When these statements are
juxtaposed against the facts, the conclusion evolves
that even while the cover-up was collapsing the President
did not vigilantly prusue a full investigation into
the Watergate incident.
On April 17 the President stated: "On March
21st, as a result of serious charges which came to my
attention, some of which were publicly reported, I
began intensive new inquiries into this whole
matter." What new inquiries did the President direct?
His own Attorney General and Petersen have testified
that the President did not direct them on March 21 or
at any time before April 15 to conduct new and vigorous
investigations. The President then mentioned that on
Sunday, April 15, 1973, he met with KliendienSt and
Petersen "to review the facts which had come to me in
my investigation and also to review the progress of the
Department of Justice Investigation." He ~ald that
major developments in the case has come to light which
made it improper to be more specific now, All
government employees were expected to cooperate fully
(expecially White House staff employees); anybody
in the Executive Branch indicted would be suspended,
and discharged if convicted; no individual holding a
position of major importance in the Administration should
be given immunity from prosecution.
On April 30 the President once again stated
that "on ~rch 21, I personnally assigned the responsibility for coordinating intensive new inquiries into
the matter, and I personally ordered those conducting
the investigation to get all the facts and to report

However, even according to Ehrllch~n it was not
until March 30 that the President asked Ehrllchman to
conduct a new Water,ate investigation. This is more
than a week after the Presldent’s March 21 meeting
with Dean. There is no evidence that the Justice
Department prior to April 15 was asked to provide the
President personally with all information relevant to
Watergate. There is no evidence the President
contacted the FBI for a report on the investigation.
In addition even though~ the President claims that
on March 21 he made new inquiries into the Watergate
affair, it was not until mld-April, 1973 that the
President spoke at length about the investigation
with people from the Justice Department. This was
several weeks after the March 21 meeting with Dean, ~nd
apparently the April 15 meeting of the President with
Kleindienst and Petersen was held at the urging of
Kleindienst, and not on the initiative of the President.
In announcing the April 30, 1973 resigrmtions of
Ehrlich~an and Haldeman and Klelndeinst and Dean the
President stated that he accepted the resignations
of Ehrlichman and Haldemen with deep regret, and
that no one should assume theIP resignations are
admissions of wrongdoing. The President Stated
that "each of these men has demonstrated a spirit of
selflessness and dedication that I have s~Idom seen
equalled. Their contributions to the role Of this
Administration have been enomo~ous." The President
asked for Dean’ s resignation without regretS. Thus,
at this late date in the cover-up the President was
praising men he had good reason to believe were
involved in the commission of a felony while indirectly
attacking Dean who was now aiding the prosecution while
Haldeman and Ehrlichman were not.
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In his statement on April 30 the President observed:
"As the investigations went forward, I repeatedly
asked those conducting the investigation whether there
was aD_~y reason to believe that members of my Administration were in any way involved. I received repeated assurances
that there were not." From whom did he receive these
assurances? The August 29 "Dean Report" was a farce.
The President even according to Ehrllc~nan did not
receive until April a full report on the Watergate incident. John Dean the person who was allegedly conducting
the %~]ite House investigation b~.d almost no contact with
the President until the end of February, 1973. WhY
did the President not insist on a written report on
the Watergate affair?
In the President’s August 15 statement he reiterated
his position of April 17 and 30: "During the
summer of 1972, I repeatedly asked for reports on the
progress of the investigation. Every report I received
was that no persons, other than the seven who were
subsequently indicted, were involved in the Water,ate
operation." Since the President wasn’t receiving
personal reports from Dean who was conducting the
White House investigation, then who gave Dim and what
were the content of these reports received during
the summer of 1972.
In the August 15 statement the President ass~rted
that "on March 21st, I arranged to meet the following
day with Messrs. Haldeman, Ehrlich~an, Dean, and
Mitchell to discuss the appropriate method to get the
facts out." And yet Mitchell’s testimony concerning
that March 22 meeting stated that the focal point of the
discussions with the President was executive privilege.
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Mitchell also thought that the President asked Dean
to serve as the liaison with the Senate Select
Committee. (mitchell, Senate Select, 3413-3415, 33413342, 3358-3359, 366~ 3668).
Thus, even accepting the factual accuracy of
all the President’s statements the following pattern
emerges:
(I) Even though the Director of the CIA was
unconcerned about the Watergate investigation
uncovering CIA activitiy, the President had his two
closest advisors orchestrate a campaign to ensure that
the FBI Watergate investigation not expose CIA operations.
(2) It is not until July 6, 1972 that the President
tells Gray to pursue an aggressive investigation. When
told by the Acting Director of the FBI that his people
were trying to mortally would him, the President makes
no further inquiries.
(3) He ~he Preslden~ receives no personal or
written report until September 15 from the White
House Cou~el in charge of the White House investigation into the Watergate affair.
(4) Even after March 21 when the President
concedes he was informed of a coverup, the Presldent’s
actions evince a lack of concern that the facts
about the break-in and the cover-Up be made known to
him, to the United States Attorney, to the Justice
Department, and to the public.
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¯ he sections of this report on the CIA involvement,
the initial cover-up and the collapse of the cover-up,
support the conclusion that the President’s actions from
June 17, 1972 until April 30, 1973 were not Ind±cative
of a man anxious to ensure tb~t a con~plete investigation
~as being conducted~ free from concern about exposing
CIA operations or revealing evidence incriminating
or embarrassing White House, CRP, or FCRP offlci~ls.

VIII.

Plumbers Operation and Related Activities

(i) SUMMARY: This area deserves special attention
because the President has admitted his authorization of
the Huston plan, a program of wiretaps, and a Special Investigation Unit in the White House. These programs sanctioned
the employment of wiretaps without court order, and breaking
and entering. The President has ~er conceded that he
told Krogh to find out all he could about Ellsberg’s associates and Ellsberg’ s motives. The President, however,
has stated on May 22, 1973, that until recently he knew
nothing about the break-in at Ellsberg’s psychiatrist’s
office. (His August 15, 1973 statement places March 17
as the date he was informed of the break-in).
As the analysis below indicates there is evidence
that the President knew of the Ellsberg break-in before
May, 1973, and that he contributed to the creation of
a situation where breaking and ente~ing~ a doctor’_~s
private office and searching his confidential files is
Justified as necessary to protect the~’national security.
(2) FACTS: In the summer or fall of 1970 the
President approved the so-called Huston plan which among
other things included surreptitious entry. The Plan
was apparently discontinued within four days after its
approval by the President and others, only because
}{oover refused to go along wlth~ it.
On September 3, 1971, people worklng for the Plumber’s
Unit led by Hunt and Liddy broke into Dr. Fieldlng’s
(Ellsberg’ s psychiatrist’ s) office ~
The President ’ s May 22, 1973, statement indicates
that in June 1972, he was concerned that the operations
of the Plumbers not be revealed.
In ea~_ly April, 1973 Ehrlich~an and Judge Byrne met
concerning the possible s.ppo].r~ e,~t o~ ~,~,~nc to the
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of the FBI.
The President’s May 22 statement admits his authorization
of a program of wiretaps in 1969. The program according to
the President was then legal and was undertaken to find and
stop serious national security leaks. Apparently Joseph
Kraft’s home phone was taped pursuant to this plan.
In June of 1971 the President allegedly told Colson to
get all classified documents out of Brookings.
(3) ANALYSIS: The President’s approval of the Huston
plan shows his willingness to sanction surreptitious entry.
Such approval shows a predisposition by the President to
approve what Occurred with respect to Fielding (.the
Ellsberg break-in).
Young and Colson have admitted that Nixon and Ehrlichman
were concerned about Ellsberg. It seems reasonable to conclude that because of this concern he~ was aware of and
directed the effort to discredit Ellsberg.and those aSsoclted
with him. This would include instructions to Krogh to find
out all Krogh could about Ellsberg. It is also reasonable
to conclude that Ehrlichman, who directed the Plumbers and
authorized the covert operation to obtain Ellsberg’s
psychiatric files, consulted with the President on an
operation as dramatic as this.
In September, 1971 Ehrlich~en told Colson not to discuss
the Ellsberg bres_k-ln with anyone, since it had been classified
as national security by the President, This implies the
President knew of the break-in shortly after it occurred.
In August 1972, Dean has stated tht he toldK~Q~gh that
the President wanted Krogh to lie to the U.S. Attorney.

In the Presidentls May 22, 1973, Watergate Statement,
he indicated that when he heard of the Watergate break-in,
he was concerned that the operations of the Plumbers not be
revealed. A reasonable conclusion is that he was referring
to the Ellsberg burglary and t~at he knew about it at least
as early as June, 1972. He also Indicated that the Fielding
break-ln exceeded his authorization to the Plumbers. It
would be of great importance here to know what other operations
the President was concerned m~ght be exposed by the FBI
investigation.
On March 20, 1973, Dean told Krogh that the President
was concerned that the Ellsberg break-ln not be disclosed.
On Y~mrch 22, 1973, Ehrllch~n told Krogh that Mitchell
was paying money to the Watergate defendants to keep them
quiet and that therefore Hunt would not disclose the Fielding
break-lnwhen he appeared before the Grand Jury. It would
seem reasonable to conclude that the President was also aware
of t~is at that time. Ehrlic~man’s statement can be proved
only by Krogh’s testimony.
On March 27, Ehrlic~nmn told Young t~at the President
was concerned that the Fielding break-innot be disclosed
and also mentioned that certain memos in the files were
too sensitive to be kept and should be removed from the
files. When Young responded that he hadassumed the
decision to break-in to Ellsberg~s psychiatrist’s office
had been cleared by Ehrllch~n he was told by Ehrllch~an
that that was a matter which Young should not question.
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Ehrlicbman also made a statement that if the "Judge" saw the.
file (after removal of the sensitive memos) he would see
that what they had done was justified. Young’s explanation
about the reference to the "Judge" is very unsatisfactory.
When first questioned about this he said that Ehrllchnan did
not refer to any specific Judge and that he might have
meant Sirlca or Byrne or some unknown Judge who might
ultimately pass on this. However, it should be noted that
Young’s notes of this meeting were dictated on May 4 -after Judge Byrne was in the news revealing the fact of the
Fielding break-ln.
According to Colson, between April 13, and 19, 1973,
Colson asked Ehrllcbman if he (Colson) could talk about
the Plumbers with the federal prosecutors. EhrllcDman went
to the President, returned to Colson and said that the
President does not want Colson talking about the Plumbers
and should invoke national security.
On April 18, when Petersen mentioned the Ellsberg
break-in to the President in a telephone conversation the
President is reported to have said that he knew all about
it and "God damn it, you keep out of it because it involves
national security." However, during his Senate testimony,
Petersen attempted to explain that what the President
meant was that he knew of Silbert’s memo a~out the breakin -- Petersen was trying to suggest that the President’s
statement did not necessarily mean that the President had
any previous knowledge about the break-in itself.
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On April 25, Kleindienst met with the President and
talked abo~ the Fielding break-in. The President acted
surprised and indicated that this was the first he heard

about it.
The adminstration’s effort to influence Judge Byrne
is susceptible to this type of analysis:
On April 4, E~rlci~z~mu called Judge Byrne and on April
5 met with him and indicated that the President was
interested in appointing Judge Byrne to be the Director of
the FBI. Judge Byrne says there was no discussion of the
Ellsberg case on April 5 or April 7 when they met again.
Judge Byrne does not believe this was effort to influence
him. Nevertheless, it seems clear that this was the
beginning of an effort by Nixon (through Ehrllc~mam) to
influence Byrme. Dean,s attorneys ~ad gone to the prosecutors on April 2, the Ellsberg case was all but lost by
then,, and such an effort was consistent with Ehrlic~man’ s
previous efforts to get Cushman to omit Ehrllchman’s name
from a memo regarding who b~d called for CIA assistance
and his effort to have the CIA get certain material
(including pictures of Fieldlng’s office by Hunt and
Liddy in August 1971) back from Justice. The attempted
Justification that Nixon was desperate for a replacement
for Gray doesn’t hold water since no publicity could be
given to the appointment of Byrne until the Ellsberg trial
was over (which Byrne told Ehrlicbzm~n would take about one
more month).
The following analysis is offered concerning the taps
placed on Joseph Krafts’ and Donald Nixon’s phone (presumably
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these taps would be Justified as part of the 1969
wiretap program to avoid national security leaks. )
In June of 1969, John Ehrlichnan ordered John
Caulfield to tap the home telephone of Joseph Kraft.
Ehrlichman invoked national security and perhaps
(according to Caulfleld) the President for authority
to do this. No hard evidence exists to implicate the
President in this, except John Ehrlichm~n worked
directly under the President. The tap was placed.
EhrlichmanordemedCaulfield to arrange with the
Secret Service to tap the business telephone of
Donald Nixon in order to gather information on Don
Nixon so as to avoid embarrassment to the President
if Don Nixon became involved in some business deal
with some shady characters. The tap was placed.
No direct evidence exists linking the President, but
John Ehrlichman reported directly to the President.
’lhe President told Charles Colson to get all
classified documents out of Brookings in June of
1971 in a fit of anger. Colson, ~ the President’s
suggestion, went to Ehrlich~am who suggested Jack Caulfield.
Colson admits he might have mentioned firebombing
Brookings as a joke, but Caulfield says there Could
be no mistake about the fact that Col~on:.~waS dead
serious. Caulfield ran to John Dean’s office, who
then flew to San Clemente to consult with Ehrliehman
on Colson’s firebomb order to Caulfield and later
Dean called Caulfleld to tell him to forget the
order. Ehrlichman admits calling someone in
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Washington to rescind t~ oder but claims he can’t
recall who.
The President on May 22, 1973 stated t~at he was
concerned t~at the Watergate investigation might expose
an "unrelated covert operation of the CIA or activities
of White House investigations unit." He further
elaborated that the nature of its work "[was] highly ~,
sensitive then and remain so today." A full report on the
President’s involvement ,~th the "Plumber~’I should if
possible exmmlne these other operations to adequately
answer the question whether these activites were
legitimate and lawful actions necessary for the protection of the national security, and whether knowledge
of the speciflc,s should remain secret. On one occasion
before the Senate Comnittee Ehrlic~nan refused to
answer questions about one particular plumbers’ activity.

IX.

Dirt~ Tricks and the President

(I) Sumn~_~_an~d~Analysls:- The evidence is scant on t~___
~esident’sknowledge o~f theSe~~-~-~
There is only one piece of evidence at this stage in
Rich Davis’ investigation whlchmlght establish a direct llnk
between the President and the dirty tricks operations. On
June 26, 1971, Strachanand ChOpin met with Segretti in
Washington to discuss with hlmhis possible role in the
cs~paign. At the conclusion of the meeting they told Segrettl
that they could not take him to the Oval office because he
would have to signin ;. that this was undesireable because it
was important that the President not know his name so that
when asked about Segrettl, he could say he did not k~ow
Segrettl. Segrettl left this conversation wlth the
impression that the President would at least know that someone like Segrettl was operating on his behalf.
Davis is interviewing Chapln and Magruder. If either
of these interviews produce further information Davis
will send us another memorandum.
Evidence exists that Haldemanknew of~Segretti’s
activities. According to Dean, Dean learned that
Haldeman, in a meeting wlthKalmbach, had approved Segretti’s
activities and had authorized Kalmbach to make payments to
Segretti (Dean’s Senate Statement, I15)~ Did Haldeman ever
mention to the President Segretti’s activities?
From Dean’s testimony, however, lwe can infer that by
November 15, 1972, the Presldentknew of Chapin’s involvementwlth Segretti. Dean testified in his statement before
the Senate Select Committee as follows:
After the election Dean~sJ~a~k4d by Hal~man and

Ehrllchman to meet with Segretti to determine Chapln’s
and Strachan’s involvement. On November I0, Dean met with
Segretti and taped the conversation. On November 12, Dean
played the tape to Haldenan and Ehrllchman. During this
November 12 meeting Haldeman got a request that the
President wanted to see Haldeman. To Dean’s surprise
Haldeman sent back a message to the President that Haldeman
was meeting with Dean, and woul’~ be over shortly to report.
(Dean, Senate Select Statement, 118-120).
On November 15, Dean was told by Ehrlichnan and
Haldeman that the President had decided, based on information Dean had given Haldeman and Ehrlichnan, that
Chapln would have to leave the White House staff,
Seha~e Select Statement, 120).

(Dean,

Joe Cor~]olly has supplied us with three sources of evidence
on the President’s involvement in the ITr matter.
(I) The March 30, 1972 memorandum from Colson to Haldeman
which was produced at the Senate Hearings refers to "a May 5,
1971 memo from Ehrlic~nan to the AG alluding ,was ,dls~ussions
between the President and the AG as to the "agreed upon ends" in the resolution of the ITT case and asking the AG whether
Ehrlicbman should work directly with Mciaren or through
Mitchell. There is also a memo to the President in the same
time period." We have not yet seen the Ehrli~bman-Mitchell
memo or the memo to the President (Colson told us that the
memo to the President was written by Ehrlichman; Colson
recalls that the memo dealt with several antitrust policy
issues and may have referred to the tit case).
(2) The June 25, 1971 "Dita Beard Memorandum" from Beard
to Merriam states that the President had been informed of
the IT~ San Diego convention pledge and that "certainly the
President has told Mitchell to see that things we worked
out fairly."
(3) Congressman Bob Wilson told us that he complained
to the President about the Justice Department’s conglomorate
antitrust policy (mentio~ning the ~ case) at a congressional
leadership meeting in told-1970. Wilson said that the President told him to take the matter up with~Dr. Art~nr Burns,
who was at the meeting; Wilson did so, and does not recall
any further con~nnicatlons wish the President.

XI.

~gn Contributions

A memo from Thomas ~Bride describes the following areas
of possible Presidential involvement.
-- The 1970 Tov~]house Operation. Th~s matter is described
in the attached memorandum.
-- The milk producer’s contributions. We are investigatln~
allegations that there was a causal connection between contri~tlons by dairy interests to the President’s re-election c
c~m~paign and the administration’s decision to reverse a Department of Agriculture decision, made 13 days earlier,
denying an increase in the milk price support level. The
major participants on the dairy side are the officers/
executives of three dairy cooperatives, Associated Milk
Producers Incorporated (AMPI), Dairymen, Inc. (DI), and
Mid-Amerlcan Dairymen (MAD). Each of the three cooperatives.maintains a trust, fed by voluntary contributions, from which political contributions are made. In
the spring of 1971 the cooperatives specifically, and the
diary industry generally were seeking an increase in the
price support level of milk. On March 12, 1971, Secretary Hard~n, then Secretary of Agriculture, announced
that he had decided not to, increase the price support
level. The diary cooperatives responded to Hardln’s decision
by beginning a lobbying effort on the Hill to have,the
price support level decision rai~ed legislation. During
that effort a previously scheduled meeting~as held in the
Cabinet Room attended by Nixon, Hardin, Schultz, and
other Agriculture officials and members of the diary
industry on ~arch 23, 1971. At that meetingHardin and
the other Department of ASrlculture employees argued in
support of not raising the support level, and the diary

representatives argued for an increase. On March 22-24,
1971, the political trust of AMPI made a $I0,000 contribution,
through the purchase of tickets, to the President’s campaign.
On ~rch 25, 1971, the Secretary of Agriculture announced
that the support level would be raised. In the month of
April $7~000was contributed by the trusts of the cooperatives.
The diary money was the subject of a conversation between
Dem~ and Haldeman, according to Dean’s Senate Exhibit 24,
on M~y 19, 1971. Subsequent dairy contributions to the
President ultimately totalled approximately $400,000. The
allegation is, therefore, that the milk price support
increase ~s won by the dairy farmers promise to make
substantial campaign contributions. Recently the allegation
has been made, by the General }%kna~ of AMPI, that AMPI’ s
refusal to contribute was somehow linked to the Justice
Department’s filing of an anti-trust action aglnst AMPI.
Dr. George Mehren, General Manager of AMPI, has stated that
in the January-February 1972 period he was called by HerbePt~
Kalmbach at least six times at his home, always in the late
evening, but Mehren refused to talk to Kalmbach. On February
i, 1972, the ant~-trust complaint was filed, and on February
3, 1972, Kalmbach asked for a further contribution, but was
rebuffed.

There are a number of other matters concerning which we
have received allegations of impropriety, Conceivably some
of these ndgh____~tinvolve the President, however, such a conclusion at this point would be only conjectural. These
include:
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(I) Allegations of faveritism in the
awarding of airline routes. Such awards are
made by decision of the President.
(2) Allegations of White House intervention
in decisions of the Department of Justice in
anti-trust matters such as the action against
the networks, the Pfizer settlement, Precision
Value, Warner-Lambert, and others.
(3) Executive pardons and clemency grants:
Cal Kovens pardon, the pardons of three Lybrand,
Ross partners, the Hoffa pardon and the DeCarlo
commutation.
(4) Appointment of ambassadors in exchange
for contributions, most notably the Ruth Farkas
appointment.

OCT 2 1973

Honorable Archibald Cox
Director, Watergate Special
Prosecution Force
Department of Justice
1425 K Street, No W.
Washington, Do C. 20005
Dear Mr. Cox:
At the request of the Attorney General, I
am sending to you the enclosed memorandum prepared
in this Office on the subject of "Amenability of
the President, Vice President and other Civil
Officers to Federal Criminal Prosecution while in
Office".
In keeping with our general policy, we are not
releasing or acknowledging the existence of this
memorandum to the public even though there has been
one press rumor about it.
Sincere ly,

Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

Encl:

September 24, 1973
MEMORANDUM

Re:

- "

Amenability of the-President, Vice
President and other Civil Officers to
~Federal Criminal Prosecution while in
Office.

The question whether a civil officer I/ of the federal
government can be the subject of criminal proceedings while
he is still in office has been debated ever since the
earliest days of the Republic. This inquiry raises the
following separate although to some extent interrelated
issues. Fir.s..t.., whether the constitutiona! provisions
governing impeachment, viewed in general terms, prohibit
the institution of federal criminal proceedings prior to
the exhaustion of the impeachment process. Second, if the
first question is answered in the negative, whether and to
what extent the President as head of the Executive branch
of the Government is amenable to the jurisdiction of the
federal courts as a potential criminal defendant. Third,
:if it be determined that the President is in~aune from criminal
prosecution because of the special nature of his office,
whether and to what extent such immunity is shared by the
Vice President.
-

Must the Impeachment Process be Completed
Before Criminal Proceedings May be Instrtu~e~
6gainst a Person Who is Liable to Impeachment?
A. Textual and Historical Support for Proposition that
.!_mpeachment Need. Not Precede Indictment.

]~/ For a discussion of the definition of"civil officer" as ¯
that term is used in Article II, section 4 of the Constitution,
see pp. 8-9 infra.

I. Views o£ early con,~entators,
of t.h~e Constitution provides:

Article II, secti6n 4

"The President~ the Vice President and all Civil
Officers of the United States, shall be removed
from Office on Impeachment for, and Conviction
-:::--,of Treason, Bribery, or other high crimes and
..... Misdemeanor s."
Article I, section 3~ clause
-~"Judgme~t in cases of Impeacb~nent shall not extend
further than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any Office of honor,
Trust or P=ofit under the United States; but the
Party convicted shall nevertheless be liabla and
subject to Indictment, Tria!~ Judgmm~ and ~ishment, accord~g to

"

Tha suggestion has beem m~de that z~ticle !, sectio~
clause 7 prohibits the institution of crL~al proceed~gs
aga~st a pe=son subject to ~peaci-~ent prior to the te=m~at!on of i~eacl~ent protections.2/ Suppor~ for this argument
has be~ sought in Alexander H~iton’s description of the
pe=tinent constitutional p=ovision ~ the FeSeralist Nos. 65,
69 and 77, ~hihh explai~ that after removal by way of
peaci~nt the offe[~der ~ still liable to ordinal prosecution ~ the ord~.a~ course of law.
2/ We are using the te~ ’ " -"te~ination
"
~ of
~ t"the ~peachment
o~ed~gs" rather than "=emoval by way of m~eac~n
~ ~iew
of ~he statement in Stbry~ Commentaries on the Constitution
of the United States, Vol. I~ see. 782, quoted below, thmt
.crim~al proceed~gs m~Y be instituted, eit~=~ after an
~uittal or conviction ~ the cour~ of impeac~ent. The coniusio that acquittal by the S~ate does not ha= criminal
p~oseeution follows from th~ consideration that such an acquitta! ~y be based, as discussed ~fr~, on j~isdictional
grounds, ~.~., that the defendant i~ not an officer of the
United States in the constitutional sense, o= on discretiona~
grounds, ~.~., that the defendant no longer is an officer of
th~ United States and unlikely to be reappointed or reelected,
or on grounds ~hich are partly jurisdictional and partly substantive, ~.~., that the offense ~¢as not of ~n ~peach~ble

nature.
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Honorable Archibald Cox
Director, Watergate Special
Prosecution Force
Department of Justice
1425 K Street, N. W.
Washington, Do C. 20005
Dear Mr. Cox:
At the request of the Attorney General, I
am sending to you the enclosed memorandum prepared
in this Office on the subject of "Amenability of
the President, Vice President and other Civil
Officers to Federal Criminal Prosecution while in
Office".
In keeping with our general policy, we are not
releasing or acknowledging the existence of this
memorandum to the public even though there has been
one press rumor about it.
Sincerely,

Robert G. Dixon, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel

Encl:
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September 24, 1973
MEMORANDUM

Re :

Amenability of the-President, Vice
President and other Civil Officers to
~Federal Criminal Prosecution while in
Office.

The question whether a civil officer I/ of the federal
government can be the subject of criminal proceedings while
he is still in office has been debated ever since the
earliest days of the Republic. This inquiry raises the
following separate although to some extent interrelated
issues. First, whether the constitutional provisions
governing imp£achment, viewed in general terms, prohibit
the institution of federal criminal proceedings prior to
the exhaustion of the impeachment process. Second, if the
first question is answered in the negative, whether and to
what extent the President as head of the Executive branch
of the Government is amenable to the jurisdiction of the
federal courts as a potential criminal defendant. Third,
if it be determined that the President is in~une from criminal
prosecution because of the special nature of his office,
whether and to what extent such immunity is shared by the
Vice President.
--

Must the Impeachment Process be Completed
Before Criminal Proceedin~s May. be Instituted
,Against a Person Who is Liable to Impeachm.ent?
A. Textual and Historical Support for Proposition that
.I.:mpeachment Nee8. Not Precede Indictment.

]~/ For a discussion of the definition of "civil officer" as
that term is used in Article II, section 4 of the Constitution,
see pp. 8-9 infra.

=RODUCE~ AT THE NATIONAL ~RC~NES

I. Views o£ early con.~entators. Article II,section 4
of thee Constitution provides:
"The President~ the Vice President and all Civil
Officers of the United States, shall be removed
from Office on I~zpeaehment for, and Conviction
.~.-~of Treason, Bribery, or other high crimes and
..... Misdemeanors ."
,,

Article I, section 3, clause 7 provi~des:

~-

-~*"Judgme~%t in cases of Impeacb~nent shall not extend
f~rther than to removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy any Office of honor,

Trus~ or Profit under the United States; but the
Party convicted shall nevertheless be liable and
subject to Indictment, Tria!, Judgmml~ and Punishment, according to La~."
" " The suggestion has been made that Article !, section 3,
clause 7 prohibits the institution of crLminal proceedings
against a person subject to impeaci~ent prior to the termina.
tisn of impeachment proceed~ngs.~/
Support for this arguz~ent
has been sought in Alexander H~anilton’s description of the
pertinent constitutional provision in the Federalist Nos. 65,
69 and 77, ~hihh explain that after removal by way of impeaclnment the offe[~der is still liable to criminal prosecution in the ordinary course of law.
2/ We are using the te~m :’termination of the impeachment proceedings rather than "removal by way of impeachment" in ~ie~.~
of ~he statement in Stbry, Commentaries on the Constitution
of the United States_, Vol. i, sec. 782, quoted below, that
eit~o~
.criminal proceedings m~xy be instituted,
.... after an
~uittal or conviction in the court of impeac~hment. The conclusion that acquittal by the S~--nate does not bar criminal
prosecution follows from the consideration that such an acquitta! ~.~y be based, as discussed infra, on jurisdictional
grounds, e.~., that the defendant is not a~ officer of the
United States in the constitutional sense, or on discretionn~
grounds, e_.~., that the defendant no longer is an officer of
the United States and unlikely to be reappointed or reelected,
or on grounds ~hich are partly jurisdictional and partly substantive, e.i., that the offense ~¢as not of ~n impeachable
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Article I, section 3, clause 7, however, does not say
that a person subject to impeachm~m~t n~nybe tried only after
the completion of that process. Instead the constitutional
provision-uses the term "nevertheless." 3/ The purpose of
this clause thus is to permit criminal p~osecution in spite
of the prior adjudication by the Senate, i_.e_., to forestall
a double jeopardy argument.
.
A sgeech made by lather ~.~artin--wno had been a member
of the C~nstitutional Convention--during the impeachment
proceedings of Justice Chase shows that Article l~ section
5, clause 7 was designed to overcome a claim of double
jeopardy rather than to require that impeachment must precede any criminal proceedings. Annals of Congress, 8th Cong
2d Sess., col. 432. Similarly l,~. Justice Sto~’7 teaches in

his Commentaries on the Constitution:

"If the court of ~mpeac>,m~ents is merely to
-- Pronounce
sentence of re.ova!
office and
the other adisabi!ities~
then it from
is indispensable
that provision should be ~-%ade thht the co~~on
tribunals of justice snou~-d De ,zt l~t~ to
entertain jurisdiction of the offence for the ~"
purpose of inflicting the common punishment
applicable to unofficial offenders. Othe~,.~ise.
I£ might be ma~ter of extreme doubt whether,
consistently with _the =~r_ea~ ~im above mentioned,
established for tahe security of the llfe end
limbs and liberty of the citlz~~n, a second trial
for the same offence cou!g h~ had, either after
an acquittal or a conviction, i~n the court of
impeschmen~s." Vol. I~ sac. 782.

Rawle, another early co~r~entator, states in his View on
the Cons.t~ituti°n of the United State~ o~ America_. (182"9) a~
Corcsti~_/ This provision was rend-.~d necessary because the
tution limits the jud~=~men~ of i_mpeacbz.nent to removal and
disqualification, while under En.~fish law the House of Lords
did also L~pose severe criminal, sanctions includin~ the
death penalty,in cases of convictio~ on i~n2eachment" Story,
Op. cir., VOI. I, §~ 784, 785; Rawle, A View o[:. the Const!tutlo , P 217

.~.~-.~Butthe ordinary tribunals, as we shall see,
are not precluded, either before or after an
impeachment, from taking cognizance of the
(Emphasis
public and official delinquency."
added. )
.
....... 2. .Interpretations of the impeachment clause b~
~official bodies. The practical interpretation of the Constitution has been to the same effect. During the life of the
Republic impeachment proceedings have been instituted only
against 12 officers of the United States. Congressional
Directory, 93 Cong., Ist Sess., p. 402. In the same time,
presumably scores, "if not hundreds, of officers of the United
States have been subject to criminal proceedings for offenses
for which they could have been impeached.
It may be suggested that it is no answer to say tha~""in
most instances the officer presumably had resigned or been
removed by th~ time he had been tried. Ifit really is
the import of Article I, section 3, clause 7, that an officer
of the United States may be subjected to criminal proceedings ¯ only after the conclusion of the impeachment procedure,
the qu’estion of whether he is still in office at the time
of the criminal trial can be viewed as immaterial. The
constitutional text does not contain any express exception
to that effect. Moreover, resignation or removal arguably
does not terminate the impeachment power as a matter of law. ~/
It is true that as a practical matter, the House of Representatives and the Senate are reluctant to exercise their timeconsuming impeachment functions after a case has become of
less moment, because the offender is no longer in office,
especially after he had renounced all monetary claims against
the United States. ~/ However, because the sanctions for
impeachment include disqualification to hold a federal office,
~/ The Constitution of the United States~ Analysis and
Interpretation, S. Doc. No. 39, 86th Cong., ist Sess.,
p. 556; H. Rept. 1639, 79th Cong., 2d Sess., p~’i!38-39.
!/ See the dismissal of the proceedings against Senator
Blount and former Secretary of War Belknap, and H. Rept.
1639, supra, pp. 1-2.
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as well as removal, an impeachment proceeding instituted
subsequent to completion of the term, resignation, or dismissal,
wou~d not be a bootless act. And yet it would seem to be an
unreasonable interpretation of the Constitution to move from
the latter proposition to the conclusion--necessary under
the argument that impeacl~nent must precede indictment--that
a~offending federal officer acquires a lifetime "immunity
against .indictment unless the Congress takes time to impeach

There have been several instances of legislative actions
~envisaging the criminal prosecution of persons while still in
office, and of the actual institution of criminal proceedings
against federal officers while in office.
i. Section 21 of the Act of April 30, 1790, 1 Stat.
117, provided that a judge convicted of having accepted a
bribe "shall forever be disqualified to hold any office of
honour, trust or profit under the United States." The disqualification provision of this section thus indicates that
Congress ant~icipated criminal trials for bribery--an impeachable offense--prior to a judgment of the Senate providing for
the removal and disqualification of the offender. It should
be remembered that this statute was enacted by the First
Congress many members of which had been members of the Constitutional Convention. Obviously they, and President Washington
who approved the legislation, did not feel that it violated
the Constitution. The disqualification clause is now a part
of the general bribery statute and applies to every officer
of the United States. 18 U.S.C. § 201(e).
ii. In 1796; Attorney General Lee advised the House
of Representatives that if a judge is convicted of a serious
crime his "removal from office may and ought to be a part of
the punishment." He continued that, since the judicial tenure
is during good behavior, a judge could not be removed unless
lawfully convicted of some official misconduct by way of
"information, or by an indictment before an ordinary court,
or by impeachment before the Senate of the United States."
The Attorney General concluded that while impeachment "seems,
in general cases, tobe best suited to the trial of so high
and important an officer" it was not the only method, and in
the particular circumstances he recom~nended trial of the
judge by information or :indictment. 3 Hinds, Precedents of
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the }louse of !.’,e~resentatives 982-983, American Stpte_ PaDer__s
(Misc..) Vol. I, p. 151. .~he House Comm~ittee, to ~.~hich the
matter had been referred, concurred in that recommendation.
IILnds, ibid., Annals of Congress, 4th Cong., 2d Sess., col.
2320. Here again it was felt at that early stage of our constitutional life that, at least "in regard to judges, impeachmen>~ did not have to precede th.~ instit~ition of criminal

proceedings. Hence, Congress could provide for removal of a
judge for bad behavior, evidenced by a criminal conviction,
although it has not done so, except in the instance of a
bribez-y conviction. 6/
ili. Circuit judge Davis retired Ln 1939 under the
provisions of wh~t is now 28 U.S.Co 371(b). --7/ Borkin, The
Corse.or Jud~e~ I16. In !941 he ~.~as indicted for
cos
justics -and tried ~.rice. L~ both cases the ju~7 was tunable
to agree and t~he indic~.ent was ultimately dismissed.
p. 119. Only then did the Attorney General request Congress
to impeach Judgs D~ris. The latter thereupon resigned from
~eumr~nent and pension rightS. Id ~ at
p. 120. This in effect mooted the need for impeachment, but
arguably "not the power of impeachment. See suDr.____~a.
i iv. Judge Albert W. Johnson was investigated by a
grand jury and testified before _~
"~ prior to his resi~nat!on
from office. See Findin~ of Fact #3 in Johnson v. United
_S.tates~ 122 C. Cl. !00, I0! (1952).

v. The Department of Justice concluded Ln-!970 on
the st~ng~h of.precedents ## i ~nd il, _sUngra, that crim~al
proceedings could be instituted aNainst a si~ting Justice of
the Sup. reme Court. Sh~gan, A Question of Jud~en~, 230-233.
~/ Commerce Judge Azcno~id was investigated by the Department
of Justice prior to his impeachment in 1912. It is, however,
not apparent ~,~hether this was a formal grand jury investigation. Carpenter, Judicial Tenure in the United_States, 145;
Shogan, A Q~aestion of Jud~nent, 232.
--7/ A retired judge rear.ins in office; he possesses the rig,ht
to receive the salary of his office and retains the capacity
to perform judicial f~nctions upon designation and assignment.
28 U.S.Q. 294.

REPRODUCED ATTHE NAT ONALARCHIVES

vi. Circuit Judge Kerner was recently subjected
to a gran~--jury investigation, indicted, and convicted while
still in office. The question whether criminal proceedings
can precede impeachment has been raised for the first time

In sum, the analysis of the text of the Constitution and
its practical interpretation indicate that the Constitution
does not require the termination of impeaclnnent proceedings
before an officer of the United States may be subjected to
criminal proceedings. The caveat is that all of the above
instances concerned judges, who possess tenure under Article
III only during "good behavior," a provision not relevant to
other officers. However, although this clause may be the
basis for a congressional power to remove judges by processes
other than impeachment, it is not directly responsive to the
question whether impeachment must precede criminal indictment,
nor was the clause the basis for the actions in the historic
instances noted above.
B. Troublesome Implications of a Pr~position that
l__~peachment Must Precede Indictment.
The opposite conclusion, viz., that a person who is
¯ subject to impeachment is not subject to criminal prosecution
prior to the termination of the impeacl~nent proceedings would
create serious practical difficulties in the administration
of the criminal law. As shall be documented, infra, every
criminal investigation and prosecution of persons employed
by the United States would give rise to complex preliminary
questions. These include, first, whether the suspect is
or was an officer of the United States within the meaning of
Article II, section 4 of the Constitution, and second, whether
the offense is one for which he could be impeached. Third,
there would arise troublesome corollary issues and questions
in the field of conspiracies and with respect to the limitations of criminal proceedings. An interpretation of the
Constitution which injects such complications into criminal
proceedings is not likely to be a correct one. Indeed,
impractical or self-defeating interpretations of constitutional
texts must be avoided. The Framers were experienced and
practical men. This fact, coupled with the purposive spirit
of constitutional interpretation set by Chief Justice Marshall,

has been the foundation for the endurance of our constitutional system for 186 years.
Io Definition of "civil officer." If liability to impeachment is a preliminary bar to criminal prosecution the
question necessarily arises as to who is a "Civil Officer of
the Uni~ted States" within the meaning of Article II, section
4, of the Constitution. An officer of the United States has
been defined as a person appointed by one of the methods
provided for in Article II, section 2, clause 2 of the Constitution, ioe., by the President by and with the advice of
Senate, or, on the basis of a statutory authorization, by
the President alone, the Courts of Law, or a Head of a Department. United States v. Mouat, 124 U.S. 303, 307 (1886).
But as Chief Justice Marshall, while sitting as a Circuit
Justice, pointed out in United States v. Maurice, 2 Brock~ 96,
103, 26 Fed.~Cas. 1211, 1214 (No. 15747)(C.C. Va., 1823) not
every public emp!oyment is an "office." The latter term
"embraces the ideas of tenure, duration, emolument, and duties."
United States v. Hartwell, 6 Wall. 385, 393 (1867); United
States v. Germaine, 99 U.S. 508, 511-512 (1878); Auffmordt v.
Hedden, 137 U.S. 310, 326-328 (1890). The notion of "office"
.in.the constitutional sense thus presupposes a certain degree
of continuity, a specification of duties, and of compensation.
The most important aspect of this definition appears to be the
requirement of tenure and duration. An assignment which envisages the performance of a single specific task, or of
occasional and intermittent duties, the ad hoc position, is
-normally not consider~ed to be an office. United States v.
Germaine, .supr.a; Auffmordt v. Hedden., supra; United States v.
Maurice, supra; 37 Opo A.G. 204; The Constitution of the
United States of America~ Analysis and Interpretations, S. Doc.
39, 88th Cong., ist Sess., pp. 497, 500. 8/
8/ It is questionable whether the usual e~ception of the __ad
hoc__ position from the term "office" is applicable to the
impeachment power; this raises the question whether, for
instance, a Presidential agent appointed to perform a single
diplomatic mission (S. Doc. 39, .supra, pp. 499-501) could
be impeached for bribery.
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The decisions of the Supreme Court defining the term
"
"
I
did not involve a
"officer~’ "Ln the constmtutlona
sense
f~arther i~..@ortant element, presumably because it was not
relevant to the issues rnised in them, vi___~z., that an officer
in the constitutional sense must also be invested with
portion of the sovereign functions of the gove~n~ment, l’!echa~,

A Treatise on the La:~ of l~b!ic office and Public Officers,.
secs" l, 2~ and 4, ~d the authorities therein
cited, H. P~pt.
~ ~
United
2205, 55th Cong.~ 3d Sess., pP. 48-54; ~a~n v.
73 F. Supp. i019, 102! (N.D., !!!.,.!947); 22 Op. A.G. 187;
26 id 24, 249 (1907). in the ~¢ords of II. Rept. 2205, a~
p. 52, a person employed in the Execucmve ~ranch is an officer only if he enforces the !m~ in a ~er so as to afx_ct
the rights of the people. A person employed by the United
States ~ho merely perfo~~ms the duties of an expert, or advises
or negotiates without being able to put into effec~ the result of his advice or su~gestions therefore is not an officer
in the constitu£ionai sense. The re~pairement that an officer
n~st be vested with some el-~’~nent of the sovereign power of
the United States, necessarily exe~p, ts the vast majority
9ederal ~nployees from the scope of ti~e L~.peach~ent jurisdic-

-tion. There are only relatively f~ persons i~n
t~ek federal
establis~:nent ~ho actually ~have t_he po~.;.er to make decisions.
~’nich concern the public, but case-by-case determination

could be difficult
The questions whether t~he position of a person employed
z.es the requirements of
5y the Federal Governmemt satis=~
tenure, duration, emolument, and duties, and ~4;~ther any
elements of the sovereignty of the United States are vested
" S of law and
frequently give rise to complex questlon
fact. Hence, "if an officer of the United States cannot be
proceeded a~ainst criminally prior to the termiemtion of the
in~eachment proceedlnos those difficult issues ~ould be injected into the criminal prosecution of any sitting or former
federal ,emp!oyee in order to dete~nins ~ghether or not he is
an officer in~ne from crL~inal prosecution until trial by
the Senate. We seriously question that this is the true
import of the Constitution.
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2. Offenses subject to impeachment. If it were
assumed arguendo, despite our own conclusion to the contrary,
that an officer of the United States is not subject to
criminal proceedings prior to the conclusion of impeachment
proceedings, the scope of that in~unity necessarily would
be. limited to offenses subject to impeachment. Such an
asserted rule automatically would create another difficultto-administer jurisdictional defense, vi___%z’, whether the
offense in question is non-impeachable and therefore, subject
immediately to criminal proceedings.
According to Article II, section 4 of the Constitution,
officers of the United States can be impeached for "Treason,
Bribery and other high Crimes and Misdemeanors°" There is
no need to define treason and bribery° But "[a]s there is
no enumeration of offenses comprised under the last two
categories, no little difficulty has been experienced in
defining offenses in such a way that they fall within the
.meaning of the constitutional provisions." The Constitution
of the United States~ Analysis and Interpretation, S. Doc.
No. 39, 86th Cong., ist Sess., p. 556.
Early commentators indidated that ’~high Crimes and
Misdemeanors" is a term of art intended to reach wrongs of
a political or of a judicial character, neither limited to,
nor encompassing all, indictable offenses. See, e.g., Story.,
Commentaries, oZ. ci__[t., Vol. I, §§ 749, 764. Some writers
stressed the political nature of offenses over which a
tribunal for the trial of impeachments would have jurisdiction.
In The Federalist, No. 65, Alexander Hamilton explained:
"A well-constituted court for the trial of
impeachments is an object not more to be desired
than difficult to be obtained in a government
wholly elective. The subjects of its jurisdiction are those offenses which proceed from the
misconduct of public men, or, in other wo.r@s~
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from the abuse or violation of some public trust.
They are of a nature which may with peculiar
propriety be denominated POLITICAL, as they relate
chiefly to injuries done immediately to the
soc’iety itself."
The following year during the Great Debate Sn the Removal
Power of the President, James Madison submitted that, if the
President improperly removed-"from office a man whose merits require that
he should be continued in it * * * he [the
President] will be impeachable by this House
before the Senate for such an act of maladministration; for I contend that the wanton removal
of a meritorious officer would subject him to
impeachment and removal from his own high trust."
Annals of Congress, ist Cong., col. 498.
In 1790 and 1791 James Wilson, a signer to the Declaration
of Independence and Associate Justice of the Supreme Court,
in his law lectures, defined the term "high m~sdemeanors
as malversation in office 9/ and he asserted:
"In the United States and in Pennsylvania, impeachments are confined to political characters, to
political crimes and misdemeanors, and to political punishments." The Works of James Wilson, Volo
2, pp. 165, 166.

~/ Malversation has been defined as misbehavior in office.
Jowitt, Dictionary of English Law°
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Story’s detailed discussion of the rules governing~
impea~chment, o_j!. ci___~t. (Volo I, secs. 742-813), also stresses
th~~olitical nature of impeachable offenses, and assigns
this as the reason why they are to be tried before a tribunal
more familiar with political practices than the courts of
law. See, e.g., secs. 749, 764-765, 800. He also points
out that offenses subject to impeachment necessarily cannot
b~limited to statutory crimes.10/ He explained that if-"the silence of the statute-book [is] to be
deemed conclusive in favor of the party
..~.~until Congress have made a legislative declaration and enumeration of the offences which
shall be deemed high crimes and misdemeanors
* * * the power of impeachment, except as to
the ~o expressed cases, is a complete nullity,
and the party is wholly dispunishable, however,
enormous may be his corruption or criminality.
Section BOO contains a recapitulation of the numerous
offenses which in English history had been subject to
impeachment° They included: Misleading the King with unconstitutional opinions; attempts to subvert the fundamental
laws, ~and introduce arbitrary powers; attaching the great
seal to an ignominious treaty; neglect to safeguard the sea
by a lord admiral; betrayal of his trust by an ambassador,
propounding and sui’porting pernicious and dishonorable measures
by a privy counsellor; the receipt of exorbitant grants and
incompatible employments by a confidential adviser to the
King. ~hile Story felt that certain impeachments were unduly
harsh and understandable only in the light of their age, such
as giving bad counsel t’o the king, advising a prejudicial
peace, enticing the king to act against the advice of Parliament,
purchasing offices, giving medicine to the king without advice
of physicians, preventing other persons from giving counsel
to the king except in their presence, and procuring exorbitant
personal grants from the king, he suggested that others were
founded in the most salutary public justice; such~as impeachments for malversations and neglects in office~ f0r encouraging
pirates, for official oppression, extortions, and deceits,
and especially for putting good magistrates out of office
and advancing bad ones.
i__0/
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It will not be sufficient to say that, in the
cases where any offence is punished by any
statute of the United States, it may and ought
to be deemed an .impeachable offeng.e. It is not
_every. offence, that by the Constitution is so
.... ~mpeacha.b..!e,. I.t..mu.s.t. not .o~.l.y be an offence,
but a high..cri~e and misdemeanor." Section 796.
... (Underscoring supplied) ......
.. Yet to cite these commentators and say that impeachments
are thought by some to be confined to wrongs of a political
character more aptly characterizes the process than defines
the offense. In short, it begs the question for a "private"
offense, of the sort that a non-officer may also commit,
may have gross political ramifications if the perpetrator
is a public officer. Is an offense that brings an office
into disrepute and renders it dysfunctional a "political"
offense?
¯
Disregarding a functional analysis ofthe impeachment
clause suggested by the above question, William Rawle,
another early commentator, took a narrow view of the term
qimpeachable offenses." He would restrict it ~o offenses
committed while performing the duties of the office?
’~The legitimate causes of impeachment
have been already briefly noticed° They can
only have reference to public character and
official duty. The words of the text are
¯ treason, bribery, and other high crimes and
misdemeanors. The treason contemplated must
be against the United States.. In general
those offences which may be committed equally
by a private person as a public officer, are
not ~he subjects of impeachment. Murder,
burglary, robbery, and indeed all offences
not :immediately connected with office~, except
the two expressly mentioned, are left to the
ordinary course of judicial proceeding, and
¯ neither house can regularly inquire into them,
except for the purpose of expelling the member."
View on the Constitution of the United States
of America (1829) at 215.
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Certainly, a case can be made that if impeachment
is a process by which the faith in and integrity and effectiveness of the office of an offending incumbent can be
restored,ll/ offenses which tend to bring the office into
disrepute or render it dysfunctional should be impeachable
whether or not committed in an official capacity. The
constitutional remedy must be commensurate with the constitutional’need. Extortion or forgery committed in private
transactions seemingly has just as enormous an impact on
the office as does bribery. As the Supreme Court of
Louisiana recently said in a case involving a state impeachment, because there is "a deep and vital interest" in the
office of Judge . o . the official conduct of judges, as
well as their private conduct, is closely observed. When
a judge, either in his official capacity or as a private
citizen, is guilty of such c6nduct as to cause others to
question his character and morals, the people not only
.lose respect for him as a man but lose respect for the court
over which he presides as well." In re Ha~ertK, 241 So. 2d
469 (La. 1970). See also A. Simpson, Federal Impeachments
50-53.
In confronting this issue, Justice Story in his Commentaries~chose the safest course and presented the arguments
without resolving the issue whether impeachment should be
Confined to official acts:
In the argument upon Blount’s impeachment, it
was pressed with great earnestness that there
is not a syllable in the Constitution which confines impeachment~ to official acts, and it is
against the plainest dictates of common-sense
ii/

Congressman Summers, Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee, who was the Manager of the impeachment of district
judge Halsted Ritter in 1936 viewed the impeachment function
as depending Qn the effect of the offense ~on t~e office:
do not assume the responsibility o . . of provi~gii~hat the
respondent is guilty of a crime as that term is known to criminal
jurisprudence. We do assume the responsibility of bringing
before you a case, proven facts, the reasonable and probable
consequences of which are to cause people to doubt the integrity
of the respondent presiding as a judge." 80 Cong. Rec. 5469,
5602-06 (74th Cong. 2d Sess. 1936).
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~hat such restraint should be imposed upon it.
Suppose a judge should countenance or aid
insurgents in a meditated conspiracy or insurrection against-the government° This is not
a judicial act, and yet it ought certainly to
~be impeachable. He may be called upon to try
...... the very persons whom he has aided° Suppose
a judge or other officer to receive a bribe not~
connected with his judicial office, could he be
entitled to any public confidence? Would not
-these reasons for his removal be just as strong
as if it were a case of an official bribe? The
argument on the other side was, that the power
of impeachment was strictly confined to civil
officers of the United States, and this necessarily implied that it must be limited to malconduct
in-office.
¯ §805. It is not intended to express any
opinion in these commentaries as to which is
the true exposition of the Constitution on the
points above stated. They are brought before
the learned reader as matters still sub judice,
the final decision of which may be reasonably
left to the high tribunal constituting the court
of impeachmen when the occasion shall arise.
Commentaries, op. cit. §§ 804, 805 (1833).
One. hundred and forty years later, the question concerning what criminal statutory offenses can be.made’the
subject of impeachment-proceedings remains open. For the
offenses not fallingwithin the impeachment jurisdiction,
the offender/officer could be prosecuted even if the
Constitution precluded the criminal prosecution of impeachable
offenses prior to the conclusion of impeachment. However,
if impeachment were indeed a condition precedent to criminal
prosecution, a person accused of a common offense committed
while in the employment of the United States could plead
that the offense was of a political nature and that he could
not be prosecuted prior to the conclusion of impeachment
proceedings. This would inject into the trial of a criminal
case the delicate issue of what is a political or impeachable
offense, and what constitutes a common non-impeachable crime.
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Further, this delicate issue seemingly would be
before the wrong forum (see Story quotation above). The
actual power to impeach vel non in every instance rests
with the House of Representatives and not with the courts.
And this congressional power -- laying~-aside the possible
outcome in some future instance of alleged gross abuse -subsumes within it the threshhold issue of determining
whether an offense is impeachable. In a criminal proceeding
a judicial conclusion in favor of the.impeachable nature
of the offense would of course, not require the House of
Representatives to impeach or.the Senate to convict. Indeed, a number of considerations might induce nonaction by
the Congress even if an "offense" were held by a court to
be impeachable (and therefore a jurisdictional bar to indictment), e~., (i) higher legislative priorities for other
business -- legislation, treaty appiovals, confirmations
of appointments, "investigations, (2) political pressures
not to act, (3) inappropriatness of a political trial for
the given offense, (4) an estimate of ultimate failure to
garner the necessary simple majority in the House and twothirds vote in the Senate, thereby precluding the attempt,
(5) a desire not to exacerbate political relations because
of the,adverse effect on governmental concerns.
For the above reasons, a rule that impeachment must
precede indictment could operate to impede, if not bar,
effective prosecution of offending civil officers. The
sensible course, as a general proposition, is to leave to
the judiciary the trial of indictable criminal offenses,
and to Congress the scope of the overlapping impeachment
jurisdiction. The gro>s impracticalities of a rigid rule
that impeachment precede-indictment demonstrate that it
would be an unreasonable, and improper construction of
the Constitution.
.31 Problems presented by corollary issues. There
are also reasons of a corollary nature which counsel
against the conclusion that impeachment proceedings must
be completed before a civil officer may be subjected to
criminal proceedings.
(a) During a grand jury investigation, it may
appear for instance, that one of several co-conspirators is an officer of the United States
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as was the case in Johnson v. United States, supKa..
It would seriously interfere with the investigation
.if it had to be suspended in respect to that officer,
or indeed as to the other co-conspirators, until
the termination.of impeachment proceedings. The
alternative is equally unappealing. If evidence
were nonetheless presented in respect to the other
¯co-.conspirators, serious char~es would inevitably
be levied against the civil officer who would not
have theopportunity in a judicial tribunal to
clear himself. Further, if the civil officer actually
is involved in the conspiracy, his nonparticipation
attrial could impede prosecution of the co-conspiratorSo
(b) A similar consideration is presented by the
statute of limitations. If.an officer cannot be
prosecuted prior to impeachment, the criminal statute
of limitations could easily run in his favor° If
his immunity blocked effective prosecution of coconspirators, the statue of limitations might run
in their favor too. The Criminal Code does not contain and, to our knowledge, never has contained a
section providing for the suspension of the statute
-of limitations in the case of an officeholder until
the termination of impeachment proceedings. The.-absence of such provision suggests Congress has
considered such a rule to be unnecesssry. Such
practical interpretation of the Constitution is entitled to great consideration. Stuart v. Laird, 1
Cranch 299, 309 (1803); Field Vo ~.la.F~., 143 U.S. 649,
691 (1892); United States v. ~i.dwes.t .Oil...Co.,~,. 236
U.S. 459, 472-473 (1915); United States v. CurtissWright .Corp._, 299 UoS. 304, 328-329 (1936).
In sum, an interpretation of the Constitution which
requires the completion of impeachment proceedings before
a criminal prosecution can be instituted would enable
persons who are or were employed by the Government to raise
a number of extremely technical and complex defenses. It
also would pressure Congress to conduct a large number of
impeachment proceedings which would weigh heavily on its
limited time. Such an interpretation of the Constitution
is prima facie erroneous.
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IS the President Amenable to CrLmin I

This part of the ~emorandum dea.1~ with the question
whethe~ ,~ +e %~at extent the President is-i~amune from
er~inal prosecution while he is in office, £t has been
suggested in the preceding ~art that Article iv sec, 3,
clause 7 of the Constitution does not require the exhaustion
of the.~npea~ment process before an officer of the United
States can be subjected to crimnlnal proceedings, The question therefore arises ~hether an imu~unity of tSe President
from criminal proceedxngs can be justified on other ~rounds~
in particular the consideration that the President’s subjection to the jurisdiction of the courts ~ould be i~%consis~ent with his ~osition as head of the Execu=ive branch,
It has been indicated above that there is no express
provision in the Constitution ~-.~hich confers such ~i~y
upon the Presiden=. Inasmuch as A~tlcle ~, SeCo 6, clause
expressly provides for a limited ~m~unity of the members of
the legislatxv branch~ it could be ari~,~aed ~hat~ e cc~%trar~=p_o,
the President is not entitled to any L~,~unity at a%l, i~2/
This proposition, however~ is not necessarily conclusive;
could be said with equal validity that Article Iv sec. 6,
clause 1 does not confer any ~mrdnity upon the unembers of
Congress, but rather limits the complete in, u~unity from
judicial proceedings which they otherwise ~qould enjoy as
members of a branch co-equal with the judiciary,
1__27 In his s~eech of March 5, 1800 on the floor of ~he Senate,
Senator Pickney, a former Member of the Constitutional Convention, sug;&ested tha~ the failure to provide for a Presidential
immunity was deliberate, Annals of Congress, 6th Cong., col.
74; Farrand, i~ecords of the Federal Convention Vol. lil, pp.

384, 385.
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Further~ as indicated by statements of Alexander P~amilton
in The Federalist, No. 69~ i~/ it could be said that the
immunity of the President to criminal indictment and trial
during his office may have been too well accepted to need
constitutional mention (by analogy to the English
and that the innovative provision was the specified process
of impeachment extending even to the President,
Hamilton’s comments ~ere made in the contex~ of calming
fears abou~ Execu$ive power and distin$~ishing th~ President
from the English ki&~g. Regarding criminal liability, his
stromges~ statement would have been to sugges~ ~ha~ the
President was subject to criminal liability b~f~_or~e or after
impeachment, ye~ on the occa~0~.on %~hen he ~,~de the comparison
he spoke only of criminal liability after ~npeac[~nen~. To be
s~re, there are strong s~ate~ents by others to the point tha~
£he Convention did no$ ~ish to confer privileges on

~69~
"The President [unlik~ the King] would be liable
~ be impeached, tried, and upon conviction * * *
moved from office; and would after~ards be liable
to prosecution and punis[~nen~ in the ordinary cours~
of law,"
See al~o =he following from liamilton, The Federalist, No.
"The punis~hment, which may be the consequenc~
of conviction upon impeachment~ is no~ to terminate
the chastisement of the offender. Afte_____~r having been
sentenced to perpetual ostracism * * *; he will s~ill
be liable to prosec.ution amd punishment in =he
ordinary course of law."
The Federalist, No. 77:

’~The President is at al! times liable to impeachment~ trial, dismlssion from office * * * and to ~he
forfeiture of llfe and estate by subsequent prosecution in the common course of law."

/
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¯

Preslden=, but these were made in most general terms~ and
did not refer to the question now in issue, i~4/ Further,
despite these statements an early Congress did recognize one
form of privilege in the Executive in at leas~ one instance. 15___/
The historical evidence on the precise poL~ is not conclusive..

A. Ambi~_~aities in a Doctrinal Se aration of
Pow..__.ers Ar~ment.
Any argument based on the position or independence, of
one of the three branches of the Government is subject ~o
the qualification that the Consti[~tion is not based on a
theory of an airtight separation of powers, but rather on a
system of checks and balances, or of blending the three powers.

Thee ~ederali~t, Nos. 47, ~ (James ~adison) We must therefore
proceed case-by-case and look to underlying purposes. This
facet of any reasoning based on the doctrim.e of the separation
of po~ers is necessarily stressed by those ~qho oppose independence or immunity in a given in~tance. ~xampies include
d~ssentln= opia~ions of ~r. Justice Holm~es.
i.~/ ~-he ~-~-~-~er-s--~e Constitution made i~ abundantly clear
that the President was ~mtended to be a Chief Executive,
responsible, subJec~ to the law, and lackin~ the prerogatives

and pri~_leges of =he King of England._ See,

_e.<~’~ , James

Wilson’s s~at~n~s tha~ ~he prerogatives of the British
~narch were no~ to be a proper guide in defying Executive
powers (Farrand, Records of the Federal Convention Vol. I,
p. 65) ~nd that the Presiden£ would no~ be above t~ law, nor
have a s~gle privilege.armexed to ~s c~racter. 2 Ellio~’s
Debates ~0. In the North Carol~a ~nvention, Ja~s Iredell
eontra~ted the ~sition of the K~g of England w~ holds his
authority by birthright, has great powers and prerogatives, and
¢~ do no wrong, with that of the Presiden£ ~ho is no better
than his fellow citizens and c~ pretend no superiority over
the meanes~ ~ in the co~t~. 4 Elliot’s Debate_ ~ 109.
~/ See, ~.~., President Wash~ton~s refusal in 1794 to submi~
to the Senate those parts of a diplo~tic correspondence which
~ his "Jud~nt for public considerations, ought not to be

co--leafed " i Richardson, Mess _le and Pa~
Presidents 152; i S~ate Executive Jou~al 147. See Attorney
~ndolph~s note ~o Presiden£ Washing~ t~ the message
"appears to ~ve given general satisfaction. Mr. M--d--n, ~
particular thins i£ will ~ve good ~ffec~." The Writings of
~90rge ~Tas.hln~ton (Bicen~e~lal Edison) Vol. 33 p. 282 fn 8.
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In ~rin~er v. ~~ine Island__s, 277 U.So 189, 209-210
(1928) ~ he gave gra~hic ex2ression to the extent which the
blending element in the Constitution has blunted the principle
of the separation of powers~
’~£he great ordinances of the Constit~ation do
not ~stablish and divide fields of black and
white. Even the more specific of them are found
to terminate in a penumbra shadin~ ,~radua!ly from
~ne extreme to the other. * * * ~.i’hen we come to
the fundamental distinctions it is s~ill ~uore
obvious that they must be recei~e~ with a certain
latitude or our ~vernment could not go on,~
And again in Myers v. United.~tates, 272 U.~. 52, 177 (1926),
he warns that any !algal ar~ents dra~n merely from the
Executive power of the President~ his duties to appoin~
officers of the Unified States and to co~ission them, and to
take care thst ~the laws be carefully executed seem to
"spider’ s ~,~ebs inadequate to control domina[~t facts.

~nether or not one agrees with i~iol~es or t}:~ full thrust
of his rhetoric, most scholars ~ou!d concede than there are
few areas t~der the Constitution to v.~hich a sini~le branch of
the Goverrmnent can claim a monopoly. An ar;~nent based on
the separation of powers must be illumina~ed therefore by

eons~i~utiona! practice.
The difficulty of developing clear rules regardin~ the
various possible facets of Presidential in~unity is demonstrated by ~he limited &nd ambivalent case law developed in
the fields of the amenability vel non of ~he President to
civi! litigation and ~o the judicial subpoena power. Much
of this preceden~ has been discussed in our memorandum dated
June 25, 1973, regarding Presidential A~nability ~o Judicial
Subpoena.
In the Bur~r treason trial, Chief Justice Marshall at
first concluded that since the President is the firs~ raagisirate of the United States, and not a King who can do no
wrong, he ~.~as subJec~ to the Judicial subpoena power. Unite_____~d
States v. Burr, 25 Fed. Cas. 30, 34, No. 14,692 (C.C.D. qao,
1807). In the Bur____qr misdemeanor trial, however, which ~ook
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place only a few months later~ t.he Chief Justice had ~o
qualify significantly his cla~ of the ~ubpoena power over
the Preside~nt by conceding that the courts are not required
"t:o proceed against the President as against
an ordinary individual." Uni~.ed States_ v.
Burr, 25 Fed. Cas. 187, 190, No. 14,694

(c.c. oo va., 1 o7).

And by acquiescing in the privi~ges ela~.q~ed by President
Jefferson of not a~tending court in person and of ~,~it[uhold~g
certain evidence for reasons of State, c~fef Justice Marshall
recog~-~ized ~ha~ the po~-~er of the judiciary =o ~ubpoena the
President is subject to limitations based on the needs of the
Presidential office,
Marsha!!~s reco~ition of the special character of the

Presidential office was e~anded, in Kendall vo
5n~.~ed"
~tate~.
....
_s
ex rel~ Stokes.~ 12 Pet. 524~ 610 (lg38)~ ~;here the Court
seeme~ £o deny ~tha~ i~ ~d mqy jurisdiction over the President:
’ ’~he executive power is vested in a president; and ~o far as his po~ers are derived from
the constitution, he is beyond the reach of any
other depar~ment~ except in the mode prescribed
by ~he constitution through the impeacl~rent."
i~ is significan~ that this apparent ~otai disclaimer of
any judicial authorit~ over the President also was qualified
5y adding the clause "se far as his powers are derived from
the constitution."
~ief Justice Marshall~s statement in ~he Burr
treason tria!’~o issue a subpoena to a person filling the
exalted position of the chief magistrate is a duty which
would be dispensed with more cheerfully than it ~uld be
performed." Id. at p, 34.
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There have been countless examples in which courts have
ass~tmed jurisdiction ~o scrutinlze the validity of Presidentlal action~ such as proclamations~ ~Zxecutive orders~ I~7/
and even direct instructions by the President to his subordinates. 18/ i~ is true that~ as a matter of convention
the parL~y as~ertin~5 the validity of tile Presidential action
(whether plaintiff or defendant) is usually a par~y other
than the President, such as his subordina£e~ or the custodian
of the ~. 1~9/ Nevertheless there have been recent dicta
that when this convention is inadequate to protect the ci~izen~
~.~., where the President alone can give the requested relief~
the courts may asst~e jurisdiction over the litiga~ion. See
the June ~5, 1973 memorandu~ Appendix ill-iv.
Again, Attorney General Stsnbery’s famous oral ar~nnent
i~ Mississi~mi V, Job~nson,~ 4 Wal!o 475~ 481-49i(1867)~ on
which the Brief in Opposition by the Atto~eys for =he President in in Re Grand Ju~ ~’~ubr~oena --~.~,es ~ecu~ etc.~

D.C. Misc. 47-73, relies so i’zeavily, 20/ is pz:’efaced by s[~
s~a£emen£ tbmt ~he case made against ~r~~sident Jo~n~son ’;is
not mmde against hL~ as an Individ~al~ as a natural person~
for any acts he ~tends to do as Andre~ Johnson the ~n~ but
altogether ~ his official capacity as President of the
United States." Hence~ Attorney General St~nbery’s reasoning
is presu~bly l~ited to the po~er of the courts £o review
official action of tb~ President~ ~/ and does not perta~ =o
the question whether or not the co~ts lack the authority to
deal with the Preslden= "$he ~" with respect £o ma~ers
~ See, e.g., Un~ed States v. ~rtiss-~Tr!~, 299 U.S. 304
(1936) (Embargo Proclamation); United States v. Bush, 310 UoS.
371 (1940) (Customs Proclamation).
~S8t/
f~ ~be~ v. ~ 343 U.S. 579 (1952)
eei ~~ ~ee
eizure).
I~9/ It may well be ~hat under the normally operative procedural
rules the Presiden~ would be considered th~ real parry in
i~teres~ or a necessary party.
~_~0/ 9 Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documen£S"~61, 963, 970.
2~I/ In the eyes of the Court, the dismissal of the proceedings
was based on the ground that it lacked jurisdiction over the
subjec~ matter rather than over the person of the President.
This is sho~ by its dismissal of similar proceedings brought
by the State of George against Secretary of War $tanton sad
Gemeral Grant. 6 Wall. 50 and 451 (186~).
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¯ which have r~ relation to his official responsibility.
Thus it appears that under our constitutional plan i£
cannot be said either that the courts have the same jurisdiction
over the President as if he were an ordinary citizen or that the
President is absolutely i~mune from the jurisdiction of the
courts inregard to any kind of elalm. The proper approach is
to find the proper balance between the normal f~anct!ons of the
courts and the special respcnnsibilities and fthqe£ions of the
Presidency.

B. Comgetin_~ Interests.
An asses~nen~ designed to determine the extent to which the
s~atus of the Pi~esldency is inconsistent ~-~ith ~;~iving the- courts
plenary cr~inal Jurisdiction over th~ ~’resident may be divided
into ~qo parts. First~ the applicability w~! r~on to the
~residency of any of the considerations ~ghich ~
~morand~ led to rejection of the proposition t~ ~peac~ent
~st precede cr~ninal proceedin~s~ and, second~ ~hether cr~ninal
~ ~" " sentences ~9ould
~ ~.~ ~ and execution of po~%c~al
p~ee~.~ns=
interfere with the President’s constiL~ti~al duties and
i~consis£en= with his stat-~,
i. Is court_ trial of a ..... ~x,~ ....... too ~alfor the.
ludicia! process’{ Part ~ of this n~e.;~randu~n, for a variety.
of reasons, concluded that the considerations ~,;’hich led to the
establishn%ent of the congressional impeachment jurisdiction~
e_..~., tha£ the courts were not wel! equipped to handle. (a)
political offenses and <b) crimes co[mxitted by high officeho!ders~ were insufficient to exempt ~ officer of the
United States from criminal prosecution for sta~u£ory offenses
p~ior to the termination of ~he ~peacP~nen~ proceedings. The
question ~o be examined here is whether these reasons are so
much stronger in the case of the Preslden~ as to preclude his
prosecution while in office,
a. Political offenses~. Political offenses subject to’.
indictment are either statutory or nonsSatutory offenses. The
courts, of course, cannot a.djudicate nonstat~tory offenses.
With respec~ to statutory political offenses their very
inclusion in the P-enai Code is an indication of a congressional
~etermina£ion that they can be adjudicated by a judge and jury,
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~nd there appears to be no weighty reason to differentiate
¯ between the President and other officeholders, ~iess special
separation of powers based interests can be articulated with
clarity,
It should be noted that it has been well established in
civil matters that the courts lack jurisdiction to reexamine
the exercise of discretion by an officer of the Executive 5ranch.
~larbury v. Hadison~ 1 Cranch 137~ 166
14 Per. 497, 514-517
365 U.S. 309~ 318 (195g). By the sauue token it ~ould appear tha~
the couzts lack jurisdiction in criminal proceedings which have
the effect of questioning the proper exercise of the President’s
discretion. This eonclusion~ of course, ~ould involve a lack of
~urisdletion over the subject matter and no~ over ~he person.
b. Intrinsic~lly po!~ti~cal f!llmore_ s. The second reason
for the institution of i~eachn~ent, viz.~ ~.~ trial of political
men~ presents more dzfzzcr~Ities. The consideration= here
involved ar~ tha~ the ordinary courts may not be able ~o cope
with powerful men, and second, that it will be difficult ~o
assure a fair trial in cr&~inal prosecutions of this ~.ype.

_i. The consideration that the ordinary courts of law
are u~able to cope with _~o~erful D~en arose in }~n~land where it
presv~aably was valid in feudal t!~e. In the condlt~ns
prevailing in the United States~ little welgh= is to be given
to it as far as most officeholders are concerned. (See Rawle,
o_~. cir., ~ at 211) o
i~i. We also note Alexander Hamilton’s point that in
well-publiclzed cases involving high officers, i~ is virtually
impossible to insure a fair trial. ~ In Part I we assumea
without discussion that this point was not of sufficient
importance to require in~peachment prior to indictment with
respec~ to every officeholder. Undoubtedly, the consideration
of assuring a fair cri~l trial for a-Presidest while in
office would be extremely difficult. It might be irapossible
to i~panel a neutral Jury. To be sure there is a serious
2~2 ~’The p~secu~ion of them [_i.e~., polltieal crimes committed
by political men] for this reason, will seldom fall to agitate
the passions of t~he whole community, and to divide it into
par~ies more or less friendly or inimical to the accused. In
(continued)
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"fairness" problem whether the criminal trial precedes or
follows impeacbm~ent, i{owever~ the latter unfairness is
contemplated and accepted in the impeac[~ent clau~e itself~
~hus suggestfng that the difficulL~Y in impaneling a neutral
jury should no~ be vie~ed~ in itself, an absolute b~r to
Indi=tmentof a public flgure~
2. Would crimlnal.~roceedi~, a%~inst a P_~.oiden be
~ineffective and ~ ..... ~" ~ ~ a°" ~ ...........
Presidency~ Mowever~ creates a sgecial situation in view of the
control of all cr~ninal p=oce~zng~ by the A~Co~ey General
~e~es at the pleasure and nominally subject to th~ direction of
the President and the 9ardonin~ power.vested in the President,
See Reply Brief filed by At~o~eys for the President ~ i~

(see supra)~ 9 Weekly <’,ompilation
of
Grand Ju~£, etc.
Presidential Dotv~ents 999-i000~ aud the authorities there
cited. Hence, it could be argued that a Presideng~s stetus as
defendant in a crL~nal case %~ould be repugnant to his office
of Chief Executive~ which includes the po~.~er to oversee prose

eutions. !n other ~ds~ ju~ as a ~?erson canno~: be 3u~ge in
his own case~ he cannot be prosecutor a~:[d defendant aa the
t~ne. This objection would lose some o~ its
~ --~ ’-e
the Fz~>~oen ~eie~<~=~es
where, as in the Wau_~gr.:~a=u
,..
m case~
prose~torial {unctions to ~he A~tol-ney General, w[~ ~
delegates them to a Special Prosecutor, ]~eply Brief~
i000, fn. I. However, none of ~ne~e delegat~on~ is~ or
can be~ absolute or irrevocable.
Further, the problem of Executive privilege may create
the appearance of so serious a conflict of interest as to make
it appear L~proper that the President should be a defendant in
a criminal case. If the President claims the privilege he would
~e accused of suppressing evidence un~=vorable to him. If he
fails to do so the charge would be that by makin~ available~
evidence favorable to him he is prejudmcmn~ the ability of
future Presmden s to clash privilege. And even if all other
hurdles are surmounted, he would still possess the pardoning power.
2__2--7-~ont h~ued)
many cases it will connect itself with the pre-existing factions~
and will enlist all their anJm~osities, partialities, influence,
and interest on one side or on the other; and In such cases

there will always be the greatest dan.~er ~hat the decision will
h of parties ~han
he regulated more by
the real den~onstrations of i~nocence or &uilt.’~ The_ Federalist_,

) ¯

3.~ ~.qould criminal proceedin~s unduly interfere in a
direct o____~__r fo~al sense ~ith___.___~the conduct of the
a. Personal attendance. It has been indicated
above that in the ~ur_. r case, President Jefferson claim.ed
prlvileg~ of not havla~g to attend cour~ in person. And it". is
generally recognized ~hat high government officials are
exempted from the duty to attend court in person in order
~estif~, See our memorandum of June 25, 1973, ~, pp, 7-8.
This privilege would appear to be inconsistent ~ith a criminal
prosecution which necessarily requires the appearance of the
~efendan~ for pleas and trial~ as ~ practical
I~ should be noted that the exemntlon of high
government officials from personal appearance is only the
general rule. in Peo~]~es_ v. United States [)e~.i~artment of
~!~f~~, 427 F,2d 561, 567 (~~.~ ~ ~ 1970) the cour~ cautioned
that "subject~g a cab~et officer to oral deposition is not
nomnall~ co-~tenanced * * *~"
(Underscorin~.~ supplied), The
quash~g of a subpoena addressed to ~he Ii~SA A~inistrator in
~964), ~as predicated om the circ~:~smance ~h~t the Adn~ismrator
~d mo perso~l ~nowledge of ~he evemm, Persomal agtendanme of
~gh officials has beem ~equired in seve~ml e~cepmional cases
where ~he official ~as dimecmiy amd personally ~volved
~vem~8 ~derlying ~he litigable, ~ion Savi__ n~s~ank o_ f
Patcho,.~e v. Sa~on, 209 F, Smpp. 317 (D,C. D,G. 1962),
(~m~mrolle~ of th~ ~rrency);~..Vir~o Co~moration_ ~.
-__ v, Paiewon~
~9 F,R.D. 9, (D,C V.!,, 1965)
" ~
~ Association
Fede~!on of Civic
v. y~, 316 F. Supp ¯754,

760 fn. 12 (D.C.D.C., 1970), reversed on other

gro~ds

459

F. 2d 123! (C.A.D.C., I972) cer~iorari denied ~5 U.S. 1031
(I973), (Secre~a~ of Tr~sporta~on).
Because a defendan~ is already personal!y imvolved
-~.~ ~ erlminal case (if total Insanity be laid aside), it may be
qu~stloned whether the normal privilege of high officials not
~o mttend =ourt in person applies to criminal pr~edlngs in
which ~he official is a defendan=.
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b. Direct interference with official duties. A
necessity to defend a criminal trial and to attend court in
connect ion with it, however, would interfere with the
~,
President’s unique official duties, most of which cannot be
performed by anyone else. It might be suggested that the’
same is true with the defense of impeachment proceedings;
but this is a risk expressly contemplated by the Constitution,
~and is a necessary incident of the impeachment process.
The
Constitutional Convention was aware of this problem but
rejected a proposal that the President should be suspended 23/
upon impeachment by the House until acquitted by the Senate.-During the past century the duties of the
Presidency, however, have become so onerous that a President
may not be able fu!ly to discharge the powers and duties of
his office if he had to defend a criminal prosecution. This
might constitute an incapacitation so that under the provisions
of the Twenty-fifth Amendment, Sections 3 or 4, the Vice .~
President becomes Acting President. The same would be true,
if a conviction on a criminal charge would result in incarceration. However, under our constitutional plan as outlined.
in ArticleI, sec. 3, only the Congress by the formal process
of impeachment, and not a court by any process should be
accorded the power to interrupt the Presidency or oust an
incumbent.24/

i
2--3/That decision was based in part on the consideration that
a simple majority of the House should not be able to suspend
the President. 2 Farrand, Records of the Federal Convention
612. Tucker’s Blackstone, Vol. I, App., pp. 347-348, which,
having been published in 1803 did not have the. benefit ofi
the Madison papers, presumed that a President would be
.instantly incapacitated when actually impeached.
24/
--See Story, op. cit., sec. 786.
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This would suggest strongly tha~ in view of the unique
aspects of the Office of the President, criminal proceedings
against a President in office should noU ~o beyond a point
where they could result in so serious a physical interference
with the President’s perfo~nance of his official duties that
it would amount to an incapacitation. [The non-physical yet
practical interferences~ in terms of capacity to govern~ are
discussed infra as the ’:fourth question.~’] The physica!
interference consideration~ of course, would no~ be quite as
serious re~ardin~ minor offenses leading tm a short ~rial and
a fine. It has been shown in the JLU~e 25~ 1973
~Append~x~ p. i~ fn., that Presidents have submitted to
the jurisdiction of the courts in connection with traffic
offenses. Ho~ever~ in more serious unatters~ !"£.~, those which
could require the protracted ~ersonal involvement of the
President in trial proceedin~s~ the Presidency would be
derailed if the President were tried prior to r~val.

A possibility not ye~ mentioned is to indict a sitting
President but defer .~drther l?roceedings until he is no fondler
in offlee. Froi~ the suanepo~nt of mini~,~iz~ng direct interruption of official duties--and se~ging aside the q’,~es~ion of the
power to govern--this procedure might be a course to be con~
sldered, One considera=ion would be that this procedure would
stop the running of the statute of limitations. (For de~ails
see pp. 13-14 of Part I of this memorandu/n,) It is uncertain
whether a constitutional conclusion that the Presiden~ could
not be indicted while in office would be viewed as tolling the
federal statutes of li~lltationso h’~hile ~his approach mmy have
a claim to be considered as a solution to the problem from a
legalistic point of vie~4, it would over!ook the political
realities. As will be sbmwn presently~ an indictment hanging
over the President while he remains in office ~muld damage the
institution of the Presidency virtually to the same extent as
an actual convic£1on. Toba sure, there could also be damage
flowing from unrefuted charges. It also ~ay be noted that the
possibility that a President may escape all prosecution by the
running of the statute of limitations is not a constitutional
matter. The policy regarding statutes of limitation is wit~Lin
legislative control.
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,4. Would initiation or p_~.osecution of criminal proceedS,
as a_____2ractical ~.~t~.e~r_~. ~rnduiv is~.T)ede the ........ ~"
~ d
also be " ~
-~ ...... ~ ~ ~:.~o~ .....

olic si~::nificaz’~ce of the Preside

"I~ is mot upon any pecul~ar ixenunlty tha~
~he individual has who happens to be President;
upon any idea tha~ he cannot do wrong; upon any
idea that there is any particular sanctit~y
%onging to him as an individual~ as is the case
with one who has royal blood in nz~
’ "=veins
i~ is on account of the office that he holds
that I say the President of the United .States
is above the process of any court or the j~risdfction of any cour~ to bring him =O a=coun= as

Pres ident."
This may be an ~verstatement~ but surely it contains a kern%el
of truth~ namely that ~he President is the symbolic head of
~he Nation. To wound him by a criminal proceeding is to
hamstring the operation of the ~hole gover~anental apparatus~
bo~h in foreig~ and domestic affairs. It is not to be forgotten that the modern Presidency~ u~nder whatever party, ~s
l~ad to assume a leadership role undreamed of in the eighteenth
and early nineteenth centuries. The s~ectacle of an indicted
Presiden~ still trying to serve as Chief Executive boggles
the Imagination.

Perhaps this thought is best teated by considering wha~
~ould flow from ~he reverse conclusion, !-£*, an a~tempted
criminal trial of the President. A President after all is
selected in a highly complex nationwide effort tha£ involves
most of the ~jor sociooeeonomic and political forces of our
whole society. Would it not be incongruous to bring him down,
before the Congress has acted, by a jury of ~gelve, selected
by chance "off the street" as Holmes put it? Surely the House
and Sea%ate, via impeachment, are more appropriate agencies for
such a crucial task~ made unavoidably political by ~he nature
of the "defendan=."
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The genius of the Jury trial has been that it provides
a forum of ordinary people to pass on ~tters genera!ly within
the experience or contemplation of ordinary, everyday life.
Would it be fair to such an agency to give i~ responsibility
for an unavoidably political jud~nt in the esoteric realm
Of ~ Nation’s top Executive?
In broader context we must consider also the problems
fairness, and of acceptability of the verdict. Given the
passions and exposure that surro~nud the m~st !~mportant office
in the world, the America~ Presidency, would the cotu~try in
general have faith in the z~part~i~ty and sound 3udz~ent of
twelve jurors selected by chance ou~ of a pol~ulation of r~re
than 200 ntil!ion? if based on ~.~ evioence i~ is unlikely
a guilty verdict ~ould be reversible on appeal (ass,~ming no
procedural orator), ~ud yet it could be ~nta~t to removal
a~ probably ~ould force a resi~%ation. ~ven if ~ere ~ere
an acquittal~ would it be generally accepted and leave the
Presiden~ ~’~i~h~ effective power to gove~?
A Presiden~ who w~uld face jury trial rather t!mn res!i~u
could be expected to persist to the point of appealing an
adverse verdict. The process could then dra~ ou~ for monthS.
By contras~ the authorized process of impaac?~7~ent is ~elladapted to achieving a relatively speedy and fina! resolution
by a n~tion-based Senate trial. ~e whole country is repro-.
sented at the trial, there is no appeal from the verdict, ar~l
removal opens ~he way for placing the political system on a
new and more heai~hy foundation.
To Be sure it is arg~ab!e that despite the foregoing
analysis it would be possible to indic~ a President, bu~ defer
trial unti! he ~as out of office, withou~ in the meantime
unduly impeding the power ~o gove~-a, and the symbolism on
which so much of his real authority rests. Given the reali-;
ties of nDdern politics and mass media, and ~he delicacy of
the political relationships which surround the Presidency
Both fore!~n and domestic, there ~ould be a l<ussian roulette
aspect to the course of indicting the Presiden~ but postponing
~rial, hopi~g in the meantime that the power to govern could
survive o
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A counter-argument which could be made is that the 1~indictment alone should force a resignation, thus avoiding the
traunfa either of a trial during office, or an impeachment proceeding. This counter-argument, howev.er, rests on a prediction concerning Presidential response which has no empirical
foundation. The reasons underlying the Founding Fathers’
decision to reject the notion that a majority of the House
..... ~.~- of Representatives could suspend the President by impeachSng
.......... him (see ~n. 23, ..supra) apply with equal force in a scheme
that would permit a majority of a grand jur~ to force the~
~res~gnation of a President. The resultant disturbance to our
~ ~ constitutional system would be equally enormous. Indeed, it
would be more injudicious because the grand jury, a secret
body, could interrupt Presidential succession without affording
the incumbent the opportunity for a hearing to voice his defense.
A further factor relevant here is the President’s role as
guardian and executor of the four-year popular mandate expressed in the most recent balloting for the Pres.idency. Under
our developed constitutional order, the presidential election
is the only nat~ional election, and there is no effective substitute for it. Different electorates and markedly different
voting patterns produce the Senate and the House of Representatives. Because only the President Can receive and continuously
discharge the popular mandate expressed quadrennially in the
presidential election, an interruptionwould be politically
and constitutionally a traumatic evento~ The dec~ion to terminate this mandate, therefore, is more fittingly handled by the
Congress than by a jury, and such congressional power is
founded in the Constitution.
In suggesting that an impeachment proceeding is the only
appropriate way to deal with a President while in office, we
¯ realize that there are certain drawbacks, such as the running
of a statute of limitations while the President is in offiCe,
thus preventing any trial for such offenses. --25/
In this difficult area all courses of action have costs and
we recognize that a situation of the type just mentioned could
cause a complete hiatus in criminal liability. We doubt,
however, that this gap in the law is sufficient it~!overcome
the arguments against subjecting a President to indictment
and criminal trial while in office.
2--5/As shown above, the statute of limitations problem could be
obviated by a specific statutory provision suspending the running of the criminal statute of limitations in favor of the
President while he is in office.

III.
Is the Vice President Amenable to Criminal
Proceedinss While in Office?
In the first part of this memorandum we concluded that
as a general proposition the Constitt~tion does not require~,
that an officer of the United States be impeached before
criminal proceedings may be instituted against him. In the
.~ second part we concluded that by virtue of his unique position
under the Constitution the President cannot be the object of
criminal proceedings while he is in office. In this third
..part we are concerned with the question whether there is
anything in the position of the Vice President that is equally
inconsistent with his amenability to ~criminal proceedings.
We begin by discussing the case of Aaron Burr. Eight
months before the expiration of his term, he was indicted for
murder in both the New Jersey and New York courts for fatally
wounding Alexander Hamilton in a duel on July ii, 1804. B.
Mitchell, Alexa~der Hami!tonm537 (1962). The proceedings in
New Jersey were quashed after the Jeffersonians, who became
his partisans during the impeachment trial.of Judge Samuel Chase
over which Burr presided, prevailed upon the New Jersey Governor.
Id. at 541. In New York, the grand jury changed the charge~from
mu--~der to the misdemeanor of sending a challenge and Burr was
tried on this charge after his term was over. 2--6/ These facts
show one more understanding nearly contemporaneous to the
making of the Constitution to the effect that impeachment need
not precede indictment. Surely, had it been thought that
sitting Vice President could not be federally indicted prior
to impeachment, on the ground that his duties could be~so
interrupted, the principle of federal supremacy would have
imposed a similar restraint on the States. 2--7/ And yet, while
the indictment was strenuously resisted, no claim was made ~
that criminal proceedings were barred until .the conclusion of
impeachment proceedings "

2--6/ He remained a fugitive from the courts of New York during.
the remainder o.f his te~m as Vice-President. Mitchell, supra,
at 541.
27/ In Tennessee vo Davi!, i00 U.S. 257 (1879), the Supreme
Co---urt upheld the constitutionality of a statute removing to
federal courts state criminal prosecutions of federal employees
for acts committed under color of office.
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.... W~resort then to an analysis similar to that made with
respect to the amenability of the President to criminal
proceedings° We based the President’s immunity from criminal
proceedings essentially on two grounds. First, that the person
who controls criminal prosecutions as the head of the Executive
..... ~,~branch’ controls part of the evidenceas holder of the power of
Executive privilege~ and is vested with the pardoning power
......... under Article II, section 2, clause i of the Constitution,
cannot at the same time be a defendant in a criminal case.
.~This set of considerations obviously is not applicable to
the Vice President. (See II-B-2).
The second reason was the effect of a criminal prosecution
on the President’s office. (See II-B-3 and 4.) In that context
we examined the unique nature of the President’s duties and
the symbolic attributes of his office. The questions now to
be examined are (a) whether the Vice President in his own
right is vested with constitutional and statutory duties so
unique and important that they may not be disturbed by a
criminal prosecution and (b) whether such prosecution would
do irreparable harm to the institution of the Presidency because
the-Vice President may at any time become President, i.e., a
theory of Vice Presidential immunity derivative from Presidential
immunity. In making that evaluation we start out from the
premise that immunity from prosecution is basically contrary
to the spirit of the Constitution and it may.be resorted to
only if the considerations leading to it are irrefutable.
A. Duties of the Vice President pursuant to Statute~
~eorganization Plan~ or Executive Order.
The Vice President serves on a number of Boards and
Commissions pursuant to statute, Reorganization Plan or
Executive order. He is a member of the Establishment of the
Smithsonian Institution, a Regent thereof, and presides over
certain meetings of the members of the Institution in the
absence of the President. 20 U.S.C. 41, 42, 45. He is the
Chairman of the National Council on Marine Resources ~and
Engineering Development (33 U.S.C. 1102), 2--8/ and~!~mber

2--8/ 33 U.S.C. Ii02(c) authorizes the President to designate
one of the members of the Council to preside over its meetings
during the absence, disability, or unavailability of the Chair~nan.

of the National Security Council (50 U.S.Co 402)° In addition,
he is a member of the Cabinet Committee on Economic Policy
(Executive Order No. 11453); Chairman of the National Council
on Indian Opportunity (Executive Order-N~-. i1399, as amended
by Executive Order No. 11551); and Chairman of the President’s
Council on Youth Opportunity (Executive Order No. 11330, as
amended by’Executive Order Noo 11547)° He has "immediate
supervision" over the Office of Intergovernmental Relations
(Executive Order No. 11455), and is a member of the Domestic
Council (Reorganization Plan No. 2 of 1970, sec. 201).
The operations of none of those governmental entities
would be jeopardized if the Vice President could not attend ¯
them. Regarding such functions the role of the Vice President
can be analogized to that of a cabinet officer°
B. Duties of the Vice President under the Constitution°
~Under the Constitution the Vice President has the following
duties:
i. He shall be President of the Senate. Article I,
section 3, clause 4. The Senate, however, shall elect a
President pro tempore to act as President of the Senate in
the event the Vice President is absent or exercises the Office
of the President. (Article I, section 3, clause5).
ii. Break a tie if the Senate is evenly divided.
(Article--~, section 3, clause 4).
iii. Become President in the case of the removal,
death or--~-esignation of the President (~enty-fifth Amendment,
section I).
~
iv. Become Acting President in the event that the
President-is unable to discharge the powers .and duties of
his office (Twenty-fifth Amendment, secs. 3 and 4).
The Vice President’s functions as President of the S~nate
clearly are not unique. The Constitution specifically provides
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for a substitute in the person of the President ~ tempore
of the Senate. With respect to his responsibility as tie
breaker his immunity from criminal prosecution should be
analogized to that of Members of Congress under Article I,
section 6, clause 1 of the Constitution. That congressional
immunity from arrest does not extend to treason, felony, and
breach of°the peace, i.e., virtually ~he entire spectrum of
criminal proceedings. The mere possibility that the Vice
President may have to cast a tie-breaking vote would therefore
~not.justify his immunity from criminal proceedings.
This leaves the question whether the responsibilities
’~nd the position of the Vice President as potential President
or Acting President are inconsistent with his amenability to
criminal proceedings, so that on a derivative basis he would
share the President’s immunity. Asin the case of the Presidency,
this issue will be analyzed (a) in terms of the direct interference with the performance of his duties and functions, and
(b) with the s~bolic impact on the dignity of the Presidency.
I. Direct or formal interference with the conduct of
the Vice Presidency± The issue here is whether immediate
availability of the Vice President to assume the duties of
the President or Acting President is so important that he
should not be even temporarily incapacitated by trial or possible
incarceration. (The Vice President would become President in
event of death, resignation or removal of the President, and
would become Acting President in the event the President were
found under the lN~Tenty-fifth Amendment to be incapacitated.)¯
The principal responsib%lity of the Vice President is to be
ready to serve as President or Acting President should the
occasion arise, thereby avoiding any interruption in the
continuity of the office of the President. This duty "to stand
and wait" is of the highest constitutional and institutional
importance. Judicial proceedings which could interfere with
readiness to serve therefore require carefu~ scrutiny.
At the same time we must note the highly contingent
nature of the possibility that the Vice President would b~
called to assume the office of President or Acting President.
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Moreov~r~ it has not been the custom to sequester the Vice
President to make certain that he is always available to
assume his potential Presidential duties at a moment’s notice.
The Vice President is frequently absent from the capital,
possibly in remote and inaccessible parts of the country,2__9/
~_~or even abroad on ceremonial functions° Nothing, of course,
can prevent him from being sick or otherwise temporarily ’~
incapacitated°
..
I
Under such a practical interpretation of the extent of
the Vice President’s immediate availability, it appears as a
general proposition that his duty to stand and ~ait does not
necessarily require his total immunity from criminal prosecutiono If the Office of the Presidency was vacated while a
criminal proceeding was being conducted against the Vice
President, the process could be halted at once. Whether or
not impeachment proceedings would then ensue against the
former Vice President, now President, would depend on the will
of Congress. The situation then would be exactly the same as
if the Vice President had been President when the allegations
of criminality first surfaced -- no better, no worse° Thus,
a criminal indictment against a Vice President need not abrogate
in any wayhis Constitutional duty to stand and wait. This.
duty, therefore, does not afford a basis for granting to a
Vice President immunity from criminal prosecution°
I
As a further practical observation, it may be noted th@t
if a trial of the Vice President proceeded to a sentence of
imprisonment, and were sustained in what might be expected
to be an expeditious appeal, the Vice President might well
resign. He could be replaced under the ~enty-fifth
Amendment’s procedure for filling a "vacancy" in the office
of Vice President° Thus, the uninterruptibility of the
~
Presidency would be preserved. There is, of course, no
provision in the Constitution (other than impeachment and ~
removal) for dete~nining that a Vice President is incapacit~tedo
~
~

29/ Note the delay in reaching Vice President Coolidge on his
~ther’s farm after President Harding’s death.
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Institution of criminal proceedings against the
’,
Vice President could, however, inject~uncertainties into
i
.
the PresidEntia! succession. If a Vice President is
~
under indictment or sentence of imprisonment, it could be
¯ claimed that he is incapacitated to succeed to the Presidency,
and that the Speaker of the House of Representatives is
next in line of succession. In that event the political
stability of the nation could be seriously disrupted as the
result of the failure of the Constitution to provide a
procedure to resolve that question.- The matter would come
to a head if an actual vacancy in the’ Presidency should then
occur. No one can foresee all of the contingencies which
might arise in this situation. It might be reasonable to
speculate that the Congress might claim an authoritative
power in itself~to resolve the matter, but if it did so by
any vote falling short of the two-thirds Senate vote required
to remove by the impeachment process, further uncertainties
could ensue. Alternatively, the situation might give rise
to a modern analogy to the Electoral Commission which was
set up to resolve the Hayes-Tilden dispute.
To be sure, any action which could cast a doubt on
the Vice President’s capacity to succeed to the Presidency
poses a serious question. Nevertheless, there are hazards
also in having unresolved criminal charges hanging over
the head of a Vice President, and the foregoing set of
difficult scenarios is highly contingent. We suggest,
therefore, that the rather remote possibility thatthe
Vice President’s capacity might be questioned would not
justify a conclusion that the Vice President is immune
from criminal prosecution.
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Practical interference with the power to govern and
the-.~s~nbolic significance of the Vice Prcsidencx.--Turning
now from the question of direct and formal interferences to
the issue of symbolic and other practical interferences with
the power to gove~ (as discussed in Part II-B-4), it may be
observed that if it is felt these latter considerations are
....... ~-~,’;- ge~nane for the President, they are also germane for the
......... Vice President, although possibly to a lesser degree. Clearly
the authority of the Presidency would suffer immeasurably
were it to pass to a Vice President under indictment or
to one "taken from criminal custody by a set of curious
chances," to paraphrase the Mikado. But the damage could be
similar--or even more serious--if the Presidency passed to
a Vice President against whom serious charges were in everyone’s mouth and who could neither be brought to justice nor
given an opportunity to clear himself.
Again, because of the contingent nature of Vice Presidential succession to the Presidency, we feel that the
potential problems in this area too should be faced and
solved by political [or other] means as they occur, rather
than be ignored under a theory of total i~unity from
criminal prosecution. If, for example, actual or threatened
criminal prosecution should result in a resignation, the
Vice Presidential office could be refilled by the procedures
of the Tw.entY’fifth Amendment.
3¯. Evaluation.--There is one fundamental recurring
problem in the above discussion. Should the Vice President
be treated as if he were the President himself or. his alter
ego, because he is only one heart beat away from taking that
position? Alternatively, should the stress be placed on the
contingent nature of his assumption of the Presidential
office? A reasonable approach toward the solution of this
dilemma would be the consideration that the criminal prosecution would not directly and immediately interfer~e with
the performance of the Presidential duties and with the
Presidential office itself, but rather with the Vice
President’s ability to succeed to the Presidency~a!nd the
effect thereof on that institution.
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As indicated above, the prosecution of a Vice President
would not legally or actually preclude his assumption of the
Presidential duties because the proceedings could always be
interrupted in that event. The problem therefore is basically
of a political nature,vi__~z., whether a Vice President against
whom criminal charges have been made, who perhaps has been
indicted, and who perhaps has been convicted can effectivelx
perfo~nn th~ duties of the President. This political question
is not solved by providing for immunity from criminal prose~cution. Even if there were no indictment and trial, the
very existence of those charges would hamper the Vice President
in the performance of his Presidential duties almost as much
as if he were tried and convicted. Indeed, he might be in a
better position if he were able to vindicate himself before a
court while he is Vice President.30/
In sum, although one cannot entirely be free from doubt in
this unprecedented area, it is, nevertheless, concluded that
the case for granting the Vice President immunity from criminal
prosecution has~not been made.
Having established the proposition that the Vice President
does not share the immunity suggested for the President, because the various considerations which support such immunity
do not relate directly to the Vice President, the public interest in going fo~ard with investigation and possible indictment of the Vice President is supported strongly by two additional
factors.
a. The alleged presence of co-conspirators
We understand°that there are allegations to the effect
that the Vice President was a member of a conspiracy.. If
true, there is a substantial public interest in including the
Vice President in the on-going investigation and possible indictment proceedings. Failure to do so might not only preclude the
opportunity to bring co-conspirators to justice, but also
30/ To recapitulate we conclude that the President must be
de---nied that opportunity to vindicate himself because that.would
interfere with the performance of his official duties, and
inevitably be inconsistent with his control of the prosecution
and the pardoning power.
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prejudice the Vice President.
The prosecution also would be severely hampered by the
withholding from the grand jury of those elements of the
alleged conspiracy linked to the Vice President. As a result
the activi’ties of the alleged co-con&pirators could not be
fully disclosed and evaluated, which might redound unfairly
to their benefit. At the same time, the Vice President might
¯ " be unfairly linked by innuendo or incomplete disclosure of
facts to the alleged conspiracy. In short any resultant
..... delay in the proceedings would benefit the co-conspirators, hamper
~the prosecution, and postpone a possible exoneration of the
Vice President.
The statute of limitations problem
~Another circumstance counselling prompt presentation
of evidence to-~the grand jury is that the statute of limitations is about to bar the prosecution of the alleged offenders
with respect to some or all of the offenses. The problem
presented by the statute of limitations would be avoided by an
indictment within the statutorily specified period.
After indictment, the question whether the Government
should press for immediate trial or delay pri~secution until
the expiration of the Vice President’s duties involves questions
of trial strategy (!.~., relation to possible co-conspirators
as just discussed) and criminal procedure (!.~., right to a
speedy trial) which other Divisions may be more competent to
evaluate in the light o~ all of the facts.

Robert G. Dixon, Jr.
Assistant Attorney General
Office of Legal Counsel
Herman Marcuse, x-2055
Douglas Marvin, x-2050
Robert G. Dixon, Jr., x-2041
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Philip A. Lacova

Amenability of an Incumbent President to the
Criminal Process
I am transmitting for your information a carefully researchmd
and well thought-out memorandum prepared by Richard Weinberg
of my office discussing whether an incumbent President is
subject to criminal prosecution.

The Weinberg memorandum concludes that there is no textual
basis in the Constitution for concluding that an incumbent
President -- any more than any other federal official subject
to the impeachment process -- is immune to the ordinary
process of the criminal law prior to impeachment and removal
from office. However, because of the force of the practical
arguments that have been advanced (by the Department of
Justice in the ~ and Kerner cases) for the proposition
that the President,!inherently, must be immune from the
criminal process while in office, Mr. Weinberg concludes that
indictment of an incumbent President should be regarded as
an extreme course.--~"
The two likely alternative consequences of an indictment
of an incumbent President would be either to compel resignation "for the good of the country" or to ~mpede substantially
the President’s ability to function effectively as Chief of
State and Chief Executive. Although those consequences are ~the natural product of the impeachment mechanism that is
explicitly provided by the Constitution, a prosecutor should
be hesitant to provoke them through another mechanism, the
or~ipar~y~qriminaljustice system.

i__/ A much more summary memorandum prepared in the
United States Attorney’s Office here and forwarded to us
by Earl Silbert on June 13, 1973, concludes that a sitting
President should not be indicted under any circumstances
but recommends that the grand jury report its evidence to
the House of Representatives.
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But as the weinberg memorandum points out, these principles
suggest a balancing process. To the extent that the evidence
of serious criminal culpability is clear, and to the extent,
on the other hand, the effective functioning of the Constitution’s impeachment process seems unlikely, it would become
proper to proceed by the only available route to vindicate
public justice -- by criminal indictment.
II.

My own judgment is similar to that of Mr. Weinberg, but I
acknowledge a somewhat greater possibility that a court
would hold that indictment cannot cons£itutionally precede
impeachment and removal of an incumbent President. Although
it is unquestionable that the Framers (and subsequent
commentators and jurists) gave no consideration to this
question, it seems to have been assumed that the President,
uniquely, would not be subject to the ordinary criminal
process while still in office. There is nothing firm in the
Constitution or in logic to support this assumption. If
anything, the text of the Constitution suggests the opposite
conclusion because it contains no privilege for the Executive
comparable to even the limited privileges and immunities conferred on members of Congress. In addition, in the impeachment clauses, the President is treated on the same level as
the Vice President and.all other federal civil officers. ~.~From
the earliest days of the Republic the-hourts and Congress
have acted on the assumption that all other federal officials
who are subject to impeachment are nevertheless prosecutable
while still in office.
-This was the premise of the investigation of Vice President
Agnew. The President’s unique status seems to be regarded
as inherent in the nature of the system that was established
by the Constitution. Although the Framers were assuredly
unwilling to give the President any royal immunity from the
judicial process -- as b~th Judge Sirica and the Court of
Appeals in the Presidential tapes case have recently held -the President nevertheless is the Chief of State and the
embodiment of the entire Executive Branch. The decision
to remove him from office, or even to disable him by leveling
accusations of serious misconduct, must naturally involve
making a political judgment (and by this I mean of course,
not a partisan judgment but a decision based on reasons of
State). From this perspective it seems highly incongruous
to resort to the ordinary criminal processes to pass judgment upon an incumbent ~resident. Certainly there is a
substanital possibility that the courts might ultimately
decide that the ordinary ~udicial Droc@ss is not suited to
entering that profoundly political thlcket."
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In my own view, one of the important factors in deciding
whether a President is subject to criminal prosecution while
still in office is the nature of the misconduct of which he
is suspected. If there are some criminal offenses that
would not be grounds for impeachment, then either an incumbent President must be prosecutable in a criminal court for
such offenses or he may commit those crimes with impunity.
There is an argument that impeachment lies only for misconduct directly relating to the exercise of office, and thus
would apply only in the case of "official" crimes like
treason, bribery, official oppression, extortion and the
like. If that proposition is accepted, then it is unthinkable that a chief executive who, for example, murders his
wife would be immune from the ordinary criminal process.
As some of the early statements of the Framers and political
leaders collected in the Weinberg memorandum indicate, the
President might be liable to the impeachment process only
for official misconduct ~but should be treated as any other
citizen for what might be called private offenses. Thus, it
seems to me, the questions whether a President can be
indicted largely turns on whether, from both a l-~al and a
practical matter, he can be impeached for that conduct-~
There remains a question where to draw the line. As I see
it, the use of the Presidential office to manipulate the
processes of federal criminal investigation and prosecution
in order to cover up the involvement of high level government
officials in a criminal enterprise related to a Presidential
campaign would be sufficiently related to the conduct of
office so that it would be impeachable under any plausible
legal theory. Thus, we have little reason to suspect that
any of the allegations under consideration would be treated
by the House and Senate as not within the jurisdiction of the
impeachment process. For this reason, there is little compulsion to pursue a criminal indictment as the only constitutional means for pursuing justice.
Beyond the abstract probability that such misconduct would be
considered as falling within the impeachment power, however,
there remain the various practical issues to which Mr. Weinberg
adverts. Among these are the ponderous nature of impeachment
proceedings which, even with less august figures, have consumed
years of investigation and trial before the matter was finally
resolved. This history of painfully slow rumination of impeachment allegations is deeply troublesome in the present situation,
since it would expose the country to an even longer p~r±~d Of
uncertainty about the status of its leadership than would the

ling of an indictment and a9 ensuing trial. In addition,
the tortuous course inherent in impeachment -- which would
exclusively pre-occupy each House of Congress for weeks or
months at a time -- makes this "remedy" for any crlminal
~iolations all the less favorable.
Finally, there is a real problem with relative access to
evidence. We have in our possession evidence concerning the
President that may be denied to the House of Representatives.
Since I reject the "game" theory of justice, I cannot believe
it can be in the public interest for the truth to be buried
beneath all of the dilatory objections the White House could
use to keep the Judiciary Committee ignorant of the bases for
impeachment until the Administration has forced a vote on the
issue in what appears to be the very shrewd strategy of
accel~r~ting a decision by the House before incriminating
evidence can be gathered. If the House is going to be compelled to act in substantial ignorance -- if for example it
will have to act without the evidence available to us -there are more compelling reasons for us to invoke the regular
criminal justice process to secure a fair and informed
adjudication of the President’s complicity.
IV

The foregoing discussion shows that this is an area of vast
and weighty uncertainties. The consequences of any decision
will be enormous, and even the wisest heads must entertain
doubt about the wisdom of any course. The Department of
Justice has officially taken the position (in dictum) in
two cases that an incumbent President is not subject to the
criminal processes while still in office, but Acting Attorney
General Bork publicly stated that the Special Prosecutor is
free to make an independent judgment on this matter and that,
if you drew a different conclusion, the matter would then be
before the courts for resolution i(on a motion to dismiss the
indictment, for example). Since.~-~, there is no totally
satisfactory or confident answer to the dilemmas referred to
above and in the Weinberg memorandum, it might be especially
prudent to search for a course that would skirt the horns of
the dilemmas by a disposition or settlement that would be in
the public interest. Any such course, naturally, must be
guided by the paramount concerns for public justice and the
general welfare and should be charted only after the most
careful and deliberate consideration of all conflicting
interests and implications.
What I am most certain of is that we cannot responsibly look
the other way and totally abstain from coming to grips with the
problem of possible presidential complicity. We have an
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obligation, I believe, to see that these issues are ~
thrashed out through one or the other of the official processes
available to adjudicate guilt or innocence on the basis of
all available evidence -- either before the House or Represen~-~ives or in a criminal court.
cc:

Henry Ruth

W~kTERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE
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TO

: Philip Lacovara

DATE: December 26, 1973

FROM : Richard Weinberg ~

StmJECT:

The Amenability of an Incumbent President to Criminal
Process

This memorandum surveys the historical and contemporary
arguments relating to a sitting President’s immunity from
grand jury investigation and indictment, and subsequent
prosecution through the ordinary tribunals and procedures
provided for by federal law. The essential issue is
whether the system of government established in 1787 and
developed over 185 years contemplates that the impeachment
process be the exclusive means for adjudicating the
guilt or innocence of an incumbent President. The issue is
uniquer and excepting current thinking by several scholars,
the issue has been largely ignored or only obliquely
alluded to since and including the time of the Constitutional
Convention.
The memorandum first outlines the historical sources,
including past and current commentators’ opinions, relating
to this issue. A slight digression is then made to discuss
the type of conduct encompassed in the phrase "high crimes
and misdemeanors." Finally, the multitude of policy
considerations, viewed from the perspective of 1973, but
sensitive to the governmental framework established by the
Framers, are outlined. This latter section also examines
the meager prior history this nation has encountered with
indicted "civil officers."

i.

A Review of the Historical Materials.

On September 15, 1787 the Constitution as amended
including Article I, section 3, clause 7 was agreed
upon by the Convention:
Judgment in Castor Impeachment
shall not extend further than to
removal from Office, and disqualification to hold and enjoy
any Office of honor, Trust or
Profit under the United States:
but the Party convicted shall
nevertheless be liable and subject
to Indictment, Trial, Judgment
and Punis_hment, according to Law.
In addition the Framers decided that the "Senate shall
have the sole Power to try all Impeachments" while the
HOuse has "the sole Powers of Impeachment," that the Chief
Justice shall preside when the President is on trial,
that conviction requires a two thirds vote of those
Senators present, that the President’s power to pardon
does not extend to "cases of Impeachment," and that
The President, Vice President and
all civil officers of the United
States, shall be removed from 9ffice
on Impeachment for, and conviction
of, Treason, Bribery, or other high
Crimes and Misdemeanors. Article II,
section 4.
The argument has been offered I/ and most recently
accepted by at least one appellate j--udge ~/ that the

i/ See Brief of Petitioner in Nixon v. Sirica, No. 73-1962,
~D.C. Cir. 1973) 18-27 where the President contends that
"[h]e (the President) is amenable to the criminal laws, but
only after he has been impeached and convicted..."
2/ See Circuit Judge Mackinnon’s concurring in part and
~issenting in part opinion in Nixon v. Sirica, No. 73-1962
(D.C. Cir. October 12, 1973) ~Slip Opinion at 54-58).

text of Article I, section 3, clause 7 and the historical
sources available from the time of the adoption of the
Constitution precludes the initiation of criminal proceedings against an incumbent President. This section
of the memorandum will survey the pertinent historical
material in an effort to ascertain whether the Frame~
intended any clause of the Constitution to preclude
subjecting the President to criminal liability prior
to his remova! from office, and whether the constitutional
debates or other contemporaneous or subsequent commentary
is useful in formulating a judgment concerning a general
purpose on the part of the Framers to establish a system
of government where the incumbent Chief Executive is i~une
from the criminal law. ~/
a. The £extual argument
The text of the Constitution does not prohibit
subjecting an incumbent President to criminal proceedings.
The most relevant provision on this issue, Article I, section
3, clause 7, limits the penalty for an impeachment conviction to removal from office, and disqualification from
holding future federal office, and adds "but the Party
convicted shall nevertheless be liable and subject to
~ndi~t~ent, ~T~ial, Judgment and Punishment, according to
Law." The Framers steeped in the history of England, and
desirous of establishing a government free from the
defects of the tryannical Mother country, adopted this
clause in order to separate impeachment from subsequent
criminal prosecution "so that political passions no longer
could sweep an accused to his death." ~/ It has been
suggested that the "nevertheless be liable and subject to

3--/ The distinction here is between ascertaining a rather
precise intention by the Framers to prevent the initiation
of a crimina! proceeding against a sitting President, and
determining whether the politica! order established by
the Constitution was designed by the Framers to prevent
the President’s indictment before impeachment.
4/. Berger, Impeachment: The Constitutional Problems 55
~1973). [hereafter cited as Berger]

Indictment..." clause was designed to permit subsequent
criminal prosecution despite the impeachment trial without
confronting double jeopardy problems. 5/ While this explanation for the Framers’ adoption of this clause is eminently
reasonable and provides a sound justification for incorporating the "nevertheless" clause in the impeachment section
of the Constitution, I have found no explicit or implicit
recognition of this double jeopardy purpose in any primary
source concerning the actual debates. Luther Martin during
the impeachment proceedings of Justice Chase did assert
that the clause was designed to eliminate a double jeopardy
problem. Annals of Congress, 8th Cong., 2d Sess., col. 432. 6--/
Clearly, however, a purpose of Article I, section 3, clause 7
was to limit the judgment in an impeachment conviction to
removal from office, and to leave other penalties to the
normal course of the criminal law. The literal terms of
the clause does not require a judgment in an impeachment case
prior to the commencement of criminal proceedings, but neither
does it signify solely an intent to avoid the double jeopardy
argument.
b. primary sources
In dealing with these historical materials a serious
danger exists of reading into statements made two hundred
years ago a meaning not intended by the speaker. This is
especially troublesome in dealing with the issue of the
President’s amenability to indictment and prosecution.
The difficulty exists because the Framers’ seemingly never
discussed this specific issue but disputes surrounding the

5/ This argument is made and emphatically adopted by
~rofessor Berger in an interview partly appearing in ’Opinions
of Experts, Differ on Impeachment, Indictment," Washington
Post, August 28, 1973, A-l, and in Memorandum, "Amenability
o--~ the President, Vice President and other Civil Officers,"
Office of Legal Counsel, Department of Justice, September
24, 1973 at 3. [Hereafter cited as Memorandum of. Legal Counsel]
6/ Martin was a delegate at the Constitutional Convention
~ut refused to approve the Constitution, and opposed it at
the Maryland ratification convention. See Simpson, Federa!
Impea.chments 45 (1916).
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~imp~achment provisions of the Co~Z~itution generated speeches
and writings whose language might ii~ply that the Framers
did in fact hold certain opinions. ~.~.<elating the the President’s
~xposure to criminal indictment ~ prosecution. For example
some contemporary attorneys or h~÷~rians will seize on
Hamilton’s statement that a Presi~!~mt liable to impeachment
~ ~e~-,~val from office "would a~a~ards be liable to
. in the ordinary ~
of law ," The Federalist
pr~,z~.~u~ion.,
co~.~
No. 69 at 416, as proof that Ha~.~.~I~n believed the Chief
Ex~cu%ive~was .~.~mune from indict~-~. The statement made
in tL~~ ..nte~u ~ Hamilton argui~ ~he essential differences
[" ]~.i~n[~ ii~;~nd the President ~’~ have no bearing on the
..............~.
~,_~ .....
-~ ~:~amilton used the phrase ~"~afterwards" because in
most instances he believed a corr~p~ President would be
removed by impeachment before his i~zdictment, but that
such a procedure was not required¯ Dy the Constitution.
Alternatively as evidenced by the d~iscussion below the use
of the term "afterwards" or "impe~cb_~ent and subsequent
indictment" might constitute historical proof that certain
°~ - ~~amers did assume an absolute Presidential immunity from
indictment. I stress this point at the outset for I fear
attorneys, and even those with more than a layman’s knowledge
of historical methodology, will reconstruct history and
discemn ~meaning in statements made nearly two hundred years
~ ~^ ;~t their preconceived attitude towards the proper
~e~o±~on of the issues surrounding the indictability of
.............
an incumbent President.
At the risk of unduly prolonging this memorandum, I
still felt it useful to outline the evolution of Article II,
. section 4 providing for the removal of the President for
"Treason, Bribery, or other high crimes and Misdemeanors."

Basically the Framers arrived at the term "Treason,
Bribery, or other high crimes and Misdemeanors" in the
following manne~: On July 20, 1787 the Convention approved
~~.~~n that the President was "to be removable on
impeachment and congiction for malpractice or neglect of
duty." 2 Farrand, Records of the Federa! Conuention of
"~’7, 64 (1911) [hereafter cited as Farrand]. But during
subsequent de,ate Gouverneur Morris argued that corruption ought
to be an impeachable offense, and Madison called for
impeachment of the Executive Magi~tracy for "incapacity,
negligence or perfidy." 2 Farran~ ~5, 66. The Committee
on Detail reported on August 6, I~I~ a draft providing

for the President’s removal on impeachment by the House,
and Conviction in the Supreme Court for treason, bribery,
or corruption. 2 Farrand 185-186. On August 20, 1787
other impeachment proposals were referred to a Committee
including one making the President removable "for neglect
of duty, malversation, or corruption." 2 Farrand 337.
On September 4, 1787 a Committee of Eleven reported calling
for removal "for treason or bribery~ and the impeachment
trial by the Senate and not the judiciary. 2 Farrand 495.
On September 8, 1787 the Convention inserted "or other
high crimes and misdemeanors" after the word bribery~
2 Farrand 345. Colone! Mason moved to insert "maladministration" after "bribery," and after Madison argued that so
vague a term would be equivalent to tenure during pleasure
of the Senate, and Morris noted that election every four
years would prevent maladministration, Mason withdrew his
motion. 2 Farrand 550. The clause "treason, bribery, or
other high crimes and misdemeanors" was then approved eight
to three. 2 Farrand 550. The Convention then debated
whether the Senate or the Supreme Court should try the
impeached President.
The leading sources for ascertaining the Framers’
purpose is of course the debates at the Federal Convention,
and the subsequent debates at state ratification conventions.
Based on my reading of the reports of these conventions it is
abundantly clear that the precise issue of Presidential
in, unity from the criminal laws was not confronted. Below
is a discussion of various portions of the debates to seek
some guidance from the meager constitutional history that
does exist on this issue.
During the course of the debate at the state ratification conventions a significant issue was the powers of the
President. In an effort to dissuade those believing the
President was given excessive power and comparable to the
hated King, proponents of the Constitution would stress
the checks placed upon Executive prerogatives.
One check
on concentrated Presidential power was the possibility of
impeachment and the view that all men including the President
were amenable to the criminal law. In expressing this view
the delegates sometimes spoke in terms of impeachment prior
to indictment. Thus, Iredell in the North Carolina debates
observed:
The punishment annexed to this

conw[ction on impeachment can only
be removal from office, and
disqualification to hold any place
of honor, trust, or profit. But
the person convicted is further
liable to a trial at common law..."
4 Elliot, The Debates of the Several
State Conventions on the Adoption
of the Federal Constitution 114
(2d ed. 1836). [hereafter cited as
Elliot’s Debates
George Nicholas at the Virginia convention spoke of the
President if removed by impeachment being "disqualified
to hold any place of profit, honor, or trust, and liable
to further punishment if he has committed such high crimes
as are punishable at common law." 3 Elliot’s Debates 240.
Possibly the strongest statement contemplating criminal
action only after trial of the impeachment was uttered by
Gouverneur Morris during the debates at the federal convention:
A conclusive reason for making the
Senate instead of the Supreme Court
the Judge of impeachment, was that
the latter was to try the President
after the trial of the impeachment,
2 Farrand 550.
While these typesof statements contemplate criminal
proceedings subsequent to an impeac_hment conviction, they
do not compel a broad conclusion that the Framers intended
to immunize an incumbent President from crimina! investigation or indictment. First, none of these statements or
others made at the federal or state convention was offered
in the context of a discussion as to whehher such an
immunity should exist. The issue never materialized. Second,
examples exist where impeachment and exposure to criminal
liability were alluded to where no inference could b~ drawn
that the former must proceed the latter. For example James
Wilson in the Pennsylvania debates observed that "far from
being above the laws, he is amendable to them in his
private character as a citizen, and in his public character

by impeachment."
orlginal) . 7--/

2 Elliot’s Debates° at 480 (emphasis in

James Wilson in the course of debating the pardoning
clause of the Constitution also observed:
Pardon is necessary for cases of
treason, and is best placed in the
hands of the Executive. If he be
,. ’~’himself a party to the guilt he can
~ ~¯ ~-~i~be impeached and prosecuted. 2
~ii!!ii!~ arrand 626- 627.
Since the crime of treason is expre~ssly provided for in
Article III, section 3, the Framers~ clearly contemplated
prosecutions for treason in the ci~l courts. Wilson’s
observation could reveal this view that the President’s
power to pardon, even his conconspirators and possibly
himself, would not permit him to commit treason with
impunity, for he could be impeached, and them "prosecuted,"
in the regular criminal courts, where since he is not
longer President the pardoning power is no longer
exercisable by the former President. 8--/
Momeo~er, a portion of the state ratification debates
~¯.¯.¯.~.offers substantial support that at least those Framers
participating in the North Carolina debates believed that

7_/ Another example is Iredell in the North Carolina debates
who observed:
If he (President) commits any
misdemeanor in office, he is
impeachable, removable from
office, and incapacitated to
hold any office of honor, trust
or profit. If he commits any
crime, he is punishable by the
laws of his country, and in
capital cases may be deprived of
his life. 4 Elliot’s Debates at 109.
8-/ Wilson’s statement "impeached and prosecuted" could of
course imply no more than that a treasonous President could
be brought to justice by impeachment in the House and prosecution in the Senate.

the impeachment clause did not preclude actions against
federal officials while still in office. During this
debate 9--/ Iredell commented that impeachment was not the
only means of punishing misconduct, but the existence of
an impeachment tribunal will deter misconduct by men in
public office. Then responding to a complaint that the
Constitution would require a citizen aggrieved by a
federal tax collector to seek redress from the House of
Representatives, Richard Spaight argued that the impeachment
power did not preclude alternative means of redress.
Iredell followed by stating that "[h]e (the government
official) may be tried in such a court for common law
offenses whether impeached or not." 4 Elliot’s Debates 37.
Governor Johnson immediately observed "that men who were
in very high offices could not be come at by the ordinary
course of justice; but when called before this high tribuna!
and convicted, they would be stripped of their dignity,
and reduced to the rank of their follow-citizens, and then
the courts of common law might proceed against them."
4 Elliot’s Debates 37. Governor Johnston later stated
that impeachment only extends to crimes in a public office
while for offenses against an individual or a state the
federal official "may be indicted and punished." 4 Elliot’s
Debates 48.
The meaning of this portion of the North Carolina
debates is ambiguous. It is impossible to know whether
Iredell’s comments were directed only at the lowly federal tax
collector or even the President, while Governor Johnston
alludes to a distinction between high and low officers.
The speakers were concerned whether the impeachment clause
gave the Senate the power to remove state officials, and
whether it required citizens to trave! to Washington to
seek redress against federal officials. Like most of the
historical material dealing with the issue posed by this
memorandum, the sources are equivocal lending little firm
support for or against the proposition that the Framers
intended by the impeachment provisions of the Constitution
to immunize a sitting President from criminal liability.

9/ .The pertinent portion of this debate is located in 4
~lliot’s Debates at 32-50.

A letter written by a James Sullivan and appeaging
in the December 14, 1787 edition of the Massachusetts
Gazette, praised the inclusion of an impeachment clause
in the Constitution:
Besides, when the house of representatives have impeached, and the senate
tried any one, and found him guilty
of the offense for which he is ~peached,
they can only disqualify him fromho!ding
any office of power and trust in the
United States: and after that he comes
within the jurisdiction of the la%¢ of the
land. 10/
The President’s brief in Nixon v. Sirica, 73-1962
(D.C. Cir. 1973) seizes on G~uverneur Morris’ statement,
quoted above, that the Senate rather than the Supreme
Court should judge impeachm~ats for the Court would try
the President after the impeachment trial, as persuasive
evidence that the Framers intended to preclude indictment
of an incumbent President. Since the statement by Morris
is one of the few contemporaneous utterences concerning
the indictability of the President, it deserves special
consideration. First, Morris’ view contemplates the
distinct possibility that a President will commit an act
which not only constitutes an impeachable offense but is
also an indictable crime. In view of this contingency
Morris and presumably others felt it anomalous for the
same people who try his impeachment to later adjudicate
his guilt or innocence in a different legal context but
involving the same underlying activity. The statement
does not imply that Morris considered i~ mandatory that
impeachment precede indictment. His assertion quite
simply does not speak to that issue. Second~ that was not
the only reason the Supreme Court was deemed the improper
tribunal to try the President. The debates reveal that
"Mr. Sherman regarded the Supreme Court as improper to

i0/ This letter is reprinted in Ford, Essays on the Con~-~itution of the United States 1787-88 30 (1892). According
to Ford, James Sullivan was a mouthpiece for John Hancock,
who although not a delegate to the Constitutional Convention presumably exerted some influence on popular and
official feeling towards the structure of our government.
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try the President, because the Judges would be appointed by
him." ii/ One commentator has suggested that this was the
prime re--~son for providing the Senate rather than the Supreme
Court as the tribunal for the trial of an impeachment.
12/ Other evidence exists that the Framers were also concerned that the Supreme Court lacked the honor and respect
of the Senate needed to conduct the awesome task of trying
the President. 13__/
To the extent that a contemporary attorney or historian
can glean the intent of the Framers from the actions of the
First Congress,which included James Madison and other
drafters of the Constitution, the only available information
is that the Congress meeting in 1790 passed a law making it
possible to prosecute federal judges for bribery. 14/ This
law contained a counterpart to 18 U.S.C. ~201(e) disqualifying
judges convicted of bribery from holi~ng future office
under the United States. Thus Congress in 1790 felt a judge,
subject to the same impeachment clause as the President,
could be indicted. Precedent does exist for investigation of
federal judges prior to their impeachment, and William

Madison, Debates in the Federal Convention 536 (1920~ed.).
ii___/
.Also reprinted at 2 Farrand 551.
12/ See 1 Curtis, Constitutional History 482 (1889): "when
~-~ was perceived to be necessary to confer upon him (the
President) the appointment of the judges, it became equally
necessary to provide some other tribunal than the Supreme
Court for the trial of his impeachment."
13/ See 2 Farrand 551; The Federalist Papers, No. 65 (Mentor
B-~oks., 1961) [hereinafter The Federalist]
14/ 1 Stat. i17, ~21 of the Act adopted on April 30, 1970.
~-~is argument is discussed in Shogan, A Question of Judgment
230-233 (1972).
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Rehnquis~ ~hile Assistant Attorney General supposedly
concluded that if sitting judges could be investigated,
then they could be indicted. 15__/
The final leading source for discerning the Framers’
purpose is the writings of Alexander H&milton. Hamilton’s
original draft constitution provided in Article 4, section

-]3 for ~L,,~ impeachment, conviction, and removal of the
~resiee~iL, and that "[h]e may be afterwards tried and
punishe~ in the ordinary course of law." 16/ Hamilton’s
Artie..~_~ ~ ~. ~’: ~ 2 also included a clause that "no
~gn .................¯ ..........
~~’.~ent shall prevent prosecution and
~m-~i~.~ ......~r~.~f,..~ ~.f-.~ [:~ordinary course of law. " 17/ ~ile
........ ~.e~<.~’~-~ no ~ndication that Hamilton’s proposal was ever
di~cu~%4h-or considered by the Convention, his language
more clearly contemplates the invocation of the normal
criminal procedure against a President following removal
from office than the comparable "nevertheless be liable
and subject to Indic~ent" language of Article I, section
3, clause 7. Following the convention’s adoption of the
Constitution, Hamiltion wrote in three separate pieces in
The Fed~ra3.~.st Papers concerning the President’s exposure
utzon after impeac~ent and removal.

Sho%an, A Question of Judgment 232 (1973) discusses the
cases of federal- ju~ges"’Man{bn ahh~ Johnson who were investigated
while serving on the bench. Shogan contends that Rehnquist
used this precedent in concluding that Justice Fortas was
indictable while still on the Court. Otto Kerner is a
prime example of a sitting judge indicted, convicted, and
sentenced prior to his resignation or impeachment. In his
appeal now pending before the Seventh Circuit Judge Kerner
has contended that a court lacks jurisdiction to try an
incumbent federal judge.
¯16/ Hamilton’s draft appears in Padover, The Mind of Allx~nder
17__/ Id., at 138.
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In each article Hamilton contempl~ed prosecution after
impeachment. 18_,/
c.

Views of commentators

The ~oinions of commentators~ ~r~ the question of indicting
..a sittin~ ~Dresident are scarce. T~h~ paucity of scholarly
treatment of this issue is evidence~ by Professor Berger’s

recent ~-,~-~ ..~n Impeac~Jnent. T~h~s book, which thoroughly

-~cus-..:’:.u~...~<~. °~~iy of issues on ii~peachment~ fails to
.i_bro~nh .~~:~i~t~i~.->~ .~--~<~dscussed in this~memorandum. 19/ Since
¯ ~-eb~s ~is~-~.~",~--~-o[~.~dered the most %%~Drough contemporary
study on ~m~eacb~nent, its failure ~D discuss this issue
indictes the lack of attention fo~.l~ed on the problem.
One prominent nineteenth cern~u~y scholar has stated
that "the ordinary tribunals, as ~a shall see, are not
precluded, either before or afte~ 3~mpeachment, from taking
cognizance of the public and offfcZal delinquency." Rawle,
A View of the Constitution of the~U~ited States of America
215 (2 ed~,~~ Another commentator speaking of impeachment a~.~,~!~!~..,~bility of publ£cofficers to the juridiction of the courts and the different purposes of these two
remedies for misconduct wrote:
Nor is there any necessity, in
the case of crimes committed by
public officers, for the institution of any’ special proceeding

18/ In The Federalist Papers, No. 65, at 399 (Mentor Boek
ed. i~61) Hamilton wrote: "After having been sentenced to
a perpetual ostracism from the esteem and confidence and
honors and emoluments of his country, he will still be liable
to prosecution and punishment in the ordinary course of
law." The Federalist No. 69, at 416 contains the statement
that the "President of the United States would be liable to
be impeached, tried, and, upon ~onviction...removed from office;
and would afterwards be liable to prosecution and punishment
in the ordinary course of law," and: in The Feder&!ist No. 77,
at 463-463, Hamilton while listing the checks on a President
included "liable to impeac_hment, trial, dismission from office,
incapacity to serve in any other, and to the forfeiture of
life and estate by subsequent prosecution in the common course
of law."
19__/ The absence of any discussion on this issue is striking
when one considers that Berger devotes an entire chapter to
"Exclusivity of Impeachment and Ju~cial ’Good Behavior’
Tenure’~ Berger at 122-180.
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for the infliction of the punishment prescribed by the laws, since
they, like all other persons, are
amenable to the ordinary jurisdiction
of the Courts of justice in respect
of offenses against positive law.
The purpose of an impeachment lie
wholly beyond the penalties of
the statute of the customary law.
Curtis, I Constitution~a~ Histgry
481 (188~).
This statement contemplates the invocation of criminal
proceedings against an officer subjectto impeachment
without mentioning that the later must precede the
former. However, Cooley writes in terms of an officer
convicted at the impeachment trial "shall nevertheless
be liable, and subject to indictment, trial, judgment,
and punishment according to law, provided the impeachable
offense is also an indictable offense."Cooley, Th__~e
General Principles of Constitutional Law in the United
States of America 204 (4th ed. 1931).
Joseph Story, constitutional scholar and Supreme
.......
Court J~s~ice, wrote in his f~ous treatise that "[a]fter
having been sentenced to a perpetual ostracism from the
esteem, and confidence, and honors, and emoluments of
his country, he will still be liable to prosecution and
punishment in the ordinary course of law." I Story,
Commentaries on the Constitution of the United States,
~759, 555 (5th ed. 1891); See also Story at §782, ~812.
Except for Rawle’s rather explicit assertion permitting
resort to "the ordinary tribunals" prior to impeachment or
removal by impeachment, the statements by Curtis, Cooley,
and Storyi%~hile seeming to imply a position on the Pre{ident’s
amenability to criminal process~ are of minimal value for the
treatis~ do not consider that precise issue. Instead their
writings were directed at the purposes underlying the
impeachment process, and the type of conduct included in
the te~nn an "impeachable offense." Hence while Story’s
commentary implicitly recognizes impeachment prior to prosecution "in the ordinary course of law," the above Section
does not require that progression of events.
The view~of contemporary law professors and attorneys
focus on the precise issue, but thus far there has been no
scholarly treatment of the issue in legal or historical
journals. In a ~ashington Post article published on August

9Q 19"~? several attorneys express~d their opinions on
whether an incumbent President is ~[~dictable. Professor
Berger argues that "[t]hey (all c£~zil officers covered in
the impeachment clause) can all b~. indicted. And they can
De indicted ?~ithout being impeache~. All the Constitution
says is that you can do both with~ running into problems
~Z double jeopardy." Professor ~Z~kel argued that it is
"~ar ihat for the President, y~ have to have impeachment
~u~i~’~ndictment because the sys~ requires absolute
continunity." Dean Crampton took ~ similar position~while

~,~°,~ ~o~k~ .~.~.~uthor of The Corr’.~ Judge concurred with
-.~ ~iews on this issue arti~.~iated by Professor
merger at first glance ~ppear som~e~at inconsistent with
assertions in his book on impeachm~,~nt. Thus in his book
be argues that "Article I §3(7) s[£exply separates removal
from office from subsequent punishment after indictment,
in contrast to the English practice, which: wedded criminal
punishment and removal in one proceeding." Berber at 79.
Earlier he had observed that "of far-reaching i~portance,
~hey separated~ impeachment from subsequent criminal prosecution so ~[o~o~a~t political passions no longer could sweep
an accused to his death." Berger at 55. Finally Berger
reiterates this view when he states "possibly the Framers
did not pause to think through the impact of this ~ardon’
_.-~;xc<~-~tion upon the division they had instituted between
~mDeachment and subsequent indictment." Berger at 85.
Possibly Professor Berger changed his position; more
probably, however, when writing in his treatise his attention
was not focused at the precise issue raised by this
memorandum, but rather at the question of what constitutes
a high crime and misdemeanor. When he wrote in terms of
"subequent indictment" he may only have been considering
that it was more likely a President would be impeached
than first indicted without confronting the legal possibility
of indictment prior to impeachment.

¯ A contemporary scholar of the Presidency ha~ concluded_
that in the early days of the government John Adams,
~epresentative Fisher Ames, and the future Chief Justice Oliver
Ellsworth thought that the President was answerable to
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"no judicial process except impeachment," while a Senator
Maclay took the contrary position. Corwin, The President:
Office and Powers 1787-1957, 112 (4th ed. 1957).
Finally, the only other contemporary view I was able
to locate on the question of indictment prior to impeachment was a letter by Lawrence R. Velvel, Professor of Law,
appearing in the Washington Post. Professor Velvel concludes that "the Constitution does not preclude indictment by a grand jury before there are any impeachment
proceedings in Congress..." Professor Velvel according to
his letter has litigated the question of Presidential
immunity from court jurisdiction.
do General view of constitutional ~!ivileges
As suggested earlier the issue o~f Presidential immunity
from judicial process was not discussed at the 1787 Convention.
The Framers, however, did not totally ignore the question
of privilege, and the Constitution does provide for expressed
legislative privileges. Article I, section 6, clause 1
exempts a Senator and Representative from arrest during
their attendance at Congress and in going to and returning
from Sessions of Congress except in cases of treason, felony
and breach of the peace -- a rather broad exception. In
addition Congressmen shall not be questioned in any other place
for any speech or debate made in Congress. Relying upon an
1800 speech of Charles Pinckney the argument has been
offered that the lack of an explicit recognitition of an
executive privilege in light of the clearly established
legislative privilege evidences an intent by the Framers
not to insulate the President from criminal process. 20__/
History has proven Pinckney at least partially wrong.
A qualified executive privilege has evolved, and history
might dictate a limited Presidential immunity. Henc9
while one could reject the concept of an absolute Presidential

20/ Pinckney suggested that the failure to provide for an
executive immunity was deliberate, l0 Annals of Congress
72-74 (6th Cong. March 5, 1800), reprinted in part in 3
Farrand 384.
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immunity from indictment, arrest, and trial regardless of
the alleged offenses, one could also consistently conclude
that a state cannot arrest and require the presence of the
President at his trial for driving an unregistered motor
vehicle.
Apparently the suggestion had been advanced by counsel
for Vice President Agnew that the explicit grant of legislative immunity implies a partial withdrawal of a complete
immunity they would otherwise have along with civil
officers in the executive branch, .This argument is surely
wrong for the Fr~ners mindful of the royal prerogatives of
the King would not have established by implication a
political system where high officials of the executive branch
of government enjoyed a total immunity from legal sanctions,
and Congressmen possessed a partial immunity.
As to the Framers’ design I would conclude that this
is the dispositive factor. While the debates are equivocal,
it appears incongruous for one to conclude that a group
of unusually talented and insightful men would have suffered
the ordeal of a revolution to have implicitly granted an
immunity from criminal process to all ~’civil officers" in
general, and the Chief Executive in particular. A reading
of the debates at the Constitutional Convention and at the
~sta~e~c~nven-ti~ns ~e~eal a philosophy of government where
the President was to be subject to the law, and to be
stripped of royal privileges. If they desired to establish
a President immune from the normal processes of law, and
answerable only to the Congress sitting as a court of
impeachment, then such a privilege inconsistent with the
words and philosophy of the Framers, would have been
explicitly articulated. Nor do I believe the absence of
such an explicit clause was a mere oversight; much time was
spent debating the specifics of the impeachment clause, the
powers of the President, and the checks on abusive executive
action. A desire to place the Chief Executive above the
law until his term is completed or until Congress brings
him before the Court of impeachment would most surely have
been expressly enunicated in the text 6f the Constitution
or at least explicitly recognized during the debates.
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Consequently if this office in 1974 decides not
to indict an incumbent President the basis for a dispassionate and prudent decision of this kind, must come
from contemporary policy justifications using history
and the Framers’ political philosophy as the vital
background and foundation for a sound decision.
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II.

What Constitutes an Impeachable Offense?

In considering whether an incumbent President is indictable, one should examine the scope of the phrase high
crimes and misdemeanors. The significance of that investigation lies in the following scenario: the President
engages in criminal conduct in 1970, and the prosecutor
determines that the Constitution precludes criminal investigation and indictment of a sitting President. The evidence
of criminal activity by the President is investigated by
the House, and either the House or later the Senate decides that the alleged criminal offenses do not constitute
"Treason, Bribery, or other high Crimes and Misdemeanors."
The President leaves office in January, 1977, the statute of
limitations has run, and the former President avoids an
adjudication of guilt and innocence, hence placing himself
above the law. Consequentl~ whether the President’s alleged
misconduct also constitutes an impeachable offense is a
factor deserving some weight in arriving at a policy determination relating to the President’s indictability 21___/.

The Memorandum Office of Legal Counsel at i0 states:
If it were assumed ~do,
despite our own conc u~~--sto the contrary, that an
officer of the United States
is not subject to criminal
proceedings prior to the
conclusion of impeachment
necessarily would be limited
to offenses subject to impeachment.
I am not absolutely convinced that if one decides that the
alleged misconduct is not an impeachable offense then the
inevitable conclusion is that a civil officer otherwise immune
from criminal process is now susceptible to indictment. This
might well be the proper conclusion to draw. However, another
viable view is that since the immunity protects the nation from
exposing a sitting President to criminal proceedings, that immunity is absolute regardless of the nature of the misconduct.
This view would hold that the evil of impairing the functioning
of the Chief Executive by rendering him amendable to criminal
proceedings is more pernicious to the n~tion’s well being than
the possibility that the President will avoid being held (con’t)
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The literature on impeachment raises two problems
relating to the type of conduct constituting an impeachable offense pertinent to this memorandum’s inquiry: (i)
Must an impeachable offense also constitute an indictable
offense; and (2) Must an impeachable offense be conduct
of a political or official character, carried out during
the officer’s execution of the duties of his office, or
criminal activity co~naittable only by public officials and
not private citizens. Alternatively is the scope of the
impeachment clause sufficiently broad to include misconduct
tending to deprecate the office held by the public official
in question, or is the scope of an impeachable offense narrower.
A great amount of literature exists concerning the
first question. While my examination of this material compels the conclusion that an impeachable offense need not
constitute conduct proscribed by the criminal law, 22/ there
is no need to elaborate on this issue. This memorandum has
assumed that the President’s alleged misconduct does violate
a criminal law. To state the obvious, while some might debate
whether non-indictable activity constitutes "a high crime or
migde~anor," a violation of the criminal law is a "high
crlme~misdemeanor" unless one concludes the criminal law
violated must involve conduct peculiar to the President’s
office.

(Fn. 21 con’t) accountable for his ac[ions before some forum
-- the courts or the Congress. This view would permit the
President to commit certain crimes with impunity~ a result wholly
undesirable and inconsistent with the Framers’ fear of tryannical Presidential power. I would conclude that if the
Framers intended to i~unize an incumbent President from crimina
prosecution for all crimes, then the Framers-men who feared
the concentrated power of the King’s position as above the
law - must have intended to make all serious crimes even those
ccr~ttable by private citizens impeachable offenses.

22/ The view that an impeachable offense need not constitute a
statutory crime is still not universally accepted. For example,
a modern scholar of the Presidency asserts that "impeachment
is not a political process, an inquest of office by the House
and Senate acting as legislative bodies, but a judicial process,
a trial of the President for crimes known to law...’~ Rossiter,
The American Presidency 207-208 (2d Ed. 1960); see also "Memorandum on Impeachment of Federal Judges" filed by Simon H. Rifki~
as Counsel for Justice William O. Douglas with a Special Subcommittee on H. Res. 920 of the House Committee on the Judiciary
91st Cong. 2d Sess. August II, 1970.
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The magnitude of the problem posed by the second question
-- whether offenses of a non-official character not connected with the conduct of his Office are impeachable
offenses -- depends of course on the offenses committed
by the President. I was told to assume that the alleged
offenses included obstruction of justice, were committed
under "color" of his office, and constituted a misuse of
the Office of the Presidency. 23__/
While the Framers’ intention on certain issues and
problems relating to impeachment may appear ambiguous
one basic point is indisputable: the Framers’ never intended to make the Chief Executive or the judiciary dependent on the Congress by granting to Congress a broad
and illimitable power to remove from office the President
or judges__24/ for any reason. Moreover, while some disagree,
the weight of authority supports the proposition that the
Framers did not view the impeachment and removal process
as a normal judicial proceeding where the officer was
removal only for violating a statutory crime. Undoubtedly
some tension exists between these two concepts, but to
resolve the question whether a President is impeachable
for engaging in serious misconduct not necessarily conduct
unique to the office and duties of the President, both
these principles should be kept in focus.
Commentary on the impeachment provisions
tution contain n[~erous statements asserting
that impeachment was designed as a political
remove from office those who have engaged in

of the Constithe theory
remedy to
official

23/ If the evidence reveals that the President participated
l~-~ the scheme to offer executive clemency and/or financial
aid to the Watergate break-in defendants in return for their
silence, then this conduct is arguably "bribery" which is
clearly an impeachable offense.
24__/ Concern that permitting Congress wide latitude in removing judges represents a serious threat to an independent
judiciary has prompted several articles: Karland, "The
Constitution and -the Tenure of Federal Judges: Some Notes
from. History," 36U. Chi. L. Rev. 665 (1969); Stolz, "Disciplining Federal Judges: Is Impeachment Hopeless?" 57
Calif. L. Rev. 659 (1969).

misconduct deprecating the office entrusted to that official.
This view was articulated by Hamilton in terms of impeachment jurisdiction being "those offenses which proceed from
the misconduct of public men, ..., from the abuse or violation of some public trust," The Federalist, No. 65, and
by Story in a similar vein 25__/:
The jurisdiction is to be exercised over offenses which are com¯ mitted~by public men in. violation
of their public trust and duties
.... Strictly speaking, then,
the power partakes of a political
character, as it respects injuries
to the society in its political
character. I Story, Commentaries
on the Constitution o~ the Unihed
States, §746.
In debating what constitutes an impeachable offense the
focus of argument was on whether an non-indictable offense
was still an impeachable offense. To deprive support for
the position that an impeachable offense need not constitute
violation of positive law the commentators stressed the
.political and official aspects of the impeachment process.
There thus developed a body of literature which would also
support a position that only crimes whose commission is
unique to the character of the President’s office constitute
"high crimes and misdemeanors." This narrow view of an impeachable offense was articulated in these terms:
In general those offenses which
may be committed equally by a
private person as a public officer,
are not the subjects of impeachment.

25/ See also 2 The Works of James Wilson 165: "impeachments
are confined to political characters, to political crimes and
misdemeanors, and to political punishments," and Wilson’s
position at the Pennsylvania convention that the President
"far from being above the laws, he is amendable to them in
his private character as a citizen, and in his public character
by impeachment." 2 Elliot’s Debates 480. (Emphasis in original)
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Murder, burglary, robbery, and indeed
all offenses not immediately connected
with office, except the two expressly
mentioned, (treason and bribery) are
left to the ordinary course of judicial
proceeding, and neither house can regularly inquire into them, except for
the purpose of expelling the member.
Rawle, View on the Constitution of
~.~.~.’~b~ United States of America 215 (1829)

Sn~h~~ .... ~:~:~o: ~view of impeachment reads too much into
...... e~[~ ~h~Juments revealing the political nature of the impeachmen~ process, and belittles the significance of impeachment
as a check on executive abuse. A broader and sounder view
was enunicated in Cooley, The General Principles of Constitutional
Law in the United States of America 205-206 (4th Ed. 1931):
"(an impeachable offense) need not be indictable under the
Federal statutes but may involve any act of wilful official
misconduct or any act which tends to put the office in disrepute."
If Rawle’s view were accepted then an impeachment could
be predicted on very few 9ffe~ses for most crimes may be
con~nittedAequally by a pr~v~o .pe~s~n and a public officer.
U~der Rawle’s theory obstruction of justice by the President
is not an impeachable offense, while using the office of the
Presidency to organize a break-in of a psychiatrist’s office
would probably constitute an impeachable offense.
The opposite extreme from Rawle’s position is the rather
ironic remark offered by then Congressman Gerald Ford in
1970 that an "impeachable offense" is whatever the majority
of the House with concurrence of two-thirds of the Senate
considers it to be at a given moment in history. 26___/ While

26__/ Madison seemingly also had a broad concept of what is
encompassed in the impeachment clause. Speaking at the
Virginia Convention debating the Constitution he stated:
If the President be connected, in
any suspicious manner, with any
person, and there is grounds to
believe he will shelter him, the
House of Representatives can impeach
him. 3 Elliot’s Debates 498. (Con’t)
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this view of illimitable impeachment power, see Berger at
53, overstates the position, history and policy support
the belief that serious violations of criminal statutes
by an incumbent President conducted with his Presidential
advisors are so corrosive of the public trust and confidence
that the remedy of impeachment and removal by conviction
of impeachment is appropriate and required.
Berger in his lengthy chapter on "The Limits of ’High
Crimes and Misdemeanors’" concludes that the Framers intended to preclude resort to impeachment of the President
for petty misconduct, but rather that removal of the
President required "great offenses." 27/ Thus while
spitting on the sidewalk is not an imp--~achable offense,
obstruction of justice would constitute a serious violation
of law justifying impeachment.

(Fn. 26 con’t) This statement was offered by Madison to
refute the argument that the pardoning power could be abused
by the President. But Madison also opposed making the clause
so broad as to make the Executive dependent on the legislature.
Moreover, Iredell thought that the President was punishable
~for g±ving false information to the Senate. 4 Elliot’s Debates
127.
One commentator has construed the impeachment clause
quite broadly:
A cause for removal from office may
exist where no offense against positive law has been committed, as where
the individual has, from immorality,
or imbecility, or maladministration,.
become unfit to exercise the office.
1 Curtis, Constitutional History 482
(1889).
27/ Specifically Berger writes: "For special reasons the
~-6unders conceived that the President would be impeachable
for ’great offenses’ such as corruption, perfidy." Berger
at 298.
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The view that Congress can impeach and remove the
President for any reason is inconsistent with the Framers’
desire to insure an indpendent executive not dependent
on the mere whim or will of Congress. For example, in
debating the impeachment clause Madison argued against
using the term "maladministration" as a grounds for impeachment because that would place tenure at the pleasure
of the Senate.
Making the scope of the impeachment clause too broad
would insure that the executive and judicial branches
of government are too dependent on the Congress. Congressman James A. Bayard while prosecuting William Blount at
the impeachment trial termed impeachment as a "proceeding
purely of a political nature." If this would permit Congress
to remove the President or a Justice~ simply because they
disapprove.of his political views or policy determinations
then the concept of separation of powers is rendered nugatory, and the Congressional check and balance on the other
branches becomes absolute. This simply could not have been
the Framers’ design or purpose. 28___/
The most reasonable definition of an impeachable offense
- one which seemingly would incorporate the Framers’ dual
desire~not to~’Per1~it uti’liz&tion~o~ theimpeachment-process
as a means of making the executive subservient to the legislature, and yet still providing a means of removing a corrupt

28/ ~ouverneur Morris expressed concern about the dependence
~ the executive department on these empowered to impeach:
Besides who is to impeach? Is
the impeachment to suspend his
functions? If it is not, the
mischief will go on. If it is,
the impeachment will be nearly
equivalent to a displacement and
will render the executive department dependent on those who are
to impeach.
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President who did not necessarily violate a specific
criminal statute - is found in Alexander Simpson’s A
Treatise on Federal Impeachment, 51, 52-53 (1916):
In defining the power it is clear
that the offense must be one of
a serious character.
Clearly also the offense must be
one in some way affecting.the administration of the office, from
which it is sought to exclude the
offender. This does not necessarily
mean that it must have been an offense committed while performing
the duties of the office; but it
does mean that the character of
the offense, or that which flows
therefrom, must tend to bring the
office, if the incumbent is continued therein, into ignominy and
disagrace.
According to this rather sensible definition the President
.who murders cannot defend himself from impeachment on the
ground that the murder was not committed while performing
the duties of the office; but it would not countenance the
removal of a President simply because he acts in a manner
inconsistent with the desires of Congress.
While it might prove unwarranted to firmly conclude
that any serious act of misconduct tending to cast suspicion on the office of the President would constitute an
impeachable offense, history, policy, and the majority of
respected authority support the proposition that a President’s
violation of criminal statutes proscribing obstruction of
justice committed in concert with Presidential advisors and
possibly planned from the Chief Executive’s office, is a
"high crime and misdemeanor" justifying impeachment despite
the possibility that obstruction of justice is a crime which
private citizens can commit. A contrary conclusion would
permit a convicted murderer to remain as President since
he is not removable from office unless he is impeached and
convicted, a result impossible of obtaining, if the Rawle
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restrictive view of what constitutes an impeachable offense
is adopted. Of course hopefully and probably a convicted
murderer would resign rather than conduct the affairs of
state from the jail house. I doubt the Framers established
the cumbersome process of impeachment by the House and
trial by the Senate to reach only those few acts of misconduct unique to the Office of the Presidency.
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III.

The Policy Considerations.

This section of the memorandum will a~sess the contemporary policy arguments surrounding the question whether
our system of government should immunize an incumbent
President from the regular process of the criminal law.
No sharp demarcation exists between the first section on
the historical materials and this section on contemporary
policy ~,~i.!!~.~rat~ons. Rather strong historical views
~"~~d c3~~~.~"i~nderlie modern policy, and the type of
,~:.~ .i~ed by the Framers and evolved over the
past I~]~i£~ is intimately interwoven with modern concepts
of how the political order should function. In considering
the factors outlined below I have endeavored to view the
problem with the following principles in mind: (i) The
President has been entrusted for a limited amount of time
with awesome powers requiring his full attention, and as
the one official elected by the entire electorate his
removal from office is a matter of substantial moment not
to be precipitated cavalierly, or caused by the wishes of
a few i~!!:~i~als acting even with the highest of motives; 29__/
and (2) k~ ~ nation of laws and not men, we can ill afford
to permit any individual to commit unlawful acts with
impunity, especially that one person capable of committing
the greatest of evils. Permitting the Chief Executive to
violate the law without imposing upon him the sanctions of
the law is incompatible with the historic notion of equal
justice under law, and is patently unjust.
a. Prior practice
This minor diversion is necessary to provide a
background for a later discussion dealing with the ability
of an indicted President to govern.

29/ Most prosecutor’s offices will of course not run out
an---d try to indict incumbent Presidents; such a parade of
horrors is not contemplated. But some thought should be
made of the venal and politically motivated prosecutor
seizing on this office’s indictment of the President to
.justify future criminal investigations of a President.
Hopefully, the nation has not reached such a juncture
where this must become a crucial consideration.
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Undoubtedly numerous civil officers have been subjected to
criminal proceedings for misconduct which would also
constitute an impeachable offense. In that sense the
prior practice has been to permit the initiation of
criminal prosecution against civil officers. There
is of course no instance of an incumbent President
being~ indicte~ while Judges Davis, Johnson, and Kerner were
indicted while sitting judges. 30/
The only historical guidance of any significane
here, and in view of its involving a Vice-President
in the early 1800’s it is of minimal value, is the
indictment of Vice-President Burr. Burr while VicePresident was indicted in two states and at least one
of the charges was murder. According to Beveridge
in his highly respected biography of Chief Justice
Marshall, Aaron Burr "fresh from his duel with Hamilton
and under .indictment in two states, had resumed his
duties as Vice-President." Beveridge, 3 The Life of
John Marshall, 180 (
). Apparently Burr conducted
all his responsibilities as Vice-President while under
indictment for he presided over the impeachment trial
.of Justice Chase as President of the Senate. John Quincy
Adams in fact thought Burr’s indictment may have influenced
his conduct of the trial. 31__/
The indictment of Burr coupled with his presiding
over an impeachment trial while not being impeached himself
reveals several alternative views held by the nation’s
leaders in the first decade of the 1800’s. The fact that

30/ The story of Judge Davis’ fall from "a pinnacle of
r-~spectability" and betrayal of public trust is discussed
at length in Borkin, The Corrupt Judge 97-137 (1962). Judge
Johnson’s trial is discussed in Borkin at 141-186. Judge
Kerner has on appeal from his conviction raised for the first
time the contention that a sitting federal judge is immune
from prosecution.

31/ Adams believed that Burr was partial to Giles. one of the
prosecutors of Chase. Adams in his diary explains the partiali%
was because, "[t]he Vice-President is under an indictment by a
grand jury for murder; and Giles drew up and circulated an
address to the Governor of New Jersey, requesting him to stay
the prosecution." I Memoirs of John Qunicy Adams 325 (1874).
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Burr could avoid impeachment for murder (or dueling)
indicates that this early Congress Willing to impeach
Justice Chase for improper judicial conduct thought
murder or dueling was not an impeachable offense for
it didn’t involve official misconduct or was not a
sufficiently serious crime. An alternative explanation
is that the impeachment process was conceived of as a
political weapon thus permitting a Democratic to avoid
the sanctions of impeachment while a Federalist was not
immune for conduct seemingly less reprehensible than that
committed by the Democrat. Moreover, Burr was able to
continue functioning as Vice-President while under the
cloud of indictment, and I have discovered no evidence that
anyone thought New Jersey was precluded from indicting
that incumbent Vice-President.
b. The separation of powers theory
The implications of the separation of powers doctrine 32__/
as it relates to Presidentia! immunity from criminal process
is of course discussed at length in the various briefs
submitted in the litigation arising from the Presidential
tapes. It would be redundant to explore the same territory
covered in these briefs except to mention the unique
attributes of the doctrine relating to the question whether
an incumbent President can be required to answer to criminal
charges brought in the courts, and not in the Congress.
For purposes of whether the President enjoys an absolute
doctrinal immunity from all criminal prosecution while in
office, I would conclude that the concept of separation of
powers does not support invoking such a broad immunity.
Whether one wishes to rely on Madison’s blending notion of

32/ In this context my reference to the theoretical aspects
o--~ the doctrine of separation of powers relates to the
Madisonian view that for the three branches to exercise separate
powers "it is essential to a maintenance of the separation,
that they should be independent of each other." 2 Farrand
34. The doctrine implies that within its sphere of competence each branch must exercise its. powers independently
of the others, free from onerous interference. Hence the
argument runs that subjecting a President’s actions to
judicial scrutiny undercuts the independence of the Chief
Executive doing violence to the doctrine of separation of powers

/
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the doctrine 33__/ or Justice Brandeis’ grandiose, but altogether
accurate, statement of the principle, 34/ the constitutional
framework was clearly designed not to establish three separate
branches of government with an impenetrable wall around each
protecting each branch from actions by the other. The entire
concept of checks and balances is antithetical to a rigid
concept of the separation of powers doctrine.
Hence a President should not be able to commit a crime,
and refuse to answer for his misconduct before the judiciary,
simply because he is the head of another coequal branch of
government. If the governing rule were so conceived that
the separation of powers doctrine made it unconstitutional
for an Article III Court to inquire into the actions of a
President for fear that this would inhibit Presidential
execution of his powers or would give the judiciary an
unwarranted control over the executive, then this rule would
logically apply to a former President, and no one argues for
the position that a former President enjoys any such immunity.
Whether the judicial inquiry is aimed at the actions of a
past or current President the violence to the separation
of powers principle is the same -- in both cases another
branch is arguably hindering the future conduct of Presidents
by scrutinizing the past activity of another President. If
the principle is designed to prevent one branch from
encroaching upon the powers of another, the evil is subjecting
the actions of the President to examination by the courts,
and that evil exists be it the actions of a former or an
incumbent President.

33/ See Madison’s discussion in The Federalist, Nos. 47 and
48, with special
attention to the "several departments of
power are distributed and blended...", No. 47 at 301, and
"unless these departments be so far connected and blended as
to give to each a constitutional control over the others, the
degree of separation which the maxim requires as essential to
a free government, can never in practice be duly maintained."
No. 48 at 308.
34/ ~The doctrine of separation of powers was adopted by the
~-6nvention of 1787, not to promote efficiency but to preclude
the exercise of arbitrary power. The purpose was not to avoid
friction, but, by means of the inevitable friction incident
to the distribution of governmental powers among three departments, to save the people from autocracy."
Myers v. United States, 272 U.S. 52, 293 (dissenting opinion).
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That the separation of powers doctrine is aimed in
part at preventing one branch from inhibiting the conduct
of another is exemplified by Chief Justice Marshall’s assertion
in Kendall v. United States ex tel. Stokes, 12 Pet. 524,
610 (1838):
The executive power is vested in
a president; and so far as his
powers are derived from the
constitution, he is beyond the
reach of any other department,
except in the mode prescribed
by the constitution through the
impeachment.
But if his powers are not derived from the constitution, and
most certainly the power to obstruct justice is not a power
conferred u~on the President by the Constitution, then the
doctrine of separation of powers does not preclude judicial
inquiry into the President’s conduct. Any immunity from
prosecution must flow from the practical, and not the
doctrinal, implications of indicting and prosecuting an
incumbent President.
One caveat is ~nece~s~ary. Proponents of the notion that
the theoretical underpinnings of the separation of power
dochrine immunize an incumbent President, will argue that
judicial inquiry into the actions of a former President will
have a considerably less disruptive effect on the conduct of
future Presidents than subjecting a sitting President to such
a process for the latter will disrupt the incumbent’s
own ability to govern as well as that of other Chief Executives.
This argument has a certain appeal, and is discussed below
in the context of why indicting the President will as a
practical matter make it impossible for him to govern.
c.

ImmunitY arising from President’s powers as Chief Executive

This argument is premised on the notion that any effort
to initiate criminal proceedings against the President will
prove ineffective because of his power to halt any prosecution,
and his power to pardon. Since prosecuting is a function of
the executive branch, then the President with ultimate authority
for all decisions of inferior executive officials can halt
any criminal prosecution including one brought against the
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Pa-~sident. The Memorandum Office of Legal Counsel at 26
articulates the argument in these terms:
In other words, just as a person
cannot be judge in his own case,
he cannot be prosecutor and
defendant at the same time. This
objection would lose some of its
persuasiveness where, as in .th~
.~-~,.~!~atergate case, the President
~~-~~elegates his prosecutorial
’~..i~<~nctions to the Attorney General,
who in turn delegates them to a
Special Prosecutor.
Closely related to this argument is the notion that since
Article II, section 2 empowers the President to grant pardons
except in cases of impeachment, any effort to prosecute the
President is doomed to futility since the President could
merely pardon himself. This problem to some extent was
contemplated by Mason at the Virginia ratification debates:
¯ ~removal from office, and future
disqualification to hold any
office, are the only consequences
of congiction on impeachment. Now,
I conceive that the President ought
not to have the power of pardoning,
because he may frequently pardon
crimes which were advised by himself...
If he has the power of granting
pardons before indictment, or conviction, may he not stop inquiry and
prevent detection. 3 Elliot’s Debates
496-497.
Thus indicting a President creates the anomalous situation of prosecuting a man who can curtail any prosecution by
ordering his Attorney General to order the United States
Attorney or Special Prosecutor not to sign any indictment
naming him as a defendant, and ?~ho could grant himself
executive clemency. As recognized above any prosecution
brought by the Special Prosecutor, however, would present
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unique issues in terms of a President’s power to order the
Special Prosecutor not to sign an indictment or to desist
from any criminal investigation and indictment of the
President. A court following the lead of Jusge Gesell might
hold that in light of the department regulation establishing
the Special Prosecutor’s office, that the President, or the
Attorney General on orders from the President cannot discharge the Special Prosecutor for failure to comply with
the President’s order to stop all criminal action against
the President. 35/ Thus the Special Prosecutor could sign
the indictment, proceed with the prosecution, and remain
free from discharge unless the President could discharge
him in accordance with the regulation for "gross impropriety."

Whatever the ultimate merits of these issues, ranging
from the President’s power to halt any prosecution to the
President’s ability to pardon himself once convicted, their
resolution-is not a substantial factor in determining whether
an incumbent President is indictable. Even if we were to
decide that the clear weight of authority compelled the
conclusion that the President could halt any criminal investigation, that no more would mitigate against the constitutional
argument concerning indictability before impeachment than
the similar argument offered by the President’s counse! in
the tapes litigation. The President may have an absolute
power to curtail a criminal investigation and prosecution
by invoking his powers as Chief Executive, but he cannot
refuse to comply with a ].awful subpoena duces tecum solely
because of this ultimate power to frustrate the investigation
and prosecution conducted by the Special Prosecutor and the
grand jury seeking the particular documents listed on the
subpoena.
Likewise the President’s ultimate power to halt
a prosecution against himself and to pardon himself from all
criminal liability arising from the Watergate investigation
as a practical matter may render futile any indictment brought
against the President, but so long as the Special Prosecutor
was given absolute authority to make all decisions bearing
upon the prosecution of the Watergate case, the Special
Prosecut6r should exercise his judgment independent of a
President’s ultimate right to ~alt and frustrate a particular
prosecution.

35/ A court might conclude that in view of the regulation
restablishing the Special Prosecutor promulgated on November
2, 1973, the President cannot exercise his constitutional
power to discharge the Special Prosecutor without first consulting certain specified Congressional leaders.
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The symbolic impact of the President as a criminal
defendant
The Mer.’terandum Office of Legal Counse! at 30-32

offers the~.~ ~ ~ument that the symbolic significance of
the presid ~. ~ makes it inappropriate to initiate
criminal p~~eedings against the President. To the
extent ~.-~ .....~ ...........
°~_.is a mere reiteration of the
positiL~ ~/~.~+.~’~ ..... -~.~i~i,~.ctment of a President would
~. ~;~.~..~.~ f the government, it has a certain
~!~peal .~.."~~!~ ,~Sii; ~ ~y~" ~To the extent it derives support
from the no%~.i.~~ that it is beneath the dignity of the
office to compel a President to answer criminal charges,
I would reject the argument as placing the President
above the law, and encumbering him with a royal character
inconsist4nt with the framers’ desire to avoid an imperial
presidency. Moreover, any unseemliness associated with
the President sitting as a defendant in a criminal
prosecution pales in comparison to the unseemliness denoted
by a na±~~i~’-~o~ a President to continue in office
free fro~-~.~%°~a~~.~on of law while governing the corn%try.
Along similar lines the Memorandum Office of Legal
Counsel at 30-31 suggests an additional reason not to
indict a sitting President:
A President after all is selected
in a highly complex nationwide
effort that involves most of the
major socio-economic and political
forces of our whole society. Would
it not be incongruous to bring him
down, before the Congress has acted,
by a jury of twelve, selected by
chance ’off the street’ as Holmes
put it?...
The genius of the jury trial
has been that it provides a forum
of ordinary people to pass on matters
generally within the experience or
contemplation of ordinary everyday
life. Would it be fair to such an
agency to give it responsibility
for an unavoidably political judgment
in the esoteric realm of the Nation’s
top executive?
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I would reject this argument for a major component of
our jurisprudence is that twelve ordinary persons are
best able to adjudicate the guilt or innocence of any
person be he private citizen or President, and this
judgment of a jury should be free of any political
influences. To argue that a jury trying the President
could not avoid political influences is in my opinion
an unwarranted deprecation of the value of the jury
system, and runs counter to the historic role of the
jury. It could be used to justify a decision not to
prosecute any defendant who arouses public passions.
The efficacy of the impeachment process compared
to the criminal pr~.cess
This’section will briefly compare the attributes
of the impeachment and judicial process for any aid such
a comparison provides in determining whether impeachment
should be the exclusive means for scrutinizing the
President’s conduct.
The impeachment process is cumbersome and was most
succinctly described by Viscount James Bryce, The
American Commonwealth 233 (1908): "It is like a hundredton gun which needs complex machinery to bring it into
position, an enormous charge of powder to fire it, and
a large mark to aim at." A prime defect in impeachment
as the remedy for presidential corruption relates precisely
to the fact that the process is time consuming, and will
require the House and eventually the Senate to devote its
entire energies to adjudicating the President’s guilt or
innocence, and other subsidiary issues such as whether
the President’s misconduct constitutes a "high crime
and misdemeanor." One can justifiably ponder whether the
public is better off having Congress concern itself with
questions of legislation while the courts decide the
President’s culpability.36____! While of course Congress has
36/ Shogan in A Question of Judgment 229 (1922) states
th---at nine federal judges have ’b~en ’impeached. The briefest
took three months to get through the House, and six more
months in the Senate. The longest took four years.
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the jurisdiction to try the President, the practical
difficulties presented by such a process, provides some
support for permitting the courts to exert jurisdiction
over the President.
Thi~arqument could be turned on its head. While
for most.~vil offenses such as judges it makes little
sense for~Con~ress to grind to a halt in order to conduct
~o~ngs, and hence the normal criminal
.~rib~m~:,-~.~[~[~on~:. ~i~i~i utilized, the President is an exception.
~.-. ~.~i ~. >~ ~;~"~-~:"~,~:at~?u~~is complicity, which if proven would
6~cta~e"~,kS removal from offlce, requlres the ~nvocatlon
of the impeachment process precisely because it involves
the Congress and not the courts. In a sense this view
does set the President apart from other citizens and even
other civil officers, but gives prominence to the position
that the.political branch of government should try and
convict a President as expressly contemplated by the
Constitution.
~ ~-~,~.~--,-~.~~n last Sunday’s New York Times Book
Review raised in a context irrelevant to this memorandum
a rather pertinent point: "The evidence (whether the
President should be impeached) is so complex and contra-dictory t ~:~’~~President Nixon is probably correct. The
case will have to be nailed down in a court of law...J’
This comment vividly raises the possibility that the
public interest is better served by judicial rather than
congressional investigation of presidential misconduct
for the former is more conducive to determining the truth.
Arguably the courts with rules of evidence, the adversary
system, and constitutional safeguards associated with..a
criminal trial are a more conducive tribunal for obtaining
the truth and administering justice than the congressional
process of impeachment. Thus, it hardly makes sense to
deny the courts jurisdiction over an individual and an issue
they woul&~ 6~nerwise have jurisdiction over simply because
the Constitution granted another branch of gover~nent
jurisdiction without expresslyforbidding a court adjudication
of presidential guilt or innocence.
It is difficult to assess the validity of this
argument. As mentioned in other contexts, but worth
repeating here, the counterpart to this contention is that
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in the case of the President the momentous decision
whether he should be removed is properly reserved to
the exclusive domain of the Congress -- the branch of
government most responsive to public pressure, and
most susceptible to public attitudes.37___/ The indictment
and conviction of a President may prove tantamount to
his removal from office, and that latter condition
should occur only if the majority of citizens desire.
that result. Consequently, while a trial with all its
procedural devices and due process protections might be
better equipped to seek the truth, the removal of a
President should occur because the people’s will expressed
through Congress believes he has so deprecated his office
that his removal and political dea~ are required
regardless of whether or not he h~s violated a criminal
law. The’removal should not result because twelve
citizens are convinced of his guilt nor should he
remain in office because twelve citizens believe the
government has not proven beyond a reasonable doubt
that the President has defied a specific criminal statute.
Indeed for the very reason that a jury should be immune
from public opinion is in the case of the President’s
removal from office the reason the Congress, most sensitive
to the public’s desires, should exert exclusive jurisdiction.
f.

Practical implications of indicting an incumbent President

The tone of the preceding sections probably evidences
my predilection that the arguments against indicting an
incumbent President are not persuasive in light of the
implications arising from a prosecutor’s decision that
371/ Joseph Story argued that the framers showed formidable
~-~sight in leaving impeachment to Congress for "many of
the offenses which will be charged against public men
will be generated by the heats and animosities of party,"
and it is unwise to permit judges to become involved "in
the common odium of partisans." I Story, Commentary, supra
at S766, p. 560. Story continued that theY"President ~mself and those confidential advisors are the very persons
who are eminently the objects to be reached by the.power
of impeachment." ~767.
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the sitting President enjoys an absolute immunity from
criminal indictment. We thus approach the arguments
that prompt my hesitation to conclude firmly that the
President J.s amenable to the ordinary process of law -the pract~-~.tl implications of the indictment. I begin
with the a~.~.~mption that upon his indictment the President
has three ~iternatives: i) the President resigns; 2) the
Presid~.~~~i ~i,~ _~!~ office intending to fight the
-~rosec~~ .... ~:~:~,~.~:.,~.,>ourts; or 3) the President orders
,~~he S.p~r ~.. .:~.~..~.~i.tor not to pursue the prosecution.
Assuming the President under heavy pressure resigns -,which of course is not inevitable since once he resigns
he might lose the cogency of a motion to dismiss an
indictment against an incumbent President -- then the
Special Prosecutor and the grand jury will have caused
the removal of the President when the Constitution
contemplates his removal solely through the impeachment
process. Stated differently the Constitution dictates
that tb~.:i~.~’...~al of the Chief Executive is a matter to
be resoi~’~d"~by the ~olitical branch of government most
representative of the people -- Congress. This policy is
subverted if other p~rts of the government can lawfully
bring about the same result. Of course, the President
may be forced to resign from office in ways other than
the impeachment process. For example, public pressure
and the impetus for resignation from the press may well
induce a President to resign, thus effectuating his
removal in a manner inconsistent with the constitutional
provision relating to removal. The First Amendment,
however, protects and one might argue was precisely
designed to further public pressure on elected officials.
This is entirely different than bypassing the constitutional
procedure for removal by permitting a prosecutor’s office
to force a President’s resignation, or to use the judicial
branch of government as thelprime catalyst to force his
removal from office.
Alternatively, the President could decide to remain
in office, and prepare his defense. This will necessarily
interfere with the President’s ability to govern. Indictment and trial will prevent the President from executing
the powers and duties of his office, and he more than any
other governmental official is indispensable to the proper
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and safe functioning of the country. No doubt the
impeachment trial by the Senate would pose similar
difficulties, but that was expressly provided for by
the Constitution.
The Memorandum Office of Legal Counsel at 29
argues: "This would suggest strongly that, in view
of the unique aspects of the Office of the President,
criminal proceedings against a President in office
should’not go beyond a point where they could~result
in so serious a physical interference with the President’s
performance of his official duties that it would amount
to an incapacitation." This argument recognizes that
the President because of his awesome and unique powers
must be treated differently, and that his ability to
govern should not be jeopardized by another branch of
government except the Congress sitting as a court of
impeachment.
The weight of this practical argument is lessened
if the President is indicted, but further proceedings
are deferred until his term is over or until his
removal by the Senate. This procedure still overlooks
the symbolic impact of having an indicted President
preside over the affairs of state. Is it really tenable
to have an indicted President conduct negotiations with
foreign governments? Is not indictment tantamount to
incapacitating the President, curtailing his ability
to govern, and rendering him a mere figurehead, to the
same extent as indicting and then trying him. Furthermore,
while the indictment would toll the statute of limitations,38/

387 The statute of limitations could render prosecuting
th---e President after he leaves office impossible. The
Memorandum Office of Legal Counsel 17, 32 suggests that
this problem could be obviated by a specific statutory
provision suspending the running of the statute in favor
of the President while in office. This does not appear
to me to constitute a compelling justification to ignore
the.imposing problem presented by the statute of limitations.
Any legislation of this kind would face a possible presidential
veto, and I would speculate that if a majority of Congress were
willing to pass such legislation clearly aimed at the incumbent,
then they would be willing to impeach.

/
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deferring the trial would require the President to
~-oluntarily and willingly waive his constitutional
right to a speedy trial. Since the~ decision not to try
him while in office is designed t~~ protect the country
¯ ~ ....... an~ ~.,t the President as an indiv~~al, I have grave
.....
.0 .........~:--’~-u!ties in using this preside~.tial immunity from
tri~l as a basis to infer a waiver" by the defendant¯ .. ~.....
President to a speedy trial. Poss~ly t!~e Supreme
~i~ ~ ...
~,~ou~~’~,Lala~i~ing approach to the speedy trial problem
.,,.~, ........... ...... e~e~evi~de,nce~;. ~7-i,~ Barker v. Wingo, 407 U.S. 514
:
(1972)
..~.v.~u~~ ~-~v’,~ some substance to the waiver argument.
i~ be~,,~,er, would not decide the question of whether
the President should be indicted o~ the grounds that
his trial can be delayed until he is a former President.
Finally, the President could order the termination
of the prosecution. This alternative initially raises
for the Nation the same problem as that discussed above -"~,bether an indicted President can effectively govern.
Moreover, it ~ill invite a host of additional legal
questions relating to the powers of the Chief Executive
to control and frustrate criminal investigations and
prosecutions, even those directed at his own wrongdoing.
A major practical obstacle is evident if the
President is not indicted, but he was a participant
in the conspiracy to obst{,~ct, justice. In that case,
he could be named as a ~~a/m%$e coconspirator.
That would of course mark the President as a criminal
in the minds of ~any Americans notwithstanding the
presumption of ~~.’ The Nation would still have
as its Chief Executive a man who the public believes
is a criminal in the~eyes of the Special Prosecutor,
and if this office has the respect and confidence of
the American people such a characterization could well
.... ~aralyze the President. However, it would be a dereliction
’ " of duty for this. office to ignore all crimes committed
in concert with the President. As a nonindictable
coconspirator, this office hasnot placed upon the
President the burden of preparing his defense; the
Special Prosecutor’s actions of signing an indictment
naming the President as a nonindictable coconspirator
may well precipitate the President’s resignation or
impeachment. If the latter results, then the constitutional
remedy for eliminating a miscreant President is vindicated.
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If this office is in part responsible for his resignation,
I believe a departure from the constitutionally intended
procedure for removal will have occurred, but as argued
previously the framers did not expressly provide for
impeachment as the exclusive procedure. But the decision
to resign is still the President’s, and the Special
Prosecutor has not placed upon him the additional burden
of defending a criminal charge while still President.
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Conclusion
Any conclusion must involve a balancing of countervailing factors: I) the practical implications of indictment in terms of a prosecutor and grand jury placing the
Nation in the position where it has a Chief Executive who
must resign or continue in office paralyzed, unable to
govern; 2) the reality of the situation that the President
if not indicted by this office will avoid any criminal
liability or any ad3u-~cation of guilt or innocence. The
second factor is possible if we consider that the President
might avoid impeachment, finish his term, and avoid
prosecution either because the statute of limitations
has run or more probably because a new administration
with the Special Prosecutor’s work completed might
decide not to reopen the divisive and unavoidably
partisan wounds by indicting the former President.
The issue is close. Respectable arguments derived
from history and contemporary policy exist on both sides
of the issue. One might contend that under these circumstances -- a close, novel legal issue -- the Courts
......... and,not,~single prosecu,tor should decide the issue
whether an incumbent President is indictable. But in
this instance once the indictment is announced, the
deleterious effects of the indictment are immediately
set in motion, and a judicial resolution of the issue
may well come too late if at ali.39___/
The bottom line after pondering and weighing all
the factors is that the Special Prosecutor should ascertain
the nature of the evidence against the President coupled
with the Special Prosecutor’s assessment of the probablity
3~/ If the Presid’~t reslgns, the court could view him
as a former President and not an incumbent President, and
if several months from now the courts decide the incumbent
President is not indictable, then the country has suffered
through several months with a President incapable of
governing despite what the courts decide was an incorrect
decision by the prosecutor.
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that the President if not indicted will never be
called upon in a court or in Congress to answer for
the serious criminal charges brought against him.
Since I have decided that these factors deserve
paramount consideration, then in effect my conclusion
is that the Constitution does not preclude indictment,
and the issue is really whether the incumbent President
h~h~%~._ be indicted. If the evidence of guilt is overwhelming, then this consideration coupled with the
significant probability that the President will avoid
an adjudication of guilt or innocence mandates an indictment against the incumbent President. I find it an
intolerable proposition to permit a Chief Executive who
has clearly violated the law to avoid criminal sanctions
or at least,
if a lawful manner exists for transferring
.
the evldence
available to the Special Prosecutor to the
Congress 40~ the public opprobrium incident to impeachment
and removal’from office. If the evidence of guilt is
less than overwhelming then the practical problems presented
by indicting the President take on greater significance
for then the probability of a President who has cl.early
violated the law doing so with impunity is diminished.
~f the evidence is less than ove~ghelming then this
office should find a lawful way to turn over the evidence
of presidential complicity to the Congress. Any error
the Special Prosecutor makes in this area should be on
the side of relying on the political branch of government
to fulfill its constitutional obligations under ~%e
impeachment clause. Once the indictment is handed down
then depending on factors beyond this office’s control -the reaction of the President, his partisans, and his
enemies -- this office may have precipitated, albeit
justified, a true constitutional crisis. Alternatively, the
indictment might well prod Congress into serious consideration
of impeaclLment, or have the salutary effect of vindicating
the rule of law.
~/ Since evidence of ~r’e’{idential guilt may appear on the
~-ubpoenaed tapes serious problems of turning over grand jury
material to Congress exist. Special legislation may be
required. If the Special Prosecutor is convinced that the
President whose guilt is overwhelmingly shown by evidence
in this office’s possession will.suffe/r the penalty of
impeachment, then an indictment is not necessary; but if
doubts exist because Congress may never obtain the evidence
needed to prove complicity then indictment is the only way
to insure that the President does not escape punishment.
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.WATERGATE SPECIAL PROSECUTION FORCE

DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE

Memorandum
TO

: Philip A. Lacovara

DATE: January 3, 1974

FROM : Peter F. Rient

SUBJECT: Hypothetical Conspirac~ Ca se
You have asked me to assess the possible criminal liability,
under federal conspiracy law, of a person in the following
hypothetical situation:
D, the subject of this discussion, is an elected official
in charge of a government organization. During an election
year, Group A, supporters of D, engage in criminal conduct,
believing that they are assisting D’s re-election. ~en Group A
is caught, Group B, subordinates and close associates of D,
engage in a variety of efforts to prevent the members of Group A
from revealing that Group A’s criminal activities had been
sanctioned by Group B. To t~.is end, the members of Group B, who
are motivated by self-protection and by a desire to ensure D’s
re-election, proceed to make periodic cash payments to the members of Group A to procure their silence in the face of official
investigations and a criminal trial.
The conspiracy to obstruct justice proceeds smoothly for a
number of months until AI, a knowledgeable member of Group A,
threatens to talk unless he receives an additional substantial
cash payment. At this point, B1 goes to D, who has been reelected in the meantime and who is unaware of the existence of
the conspiracy. B1 informs D of the existence and nature of
the conspiracy and of the roles of the various conspirators.
B1 further explains to D that in order for the conspiracy to
continue successfully it is necessary to pay a large sum of
money to A1 who is threatening to talk and who can implicate a
number of D’s close associates in criminal activities, with
consequent embarrassment to D. D commends A1 on his efforts
to prevent the scandal from affecting the outcome of the
election, but agrees that a new plan is needed to deal with
the situation in the future so that it does not come to rest
on D’s doorstep-. D also states that he does not want any

- 2 criminal liability for his close associates, and agrees with B1
that the payment should be made to.Al to "buy time" until a new
plan can be formulated-to meet the desired objectives. Finally,
D directs B1 to meet with D and certain members of Group B for
the purpose of discussing how the situation should De handled.
Shortly thereafter, the payment is made to A1 by B2, on instructions from B3, and the meeting ordered by D takes place.
As to whether given this hypothetical scenario D has
knowingly joined a conspiracy to obstruct justice, one starts
from the premise that "once the existence of a conspiracy is
established, slight evidence may be sufficient to connect a
defendant with it." Nve & Nissen v. United States, 168 F.2d
846, 852 (9th Cir. 194~), aff’d, 336 U.S. 613 (1949). Since the
existence of a conspiracy to obstruct justice is undisputed in
our hypothetical situation, the question is whether it can
fairly be concluded that D became a knowing participant. As to
this question, it is obvious that D had knowledge of the nature
and scope of the conspiracy as a result of his conversation with
BI. This, however, is not sufficient to make D a member of the
conspiracy -- something more is required. United States v.
Potash, 118 F.2d 54 (2d Cir. 1941). The "something more" is
generally described as having "a stake in the success of the
venture." United S~tates v. Penni, i00 F.2d 401 (2d Cir. 1938);
United States v. Falcone, 10~-~d 579 (2d Cir )* aff’d 311
U.S. 205"(194’0);~ United States v. DiRe, 159 F.2d 818--q~ Cir.
1947); United States v. Cianchetti,-~5 F.2d 584 (2d Cir. 1963).
Although the "stake’" need not be financial, United States v.
DeSapio, 435 F.2d 272, 282 (2d Cir. 1970), it must be such as to
demonstrate that the defendant "cast in his lot with the conspirators.’’ United States v. Cianchetti, supra. Finally,
although at least one member of th~ consplracy must commit an
overt act in furtherance of the conspiracy, it is not necessary
that the defendant whose participation is in question be the
one to do so. Bannon v. United States, 156 U.S. 464, 468
(1895).
Applying these basic principles of conspiracy law to the
hypothetical facts recited above, there can be precious little
room for doubt that D threw in his lot with the conspirators.
With full knowledge of the conspiracy’s essential contours and
awareness of the problems in making it continue to succeed, D

*The defendant "must in some sense promote [the] venture
himself, make it his own, have a stake in its outcome." 109
F.2d at 581.
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advised one of the conspirators how to proceed, i.e., tO "buy
time" so that a new plan could be devised to avoid--criminal
liability for his associates, and ordered a meeting between
himself and several of the conspirators to discuss their
strategy. Nor was this gratuitous advice by a disinterested
by-stander. D’s "stake" in the success of the venture, while
not monetary, was nonetheless substantial, as both D and B1
recognized during their conversation. If the conspiracy to
obstruct justice were to come to light, not only would D’s
close associates be subject to criminal liability, (a matter
of grave concern to D) but D himself would be seriously affected si~e he must shoulder ultimate responsibility (in a
moral, if not a legal sence) for their actions. Thus, D
could expect that failure of the conspiracy to continue successfully would jeopardize his ability to continue in office and to
discharge his obligations effectively. The course of action
he advised and which was, in fact, followed was plainly intended
to ensure that the conspiracy did not fall apart. Accordingly,
it is only fair to conclude that D knowingly, deliberately, and
for his own benefit adopted and promoted the unlawful venture,
thereby making it his o~n.
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I.

INTRODUCTION fuND SUMMARY

A. Summar~ and Analysis of the Evidence
The evidence before the Grand Jury clearly
demonstrates that President Nixon knew prior to March
21, 1973, about the existence of a conspiracy to obstruct
justice on the part of his closest White House aides and
high officials of his Re-election Con~%ittee, and that on
March 21, when the President learned many of the material
details of the cover-up and the potential criminal liability
of those involved, he joined the conspiracy (i) by urging
that a cash payment be made to Howard Hunt to "buy time"
and (2) by approving a new strategy to continue the
cover-up which contemplated limited disclosure of some
information together with continued concealment of the
most damaging evidence.
Evidence that the President knew about some of
the facts of the cover-up prior to March 21 includes: the
tape recording of the President’s meeting with John Dean
on February 28 (when the President asked whether the
defendants were expecting cl~nency, and indicated that
Watergate was a CRP operation); the recording of his
meeting with Dean on March 13 (when the President learned

-¶
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that Strachan, Magruder, and Mitchell probably had
prior knowledge of Watergate, that Strachan had falsely
denied this and would continue to do so, and that
others in the White House, including Haldeman, may
have seen fruits of the first break-i~; and ~he recording of the March 21 morning meeting (from which it
is clear that the President already knew money had been
channeled to the defendants under the "cover" of a
"Cuban Committee" and that Colson had talked indirectly
to Hunt about clemency).
Evidence that the President joined the conspiracy
on March 21 includes (a) the recordings of the March 21
meetings, during which various strategies for continuing
the cover-up were discussed and the President urged that
Hunt be paid more cash in order to "buy time" for formulating a new cover-up strategy, (b) the payment to Hunt’s
attorney of $ 75,000 in cash on March 21, (c) the passage
of a message by Mitchell to Haldeman and Ehrlichman on
March 22 that Hunt’s "problem had been solved," and the
passage of this message by Haldeman to the President and
by Ehrlichman to Krogh, (d) the recording of the March 22
meeting where it was decided to prepare a false "Dean
report" on Watergate in order to narrow the Senate’s
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inquiries and provide the President with a later excuse
of "reliance" on the report should the cover-up collapse,
(e) the President’s failure to communicate information
incriminating his highest aides to prosecutorial authorities,
and (f) the President’s post-April 16 strategy of allying
himself with Haldeman and Ehrlichman and insisting on
their innocence while attempting to discredit Dean and to
prevent Dean from giving testimony d~aging to the President.
While the President’s persistent refusal fully to
cooperate with a legitimate investigation of the conspiracy
to obstruct justice, and the intentional destruction of
evidence by a person or persons close to the President are
outside the scope of this memorandum, and are not further
considered here, this evidence must also be taken into
account in interpreting the President’s past actions and
assessing his criminal intent.
There is also considerable evidence, sumJnarized
rather briefly in a latter part of this memorand~n, that
the President knew about a conspiracy to obstruct justice
and acquiesced in its aims as early as June 1972. Although
much of this evidence is circumstantial, it includes both
actions taken by the President himself and participation
in the conspiracy by his closest aides in the Watergate
matter (Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell, and Dean), and it
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strongly supports an inference that the President knew
that a cover-up was in progress and approved of it prior
to September 15, 1972. The inference is strengthened by
remarks made by Dean and the President in their meeting
on September 15. However, because the evidence of the
President’s knowledg~ and affirmative action to advance
the conspiracy in March and April 1973 is so clear and unmistakable, we believe evidence of his earlier participation
is less critical to the problem of assessing his criminal
liability.
In short, the later evidence of unlawful acts by
the President conclusively demonstrates in any event that
the President joined a conspiracy to obstruct justice (and
possibly to further other illegal aims) no later than
March 21, 1973.
B. Nature of Criminal Char e~9_~
The evidence set out in Part II of this memorandum

is sufficient to show that beginning no later than March 21, 197
and continuing to the present, the President has con~itted
a violation of 18 U.S.C. 371 by conspiring (i) to obstruct
justice and to defraud the United States, (2) to commit
bribery (18 U.S.C. 201 (d)), and (3) to obstruct a criminal
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- 5 investigation by endeavouring through bribery to prevent
communication of information relevant to criminal violations
to the prosecutors (18 U.S.C. 1510), and that accordingly
the President would also be liable for the substantive
offenses of obstruction of justice (18 U.S.C. 1503),
bribery (18 U.S.C. 201 (d)), and obstruction of a criminal
investigation (18 U.S.C. 1510). The President personally
participated in that part of the conspiracy that involved
(a) paying a large sum of cash to Howard Hunt to prevent
him from imminently testifying concerning involvement of
higher-ups in both Watergate and the Fielding break-in;
(b) coordinating a strategy of formulating a false "report"
on what the President’s counsel had disclosed to him about
Watergate in order to obstruct the Senate and Grand Jury
investigations and to give the President a later excuse,
should the cover-up collapse, of saying he knew only what
was in the report; and (c) attempting to prevent information
in his possession (and in Dean’s possession) tending to
incriminate the President’s closest aides and former CRP
officials in obstruction of justice and other crimes from
coming to the attention of the prosecutors.
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The President could also be charged, on the
basis of the March 21 tape as a principal in the crime
of bribery on account of his having aided, abetted, and
counselled the payment to Hunt, 18 U.S.C. 2.
Moreover, given the knowledge in the President’s
possession after March 21 and his failure to report this
information to Henry Petersen during March and April,
together with other evidence showing the President’s
guilty intent, the President might be charged under
18 U.S.C. 3 and 4.as an accessory after the fact and for
misprision of felony.

II.

STATEMENT OF FACTS

A. President Nixon’s Involvement in 1972
As noted above, there is considerable evidence
tending to show that the President knew within a short
time after the Watergate break-in on June 17, 1972, that
the bugging of the DNC offices - - whether specifically
authorized by top officials of CRP and/or the White House
or not - - was conducted under the aegis of the large-scale
covert intelligence program under way at CRP operating on
a budget approved by Magruder and Mitchell and cleared by
!

¯ ¶
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Haldeman; that there was a concerted effort being mounted
to prevent that fact from being discovered and to keep
the White House and President from becoming involved in
the scandal; and that the President approved of that
effort. Remarks made by the President on the September
15 tape recording support this conclusion and permit an
inference that the President also knew of some of th@
specific problems that had arisen and how Dean and others
had handled them. At the very least, this evidence shows
that the President has made false exculpatory statements
about his actions in the summer of 1972, and in saying
that before March 1973 he did not know there was anything
to cover-up. This evidence is summarized below in part J.
B.

The President’s Pre-March 21 Knowled@e of the Cover-up
(I) Facts
Dean met with the President on February 27, 1973.

This was their first substantive discussion since the
September 15 meeting on Watergate..
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Dean met with the President again on February 28.
Dean recalls that at this meeting the President again told
him to report directly to the President on Watergate, and
that Dean described briefly to the President the fact that
Dean had been a conduit for some of the decisions made
after June 17 and thus could be involved in a potential
obstruction of justice, which the President refused to accept,
assuring Dean he had no problems. The tape recording of
the February 28 meeting does not sustain Dean’s recollections.
However, Dean did tell the President that
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9road
we have come a long/on this thing now. I
had thought it was an impossible task to
hold together until after the election
until things started falling out, but we
have made it this far and I am convinced
we are goin~~ to make it the whole road and
put this thing in the funny pa~.]es of the
history books rather than anything serious
.... (WH Tr. 28)*
The President replied that "it will be somewhat serious
but the important thing is the isolation of the President
. . . because that, fortunately, is true." Dean said: "I
know, sir." Most of the ~qatergate discussion on February
28 concerned potential witnesses, including Kalmbach, who
Dean said was "tough" and was "hunkered down and he is
ready to handle it." (~.~’~{ Tr. 26) Dean’s prediction
about ~e Senate Hearings was that they would be "tough,"
"hot", and "gory in some regards" but that if all those
with "various concerns" pulled their own oa~-s "we can make
it through these things and minima! people wil! be hurt."
(WH Tr. 14)
In discussing the Watergate defendants, the President
mentioned that he felt sorry for those in jail, especially
Hunt.

* References prefaced "Tr." are to Watergate Special
Prosecution Force transcripts. References prefaced "WH Tr."
are to transcripts provided by the White House which do not
necessarily purport to be verbatim transcripts and which
have not been verified by us.

~
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DEAN:

Well, there is every indication -they are
hanging in tough right now.

PRESIDENT:

Z~at the hel! do they expect, clemency in
a reasonable time?

DEAN:

I would think so.

Pi~SIDENT:

~lat would yo~ advise on that?

DEAN:

Well, I think it is one of those things we
will have to watch very closely; for example .

PRESIDENT:

You couldn’t do it in, say, six months.

DEAN :

No, you couldn’t. This thing may become so
political as a result of these hearings that
it is a vendetta. (h~ Tr. 23)

During the conversation, there is a point at which the
President seems to be speaking about Hunt talking, about a
"break-through" and about what they might do then; in the
middle of a sentence the President’s words are obliterated
by a high-pitched tone lasting several seconds.
Near the end of the February 28 meeting, the President
instructs Dean to get togetherwith Kleindienst because he’s
the man who can make the difference. The President goes on:
PP~SIDENT:

Also point out to him what we have. Colson’s
got [inaudible] but I really, this stuff
here, let’s forget this. But let’s remember
this was not done by the White House. This
was done by the Committee to Re-Elect, and
Mitchell was the Chairman, correct?

DEAN:

That’s correct.
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PRESIDENT :

And Kleindienst owes Mitchell everything
¯ . . Baker’s got to realize this, and that
if he allows this thing to get out of hand
he is going to potentially ruin John Mitchell.
He won’t, Mitchel! won’t al!ow himself to be
ruined. He will put on his big stone face.
But I hope he does and he will. There is
no question what they are after. ~’~at the
Cor~ittee is after is somebody at the ~ite
House. They would like to get Haldeman
or Colson, Ehrlichman.

DEAN ."

Or possibly Dean.
fish.

PRESIDENT:

Anyone at the White House . . . But in your
case I think they realize you are the lawyer
and didn’t have anything to do with the
campaign ....

DEAN:

That’s right. (WH Tr, 29)

You know, I am a small

Dean met with the President on March i, 1973, to
help prepare the President for a press conference the next
day. During the~meeting the President told Dean that there
should be no problem with the fact that Dean had received
FBI reports, since Dean had been conducting an investigation
for the President.
On March 6, 1973, the President again reminded Dean
to report directly to the President rather than involving
Haldeman and Ehrlichman in Watergate related matters..*

* Following his March 6, 1973, meeting with the President,
Dean also met with the President on March 7 and 8, and spoke
with the President on March i0, but these conversations concerned the Gray hearings and the White House statemen: on
Executive Privilege, according to Dean.
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Dean met with the President concerning Watergate
again on March 13, 1973, with Haldeman present during the
first part of the meeting. During a discussion of the
Ervin Committee hearings, Dean told the President that
Kalmbach and Stans ’~will have a greater problem as a
result of Sloan’s testimony." (Tr. 31) The President
replied that "Kalmbach will be a good ~itness," (Tr. 31)
and said, "Anyway we don’t ~ant to back off of him." ~en
Dean replied that Kalmbach was "solid," the President asked,
"He will, how does he tel! his story?" The President also
observed that "He [Kalmbach] has a hard row to hoe, he and
Stans have." (Tr. 32)
With respect to the hearings, the President told
Dean that "Bob’s problem is Chapin," apparently a reference
to the Segretti affair. Denn replied that Cha~in didn’t
know anything about Watergate, but that Straclhan did, which
prompted the President to say, "Well, then he probably told
Bob. He may not have." Dean then said that Strachan was
"judicious in what he relayed," was "tough as nails," and
would "stonewall" it; Dean said Strachan had twice denied
knowledge in interviews already. To this the President
replied: "I guess he should, shouldn’t he? I suppose we
can’t call that justice, can we? (inaudible)." Dean then
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explained that Strachan was motivated by personal loyalty
to "him" (apparently meaning Haldeman). (Tr. 38)
The President, although apparently surprised to
learn of Strachan’s prior knowledge of Watergate, did not
question Dean about the basis of Strachan’s knowledge, but
stated: "Well, that is the problem in Bob’s case. Isn’t
it? Not Chapin then, but Strachan. Strachan worked for
him, didn’t he?" Dean replied affirmatively, but added
that, "They would have one hell of a time proving that
Strachan had knowledge of it, though." The President
then asked "Who knew better? Magruder?" Dean replied "Well,
Magruder and Liddy." The President then said "Oh, I see.
The other weak link for Bob is Magruder. He hired ]in and
so forth." Dean then added "That ~pplies to Mitchell, too.’:
(Tr. 39)
The conversation then turned to the questbn of
Colson’s prior knowledge, with Dean concluding "I think
that Chuck had knowledge that something was going on over
there. A lot of people around here knew that something
was going on over there. They didn’t have any knowledge
of the details of the specifics of the whole thing."
(Tr. 39-40)
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The President then remarked, "you know, (that?)
must have been an indication that we had Goddamn poor
pickings. Because . . . either Chuck or Bob were always
reporting to me what was going on. If they ever got any
information, they would certainly have told me that we got
some information, but they never had a Goddamn thing to
report. What was the matter? Did they never get anything
out of the damn thing?" Dean replied that the Wate:cgate
bugging was a "dry hole" but that they were just getting
started with it. The President replied that "Bob" had said
something to him about getting information on "the convention"
at one time~ but that must have been Segretti. Dean replied
that that was Liddy also, that was part of the entire
intelligence ’effort, and Watergate was the first operation
mounted by the intelligence program. (Tr. 40)
The President then observed: "To think Mitchell
and Bob would have allowed -- would have allowed -- this
kind of operation to be in the Committee:" When Dean replied
"I don’t think he knew it was there," the President asked
"You kidding? You don’t think that Mitchell knew about this
sort of thing?" Dean then explained that he was referring
not to Mitchell’s knowledge that Liddy was out gathering
intelligence, but’ to Mitchell’s knowledge that Liddy was
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using people identifiable as White House and CRP employees,
i.e., McCord, who worked at the Con~ittee, and Hunt, a
White House consultant. (Tr. 41)
Dean went on to explain how Liddy came to he hired
at the Committee, how Liddy’s loyalty was "beyond the pale"
and how strange and strong Liddy was° The conversation then
turned to the possibility of pursuing "the hang-out road"
to which Dean had earlier referred in suggesting the
possibility of a "here it all is" approach, a "let it al!
hang out" (Tr. 12):
PRESIDENT:

Is it too late to, frankly, go the hang-out
road?

DEAN:

Yes, I think it is. The hang-out road . .

PRESIDENT:

The hang-out road seems to be rejected
(Inaudible).

DEAN:

It was kicked around. Bob and I and . . .

PRESIDENT:

Ehrlichman always felt it should be hang-out.

DEAN:

Well, I think I convinced him why he would
not want to hang-out either. There is a certain
domino situation here. If some things start
going, and there can be a !ot of problems if
everything starts falling. So there are
dangers, Mr. President. I would be less than
candid if I didn’t tell you there are, there
is a reason for not everyone going up and
testifying.

PRESIDENT:

I see, Oh no, no, no~ I didn’t mean to have
everyone go up and testify.
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Well I mean they’re just starting to hangout and say here’s our story --

PRESIDENT:

I mean put the story out PR, people, here
is the story, the true story about Watergate.

DEAN:

They would never believe it.

PRESIDENT:

That’s the po±nto

DEAN:

The two things they are working on on
Watergate . . .

PRESIDENT:

Who is "they?" The press?

DEAN:

The press (inaudible), the intellectuals, . . .

PRESIDENT:

The Packwoods? [?]

DEAN:

Right. They would never buy it as far as
one White House involve~ent in Watergate which
I think there is just none for that incident
that occurred over in the Democratic National
Con~ittee Headquarters. People just here we
did not know that was going to be done. I
think there are some people who saw the fruits
of it, but that is another story. I am
’talking abnut the criminal conspiracy to go
in there. (Tr. 43)
(2) Analysis
The February 28 and March 13 tape recordings

demonstrate beyond any doubt that the President knew at
that time that a cover-up was in progress. Most significant
in this respect is his statement regarding the "hang-out
road" (particularly the com~ent that "Ehrlichman always felt
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it should be hang-out.") Furthermore, the President
clearly knew prior to February 28 that specific people
at the CRP had liabilities in connection with Watergate,
including Mitchell., and that some people were likely to
be harmed by revelations coming out of the Senate Hearings.
Indeed, the President was concerned that Mitchell might
be "ruined" unless Kleindienst could convince Senator
Baker to help guard against it. Moreover, the President
learned on March 13 (if he did not already know it) that
there was reason to believe that Strachan, Magruder, and
possibly Haldeman had prior knowledge of the break-in; that
Strachan had falsely denied such knowledge (a course of action
which the President approved); and that others in the White
House, possibly including Colson and Haldeman, had some
prior knowledge of and may have seen the fruits of the
initial DNC break-in.
In additbn, conversation between the President and
Dean on March 21 discussed in detail below shows that before
March 21 the President knew that money was being funneled to
the Watergate defendan~ under the cover of a "Cuban Co~nitte4~
and that the President evidently knew that Colson had "talked
indirectly to Hunt" about clemency.
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C. Hunt’s Threat
The events that precipitated John Dean’s meeting
with the President on March 21 began on or ~out March 16,
when Howard Hunt’s attorney William Bittman phoned Paul
O’Brien, a lawyer for CRP, and urgently requested that O’Brien
meet with Hunt.* Bittman told O’Brien that Hunt was’about to
go to jail and was very concerned that the "commitments"
made to Hunt had not been and were not being honored. Shortly
thereafter, O’Brien met with Hunt alone, at Bittman’s offices.
Hunt told O’Brien that Hunt needed to put his financial
affairs in order before sentencing (which was scheduled for
March 23), that the "commitments" made to Hunt were not being
kept, and that Hunt needed $50-60,000 for legal fees for his
at~rney and about $72,000 for support money. Hunt told O’Brien
that he had done some "seamy things" for the "White Hous4’, and
for John Ehrlichman in particular. Hunt told O’Brien to pass
on ~ Dean the message that if Hunt were not paid, Hunt would
have to "review his options."

*

Dean also met with the President on March 14, 16, and 17.
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O’]]rien related this message to Dean on or about
March 19. Dean then passed the message to Ehrlichman.
Ehrlichman inquired of Dean whether Mitchell knew about
Hunt’s new demand, and Dean replied that Dean had not
informed Mitchell. Ehrlichman asked Dean to do so. On
or about March 20, Dean had a telephone conversation with
Mitchell during which Dean informed Mitchell about Hunt’s
threat or ascertained that Mitchell was already aware of
it. Dean also discussed with Mitchell possible sources of
money to be paid to Hunt.
On March 19 and 20, Dean met with the President during
which meetings there was discussion about a letter or statement that Dean could furnish to the Senate Watergate Committee
concerning hi9 possible appearance before the Committee in
light of the White House position on Executive Privilege.
Apparently, Dean did not discuss Hunt’s threat with the
President on these occasions.
On March 20, Dean discussed Hunt’s threat and the
Watergate situation separately with both Richard Moore and
Egil Krogh. According to Dean, Moore, and Krogh, Dean told
both of them that Hunt’s demand for money and his threat had
brought the cover-up to a point where it could not continue;
that Hunt should not be paid; that the President did not seem
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to know all the factual details of what had been going
on and/or did not seem to realize their significance.
According to Krogh, Dean said the President was being
poorly served and Dean evinced a desire to take steps to
end the whole business. Dean discussed with both Krogh
and Moore the desirability of telling the President everything Dean knew about the cover-up, and both urged him to
do so inm~ediately.
On the evening of March 20, Dean told the President
in a telephone conversation that Dean wanted to see the
President at the earliest opportunity because Dean felt the
President had not been getting all the facts on Watergate
and needed to have them to appreciate how serious the problem
had become. ~ meeting was scheduled for the next morning.
Prior to Dean’s meeting with the President on
March 21, Dean phoned Haldeman and told Haldeman that he
was going to brief the President on all the facts regarding
Watergate, since he felt that Haldeman, being involved himself, should have prior notice. Haldeman agreed that Dean
should meet with the President for this purpose.
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D.

March 21 Morning Meeting
(I) Facts
Dean met with the President at about 10:15 a.m. on

March 21, until abo,~t noon. Haldeman was present for
appro:~imately the second hale of the
After some preliminaries, Dean explained that he
wanted to talk to the President because he had the impression
that "you don’t know everything I know and it makes it very
difficult for you to make judgments thahon!y you can make
on some of these things." (Tr. 3) Dean said that there
was a "cancer within, close to the Presidency, that’s growing",
and that was now compounding itself because (i) they were
being blackmailed, and (2) "people are going to start perjuring themselves very quickly, that have not had to perjure
themselves, to protect other people and the like." (Tr. 4)
Dean said that on account of this "there is no assurance
"- the President: "That it won~ bustY"; Dean: "That
it won’t bust." (Tr. 4)
Dean then told the President about Haldeman’s original
desire to set up a legitimate intelligence operation at CRP;
Caulfield’s initial plan that was rejected by Mitchell and
Ehrlichman; Dean’s selection of Liddy; the early planning
meetings in Mitchell’s office in January and February 1972
when Liddy presented his million and half-million dollar
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plans to Mitchell in the presence of Magruder and
Dean; and Dean’s meeting with IIaldeman at which
Dean informed Haldeman of these plans and recommended
that Dean and the white Eouse have nothing to do
with it. (Tr. 4-7) Dean told the President about
a call from Colson to Magruder urging that Liddy’s
and Hunt’s plan go ahead. (Tr. 8) Dean said he
believed, but did not know for a fact, that Colson
knew what Liddy’s plan involved. (Tr. 8-9) Dean
said that Colson would probably deny he knew about
Liddy’s plan unless Hunt implicated him. The
President said, "Hunt isn’t enough; takes two,
doesn’t it?". Dean replied that ~probably did,
but Liddy was there too when the phone call was
made. (Tr. 9) Dean presented his theory or reconstruction of what happened from then on. Dean
su~nised that Haldeman, believing CRP’s intelligence
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progr~n to be legitimate, pushed 14agruder for
information, through Strachan; that Magruder took
that as a signal that the White House was pushing
for adoption of Liddy’s proposals for unlawful
activities; that Magruder told Mitchell the ~’~ite
House was pushing for the intelligence plan to.
get going; and that Mitchel! then approved it.
(Tr. I0)
Dean told the President that after an initial
break-in at the DNC fruits of the bugging were sent
to the ~,~ite House, to Strachan, and some cf it
went to Ha~eman. Dean said he didn’t know whether
Haldeman kne~ it was wiretap information, but Strachan
certeinly did; however, Dean hadn’t really p]~essed
them about it because "it hurts them to give up that
next inch." (Tr. i0) Dean also said Haldeman,
who was receiving information from Strachan, ~ one
point instructed Magruder through Strachan to change
the operation’s intelligence capabilities from
Muskie to McGovern, which caused Liddy to begin
to make preparations for bugging McGovern.
/
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Dean proceeded to tell the President about
Dean’s meeting with Liddy on June 19, 1972; about
Magruder’s involvement; about the Magruder and
Porter perjury, after "they" had "set up this scenario"
and "run it by,’ Dean; and about the fact that Mitchell
may have perjured himself as wello (Tr. 12-14)
Dean said that Dean did not know that an entry was

~

going to be made into the DNC and that he did not
think Haldeman knew it either, "specifically,"
though Haldeman knew "there was a capacity" to do
it. (Tr. 14) Dean said he thought Strachan did
know in advance. (Tr. 14)
Dea~ said that after June 17, Dean was
"under pretty clear instructions not really to
investigate this, because this was something that
just could have been disastrous on the election
if it, if all hell had broken loose, and I worked
on a theory of containment [President: "Sure"] to
try to hold it right where it was," to which the President
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again replied, "Right." (Tr. 15) Dean said he kept
abreast of what the FBI and Grand Jury were. doing,
primarily through Petersen. Dean told the President
about the Burning Tree incident, and about the demands
from the defendants for money for attorneys fees: "We
don’t have any money ourselves, and you’re asking us to
take this through the election. All right." (Tr. 17)
Dean said that arrangements were made through Mitchell,
who initiated it, with Dean’s cooperation, "that these
guys had to be taken care of, their attorneys’ fees had
to be done. Kal~’~ach was brought in. Kalmbach raised
some cash." (Tr. 17) At that point, the President
volunteered: "They put that under- the cover of the Cuban
Co~nittee." (Tr. 17) When Dean ag:ceed that that was one
means, the P~-esident stated, "I would certainly keep that
cover, for whatever it’s worth, don’t you agree?" (Tr. 17)
Dean demurred somewhat saying:
DEAN:

Well, that’s, that’s, that’s the most
troublesome post-thing, uh, because (I)
Bob is involved in that, John is involved
-in that, I am involved in that, Mitchell
is involved in that and that’s an
obstruction of justice.

PRESIDENT:

In other words, the fact that, uh, that
you were taking care of witnesses . . .

DEAN:

That’s right.
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The President then asked, "How was Bob in it?" Dean
explained that when the demands from the defendants
increased, Dean had to go to Haldeman to obtain some of
the $350,000 White House fund to pay the defendants,
and that Dean of course had. to tell Haldeman what it
was for. (Tr. 18) Dean said "John [Ehrlichman?] was
involved in those discussions, and we decided that . . .
there was no price too high to pay to let this thing
blow up in front of the election." (Tr. 18) The
President reacted by saying, "I think you should handle
that one pretty well . . . That issue, I mean." (Tr. 18)
Dean then said that this was going to be a "continual
blackmail operation by Hunt and Liddy and the Cubans",
and mentioned McCord’s interest in hearing from Caulfield
about clemency, rather than money. Dean then said:
And, as you kno<.:, Colson had talked to,
indirectly to Hunt about com~utation.
(Tr. 19)
All these things, Dean said, were problems of the sort
the Senate Committee was looking for, though they would
be hard to find. The President responded: "Pretty
hard ....

Well, it’s pretty hard as far as witnesses

are concerned." (Tr. 19)
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Dean went on to tell the President about Hunt’s
demand for $120,000 and his threat to tel! the "seamy
things" he had done for Ehrlichman and I<rogh and to put
Ehrlichman in jail. The President replied: "Is that
on Ellsberg?" Dean ans~.~e~.~d that it ~.;as api~rently that
and some other things, to ’~hich the President said he
didn’t know of anything else. (Tr. 20-21) From there,
Dean began to describe ho~" many people knew about this, as
an illustration of how m&ny "soft s~_~ots" there were: Hunt,
Liddy, the Cubans, Rothblatt, Alch, Bailey, Bittman, all
the principals, some of their wives. Dean mentioned
that Mrs. Hunt "had the ~hole pictu~-e to~ether.’’ (Tr. 22)
The President commented on ~Irs. Hunt’s death saying’:
PRES [[DENT :

It’s a great sadness. The basis -- as a
matter of fact, even ~ f there %~as a discussion by ~e with son~ebody aboat Hunt’s
problem after his wife’s death, I said,
"Of course, commutation could be considered
en the basis of his wife." That’s the only
discussion I ever had with anybody.

Having su~aarized the "extent of the knowledge," Dean
began to describe the "soft spots." The first was the
continued blackmai!, which would go on when the defendants
went to prison and "will compound the obstruction of
justice situation." (Tr. 23) Dean said that would be
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dangerous because ~’~ite House people weren’t pros,
weren’t used to doing things such as laundering money:
"it’s a tough thing to know how to do." The President
said: "Maybe we can’t do that." Dean agreed, saying
"it’s a real problem as to whether we can even do it.
Plus there’s a real problem in raising money." (Tr.
23) Dean went on to say that Mitchel! had been working
on that but he ©ean~ Haldeman, and Ehrlichman were
involved in some of the early money decisiorm The
President asked how much money would be needed. Dean
replied probably a million dollars over "the next few
years."

(Tr. 24) The President responded:
We could get that .
. . On the
money, you need the money. I mean,
.. you can get the money, but its . . .
My point is, you can 9et a million
dollars and you can get it in cash.
I know where it could be got. I
mean, it’s not easy, but it could
be done. But, the question is,
who the hell would handle it? Any
ideas on that? (Tr. 24)

Dean replied that Mitchell ought to be charged with that;
the President agreed, but noted that "Let me say, there
shouldn’t be a lot of people running aroung getting money."
Dean mentioned that Mitchell had LaRue working on this,
and had contacted Thomas Pappas, to which the President
either said "I know" or "I know him." (Tr. 25) Th~ President said that a million dollars was needed, but not all
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of it right away, though it would have to be cash.
The President then suggested:
PRES IDENT :

If you wanted to put that through, would
you put that through, eh, I’m just
thinking out loud here for the moment,
would you put that through the Cuban
Con~ittee?

DEAN:

Uh, no .

PRESIDENT:

[inaudible] cash money [inaudible].
How, if that ever comes out are you
gonna handle it. The Cuban Cor~.ittee
is an obstruction of justice, if they
want to help.

DEAN:

Well, they’ve got a, they’ve got priests
in it.

PRESIDENT:

Would you like to put the money in. Would
that, would that give a little bit of
a cover?

DEAN :

That would give someD the Cubans and
possibly Hunt.

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.

.

Dean reiterated that the "cancer" on. the Presidency
was a "growing cancer" for reasons such as Xrogh’s perjury,
the potential perjury of Mitchell and Magruder, and any
of the others "blowing." The President mused about Krogh,
"He might be able . . . I’m just trying to think. Perjury’s
an awfu! hard rap to prove." (Tr. 26) The President said
that "your major guy to keep under control is Hunt, I think,
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because he knows . . . he knows a lot of other things."
(Tr. 26) Dean explained that Hunt felt abandoned by
Colson, as well. The Pres’.:_dent broke in, saying:
Don’t you, just looking at the immediate
problem, don’t you have to, have to handle
Hunt’s financial situation d.~,na~ soon.
¯ . . It seems to me we have to keep the
cap on the bottle that much ....
Otherwise, we won’t have any options.
. . . Either that or it all blows right
now. (Tr. 27)
To that, Dean said, "Well, you ]<now, that’s, that’s the
question. Uh . . ." ~’he President replied: "Alright,
go on with the others." (Tr. 27)
Dean then mentioned some of the activities of Krogh,
Ka]mtbach, and Ulasewicz. Dean said K~l~..oach’s distributions
of money left over from 1968 were probably embarrassing
rather than.illega!, but that "he doesn’t want to blow
the whistle on a lot of people, and may find himself in a
perjury situation." (Tr. 29)

Dean mentioned that the

Vesco Grand Jury was after ._qitche!l and Stans, and said
that EhrlicbJnan might have to appear there. The President
asked if im~nunity could be arranged there, but Dean said
that would "be dynamite to defend," since a criminal
charge was involved. (Tr. 30-31) Dean also mentioned
the possibility of a criminal civil rights violation
charge against Chapin in connection with the Segretti
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operation, about which "Bob has indicated to me he’s
told you a lot of it. That he indeed did authorize
it. He didn’t authorize anything like ultimately
involved." (Tr. 31) The President acknowledged this.
Dean then returned to the beginning, saying that what
bothered him was the gro~ing situation arising out of the
continued need to pay "support" and the "need for some
people to perjure themselves as they do down the road here,
uh, if this thing ever blows, and we’re in a cover,up
situation, I think it’d be extremely damaging to you and
the ....

" The President said: "Sure, the whole concept

of Administration justice ....which we cannot have."
(Tr. 32) Dean agre_c that that was what was really
troubling ¯

Suppose, Dean said, "it starts breaking and

they do find a criminal case against a Haldeman, a Dean,
a Mitchell, an Ehrlichman?" The President ~plied:
If it really comes do~qn to that, we
cannot play [inaudible]. We have to
shed it or contain it. (Tr. 32)
Dean suggested that he, Haldeman, Ehrlich~an, and Mitchell
should sit down and figure out how this could be carved
away from the President, so it would not damage the Presidency, because it was something the President wasn’t and
shouldn’t be involved in. (Tr. 33) The President replied
that that was true. Dean said:
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Well, I know sir, it is. I can just
tell from our conversation that, you
know, these are things that you have
no kno~41euge of. (Tr. 33)
The President went on to remark on the "absurdity of
the whole thing, bugging and so forth." The President
told Dean he was "keenly aware" that Colson and all were
doing their best to get information, but that they ~Lew
"~very well that they were supposed to comply with the law.
. . . No question." (Tr. 33) The President asked if Dean
thought that Co!son was really the "trigger man" on the
origina! operation, and Dcan said "he helped push the thing."
The President mentioned he ]<new why that was, because of
ITT. "He was trying to get something going there, because
ITT, they were bugging us . . . giving us hell." (Tr. 33)
The Presiden£ said he knew something was going on there,
but he didn’t know it was Hunt. (Tr. 34)
Dean reiterated Dean’s concern that the whole thing
would inevitably "break some day" and that the person who
would be hurt most would be the President, and the Presidency.
The President said: "Because I am supposed to check these
things." (Tr. 34) Dean: "That’s right." The President
then asked Dean what Dean thought should be done. Dean
said he did not think they could ride it through, there were
too many soft spots. The President said" "You used to
feel . . ." Dean broke in and said that everyone was now
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beginning to watch out for himself, people were scared,
and Dean’s ability to do anything about it was hampered
because of publicity concerning him arising out of the
Gray hearings° The President commented: "Your cover’s
blown." (Tr. 35) The President then asked Dean what
should be done if Dean, Haldeman, Ehr!ichman, and Mitchell
got together and decided that "we can’t hold this." The
President said: "What then are you going to say, to put
out. Complete disclosu:se, isn’t that the best way to do
it? . . . That’d be my view on it." (Tr. 35)
Dean then suggested that ~’~:-~,~ the President should do
,G~.ne~al
~ "~would be to go to the z~,..~orney
and tell the ~orney
"’-~
"
Genera! that the President had just begun to "get al! of
the pieces together," to ask for another Grand Jury, and
by thinking it through ahead of t~me try to avoid criminal
liability for some and minimize it for others~ For
example, Dean suggested, some people could be immunized in
order to encourage them to come forward; but others were
going tohave to go to jai!. The President said: "Who.
Let’s talk about that." Dean replied: "Al! right, I think
I could, for one." (Tr. 36) The President replied to this:
"You go to jail? . . . Oh, hell no. I can’t see how you
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can. . .

I can’t see how a legal case can be made

against you, John." Dean said it would be possible.
The President replied:
Oh, no[ Let me say I did not get the
impression here -- But just looking at
it from a cold lega! standpoint: you
are a la}~er, you were the counsel, you
were doing ~hat you were doing as counse!.
You were not [inaudible]. What would you
go to jail on?
DEAN:

The obstruction of justice.

PRESiDENT :

The obstruction of justice?

DEAN:

That is the only one that bothers me.

PRESIDENT:

Well, I don’t know. I think that one. I
think that, I feel it could be cut off at
the pass, maybe, the obstruction of justice.

DEAN:

It could be, you know how, one of the -that’s why

PRESIDENT :

Sometimes it is well to give them sc.mething,
and then they don’t want the bigger push
then?

Dean suggested that by coordination with the Justice Department, and especially Petersen, they could find out how to
put things.together so as to "maximum to carve it away with
the minimum of damage to individuals involved." (Tr. 37)
The President asked if Petersen knew the "whole story," and
Dean said he did not.
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The President then returned to Dean’s "obstruction
of justice," saying he just couldn’t see that. Dean
replied that he’d been a conduit for information on
taking care of people who were guilty of crimes. The
President said, "Oh you mean like, the, uh, the blackmail."

(Tr. 37) Dean said yes. The President replied:
Wel!, I wonder if that part of it
can’t be .... I wonder if that
doesn’t let me put it f~ankly, I
wonder if that doesn’t have to be
cont±nueu. [Dean clears throat.]
Let me put it this way, let us suppose
you could get, you get the million
bucks, then you get the proper
to handle it~ and you can hold that
side. It would seem to me that ~ould
be worthwhile;. [Dean clears throat.]
(Tr. 38)

Dean said, "Well, that, you kno~, there’sa problem .... "
But the President went on, saying that "then you have the
problem of Hunt and his clemency." (Tr. 38) Dean agreed
that this was a problem, saying that "you’re going to have
the clemency problem for the others, too." (Tr. 38) Dean
said that was just goin~ to put the President in a position
that was "untenable at some point:" with the Watergate
hearings over, and Hunt demanding his clemency or else he
would "blow," "politically it would be impossible for you
to do it." (Tr. 38) Dean said he was not sure the President
was ever going to be able "to deliver on the clemency, it
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may be just too hot." (Tr. 38) The President said it
would be politically impossible before the 1974 elections,
that was for sure; but asked if Dean’s point was that even
then "you couldn’t do it?" Dean replied, "That’s :right,
it may further involve you in a way you shouldn’t [be
involved in." The President replied: "No, it’s wrong,
that’s for sure." (Tr. 38) Dean went on to say that
some "bad judgments" had been made before the election,
but "necessary judgments." (Tr. 38-39) But "to me . .
%here was no way that the burden

. . the second admini-

stration . . . that something is not going to go away."
(Tr. 39) The President replied, ’:Yeah, we’re all in it."
Dean reiterated that "it isn’t going to go away, sir . . .
anything will spark it back to life." The President
agreed. But" the President said:
PRESIDENT:

Who else, though, let’s leave you and I
out of it. I don’t, don’t think . . .
on the, uh, on the obstruction of justice
thing, I think that we can handle, I don’t
know why, but I believe.

DEAN:

Well, it’s possible, I, I, I . . .

PRESIDENT:

I think you may be overplaying that. Who
else, who else, who else do you think has

DEAN:

Potential criminal liability?

PRESIDENT:

Yeah.
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Dean said Ehrlicbm~an did, on account of the conspiracy
to burglarize the "Ellsberg office." (Tr. 39) The
President said: "You mean that, that is, provided Hunt
breaks." (Tr. 39) Dean mentioned the "picture in the
file", apparently referring to the photos of Dr. Fielding’s
parking lot (developed by the CIA). The President said,
"Oh, I saw that, the picture°" (Tr. 40) Dean explained
that that was just one way the Senate Committee or others
could run across the Ellsberg break-in.
Dean then turned the conversation again to Dean’s
point that he was
coming here today with is I don’t
have a plan o~ ho-,; t9 solve it right
now, but I think at this juncture we
should begin to think in terms of, of
how to cut the losses, how to minimize
the further growth of this thing, rather
than further compound it by, you know,
ultimately paying.} these guys forever.
As Dean was begb.ning to explain his view, the President
cut him off, saying,
PRESIDENT:

Wel!, at this moment, don’t you agree that
we better take the Hunt thing, I mean,
that’s worth it at the moment.

DEAN:

That’s worth buying time on, :-ight.

PRESIDENT:

Worth buying time on, I agree.
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After a pause, Dean again reiterated the need for himself,
Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Mitchell to meet, have a "real
down and out with everybody that has the most to lose and
is the most danger for you to have them have criminal
liability." (Tr. 41) Dean said, for example, that "Bob"
had a potential criminal liability; he might never be
convicted, but an indictment would be "devastating."
The President replied:
Suppose ~h~.
~ e ~..~orst --if Bob were ~nd~t_d,
’
"- ~
..
.~ .~- ~-~
Ehrlichman were :tnd~c~
.... I mean, I :must
say maybe we just better then try to tough
it through. Do you get the point?
DEAN :
PRES I DENT :

Th&t’s right.

If, if, if, for example, our, our, say well,
let’s cu-t our losses. That means we’re
going to go down the road to cut our losses,
.no more blackmail and ~.ll the rest, and
the thing blows, and indict Bob [inaudible]
you’d never recover from that, John.

DEAN:

That’s right.

PRESIDENT:

It’s, we’d better fight it out, instead.
You see, that’s the~ the other thing.
Better just to fight it out, not let
people testify, so forth and so on. Now,
on the other hand, we]~alize that we have
this weakness that, uh, we’ve got this
weakness in terms of . . . blackmail.
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Dean then said there were "two routes": the first
was to cut their losses and get the President up and away
from it. The second was to
go down the road, just hunker down,
fight it at every corner~ every turn.
Uh, don’t let people testify, cover it
up is what we’re really talking about.
Just keep it buried and just hope that
we can do it. Hope that we can make
good decisions at the right time. Keep
our heads cool, uh, we make the right
moves, And just take the heat ....
The President im~2.ediately said that on the second "line
of attack", he wanted Dean to "still consider my scheme
of having you brief the Cabinet, just in very general
terms . . . some very general statements with regard to
my investigation . . . basically on the question of what
they told you, not what you thought you knew ....
Haldeman is not involved; Ehrlicb~an is not involved."
(Tr. 42) Dean said that if they went that route, "I can
give a show, that, you know, we can sell, you know, like
we were selling Wheaties on our position." (Tr. 42) But,
the President said, the problems with that were the "minefields down the road," the guys who were going to jail and
the fact that "we’re not going to be able to give clemency."
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(Tr. 43) The President then suggested that it was
of paramount importance that they get Mitchell "down
here" for a meeting on this, and called Haldeman into
t!~e office.
When Haldem~_~n enterec~., the President told Ha!deman
he and Dean had been talking about "this whole situation"
and that Dean was right in trying to get away from the
"bits and pieces" of it, and in recor~ending a meeting
with Mitchell as soon as possible, just the four of them.
Mitchell had to be there, the President said, because "he
is seriously involved, and we are trying to keep him with
us." (Tr. 45) The President said that they had to see
"how we handle it from here on

. o which way to go, and

John has thought it through as well as he can." The
President ca~tioned them not to let Moore in on this. He
said Dean "knows about everything and also what all the
potential criminal liabilities are . . . like that thing,
obstruction of justice." The President told Haldeman:
Then we’ve got to see what the line is.
Whether the line is one of, uh, of uh,
continuing to run a kind of stone wal!,
and take the heat from that, having in~
mind the fact that, uh: there are vulnerable
points there; -- the w~inerable points -the obvious ones, of course, would be that,
uh, uh, one of the defendants, particularly
Hunt, because he is most w~inerable in my
opinion, might, uh, blow the whistle and his
price is pretty, high, b~-t at

least ~,~es.~...~-~,

we should buy ~]<~ time on that as ! ~ointed
ing with Hunt at the moment now? Colson’s . .
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The President asked who was "familiar with him~ at
least he has to kno~.;¯ before he is sentenced." Dean
mentioned that Colson’s lawyer probably }[new everything,
to which Haldeman said, "that’s whe.re your dangers lie,
in al! these stupid human errors developing." (Tr.. 47)
The President replied:
The point is Bob, let’s face it, the
secretaries know, assistants know a lot
of this. Many of the princ:ipals might
be harder to rock but you never know
when they may crack. So ~d].]. see, we’ll
see. First, you’ve got the Hunt problem
that ought to be handled now.
The President noted that Colson probably shouldn’t
sit in, and all three agreed that Colson shouldn’t be given
any more kno?~ledge than he already had. They then discussed
how much Col@on may have known from Hunt, prior to the breakin. Haldeman said Co!son’s problem was that he "loves what
he does and he likes to talk about it. " There was discussion
about whether Colson could have said to somebody that the
President ]<new about it, but Haldeman said that Colson
was careful to keep the President’s name out of things
except when he specifically intended to bring it in. (Tr. 49)
Discussion then ensued about ~.;hether Colson was really the
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"trigger man" who set off the break-in, and Dean again
related to Halde.~~an the Colson-to-M~_gruder telephone
call in February 1972.
The President cut off this line of conversation and
said that the main ~o:i.nt ~...’~s that l,"~itche~l bad to be
consulted on where to go from here. The President said
that the Hunt th.]n~ was so serious because of the Ellsberg
break-in. The President inquired ho~{ they we~.-e going ~m ~
"keep that out," and whether they could do it if Hunt
talked. (Tr. 50) Dean said they might put that on a
national security ground, and the }",_-esident and Haldeman
agreed -that that ~,~,as "it ~.-~o!utely ~as." ("~?r. 51)
Haldeman then probed how they would explain that as a
national security operation, and the President mentioned
"CIA funds.’{ Dean said, "I think ~.,~e can probably get
by onlhat." The President said he thought that "on that
one, we’ll simply say thi~ was a national security investigation that was conducted and the same thing with the drug
field, with Krogh." Dean agreed that that would make
Krogh "rest easy" since Krogh could say that and ~ally
believe it. (Tr. 51-52)
The President then reiterated the need to get
Mitchell in on their deliberations quickly. The President
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said that basically there were only two ways to go.
One was to decide that the whole thing was so full
of potentia! criminal liability that, despite the bad
"PR" in letting it all hang out, they would have to do
so, but in a way that avoided[ criminal liability:
But the point is, I don’t want
any criminal liability. That’s the
thing that I’m concerned about, for
memk~ers of the White House staff and
I would trust for members of the
Co~m~ittee, and that means Magruder.
¯ . . Let’s face it, he’s the one
that’s, I think Magruder’s the major
guy over there.
Haldeman broke this chain of thought by saying that "Well,
then we talked about yester¢~ay we got a question where your
cut off point is. There’s a possibility of cutting it at
Liddy, where you are now. But to accomplish that required
continued perjury by Magruder." (Tr. 53) Dean said:
"And requires total commitment." The President agreed:
"Total conmmitment, total control over al! the defendants
.... " (Tr. 53) There was discussion about Hunt playing
"hard ball" with $120,000. The President said, "That’s
a lot, Bob, which is easy, I mean it’s not easy to deliver,
but it’s easy to get." (Tr. 54) The President said that
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if that was the case, then the thing to do would be to
get it a!l tbrashee out, and not to continue to "lets
state frankly, to cut ou~ losses." That is, if by
continuing to cut their losses they were going to get
"bled to death and it’s all going to come out anyway."
In that event, however, the President said, they would
have to see what the losses were going to be, so they
could "avoid criminal liability". The President said
that in that case they would have to "keep it off of"
Chuck, Herb, Bob, Chapin if possible, Strachan and
Mitchell.

(Tr. 55) A.nd, Haldeman added, Magruder, "if

you can; that’s just the way." (Tr. 55)
The other way to go, the President said, was to "annex
onto our position, continue to try to cut our losses."
That would r~quire a million dollars "for the jackasses
that are in jail. And that can be arranged. That can be
arranged. But you realize that after we’re gone . . .
they’re going to crack< you know what I mean?" (Tr. 55)
And, they weren’t going to be able "to deliver on any
kind of a clemency thing. You know Colson has gone around
on this clemency thing with Hunt and the rest." (Tr. 56)
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Dean then mentioned that Hunt expected to be out
by Christmas, that that was his commitment from Colson.
The President and Ha!deman expressed surprise at this,
but Haldeman said that if that’s what Coison promised
he, Haldeman, could believe it, because Co!son was an
"operator in expe~enc~, and would say anything necessary
in a given situation to accomplish his aims. The President
suggested that "the only thing you could do with him would
be to parole him [inaudible] because of his family
situation. But you can.’, provide clemency°" (Tr. 57)
Dean said Kleindienst claimed to have control over the
Parole Board, but the President said that in terms of
"appearance" parole wa.s something you could provide only
for Hunt, "b.ut you couldn’t do the others, ~,,ou understand?"
(Tr. 57) The President said that. these were the difficulties if they "just let it han,g there."
The President then asked Dean if it wasn’t Dean’s
view that they just couldn’t continue to pay the blackmail.
Dean agreed that was their greatest jeopardy. The President
replied:
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We could get the money. There is
no problem in that. We can’t provide
the clemency. The money could be provided. Mitche!! could provide the
~,;~y to del:iover it. That cQuld be
done. See what I mean?
Haldeman interjected that he thought Mitchell said he
couldn’t handle it. Dean said that was the problem, everybody expected somebody else, usually Dean, to do it.
Haldeman replied that they couldn’t very well have anybody
in the White House "ginn:[ng out" this money. But Dean said
that the White House was already "deeply enough in that;
that’s the problem, Bob." (Tr. 58) A discussion then ensued
about Dean’s and Haldeman’s role 5.,n the transfer of the

$350,000 to LaRue to ~oa~ the defendants. Ha?ieman acknowledged
that the money was all returned to LaRue, though in pieces
rather than at one time, but that the White House didn’t
have any receipt for it, no way to prove it. Haldeman said
this was supposed to be "loans . . . im_mediate cash needs;
this was going to be replenished." However, eventually they
just gave it all back to LaRue. The President said that he
felt that "we could handle this ....I just have the
feeling .... Let’s come back to the million dollars. Let
me say, I think you can. get that .... But the point is,
what would you do on that." (Tr. 60)
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Dean then said that rai~’: ~~,.n6 the money had been the
hardest thing all along. The President inquired, "So
your feeling is, to hell with the million dollars, say to
these fellows, I’m sorry, it’s a].l off, and let them talk.
Right?" (Tr. 61) The President said: "That’s the way to
do it. If you want to do it clean." Haldeman said: "That’s
the way to do it, that’s the way you can live with, because:
the problem with blackmail, that’s the
thing ~,;e kept raising with you when you
said there’s a money problem and we need
twenty thousand, or a hu~.~.dred thousand or
something, was "yeah, that’s what you
need today, but what do yo°a need tomorrow
and next year and five years from now?"
Dean replied, well, "t.r~at was ju,:,t enough to get us through
November 7th, though." Haldeman replied:
~ ~ that, that’s why we had to get
I underscana
by Nove:nber 7th, there’s no question.
The President then noted tb.at "our cover there has been the
Cuban Committee." Dean replied that they could "put that
together.
but, uh

That isn’t of course, quite the way it happened,
" The President said: "I know; it’s the way

it’s going to have to happen." Dean agreed. The President
said, "That’s right." (Tr. 61-62) Finally, though, the
President said, that’!l mean they’ll start blowing the
whistle on everybody else:
So that would be the clean way, right? Is that
really your, you, you really go so far as to
reco~nend that? (Tr. 62)

i.,
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Dean said well, that might not be the cleanest way, they
should explore how to get everything in front of a Grand
Jury so that the Grand Jury can "really have investigated
the ~nite House." Dean says he really has not thought this
through since he’s been so busy on the "other

containment

situation." (Tr. 62)
The President then began to explore the possibility of
having "another" Grand Jury. He said he thought that was
what he wanted. And they ~’ould have everybody appear before
that. "That’s the point you see. That would make a
difference. I want everybody at the ~.~ite House called.
Then that gives you a reason not to have to go over before
the Ervin Select Co~ittee. It puts it in an e~.ecutive
session in a sense, right?" (~fr. 63) Haldeman said that
then there would be som~ rules of evidence. "You can refuse
to talk." Dean said, ~e!l, you could take the Fifth Amendment.
Haldeman said, "You can say you forgot too, can’t you?" D~an
and the President agreed. But, Dean said, that ran a "very
high risk of a perjury situation." The President said, howeve~~
If you’re asked, you just say, "I don’t
remember, I can’t recall, I can’t give an
answer to that, that I can recall."
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The President reiterated that the Grand Jury "thing"
had appeal, that that would put them in a better position
vis-a-vis appesrances in the Ervin Committee. They might
even get Petersen as a special prosecutor. Dean said
Petersen would have problems in the Senate hearings, but the
President said he can go up there and say he’s been told to
go further in the Grand Jury, to ca!l everybody in the White
House, etc. Dean mentioned that this might happen an]~way,
because the U.S. Attorney was going to imn~unize the Watergate
defendants after trial, and thought they ~,~ere all planning
decide to
to "Stone wall" it as of that time, Hunt .~-" ~o:~.gi~t
~
talk instead. "That’s the logic of his threat," Dean said.
(Tr. 65) Haldeman replied, "This is Hunt’s opportunity."
The President saw the point and the follo~¢ing colloquy occur~:ed
PRESIDENT:

That’s right, that’s why, that’s why your
immediate ~thing, you’ve got no choice with
Hunt wi.th a hundred and twenty or whatever
it is. Right?

DEAN:

That’s right

PRESIDENT:

Would you agree that that’s the buy time thing
and you better dan<z~ <.oell get that done.

DEAN:

I think that he ought to be given some signal
anyway to, to

PRESIDENT:

Well for Christ’s sake get it, in a way
that, ah -- who, who’s gonna talk to him?
Colson? He’s the one who is supposed to know
him.

DEAN:

Well Colson doesn’t have any money though, that’
the thing, That’s, you know, one of the real
p~oblems.
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Dean said further that they hadn’t been able to raise the
money ¯

~ "
The President :~.,_,.,qulred
what precisely they needed,

saying he wasn’t familiar ~.;ith tb.e money situation, and
asked "if you had it, wh~re would you, how would you get
it to somebody?" Dean described how LaRue left the money
in mailboxes and so on. Haldeman then said, "That was
the thing that ~e tho~gi~ ~itchell ought to be able to know
how to find somebody who could do all that sort of thing.
Cause none of us know ho’¢-~’ to."

(Tr. 66) Dean described the

problem ofl.au~.c.er~ng
" ~ ’ "
money, and the President said, "The
main point is no~,~ for ’~.~,~ people to get the money together.
Of course, you’ve got ti~.~~t~l:s~"’~l~su~ from the campaign. (inaudi!~
~"
Is there any .....
oL.~.~,
money banging a~:ound?" (Tr .67) The
President ~ougge
,,-<ted....
Ka] ’~:,,:~ach, but Dc~a.n said Kaimbach didn’t
"have a cent. ’~
The President and llaldeman then began to discuss the
advantages of having a n,~:,~:¢’ Grand~,~~,u.~>.

Dean warned that it

wouldn’t be so easy to control it once they got started
on the criminal justice system route. Dean said that "we did
an amazing job of keeping the thing on the track before,
while the FBI ~.~as out there all that and that was only we
found the way they were going.’
"Sure

I know, I know.

stopped it (inaudible) ].a’~yer.’’

(Tr. 68) The President said
Right. BUt you may have
The President said, "lets

take it to the Crand Jury, the nex¢ Grand Jury would call
}~gruder, wouldn’t it?" Dean said yes, and that would
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probably lead to exposure of M~gruder’s perjury. (Tr. 68)
Ha!deman countered that "that’s the best leverage you’ve
got on Jeb. He’s got to keep his story straight or he’s
in real trouble. Unless they get smart and give him
in~,unity. If they in~,rnunize Jeb than you have an interesting
problem." (Tr. 68-69
The President continued to explore ’~:hat would happen
if they went to a Grand Jury, saying that had some attractior~.
"We would be cooperating tb.rough the Grand Jury. Everybody
goes do~n, that’s thep.~~o.~er..~ way to do this. It should be
done in a grand jury, not ~p there in the klieg lights of
the Co~c~nittee." Then, the President said, they would insist
on ~,_.,._ecu~mve Privilege on the Hi!l and say that the ~qho!e
matter was befo~.-e the Grand Jury. Haldeman asked ~ohether
they would then releas~ their Grand Jury transcripts. D~an
said they didn’t have contro.’ over that, but some m~..ght ~eak
out. The President said, well that wouldn’t be all that bad.
Haldeman said. he ~,#as thinking, to the contrary, that they
would want to have their testimony leak out.
The President said that if they didn’t ~o something
like go to the Grand Jury, Hunt would probably talk, and
he would certainly get Magruder, and possibly Colson, and
possibly Mitchel!. Dean said Krogh could go too. The
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President said that Krogh could claim nation.a! security,
but Dean said "yeah, but that won’t sell ultimately in a
criminal situation. It may be mitigating on sentences; but
it won’t, uh, in the main matter°" (Tr. 71) The President
said, well, they kept going "around the track" on what
course to take but in the end they had no choice on Hunt,
"but to try to keep . . " (Tr. 71) The President asked
whether they "ever had a choice" on Hunt, no matter what
they did at this point. Eventually, he would blow the
whistle . ¯ . Dean said that Dean had been trying to think
of how they could lay this all out, to a Grand Jury or elsewhere, so that they had told all. The President replied {hat
he wouldn’t want to disclose Eimiichr~<an’s use of Hunt, they
didn’t need to go into "every goddsm~n thing Hunt has done."
(Tr. ,_)
The President then said that before they got into
Dean’s route of laying it a!l out, they should consider
the President’s idea of opening up a new Grand Jury, in
terms of the posible advantages of that route versus the
possibility that if they did that, "it wouldn’t be believed."
(Tr. 72) The Grand Jury, he said, appealed to him because
there "the President makes the move." Then, the President
appeared to be explore the "hang out" possibility, though
a portion of the tape is in&udib!e, and said, "God, we can’t
risk that or she’l! break !oose there. Then, that leads me
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to you~: third thing, the third thing is to just to continue
to," and Dean says, "hunker do~ and fight it." (Tr. 72-73)
The President ashed wheth-~r Dean felt that that was now
not a viable option, and Dean replied that it was a "very
high risk." They agreed that if they did nothing, and Hunt
broke, it would appear that the President was "covering up."
(Tr. 73) So, the President said to Dean, you have now
moved away from a hunker do~,m? Dean said he believed that
they must at least look at the "other alternative, which
we haven’t before." (Tr. 73)
The President then ~.~.~ge~_d that they in fact had
"other choices," the "middle ground" of the Grand Jury, and
possibly a middle ground of a public statement. (Tr. 73)
The P~esident mentioned *~’~*-~,,~ they did not have much time
to play around with this, since sentencing ~.~ould be Friday.
There was discussion about Kleindienst contacting Judge Sirica
to delay sentencing, to give more time for consideration,
and of seeking Petersen’s counsel.

The meeting concluded

on the President’s insistence that a meeting with Mitchell
be arranged as soon as possible, by the next day. (Tr. 77)
The President suggested that perhaps he ought not meet
with them because "I think I need to stay away from the
Mitchell side of it at this point, do you agree?" The
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President the.n instructed Dean and Haldeman to consider#
apparent.ly with Ehrlichr~an, the va~’ious approaches, and
then after deciding on a plan to sell it to J..im~cr~e,l the
next day by saying to hi,in:
John, you had the right plan, you say, no
doubts about the right plan before the
election. And you handled it just right,
you contained it. No~.~ after the election
we’ve got to have a~other plan beca.’ase we
can’t have for fol~r." years, ~,~e can’t have
this th~.~,g eating away. We can’t d~ it
(2) Ana!vsis
The March 21 recording dan’,on~trates that when the
President learned the det:s.i!s of the cover-up that had
been going on and the e,~;tent of potential criminal liability
for his close associates, he repeatedly urged that Hunt’s
"financial problem" be "handled", by ~itchell if possible,
to ’~buy tin~e" un~.il a ne~ and more viable strategy
in ’order
’
could be put into effect to perpetuate the cover-up. On
~-= ~ the President brought up
at least ten separate occa~...on,=
Hunt’s demand and indicated or instructed that it should
be met. (Tr. 24, 27, 37, 40, 46, 47, 65, 67, 71) None of the
courses of action which he discussed with Dean and ~.~a,.ideman
at the meeting were intended to or would have resulted in
getting the true facts to the public or prosecutorial agencies;
instead, the President’s clearly expressed desire wa~ ~ figure
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- 55 out how to "handle" the situa~ion in light of new circun~stanaes,
and neutralization of Hunt’s threat ~;as seen ss a prerequisite
&o the possibility of doing that.
To be more specific, the recording cotnpels a number of
clear and unmistakable conclusions:
First, the President l~.arned on March 21, if he did
no.~ know before, most of the material facts establishing
the involvement of high CRP and ~,~-~ite House officials ir~
a conspiracy to obstruct justice follo~,~ing June 17, 1972,
others, including
This included perjury by Ma~ruder
" an~.~
~
~
probably t:~[itchell; the involvement of Dean, Ehrlichman,
Haldeman, ~4itchell, Strachan, and others in th.~ payment
of hush money to the Watergate defendants; and the role of
Colson in extending assurances of cle.:~ .... ~ to H~nt that led
Hunt to believ& at least th~.~.. Hunt would be out of jail
by Christmas 1973.

(The President already knew, as pointed

~ ~ %,,~as
,
out above that
a co~e~-up

going on to protect CRP

and White House officials and he knew something about
who was involved and what might be disclosed if the truth
came out. )
Second, prompted by Dean’s insistence and the realities
of the situation, the President recognized that they could
no longer continue to pay the defendants, "do nothing,"
and hope that the Watergate problem would go away. The
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strategy of continued payments to the defendants over the
years would eventually result in the collapse of the
cover-up because: (a) that strategy had to be coupled
with action to prevent long jail sentences for the defendants,
but "delivering on clemency" was politically impossible;
(b) many people had some k~.o~,’iedge and some o~ them were
beginning to "look out for themselves"; and (c) eventually,
the defendsnts themselves would get tired of it all or,
even sooner, might "crack."
Third, these facts required a "new strategy" (as
opposed to the old, preelection "containment" strategy).
Several strategies, were discussed, but none was chosen, and
a conclusion was reached that Mitchell should be involved
in working out a new course of action.
Fourth, the President believed that it was necessary
to meet Hunt’s threat by paying him, at least on this one
occasion, in order to "buy time" which would allow the
White House to work out and implement the new cover-up
strategy. At least ten times during the meeting, the
President urged that Hunt’s "financial situation" be
"handled" and "handled soon" in order to "buy time." (Tr. 24,
27, 37, 40, 46, 47, 65, 67, 71) On three other occasions
(in addition to several of those cited above) the President
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be "easy to get", and even that he knew where to get it.
(Tr. 54, 58, 60) The President several times suggested
that past payments of money could be "handled" (Tr. 18) and
that the "cover" of the Cuban Committee be retained for this
purpose. (Tr. 25, 37) There was g~neral agreement that
Mitchell was the one who should be taking care of that. In
substance then the President autho~ized a course of action
involving an in-,m.e,Jiate pay~:ent to Hunt, if Mitchell could
arrange it, in order to "purchase" Hunt’s silence for a little
while longer, until a new ~,Inite House strategy could be put
into motion.
Fifth, of the var:lous courses of action considered
by the President at the ~arch 21 morning meeting, none
involved full and complete disclo:~<~re of all the facts
which would expose high ~.N~ite House officials to potential
criminal liability. In co’..~,sidering Dean’s "hang out"
strategy, the President pe~s ~ste.,,_ly coupled it with a
caveat that if they decided on that route it would of course
be necessary to "keep criminal liability off of "Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Dean, Strachan, Mitchell, and possibly Magruder
if possible. The President also suggested several strategies
he characterized as "middle ground" strategies, including
a new Grand Jury, a briefing to the cabinet, and one or more
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that the President, a~ least, did not contemplate that any
of these strategies would involve any risk of potential
criminal liability for "trusted" aides. For instance, the
President at one point urged Dean to consider the President’s
previous ~scneme’~ of a bri~i~g ~o the ~abinet. however,
this was to be ir~ "ge~eral terms": not what Dean knew to be
true, but simply a repeat of the denials of those who were
involved. As the President put it: "Haldeman is not
involved, Ehrlichman is not involved." The public statement
route, it is quite clear, involved the same deception; as
Dean said the next day (March 22) when the President characterized this as a "let it all hang out" approach, it was really
’A limited hang out."
The strategy pushed by the President most strongly, a
"new Grand Jury", was transparently an attempt to manufacture
an excuse not to have anyone testify before the Senate
Watergate Committee. The President said that the "new
Grand Jury" appealed to .him because on that line of attack
the President himself would appear to be making the move:
the President could say he demanded that all ~rhite House
personnel testify and afterwards they could claim the ~rhite
House had been "fully investigated." However, from the
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"middle ground" rather than a real "hang out," it is
’’
obvious "~u~.,=t
~the" Preslaent
did not expect the new Grand
Jury would discover the true facts; rather, the Grand Jury
would hear the fa~J..liar deniais of White House involvement.
(in fac~., ~his ~L~L~ ~,~ di~ca~de~i i~~ tl,~~o.,,,~

~,~.~

when the President was told it risked leads being pursued,
some indictments, etc.) Haldeman, in fact, observed that
he was thinking that the White House itself might try to
leak the Grand Jury testimony to the press. And Dean warned
that going a justice system route could cause complete loss
of "control" by the W~.ite House

The President responded

that Petersen might be brought in to run the investigation.
At the end of the conversation, however, when the President
tried to imagine ~hat ~,~ould happen if ~:~agruder did not hold
up in the new Grand Jury, it became apparent that the
potential liability of Mitchel!, Krogh, and others would
be exposed. The President then seemed to trail off into
saying that that was the reason why they seemed to go
"around the track," coming back again to the problem of H~nt
("do we ever have a choice on Hunt?") and to the need to get
Mitchell to Washington quickly in order to work out the
best way to proceed.
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- 60 Sixth, as discussed ~,.ore fully below in Part II (I) of
this ~nemorandtun, the conversation proves the falsity of the
President’s later exculpatory statements that he was surprised
and upset by what he heard on March 21 and that he immediately
sought to find a course by which the true facts could be
ascertained and
* Dean testified in the Senate that, to the best of his
recollection, he discussed ~ay-ments to the defendants and
clemency with the President on !~[arch 13, including the
possibility that it wo~Id cost a miiiio~ dollars to keep
paying the defendants in the future, l,~uch of this conversation
described by Dean in fact occurred on ~[arch 21. However,
taken together, neither the }~arch 13 or March 21 tape contains
the follo~<~ing matters which Dean said were discussed on one
of those two days:
(i) The President -~a~e
:~ he discussed clemency for Hunt
with Ehrlichman. (On ~’~’ch~ 21 the President adnitted discussing this with "someor~e", probably Colson.)
(2) The President expr~ssed annoyance that Colson had
discussed clemency for Hunt ~ith the President. (This is uncorroborated on either ta~e. The President and Haldeman did,
however, express annoya~ce that Colson had apparently p~omised
Hunt that Hunt would be out of jail by Christmas 1973; the
President said he had only said that "of course clemency could
be considered on the basis of! his fancily situation.")
(3) Dean told the President that if Dean ~,~ere called to
testify under oath he would have to tell the truth. (Dean said
this, in substance, on April 16.)
(4) Dean told the President Dean didn’t think he could
give the Cabinet even a watered-down briefing on Watergate.
(Dean in fact said on March 21 that if that was
what the
~.~aties ,,
on it. Ho~ever,
President ~anted, Dean could "sell ~von both l,’~rch 21 and 22 Dean pressed a ntu~ber of times for
fuller disclosure rather than a "limited hang out.")
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E.

~.~,arch 21 Afternoon ~,.~e~in~_s
(I) Facts
On the afternoon of ~,~.arch 21, Haldeman met with the

Presid~nt for 40 minutes at 3:05 p.m. and then Haldeman,
Ehrlich~nan, and Dean met from 3:45 p.m. to 5:20 p.m.
During this conversation, according ~_o Dean, the three
disc~ssed the various possible cot~.rses of action, and the
upshot of the discussion ~:as that ~,~itchell should be encourage,~.
to step out and bear most of the blame for Watergate.
At about 5:20 p.m., Haldeman, Ehrlichrnan, and Dean
went in to see the Presid.~nt for 40 ~.inutes. The recording
of this meeting further su!~ports D,an’s testimony that there
had previously been some furthar d~.scussion about how to
proceed since Dean’s meet:ing that ~-~orning with the President.
It also appears that Dea~ had pre~d with Haldeman and
Ehrlichman the possibility of getting the entire truth out
on the-public record by co~~.vening a special panel or Grand
Jury before which all white House officials ~.~ould testify
to everything they knew under im~nunity, and that Haldeman
and Ehrlichman did not believe that that was a wise course
of action.
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At the beginn’In~
~ of the meeting ,Haldeman and the
President rejected Dean’s "Grand Jury package", saying
that that would "not ~..~asb.." (Tro I) The President: inquired
what Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and Dean had concluded about
going to a Grand Jury without any ice,unity. ~ile portions
of the tape are ~ ~ e , ~.,~ ....
"Drastic results," "indictments"_

, "trouble", and "people

in and out of the b~ite House indicted for various offenses."
(Tr. 2) Tbe President says, "I wouldn’t spend any too much
time with that." (Tr. 2) The P~esident then turned to the
possibility of getting out a repo~-t or reports purporting
to be a sugary of the facts on Watergate, "I think you
could get out a very credible

~ocu,.~.e~ that ~.~ot~id stand up,

and that will have the effect of turning the scope,"
becoming the "battle ground on a reduced scope." The President
said that the real danger was that the Ervin Co~ittee
would "rm~ out leads" into areas it ~<,ould b~ better not to
have to get into, and that by issuing a statement the ~’.~ite
House could in effect limit the issues that would be
explored. (Tr. 2)
At this point, the President said that the real question
was whether they could just do nothing, or had to do
something, especially in light of the Hunt thing. The
President asked (Ehrlichman?) what should now be done about
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- 63 the "Hunt thing." (Tr. 3) Ehrlicb~.~an said that Hunt’s
interests really lay in getting a pardon. Discussion
followed, some of it not entirely audible, about what
Hunt’s indirect contacts .~,Jith "John" contemplated or did
not contemplate, with someone saying "that’s already
understood." (Tr. 3) There was then discussion of Hunt
"blowing" if he did not get clemency by Christmas, and
of whether Hunt could satisfy his desire to get out of
jail quickly by talking, rather" than not talking, and
thus get leniency from the Court. The President said that
the bridge they really had to cross, then, and cross soon,
was what to do about Htlnt’s demand. (Tr. 4) A voice that
appears to be Ehrlichman’s on the recording says that
Mitchell and LaRue (Dean having chin~ed in "LaRue" to
prompt Ehrlichman)
are now a,,,:,are of it so they know (inaudible)
feeling is. (Tr. 4)
The President said: "True. (Inaudible) do something?"
Haldeman replied (in a passage that is largely inaudible)
saying that he had or had not talked with "them", the
passage ends with the words "do, do something about it."
(Tr. 4) After a long pause, the President then began on
another subject, saying "It’s a long road, isn’t it. ~.,rhen
you look back, as John pointed out here, it really has been
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a long road." (Tr. 4) The President said to Dean, that’s
why you are wrestling with moving in ’~another direction."
Dean then began again to sketch all the problems of
knowledge, and of people protecting themselves. The
President said that if they now faced a situation where
they "couldn’t do a damn about the participants," then
why not just do it right then? Dean replied t~the was
hoping tha~ by "staying on top of it" they could prevent
it from hsrming the President. Dean again urged his
special panel. Dean said that without some kind of immunity
people would take the Fifth ~endment in the Grand Jury and
it would never come out; therefore, if they wanted to
get the whole story before th~ public, some people were
going to have to be given inLw~nity to get them to testify.
Dean suggested that the President select a ~.anel consisting cf
several Assistant Attorneys General; that the President
instruct all White House officials with any kno~!edge to
testify before t~panel fully; that all witnesses be
promised they would not be prosecuted; and that if anyone
was found to have performed misdeeds he could then be
forced to resign from the Government. Haldeman objected
that that would appear to the public to be letting guilty
people escape; Dean replied that that might well be, but
was it any better to have everything "blow up and all of
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a sudde:.~ col].apse," which ~,~’ould mean the ])resident would
be accused of covering up~. (Tr. 7-8)
Ehrl~c~man then <.I~.~~ again that there was
"anothe:- ~.;ay", like the ’D~an statements" (apparently
referring to the August 1972 Presidential announcement of
a’Dean P~epcrt) in ~,;hich the President ~nahes a full disclosure
of "everything he then has" and, if it "does then collapse
at a later tim~.," the Presidc, nt is in a position to say
that he relied on the FBI and his o~<~ counsel, and "rested
my confidence in young peopl~, of good faith, and its no~-;
obvious .... " (tr. 8) The President replied that that
was a "middle ground": that be could a~l< Dean for a written
repo~’t ’
’very general
the specifics, of course.

-~,’~

hind the p~oblems ~,~ith

" The report would be in

general terms, saying "this ~nan is not guilty, that man is
not guilty, but this man did do that." (Tr. 8) Ehr!ichman
suggested that to "give weight to" that, Dean could attach
a list of all the FBI reports he had had access to.
Ehrlichman said, "So that the President at some later time
is in a position to say, "I relied." (Tr. 9) The President
and Ehrlichman both mention that this will "help" with the
fact that Dean had seen FBI reports and sat in on interviews
because Dean can explain that this was part of an investigation
Dean was conducting for the President. They then discussed
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the timing of such a report, ho~ to explain its sudden
emergence. Haldeman suggested that since they had
originally called the "Dean Report" an oral report, they
could now say that Dean had been reporting orally from
time to time, and had been asked by the President to put
it all in the form of a ~.~ritten report. (Tr. ii)
The President the~ inquired of Dean whether Dean
stil! favored the panel. Dean said he saw in the conversation
that was occurring "what I have talked about before." The
things they ~¢ere proposing "do not ultimately solve what I
see as a grave problem of a cancer growing around the
Presidency. (Inaudible) creates another problem. It does
not clean the problem out." (Tr. 12) Ehr].ichman argued that
it did, however, permit the President to escape any future
collapse
But doesn’t it give, doesn’t it pet-~it the
President to clean it out at .such time as
it doi~.s comes up? By saying, "Indeed, I
relied on it. And now this, later this,
later thing turn,]up, and ! don’t condone that.
And if I’d kno~,m about that before, obviously
I would have run it do~,.m. "
Dean argued back that that still did not do it, that the
President had to get credit for it and get "above it,"
that the President would of course be hurt but "I hope
we can find the answer to that problem." (Tr. 13) Ehrlichman,
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however, conti.n~d to push for the st:~ategy of
"Dean Report." The Presid,,~nt replied to Ehrlichman,
I don’t kno~,~ where it stops.

Zieglcr? The Vice-President?"

Haldeman suggested ~.[agruda:~.

A discussion ensued about

who Hunt could bring down..

They agreed Magruder and

Strachan had problems on this line.

object~-~d that "if you go your route, you can’t draw the
line someplace,

if you take your move and it goes

slightly (awry?), you have a certainty, almost, of Magruder
going to jail, Chaplin going to jail, and you going to jail,
and probably ne going to jai!." (Tr.15)
At this point, the discussion seemed to lose focus.
There was some discussion of getting Petersen to help, but
the problem ~qJ.th that ~,~as that Petersen’s knowledge ~,~ould
then be added. Dean said it bothet-ed him to bring Petersen
" ~, more step " .
in, because that was just o,.,e

Haldeman

observed that ’-~~,~e pa)~en~ to Hunt was too. After some
conversation, the President again returned to the "Dean
Report" saying that at least that had a temporary appearance
of Presidentail cooperation with the Senate Committee. There
was discussion of what Sirica would do in sentencing.
Ehrlichman again pressed the issuance of a report, and
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- 68 quoted from it as sayi~g that nobody in the Wi~ite House
knew anything about the L~atergate break-in beforehand,
wi~ich, he said, "happens to be true, as for that transaction,
as for that transaction~ ’~ (Tr. 20) Ehrlichman suggested
Mitchell could issue a "report" the same day; but the
President said: "What the hell is he going to disclose
that isn’t going to blow somethingl~’’
The President then inquired when Mitchell would be
meeting with the others the next day, and the meeting ended.

(2)

Ana_i_~s is

The tape recording of the afternoon meeting demonstrates
that, in essence, as Dean. has testified, it was clear that
the cover-up ~-oul.d continue and that no izmainent effort would
be made to get the true .<~.u~ before any prosecutorial agency
or the public. Dean’s plan for a "special panel" was rejected,

as was the idea of going to any Grand Jury under any circumstance:
the latter being seen as too risky. No decision was reached
about the best course of action, but Ehrlichman pushed
heavily in favor of a written "Dean Report" which had a
number of advantages: (a) it would give the President the
opportunity, should the cover-up later collapse, of saying
that he had "relied" upon the report and had been kept in the
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59 dark by his counsel; (b) it would give the appearance
of cooperation with the Watergate Coi’~Td.ttee while de
facto narrowing the areas of inquiry by the Committee;
and (c) it would explain Dean’s ubiquity in the early FBI
investigation of Watergate. From all the discussion of
this report, it is clear that it was envisioned as a broad
denial of White .~iouse involvement in the break-in itself,
prior to June 17, 1972, with perhaps some acknowledgement
of the facts in the Segretti case: in other words, as
Ehrlichman put it, nobody in the White House knew anything
about the ~;atergate break-in before it occurred, which, he
said, "happened" also to be true "as to that transaction."
At this point it is perhaps worth noting that
Ehrlichman’s view encapsulated the st)rategy that had been
followed up to March 21 and was followed assiduously afterwards, as will become clear below. That strategy was to
deny altogether any evidence of White House involvement in
the break-in itself (which was apparently factually correct,
but at best misleading) and to say nothing about the coverup until pressed, at which point it would be said that the
White House had nothing to cover-up (which was untrue), or
at least that the President did not know there was anything
to cover up until March 21 at which point he then tried to
"get all the facts out," which was made more difficult because of Dean’s own attempts to save himself.
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At two places i~.~. the conversation on the afterr:oon
of March 21, there was reference to the "Hunt thing."
The first time the matter was discussed, there seemed to be
some feeli~..g that either the problem would be taken care of
by Mitchell and LaR<~.e, or that instructions had been given
to take care of it, or that Mitchell and LaRue would do
whatever they thought necessary. The second time the matter
was discussed was simi)ly a reference by }-[aldeman to the
fact that while "annexing" Petersen to the White House grouo
might be takin~ "another step" down the road of the cover-up,
"so is Hunt’s payment." An inference can be drawn, at least,
that a tacit assumption existed at this time that time
would be "bought" if necessary by paying Hunt=

The President’s ]~ecoliect4o,,:~s

of March 21

(I) Facts
In dictating his own recollections of .V.arch 21, the
President observed that Dean had "in effect, let it all hang
out when he said that there was a cancerous growth around
the President that s imzoly was going to continue to grow and
that we had probably to cut it out now rather than let it
grow and destroy us later. He. . . doesn’t really see anything, other course of action open but to move to get the
facts out."
The President noted that Dean believed that "even he
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71 he pa~ticipated in the ac-tio~-~s which resulted in taking
care of the defendants while they ’,°,,ere under trial," but
from that went on im~ediately to say that Dean’s main
concern was that the various participants in the cover-up
were beginning to look after themselves, a point on which
"Haldeman backed him (Dean) up" when Haldeman said that
Magruder "would bring Haldeman dow~" if Magruder himself
"was to go." The President noted that this proved that
Magruder was a "weak man" who lacked character when the
"chips were down."
The President observed that after Dean, Haldeman,
and Ehr!ichman had conferred they had all changed their
minds about the President’s idea of a new grand jury and
felt it ~.~ould be a mistake to take that course. The
President said that the grand jury had "appealed to" him
because it would be better to have White House people go before a fortum where there were "rules of evidence." (?) 1~he
"other option" he said, would be for White House aides "not
to appear at all" (presumably in the Senate), but this would
run a risk that "somebody like Hunt is going to b!ow."
(Tr. 2)
The President said that Hunt "seems to be a real
problem" and detailed Hunt’s demand for money and his threat
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- 72 to expose things he had done for "Colson and Ehr!ichman,
et al. " The President said this was blackmail and that it
would expose Hunt to another criminal charge if it came
out, but that the President "supposed" Hunt might feel that
if Hunt "turned State’s evidence" he could free himself.
The President said he "felt for" all of the people
involved here because "as I pointed out to them in the
meeting in the EOB this afternoon," they got involved for
the "very best of motives." The President said he didn’t
think Haldeman or Ehrlici:man knew about the bugging, and
he knew Dean didn’t, but: went on to detail Dean’s theory
that Colson /nay have been the one who pushed the operation,
albeit possibly innocent of any crimina! activity.
The President recognized that Krogh had contmitted
perjury and said Strachan ]lad been a "tea! courageous
fellow" through all this, having had k~’.owledge of the
matter and havi~,.g transferred the $ 300,000. Referring to
the money, the President said he didn’t thin];, that that was
as big a problem as Dean did, but of course Dean had to
warn the i~’resident "against every loose end that might
come out. "
The President then observed that if Mitchell put his
mind to it, they might work out "some sort of a course of
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- 73 action% we can follow. It seems to me just to hunker
without making any kind of statement is really too danjerous
as far . .

(2)

(59 seconds of silence)." (Emphasis added)

Anal_~vsis

This March 21 dictabelt is crucial in proving that
the i~eside~~t acted c~’iminally because (~) it pro~es false
his later statements that he was "astounded" and upset by
what Dean told him, did not know %,,’hether to believe it.,
and sought to ascertain the truth of the matter and adopt
a course that would get all the facts out (see part II (1)
below) and (b) it conclusively belies any defense the
President may try to raise by interpreting his actions on
and after March 21 as an attem~:to bring out the facts and
"let the chips fall where they may" subject only to the
need for corroboration, accuracy, and protection of the
rights of individuals involved. Instead, the dictabelt
shows that the President regarded Hunt’s threat as credible
and dangerous and that he was primarily interested in
developing a new cover-up strategy that would not risk his
closest aides being "given up" by those such as Magruder or
Hunt who might "blow" and incriminate them.
Specifically, first, the President expressed no surprise or concern whatsoever at the facts or implications of
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President seemed to feel that the only thing notable about
what Dean told him was Dean’s reco[~m~endation that a new,
"let it all hang out" strategy ~;as being seriously proposed.
The President appeared to accept the truth of what Dean had
said, and by his reference to "the actions which resulted
in the defendants being taken care of"~mp~e~ that he
probably knew already that this was being done.
Second, the President’s concern .,oc~.ed on the
possibilit~ that various facts ~¢ere going to "come out,"
not on how he could get them out: Dean’s worry that the
united front would collapse; the fact that Magruder could
~.~:~{~ruder.~ was "weak";
bring down ~al(~eman, showing that ....
Strachan’s "courage" (in denying] falsely any involvement);
the risk that Hunt would "blow" and the credibility of this
threat in light of the possibility that Hunt might go free
by turning "State’s evidence"; the fact th~<t Ehrlichman was
"3 or 4 times removed" from the Ellsberg operatimn; and the
fact that the money was not too much of a problem but was a
"loose end that might come out."
Third, the President’s observations about opposition
to his "Grand Jury" idea proves that the discussion at
the beginning of the March 21 afternoon meeting did indeed
concern the Grand Jury strategy, a fact that is somewhat
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75 obscured by inaudibility of the :ape of that meeting,
and that the reason it was rejected was simply that there
was too much dangert.~a~
~ ~ things would gee
~_ out of control
and there would be indictments, etc.
Fourth, the Presieent does not mention or even hint
at any course of action designed to "get the facts out" or
convey the true facts to any prosecutorial agency or the
public. He discusses his Grand Jury approach, which he confirms n~.s been rejected, and he ..... discusses his hope
that if Mitchell put his mind to it they could come up
with some "course to follow" rather ~than just "hunkering
down" -- which the President did not characterize as wrong
or criminal but rather "too danserous". The only thing the
President affirmatively ..~gge~ted was that at least they
had to put out "some st~uen,~nt . ~his was, of course,
d%e new strategy developed and decided upon the next day,
March 22: a bogus "Dean report.’: (See belo~:~)
Fifth, there is an inexplicable one-minute gap at the
end of the tape, at which point the President’s discussion
of options breaks off in the middle of a sentem:ce.

Communication of the [~]essage That Hunt Ha, s Been
~aken Care Of

(i) Facts
~oliow_ng the morning meeting between the President,
Dean, and Haldem.an on~..~arc.,.~ 2!, Haldeman placed a telephone
call to~.~-~ ........
~c~<~l~ in l{ew Yo~:k. City and. asked ~.]itchell to
come to Washington the ne}~t morning.* Although Haldeman
denies asking or i~structin~ Mitchell to take care of Hunt’s
problem in this =]~~-~ ~ call and "cannot recall" any di=t ....p~on~
_
cussion of }Iunt’s threat<:ur-’ -’ng3. the conversation, an inference could be ~¢~.[a~:.n
~ ....~ -~u.~u this topic was discussed from
the transcript of }~.aleeman’s just-com~:#leted meeting with
the President and Dean.
Either on March 20 or on March 21, Dean had a conversation with LaRue, in Dean’s office. LaRue had already
learned of Hunt’s threat a.n<:~ inquired of D~.~n what should
be done about it. Dean told La£ue that Dean was fed up

* Dean recalls that Haldeman phoned Mitchell. Haldem~n
concedes he ’~probab!y~’ placed this call. However, the
photocopies of Haldeman’s telephone !og for March 21
provided to Haldeman (and by him to the Grand Jury ) do
not include the log for the morning of March 21, whi(;h
begins at 2~15 p.m., and shows a call to or from "Mitchell’s
office) at 4:06 p.m. on March 21, with a notation of an
arrival time at National Airport and reminder to "have a car."
This call probably was an incoming call received by Ha!deman’s
secretary, according to Haldeman. The existence of this entry
raises an inference that Haldeman’s original request to
Mitchell was made that morning.

~rchives

77 with this busi:~.ess, that Dean was not going to have any-thing to do with Hunt’s threat or money, and that LaRue
should do whatever he wanted~ but that Dean was not goin,..]~
to tell him what to do. LaRue replied that LaRue did
not want to arrar~ge for any payment to Hunt without
some authorization° Dean suggested that if LaRue wanted
authorization or instructions from somebody LaRue might
talk to Mitchell.
Probably on i-larch 2!~’~’ LaRue had a telephone conve~.-sation with Mitchell; LaRue does not recall who placed the
call, but LaRue brought up ]~unt’s threat and asked Mitchell
what LaRue should do. Mitchell inquired, "What is the
money for?" LaP, ue replied that LaRue understood it was
for attorneys fees. Mitchel! said, ’:~’£ell, I think I’d
pay it. "
At a.bout 6 pore. in the afternoon of Mar(;],. 21, i~m:ediateiy
after the President’s meeting with Haldeman, El:..rlichman,
and Dean, Ehrlich~nan met in his office with Egil Krogh.

* LaRue believes that he effected a delivery to Bittman
the same day he spoke with t.:itche!l. Since we can place
the delivery on March 21, it is a fair inference that LaRue
and Mitchel! s}So:.e
~ ~°
about delivering the money on Marc:h 21,
rather than March 20.

|
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78 Ehrlichman had previou,<~.],y told Arogh about Hunt’s threat.
Ehrlichman told Krogh that before deciding on any steps
that Krogh should take, Krogh should wait until Mitchell
had come down to Washington the next day and it was ascertained what had been done or would be done about Hunt’s
threat and the future course of action.
On the e~ening of i’4arch 21, Sherman Unger, Laura
Fredericks, and :4anyon Mi!lican attended a dinner party
at the apartment of Fred I,aRue on Virginia Avenue. After
dinner, LaRue asked Mil!ican to deliver a package to the
mailbox in front of Wi!liam Bitt~u~.an’s house in suburban
Maryland, and Millican agreed.:;’ LaP.ue then got a package
of $75,000 in cash, which he had brought from his office
safe, and gave it to Millican, who called Sittm’~an and
asked if Bittman would be home. Mil "lican told Bittman
there would be a packase in his mailbox at about a certain
time, and left the package in the bo~:. Later that night,
Bittman retrieved the package and, the next day, gave it
to Hunt. Hunt later told BittJ~an the package, contained
$75,000 in cash.

* Prior to March 21, Millican had made two other latenight deliveries of pac.ka%es to Bittman’s mailbox. Each
contained C-~S.~I.
~
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79 On the morning of ~,~arch 22, i~iitchell met with Dean,
Haldeman, and Ehrlichi~.an in Haldeman’s office. At the
outset of the meeting, Ehr!ichman asked ,~.,hat had ]seen
done about Hunt’s problem. Dean replied that Ehrlichman
should ask the person who wo~!d know, i~[itchell. Mitchell
then said that ~4itchell did not believe that was a problem
any longer.
Haldeman has admitted that he understood Mitchell’s
remark to mean that l]unt was at least "stabilized," and
that Ha!deman reported thi. s fact to the President well
before April 16 and "probabl:~" shortly after the remark
had been made.
Sometime in the afternoon on !4arch 22, Ehrlichman
phoned Krogh and told Kro~h to "hang tough" because Hunt
had been "stabilized" and ’.,;ould not blow.

(2)

Analysis

The evidence shows the very (;lose link between the
payment to Hunt on March 21 and the perpetuation of the
cover-up. The President clearly viewed the "stabilizing"
of Hunt as the most ira,mediate problem to be faced:, it was
a prerequisite to working out a new "strategy". From the
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meetings on March 21 and the President’s recollections
of those meetings, it is apparent that all involved, including th.~ President, had rejected the approach of
"cutting their l(~sses" -- by letting Hunt blow -- as too
dangerous. That same day~ after communication between
Haldeman and Mitchell about bringing Mitchell in on the new
strategy, Mitchell instructed that Hunt be paid and Hunt’s
attorney received $75,000. All involved learned th_= next
day that this has been acco,<~plished and consequently, as
discussed beiow~ the discussion on March 22 focused on
executive privilege, production of a bogus "Dean report",
and other ap~,roaches that could be employed in the intermediate future.
Proof of the direct link between the President’s
approval of a course of action involving Hunt’s being
paid, and the payment itself, is fortified by the
concern the President showed about this payment on Apri! 16
in his meeting with Dean. The recording of the April 16
meeting (set out in part II, (I), below) shows that" the
President, in discussing Dean’s testimony with Dean, pretended that what Dean had told him on March 21 about Hunt’s
demand was "fragmentary"; that Dean had not even told him
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about the "threat" involved, and that the l-?~esident had
only a vague knowledge of whether anything was done, brat
wanted to be sure that ’,,.:hat was done was done "at the
Mitchell level"

The President also made it clear to Dean

that the President ~,~ould not waive Executive Privilege on
what Dean had told him about Hunt’s threat.

H.

~.,.:~.,rch 22 Meeting""

(i) Fact:s
In t.he early afternoon of ,"4arch 22, the President met
with i,litchell, Haldeman, £:hrlichman, and Dean for about
an hour and three-quarters. ~[hile the tape ~:ecording of
this meeting is of substantially poorer quality than those
of others made available to the Grand Jur~,, it appears that
the discussion centered primarily on the question of Executive
Privilege and on other ;<atters relating to the Gray hearings
including Gray’s "Dean probably lied" remark. As Dean has
testified, there was not very much discussion of the facts
which had been made known, discussed, and conceded by the
President, Dean, and Ha!deman the day before. There was no
discussion about Mitchell possibly taking the public bla~e
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- 82 for the Watergate operation in order to ~’take the heat
off" the White Hou.~eo After Mitchell had stated his vie~
on Executive Privilege,~ discussion t~.~.rned to the possibility
of having a written report that would be released to the
Senate Watergate Committee, followed by testimony of some
White House officials. Ehlrichman said he could see some
"danger points" in such a report and Haldeman rejoined that
that was in itself recognition of the President’s involvement.
(WH Tr. i0) Dean said that he would really have to write
such a report to see how it came out: he had done something
on Segretti, but not on Watergate, and that perhaps it
would be a good idea to try it out and see how it came out.
Haldeman suggested Dean tske the weekend to do this, and
the President suggested he might go to Camp David and do
it. (WH ~r. Ii) Haldeman and the President cautioned
Dean to limit himself to the White }louse, and not to con~ment
on any C.RP officials. (Tr. ii) There was further discussion
of how this could be released, with Dean [}~[H Tr.] suggesting
it might be given to the Senate Committee in camera with a
public statement by the President that he had turned over a
"Dean Report" to the Senate. (WH Tr. 12) Dean said, "You
see, you could even write a novel with the facts." (WH Tr. 12)
Ehrlichman approved this idea, saying that
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looking to the future, assuming
that some cornc~r of this -’-},~_..~..g’ ~
position to say, "Look, that docu-ment ! published is the document
I re!h{d on, that is, the report
Z relied on.
And now this new
development is a surprise to me -I ~:~ going to fi:ce A, B, C, and
D, now. (WH Tr, 13)
The ~’~’

’ ..........

r .... c t.o how issuance of a

report would be related to the White House position on
Executive Privilege, and how to approach the Senate
Con~nittee. %~here was some discussion of how to bring a
"Dean Report" into this approach, if at all. In discussing whe~er Dean should also claim attorney-client
privilege against testifying on his re~>ort, there was discussion of the fact that Dean’s tracks would be found
everywhere. (WH Tr. 23-2.¢) The President said that wasn’t
so bad because Dean was thDre investigating for the
President and, therefore, that would be perfectly explicable.

The President said, the main thing was that Dean had "absolutely
no operational activity." He always acted as counsel.
Anyway, they had to be careful about the Dean problem,
"just give them some of it, not all of it." (~’H[ Tr. 24)
There was discussion about what would happen if they were
then called before the Grand Jury. The President said he
would just say l:,ublicly that there were no problems in that.
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Ehr!icbmar.. assented:
Y~.u have to bottom your defense, your
posi~’r,~’~ report
The report
says nobody was involved and you have
to stay consistent with that. (WH Tr.

25)
The President then inquired who was going to get
together with Kleindienst (on Executive Privilege), and
warned Dean not to talk about the idea of his report with
anybodl,. (WH [~r. 26) ’]2here was some discussion of taking
~ ’ ~" "~
"’"
~,~n=cn
’~
the White House had already taken
a formal po~.~.~=on,
informally, that White House officials would answer written
interrogatories rather than testifying personally. (WH
Tr. 28) Further discussion followed about negotiating a
position on Zb:euctive Privilege ~,;ith Ervi#. and Baker. There
was also d~scussion’ about t;,e~.

~,x="~ :~"~-~,_a~.~o-~ o~.~ the White House

and uustice
~ <
Depar~ent tying up the Senate Com~nittee in a
!ong law suit~
At the end of the meeting, the President inquired
whether they had considered any other possibilities, and
asked Dean if Dean agreed they should "go this route now,
let it hang out so to speak." (WH Tr. 31) Dean replied
that "well, it isn’t really that. . . It is a limited
hang out. It.’s not an absolute hang out." The President
replied that "some of the questions look big hanging out
publicly or privately." (WH Tr. 31) Dean said that what
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- 85 they had to do was get the President up and above it,
that was the most important thing. The President rel:~!ied,
"Oh, I know. i suggested that the other day and they all
came down negative on it. ~ow ~d~.at has changed their
minds?" Dean replied: "Lack of a candidate or body."
(WH Tr. 32) ~£here was general !au~htei-.* With that the
meeting broke up.
(2)
The conversation at the March 22 meeting makes it
clear that at this point the&-e was a general assumption
that enough time existed or had ,been "Oou~oht" to proceed
a!ong a strategy that ~,;ou]d involve some ki:0d of written
report being issued, in connecti.on with the future Watergate hearings, on the basis of which limited testimony before the Senate might be agreed too From references to
the report as being something the President <ould "rely"

* There was a!so some joking, at the end of the meeting,
in which Haldeman said that "John is sorry he sent those
burglars in there and that helps a lot", and there was
discussion, probably jocular, of infiltration into other
campaigns. The import of this is unclear, and it is unclear whether the "John" referred to was Ehrlichman or
Mitchel!.
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Ehrlichman’s cuation that if they were called before
the Grand J~ury they would just have to bottom their
defense o~ the report ~,~hich would say that nobody in
the }’{hite }louse was involved, it is clear that this
"report" would not be a true disclosure of all the facts
know~~ to the l~.’eside::L a~-:d his aides aL that time but
rather a truncated version of the facts focusing on the
non-involvement of the White House in the break-in itself.
In effect, the decisio~, reached on March 22 was a
decision, concurred in by the President, to continue the
cover-up.
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Post-Hatch 23: The Collapse of the Cover--up,
~o4 q=-..~’ s Continued
~e=_¢.~,March 22-AprJi 15; and the ....
~ ....
~- Justice
Partici<~’ation~_ ~n a Con~o ~ ~,~’v~,~ ~... ~.~ To
~..~-,~’,:, ....
(i) Facts
Between March 22 and April 15, the President made
no attempt to bring to the attention of any prosecutorial
agency any of the information Dean had told him on March
21. It was only after Dean (and Magruder) began to
cooperate with the prosecutors, and the Attorney General
and Assistant Attorney Genera! urgently requested a meeting
with the President on April 15 and demanded that he fire
Haideman and Ehriichman, that ~i.r. Ni>:on even admitted that
he had learned of the cover-up nearly a month before.
On Hatch 23, the day set. for sentencing the Watergate defendants, Jam’~es HcCord’s letter to Judge Sirica was
read in open court. The ].ette~c said th.e perjury had been
comm~itted during the trial, that others were involved in
Watergate, and that pressure had been brought to bear on
the defendants to plead guilty and remain silent. The
same day, the President phoned. Dean from Florida and
encouraged him to go to Camp David and begin to write his
"report." Haldeman late]: called Dean and reiterated this
instruction. The President also told Dean Dean had been
right in "his prediction" (that someone would "blow"}.
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Dean, however, could not bring himself to write the
report. On the same day, the President phoned L.
Patrick Gray and rather gratuitously :::eminded Gray that
Gray should "remember how I told you to conduct a
vigorous investigation." On 14onday, ~4arch 26, Haldeman
phoned Dean to say that the President p!anr~ed to announce
that Dean ~;ould be permitted to testify before the Grand
Jury (without inm~u~.~.a~) . Dean rem~n¢~:.a Haldeman of all
the problem areas that would arise, "in effect tacitly
informing Ha].deman that Dean would not lie. According
to Haldeman, the President decided la<:g:~r that day to
"drop" the idea of +S"~is announcement° The purported reason
was that Dean had not "sorted out the fa.cts."
On March 27, the President instructed Ehrlichman
to ask Kleindienst whether the Justice Department had a~y
information about the involvement of ce~in White }louse
and CRP officials in Watergate, and if so to tell Kleindienst
to report directly to the President. This appears to have

been an attempt to find out what the prosecutors had developed
in the aftermath of the McCord incident, and to get any
infor~ation that might threaten the cover-up straight into
the hands of the President himself. Ehrlichman phoned
Kleindienst the next day and taped the conversation. In
it, Ehrlich:.nan, r~the~: than asking Kleindienst for infcr:<atior:
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first assured him that the President had n__o_ information
that Haldeman, Ehrlici:man, Dean, or Colson had prior
knowledge of Watergate, and -that if Kleindienst turned
up anything that Kleindienst should report directly to
the President. Ehrlichman said that the i~resident was,
however, "~.~orried" about ~,~l-~ch~l -- without giving
Kleindienst any spec ....~c m,_ozm~t~on. K.].eindienst agreed
that he was ~..;orried about Mitchell also. Ehrlichman
also felt Kleindienst out about what McCord knew and
asked procedural questions about the granting of i~_~.m~unity
to Grand Jury witness~.s, a topic about ~.,,hich the President
obviously was concer~.ed even though Hunt had been "stabilized.
On .~[arch 28, }!al.deman called Dea~). at. Camp David and
~h.~n:jto~" ~ ~- i~,m:ediately to meet
insisted that Dean..~ ~urn to ~’~, ......
with Mitchell and }4agruder. The outcome of those meetings
must have made it apparent to Haldeman and Ehrlichman that
the conflicts between the true facts, the fal~e accounts
~’..itehell and Magruder had already given under oath, and the
testimony that Dean would give if he refused to lie would
tend further to expose the cover-up. It was also undoubtedly
apparent by this time that Dean was not going to write an.
exculpatory "report" that could be used to further the
cover-up.
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On March 30, the Pre,%ident told Ehrlici0man that
the President was convinced -that Dean v;as deeply involved
in Watergate (which the President, of course, well knew,
as he knew also that Ehr!ichman was ~volved) and that
Ehrlichman should -tske over Dean’s role in coordinating
the White House strategy on ~[atergate. The President
claims he asked Ehz-iiclmman to conduct an "investigation"
into Watergate and to report back to him in order to
ascertain the true facts. However, Ehrlichman says he
really did not undertake an investigation, and the facts
bear him out. Ehrlic]~,nan conducted a number of "interviews,
but with the exception of o.~.e with Paul O’Brien on April 5~
none were really factual interviews. The meeting with
O’Brien, in San C!emente, ~.{as apparently a diversion of
the moment: O’Brien h~d insisted that he wanted to see
Haldeman, and Mitchel! had arranged it, but instead O’Brien
was sent to see Ehr!icb~[tan. According to O’Brien, after
O’Brien laid out the rather extensive knowledge O’Brien had
at that time, Ehrlichman did not seem very happy about it.
Ehrlichman claims that he "interviewed" Kalmbach in
California on April 6, but in fact this was a meeting
that took place (at Kalmbach’s request) in the parking lot
of a bank and in a mountaintop parking area. Ehrlichman
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had two meetings with Colson on April 14, but these were
to hear Colson’s recommendations for Presidential action,
not to ascertain what Colson knew. Ehrlicb~man talked to
Strachan, but this was apparently in connection with a
Grand Jur~ ~-,D~arance b,~ S

And ~.:.nr 1’ ;~.chmanta!:~ec~

tr,:~na
-’~" -n

to Hagruder on April 14, after Magruder had already made
a rather fu~l staue,.:.,t to ~.~

~

¯

In conclusion, then, it appears that what the
President really did on March 30 was to tell Ehrlichman
to take over from Dean, who could no longer be trusted, the
role of coordinating the cover-up.
Also on March 30, the President authorized Ron
Ziegler to announce that %qhite House aides called before
the Grand Jury would appear and testify, but that if called
in the Senate Heari~:<gs some sra~,cial arrangeme:ots" would
!e_~ suron.~=~
have to be worked out: Zieg"
=
c~ " suggested written
interrogatories.
Ehrlichman claims that on March 31, in California,
he told K!eindienst that Dean had been removed as the
"investigator" of Watergate for the President and that
Ehrlichman had undertaken a new investigation. Kleindienst,

however, denies this; he says the meeting concerned Kleindienst’
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reco~.~Lendation that a special prosecutor be appointed
for Watergate and Judge Matt Byrne’s possib].e nomination
as FBI Director.
During the first t~.~o weeks in April, both Dean and
Magruder obtain.ed counsel a~:~ be~-=n ne{~otiaotions aimed
cooperating with the United States Attorney’s office. The
extent of their negotiation~s and cooperation was not made
kno~;n to the President~ Haldem~n, Ehrlichman, or Mitchel!.
On April 13 and !4~ the prosecutors obtained information
from the debriefing of Magruder and Dean that deeply implicated Mitchell, Haldeman, Ebrlichman, and others in the
Watergate planning and cover-up. The President may have
guessed at these pending d<:~velopments by the late afternoon
of Saturday, April 14. On April 13, Dean told Ehrlicb~n~an
that, according to Dean’s attorneys, the prosecutors had
information implicating Mitchell, Magruder, L~Rue, and
Mardian. And on April 14, in the late afternoon, Magruder
told Ehrlichman that he had told the prosecutors the full
~and truthful story of his own involvement, which Magruder
repeated to Ehr!ichman in Ehrlichman’s office, in the presence
of Magruder’s attorneys.
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Enrl_cnman claims he reported to the President
on the morning of April 14 the ~.-esults of his interviews
to date and that the President asked him to get further
information from ~’ ~~=

and ~4~tchell

spurious one, it is more 1"

z,<e..-3, that this was a strategy

In fact because

session. Ehrlichman reported ac~azn to the Pres~denu late
in the afternoon of April 14, after talking with Mitchell
~’ ’
t~e President
and Hagruder. According to Ehr.,.acnman,
znstructe~ him to make a "full report" on his inve~ta.gatzo,
to Kleindienst, and ] ..... a’ ~= implied in his Senate testimon’,"
that he did so. In fac~o Ehrlichman phoned Kteindienst and
began by saying, "As ~’ou know, I’ve beerz conducting an investigation over here." K!eind~

_~n,~t replied that he didn’t know,

that he was s<~_p~:a.sec., and that if Ehrtichman discovered
anything incriminating he had better co~a, aunicate it to
Petersen and the U.S. Attorney quickly or there would be a
problem of obstruction of justice. Ehrlichman replied that
he had discovered a lot of incriminating information, but
that it didn’t make any difference now because Magruder had,
"spilled his guts" to the U.S. Attorney’s office and
people "high and low" in the ~ite House and CRP. Ehrlichman
then said, "Well, enjoy your dinner," and abruptly hung up.
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After having debrJ.efed Dean all day on Saturday,
Apri! 14, the Assistant U.S. Attorneys relayed their
information to Henry Petersen that night and demanded that
they all go i~.~mediate!y to see the President. Petersen
arranged for tile prosecutors to meet that night with
K]eindienst, and at ~:leindienst’s home the prosecutors
spent the night detailing the i~_formaticn available to them.
Sunda.y, April i5~
The next morning, /<leindienst sought an urgent
meeting with t]:e President, and the two met that afternoon.
Kleindienst says that the President acted "dumbfounded" when
Kleindienst told him wh~t the prosecutors had uncovered.
After the meeting, Kle~..ndienst called Pe-te:~:sen to the White
House and K].eindienst then’recused himself from the case.
Petersen proceeded to spell out for -the President what the
prosecutors ]<new. Petersen strongly u::ged the President to
fire Haldeman and Ehrlichman as they would be at best a
source of e~<oarrassment to the [)resident, but the President
demurred, saying he owed them a "duty of fairness" and, in
later meetings, that Haldeman and Ehr!ichman had "denied
involvement," or "claimed to be innocent." The President
asked ~-~hether he should fire Dean, but Petersen asked him
not to, since they should not appear to be taking reprisals
against the first person to cooperate.
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The President’s April !5 meeting with Petersen
began a series of daily conversations and meetings between
the two men. Accord!ng to Petersen they were very unproductive,
and Petersen’s testimony [especially his :interview with Mr.
Cox] must he re:÷<d to get a flavor of this. The President
would call Petersen over to the White House, where Petersen
contin.ued to urge in blunt and direct terms that the President
fire Haldeman and Ehrlichman. The President, on and after
Apri! 15~repeated!y told Petersen that he "owed a duty of
fairness" to Ha!deman and Ehrlichman, that he had to think of
many ’~other considerations," and that Haldeman and Ehrlichman
"claimed ~he~ were innocent" or "not involved " There were
many lo~0g silences in t]~e conversations.
At Petersen’s first meeting with the President, the
President mentioned that Dean h~d told him on March 21 somethln[:
of what "Dean and the Committee had been doing," and about a
demand from Hu~t for money, and that the President had had
Ehrlichman "looking into" Watergate. However, the President
did not relate to Petersen at this time or an~~ other time
any facts that Ehr!ichman had uncovered in the course of this
"investigation" (contradicting the President’s later claims,
discussed below, that he "got in" Petersen to "review the
facts which had come to me in the course of my investigation." )
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According to Petersen, the PresJ.dent did not
seem surprised by Petersen’s recitation of the facts on
April ].5, but the President did not give Petersen any
inkling, then or later, that Dean had already laid most of
those facts out for the ]})resident on. March 21. Petersen,
in fact, got the impressJ_on from the Presiden.t that Dean
had not implicated Haldeman or Ehrlichman on March 21 at
all. At this point, Petersen had mentioned possible
¯ payments to the defendants only peripherally; the focus
was on pre-June ].7 events. The President did not enlighten
the
Petersen with/President’s own considerable knowledge about
the money. Rather, the President asked whether the
prosecutors had corrobora"~ed Dean and N.ag:~:uder and expressed
concern that they might be "throwing off" on others to
save themselves. Petersen u)_-ged the President to hear it
from Dean himse!f.
Dean met with the President in tI~ evening of Apri!
15 for about an hour, after refusing a request that Dean meet
with Ehrlichman. There is allegedly no Presidential tape
recording of the meeting, subpoenaed by the Watergat~: Grand
Jury on July 23, 1973, because the tape on the machine ran
out. Dean told the President that Dean was cooperating with
the prosecutors b[it had no deal from them. The Presi£ent
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told Dean he would not interfere with Dean’s negotiations
with the prosecutors. The Preside~’.t was interested in
Haldeman’s kno~.}’ledge of Liddy’s plan and told Dean to be
sure to testify about having gone to Haldeman. after the
seco~d ..:~eeki~,g i.,~ ~,:itch~=!l’s officc, a~.d ice’.ling Haldeman
that they had to stay ouh of it; but this was only after
the President inquired what Haldeman’s knowledge was, and
Dean reminded him Dean had told the President about this
on }.[arch 21o ’Zhe President inquired about Liddy, and Dean
said Liddy might be wai-ting for a "signal" from the President.
At this, the P:~’.asident phoned Petersen and, pretending that
Dean was not present, instructed Petersen to tell Liddy
on the Presider~t’s behalf that he wanted Liddy to talk.
The President instructed Dean not to talk about mahters such
as the Ellsbe~:g break-in on acco<:nt of national security
and Executive Pzi~ilegeo
Toward the end of the meeting, the <@resident
mentioned that. he had been "jokin~.]" when he said it was
easy to raise a million dollars, and also mentioned that
he had been foolish to -talk to Co!son about clemency.
Unknown to Dean, the President met with Haldeman
and Ehrlichman both ir, m~ediately before and immediately
after the President’s meeting with Dean.
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That same night~ after Dean had left, Ehrlicl%man
phoned Gray from the President’s EOB office and told Gray
that Dean had been coo!)er&:ting with the prosecutors and
had disclosed the transfer of some of llunt’s files to Gray.
According to EhrlicbI~an, the purpose of this call was to
ascertain "what the files were arid ~.~here they were," though
Ehrlichman knew perfectly well what in fact had been in
the safe. Ehr!ichman says Gray protested that Gray would
deny receiving them, and Ehr!J.chman. to!d Gray that Ehrlichman
would not back Gray up on this. A few mJ.nutes later,
Ehrlichman called Gray back. Ehrl.ichman has testified
that this was because Ehr!ichman felt he had not been
sufficiently "firm" !n ~.<-.~..ling G<=~" the fi~"st time tha~
Ehrlichman could not back Gray up~ but this is ~ implaus~_bie
that it tends to corrob0::ate Gray’s version that Eh~lichman
had been checking whether Dean had in fact told the prosecutor~;~
about the files. Presumably, Ehrlicb~:~an was consulting with
the President and Haldem~n about how to ,’handle" this
issue. In any event, Ehrlichman told Gray he had better
check his "hole card" and Gray then told Ehrlic~nan Gray
had destroyed the files. Immediately thereafter, the President called Petersen and, according to Ehrlic~an, informed
Petersen of Gray’s destruction of files; Petersen, however,
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firmly denies this, saying the President told him only
that the President had met with Dean and it had been
"helpful." Petersen says he never learned about Gray’s
destruction of files from the President; he learned it
from Gray.
On the morning of April 16, the President met with
Dean and presented Dean with two letters for Dean to sign,
one requesting a leave of absence and the ether tendering
Dean’s resignation~ Both were quite damaging to Dean in
their implication. The )?resident assured Dean that he had
already received "oral" promises to the same effect from
Haldeman and Ehrlichman. Dean asked to be allowed to draft
his own letters. The President explained that he needed
to have letters from all three "in the dra~,~er" in case
events overtook him. Dean again met with the President
that afternoon and showed him the letter Dean had drafted
asking for an indefinite leave of absence and referring
to the fact that the President had also received similar
requests from Haldeman and Eh~ichmano* The President

* The recording of the afternoon meeting corroborates
Dean’s testimony that the President told Dean he would
not interfere with Dean’s negotiations with the prosecutors.
The President claims he told Dean on April 15 that Dean
would have to go before the Grand Jury with no immunity.
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clearly was not pleased with Dean’s,~,>~-~r’~,~+ion~_.,-.- _

, and Dean

said that if he alone was fired there would be a "scapegoat" problem. (Tr. 3)
The President a].so told Dean that with Magruder and
so forth the ~,,o]~ thin, g mi(~ht break (publicly) that day
so the President had to get Dean’s feelings on how to handle
the si-tuation~ what to say publicly. The President said he
had to stay ahead of it publicly, and that "here’s what I~ve
done," apparently referrin~ to what the President was going
to claim p@licly that he had done: "As soon as I got the
..... ~ and
Magruder thing, I got ~ .,[<!eindier~:t.,
we got in Henry Peters~{~n ....

~= ~
....
at four o~c!ock

[~ told Pctersen t.~¢~] you

through and h,ou’re goin9 to get to the bottom of this and I

’--~ ~
am going to let the c~.~.}s
fail where they may." (Tr. 6-7)
The President. said that "we’ve covered that a!l the way
to the President’s
’: --............
~ ........~~ ~, re.,er~:.].nj
~ ....’
down the line, p~e~u
false version, that the President had been the one to break
the information to the ~]ustice Department~ "Now I had to
follow him to a certain extent on the prosecution side; on
the other hand on the PR side I sure as hell am not going
to let the Justice Department step out and say look, we
dragged the White House in here. I’ve got to step out and
do it, John." (Tr. 7)
When Dean mentioned that he hoped the ultimate
resolution of F.~.! ,~ ........~,t no one had any lega!
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problems, the President said he "didn’t want anything about
the White House staff .... not you, ~?.ot Colson, not Ehrlichman,
not Haldeman. "
The PresJ_,,<..~.-:~~<~- then. lead Dean through, the President’s
version of their er~r!J.er <::o~,.’ersatic’ns about ~,’:atergate,
saying that of ocurse they had already said the "Dean
Report" ~as oral, and that Lgean should reca!l. ",-..’hen Dean
oame in and told the President nobody in the White House
was involved in Watergate. Then, the President said, "you
did tell. me there were s~rJ.ous problems .h the aftermath,"
to which the President rei:l/ed, "let’s see ~,;hat they are."
Dean said, "And now you’re beginning to see ~.;hat they are:
.~ }~,rob!ems."
,
a.~ ~t_ce
potential, technical ob~,-’:~:uction
of i~ ....
The President replied that Petersen -thought that would be
hard to prove in court, and noted tha.t Dean was simply
"helping the defendants get their fees." (Tr. ii) Dean
replied that he was a conduit"~ other people, that was
the problem. The President began to say that the only time
he ever heard anything about supporting the defendants - though he should have assumed it, he was busy and people
didn’t tell him anything - - was when Dean mentioned something to the President about "Hunt having a problem."
But, the President said, "that was handled by Mitchell,
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was that true or ,:,:~hat the hel!?" (Tr. II) Dean then
reminded the President of }{unJs threat and Dean’s
cormmunication of it to t]-£~ ]~"r~-:sident.. The President replied
that he wasn’t quite sure what Dean reported to him, "it
was rather fragme~-~.tary, as ! recall it." (T~To 12) The
President pressed on, sayir~g that he had asked how much
it would cost, Dean said a million dollars, a~d the President
then sent Dean to C~u~p David, saying "for God’ s sake, let’ s
see where this thi.ng comes out." (Tr. 12) Anyway, the
President said, that’s the only conversation; now how were
they going to handle that? Dean responded by telling the
President about the meetin$ on March 22 i~ Ha!deman’s office
where Mitchell acknowledged that he had arranged to solve
~Hunt’s prob!em.~ (Tr. 13) The following co~.}versation then
ensued :
PRESIDENT:

That is all?

DEAN:

That’s all he said.

PRESIDENT:

Right. That’s good. In other words, that
was done at the Mitchell level?

DE~:

That’s right.

PRESIDENT:

But you had knowledge; and Haldeman had a lot
of knowledge; Ehrlicb_man had knowledge . . .
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DEAN :

Right.

PPdES IDENT :

and I suppose [[ did that night. That assumes
culpability on that, thought.

The President went on to say that he really hadn’t given, it
any thought at the time, ansi th&t Dean hadn’t -tol.i him "this
about Ehrl:ichman, for example, when you came in that day~ o .
You simply said, ’Hunt needs this money,’ and you were using
it as an example of the problems ahead~" (Tr. 14) Dean
reiterated that he tried not to pass on to the President
anything that would cause problems for the President. [In
fact, of course, Dean had told the President on March 21 of
Hunt’s threat to "bring Ehr!ichman to his knees."]
The President then inquired what Dean would testify
if asked about things Dean reported to the President, and
Dean said he would assert Executive Privilege, unless the
President waived it. The President said he would not waive
it, but that he specifically authorized Dean to say that
Dean had conducted an investigation and reported to the
President that nobody in the White House was involved. Dean
insisted several times that he would have to say he did
that through Haldeman and Ehrlichman, and finally the
President acquiesced in that. The President then appeared
to lead Dean through an explanation of how Dean had come to
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report all the facts to the Preside~.t all of a sudden,
saying things like "I called you in here for a report"
[to which Dean replied that they had really just started
talking about it], that "we met three times, as I recall"
[to which Dean said.~ well, be tl.,o,~=~ ....it was a few more
than that], and "it was after the McCord thing" [to
which Dean said it was before that]° (Tr. 15-16) The
President said that the question wo~id arise why Dean
didn’t tell him before, and the President didn’t want
to be in a positJ_on where it would appear that his trusted
aides were hold/.~g out on hJ.m. Dea~ said he himself didn’t
know before that; the PresJ.dent said, all right, you can
handle that. The President then said that after Dean
told him the facts on March 2i, "that’s when I became
interested in. the case and ! said, ’[~ow goddamn it, I
want to find out the score,’ and set in motion Ehrlic]’m~an,
Mitchell, a few . . . not ~4itcheil, but others OK?" Dean
said, "Sure." (Tr. 18) The President also told Dean he
was telling him to testify that "nothing is privileged
that involved wrongdoing . . ¯ I’m telling you that now
and I want you to . . . say that the President has told
you that." The President went on to tell Dean that the
Ellsberg and wiretap matters were privileged as national
security matters.
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The Pre~.~ident also told Death that "I would like
to take the credit" for breaking tLe cover-up but realized
he could not. The President later insisted, however, that
"as a result of t;:e President’s actions this thing has
been broken" in the context of ~.;hat the ~resident would
like Dean to say, and asking Dean to help on the ’PR side."
(Tr. 28)
When Dean mentioned that cle<~ency was one of the
problems, the President claimed that "that was solely
Mitchell, apparently," to nhich Dean responde<i firmly
that in. Hunt’s case it was Ehrlic]~.~<;’~-~n. (~.Cro 30) The
President inquired how the "Christmas thing" got into
it all, and Dean explained., The President replied,
regarding Colscn, "i 0on’t th:].nk that is goir~g to hurt
him. Clemency is one thing. He is a friend of Hunt’s.
I’m just trying to put the best face on it,~ but if it
is the wrong thing to do !’ve got to know." (Tr. 31)
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saying :
"On. ,~a~_ch 21st, as a result of serious new
cha-~-ges ,.n,_ch came to my attention some of
which ~,:’ere publicly reported I besan inmatte
t:ensive new inquires into this who~.~e
....
r.
Last c~-.~,.~, afte:rnoon, the Attorney General
ASS~.~,~. Attortley G=t,e~’~ ,_ Peterso~ and I
-"-~ facts
"
~-~
on and
_{.,~
~ ~,....~
which ,~d come to me ~n m)" invest
also to review the progre, ss of the Departm~~nu
of Justice i.nvest:~,gatien. I can report today
that there have been major developments in
the case concerning which it ~qould be improper to be more specific now.
_io~,,.~,~
April 17 the President met
In the two ~.,~.e]...~.~ fol
-’~~

.... ,"
least
or talked w.:~th.
. t~.~,
Pe~:ersen <:.~..

c.o.ily,
~"
and usually

more often. Petersen had,~.°"~"’~-<:’d".<-~.,,.,;, told t:he President that
the Presid.er.{: should not have access to Grand Jury informati.on
so Petersen had to be "con..luo<,-. ~.n urging Halueman s
an~i Ehr!icl~m!.an s p~..b.~e .....

Preside.t~. t ~ers_ste._

his

.... ~~’, they maid, rained
reluctance to fire them and told Peter~ ....
their innocenceo On one occasion the President asked for
a complete written summary of the cas~ a~sinst, o - Haldeman
and Ehrl.ichman, but Petersen eventually refused it. At no
time did the President pass any facts on to Petersen, al~I 2"
the President knew at that time that the investigation was
only just beginning to uncover the entire "hush money"
scheme.
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The President al~,,~, v:arned Pet<;rsen.. ~7eated].y.~,., of
the

others falsely
~o~-,,"~ .that Dean might be ~ ~mp~.~cat~.ng
~ ~
"

in order tooe°~’t a better deal for himself.

The President

brought up other warnings about granting anyone im_munity,
including Dean.

Petersen, however, told the President

" the President ~ ~ ~~h~u~n~
’~
,Peters,~,~ was going to
that w~<atever
.....
reserve the deci~:{ion whether to immunize D~-~-a:n to Petersen
himself. The President’s concern al, ou~ th;,~
the President’s anger when he telephoned Petersen on April
18 and said that Dean c!~imed to have im~aunity. Petersen
got back to the President the next d<y to say that was
the case~, and the Pres’~c~~~

then sa~<~," ~

if you want to hear it" (;~r~sumah],,,.

"i ha~e’ it on tape

,._., referrip.g to an April

15 tape which
.......s ....
~," 2 , .:.~es noL exist,)
"’ al
" ~......
....
" .....
’ ,~-~,..
..... ~.o].Q ~~,~, ~’~,"4~ .....
On April i~.~,._
Pet,_~

t])at the

"~ !e br a~:<-in
prosecutors had learned a%, o~
,’~a pore~.~:,.~t~
~.." ’ at Dr.
Fielding’s offices in Los knge!es in 1971 (about which they
had been told by Dean). The President responded, "Da~r:a
I know about that, and you stay the hell out of it; that’s
a national security matte~~ and none of your business.
You stick to Watergate." On April 25, however, after
£etersen had convinced Kleindienst that it would be nece~,.ar>
to disclose to the judge in the Ellsberg trial in Los Angeles
the information concerning the Fielding break-in Kle n~].enst

~
~ ~olc~ th~~’,~
met with the Pre.-~J.dent
ans.
~ Pre ...............

this wou].4
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During the President’s meetings with Petersen, the
President often told Petersen that Petersen now bad to be
"my advisor" on ~.~aters~te0 that he had to b~ "Special
Counsel to the President" on this thing; Petersen interpreted
this as sheer flattery and of no significance in Petersen’s
o%~ responsibilities. During the same period, of course,
the President also conferred

daily with Haldeman and

Ehrlic~an, met with their attorneys, and had an opportunity
to pass along to them ~hat information the President was
getting from Pe~e. sen about the investigation, suc]h as the
witnesses who were being ’] ~

. (Petcrsen told the

President early on that the prosecutors were attempting to
dew~lop Strachan as a witness and that if Strachan came
through, Haldeu-~.an ~’was c~e~d.") D~ring this same time,
on April 25 and 26, Ha!der~an listened to the tape recording
of the ~.~arch 2! meeting, on the President’s instructions,
and reported on it to the President based on Haldeman’s
extensive note~
On April. 27, the President asked Petersen if he had
any information implicating the Pres~c~ent himself. Petersen
said he did not. However, that evening, Petersen met with
the President and told him that if the President did not fire
Haldeman and Ehrlic~an, even the President’s own constituents
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- 109 were go.ng to ~{onder if the Presidcut ~.,~eren’t covering up
’ il ~ ,.8,~ Enrl.~,_.<.~:,~:n,
On ~pr
"~’ ......
Haldeman, and ]i].eindienst el! met
.... ......
Da=~-~d and it <<as deciSed that
with the President at t~=.m}~
they would resign.
On Mon@ay, April 30, the President accepted the
resignations of Ha!deman ~ , Ehrll~.~.,,.an,
"~<~
r~ ~ ,.~.nd~enst,
’
and Dean.
In a television address, the Ptesident said that he had
not kno~ ~f any cover-up unt"~ ~rch 21 and had indeed been.
assured prior to that that nobody in the ~?hite House had
shy involve:mem~ in ~ ..... ergate

As a result of "new informatio~:

that came to him on Ymrch 21, he said, he "personally assumed
the responsibility for coordir~ating intensive new .inquiries ’~
and "perso~ally orde:’~d tn~se conducti~g the investigations
to get all the facts and report them to me." The President
claimed he ordered eve~:yone in the ~ite House and C~
to cooperative fully with the I~).~., Gran<.~ Jury, and prosecutors,
~ ~ to get the truth out. He called Haldeman and
and sougn~
Ehrlichman "two of the fir.est public servan::s it has been
my privilege to knwo," and at the end said that "John Dean
has also resigned."
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The evidence clearly demonstrates that beginning on

March ~/,., the Pr@s.~..ce_.~ together with Ha!deman,and Ehrlici~man,
attempc<.~n to pursue one (or more) of the "new strategies"
worked out on ha,_ch 2i an~ ~2, unt"" the cooperatfon of

Dean ane .,~-,-.-.~,.~,~ wlti!
up to begin to collapse on ,xp~il 15

o~o,’>t~,’~c auscd

the

During this period

of nearly a month, the Preskdent ms.v:,., no attempt whatever
to bring the facts in his possession to the attention of
the Justice Dep~..~.~.=en~ or United Scates Attorney’s office
Nor did the President in truth order any "investigation"
to determine the accuracy of ~hat E>can told him on March 21,
undoubtedly because the p-~o{~,~nt
Dean was saying ~" ~ ~’~4~~ that

,.=ready knew some of. what
.....:.~_,~,...-~
the details Dean was

filling in were basi.cally correct. ~.,.~e President’s instructlon

tO Dean to x,&-ite a ’~report," which the President now claims
was an attempt to get Dean to lay out the facts, was simply
the pursuit of the new cover-up strategy decided, upon on
March 22. A report of the type the President now claims
was necessary would have served no other purpose, since
Dean had already laid out his knowledge in extenso. The
President’s claim that he ordered Ehrlichman to conduct
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an inves t" ":,:~ t :! on~ ~ ’~ is

.~-~ imi iar iy

told Kleindienst or the prosecutors he ~<,as conducting
an investigation, nor did Ehrlichman or the Pr "’~ ~
ever report to any prosecutori~! agency anything that
Ehrlichman ~as supposed to have "learned." Instead, the
President put Ehr!ichnmn in charge of the cover-up when
Dean fa It~:{:~
~*~’ and ~’~d ~~{~’~"~ find out from the
Justice Department ~hether the> had any new information
that mizht threaten it. Nor is there any evidence that
the President urged "cooperation~’ on the part of his
staff; in fact, he did nothins [~o brinZ to the attention
of anyone the potential involvc<~:ent of his hizhest aides
in criminal obstructi~"on of ju<~tice.
Thu~ the facts disprove all of the President’s
claims, first made on April !7 and repeated thereafter,
that on March 21 the President
- - "personally assu~7~ed the responsibility for
coordinati<~ new inquiries ~oto the matter;"
- - ’~persona!ly ordered those conductinz the
investigation to ~t all the facts and to
r~por~ t~em to me directly;"
- - "ordered that all p~{rsons in the Government
and the Re-Election Con~itZe~: cooperate
fully with the FZI, the prosecutors, and the
Grand Jury;" and was
- - "de~ermined to get to the bottom of the matter,
and that the truth should be fully brought out.
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- I12 In truth, this interpretation of the President’s
action between March 2~. a,.c~ April 15 was a st,~egy
adopted by the President after Dean’s and ~,[ag~:uder’s
cooperation ~.~ith the prosecutors had broken the case
open and Petersen had come in dem~nding that the President
get rid of Haldeman and Eh~:!ichman. It was a strategy
by which the President sought to protect himself by
(a) allying himself with i]al.deman and Ehrlichman in
denying knowledge of any cover-up prior to [.larch 21 and
(b) trying to confuse or deny his o<~:n complicity after
March 21 by false claims and false enculpatory interpretations
of his o~..m, lack of action during that time, intended to make
it look as though the Pre~idant hims<}:!f had b~’oken the
case

as he told Dean on Apri! 16 be desired to make

it appear. In effect, the President~ together with
Haldeman and Ehrlichman, shifted to another w.~rsion of the
consistent "limited hang out’~ approacl~ to cover-up.
Knowing the prosecutors had learned from Dean of the
March 21 meeting and of the involvement of CRP officials
such as Mitchell and LaRue, the President did not deny
this but tried to work around it. That the facts about
what really occurred, and the tape recordings of conversations and recollections to which we now have access
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conclusively disprove the President’s version shows not
only the President’s complicity in criminal obstruction
of justice between ~,[arch 21 and April 17, but also his
continued participation in a conspiracy up to the present
date.
In addition to his false exculpatory statements,
there is other direct evidence of the President’s attempts
on and after April 15 to continue the cover-up. The
President i~nediately established close contact with Petersen
and sought to dra~,, Petersen into a r~-~ore intimate relationship.
The President continually opposed immunity for Dean while
telling Petersen that Ha!de:nan and Ehrlichman protested
their innocence. The Presidant did not tell Petersen that
Dean had implicated Haldeznan and Ehr!ichman as early as
March 13 and March 21; nor did he tell Pete~.~sen about the
details kno~,~n to the Presid~nt of the defendants being
"taken care of." The President did not tell Petersen of
his kn.o~.~ledge that Hunt’s fianl demand had been paid.
Contrary to the President’s repeated public statements, he
did not share the "fruits of his investigation" with
Petersen at any time; rather, he tried to find out what
Pertesen had on Haldeman and Ehrlichman. In the meantime,
the President allied himself with Haldeman and Ehrlichman,
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met with their attorneys, and tried to discredit Dean
first by warning Petersen that Dean might be lying to
save himself ~nd th<n later by White }louse statements
attacking Dean~ At the same time, as the recording
of the April !6 meeti~g shows, the President tried to
~raw Dean ~nto ~.e ~%.~esicent’s o~.~, false version of
what had occ<~rred, tried to prevent Dean on Executive
Privilege grounds from testifying about what Dean had told
the President, and tried especially to "distance" himself
from the ~arch 21 pa?vnent to ~h.:n<. The. President also tried
to finangie Dean into resigning by getting a letter of resignation f~:om him unde~: false i>retencos and by telling Dean
falsely that Petersen did not ~.~,~::nt the President to fire
Haldeman and Ehriichman until there was ’[:orroboration."
~.~en the Presi0ont announced the resignations of his
aides on April 30, he did so with public expressions of
regret and praise for Haldeman and Ehrlichman, but made it
clear Dean was leavinZ under a cloud, thus signa!lying th~:~
strategy the President has followed to date.
no~eo, in the introduction to this memorandmm, a
strong inference can be dra~,m that the President’s continu~:d
refusal to cooperate with the investigation of the Special
Prosecutor and the intentional destruct:ion of evidence by
the President’s close associates or the President himself
are acts in furtherance of the continuing conspi:L’acy.
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- 115 Evidence ’.d]at the President }{new of and Participated
In the Cover-up Shc, rt].y After the Watergate Break-In
As Showi~,-9 the Falseness of Post-Apri! 17 Pi:esidential

An essentia! part of the President’s post-April 17,
1973, strategy has been to deny that be knew of or participated in the cover-up L~rior to March 21, and that he
even kne~; "there was anything to be covered up.,’ As the
aJoove sections show, there is no question that this claim
is false: tape recordin~Is show, at the very least, that
bet~.~ee.n February 28 and Narch 21 Presiden-t Nixon learned
thai= ~<"hite House and CRI) officials had some involvement
in the break-in itself and that an effort had been made
to keep this f.rom being discove):cd in the course of the
investigation.
Moreover, there is a considerable amount of evidence
to show that the President knew that a cover-up was going
1972,
on shortly after June 17,/and that he approved of it; this
evidence is strengthened by remarks of the President at his
September 15 meeting with Dean and IIa!deman. Because the
evidence of the President’s later participation in a criminai
conspiracy is so clear and unmistakable, it becomes less
important to assess the more difficult question whether the
earlier evidence, standing alo.ne, would be sufficient: for
indictment.
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- 116 However, the earl:Jar evidence has si,7~n.ificance
in showing the falsity of exculpatory statements the
President has made since April 17, 1973, about events
in the summer of 1972 and about why the President never
suspected a cover-up might be going on. For example,
the President has maintained that right after the breakin he ordered an investii~R[:ion by "appropriate government
authorities", that he repeatedly asked investigators whether
anyone in the ]’~hite House was invotved, and that he repeated!pf
was reassured no one was. [April 30, 1973, Statement]
In fact, "every report i received" was that nobody other
than the seven indicted was involved. [August 15, 1973,
speech] The President claimed he did not "know about"
any fund-raising for the defendants or any offer of
clemency until March 21. [Hay 22, 1973, Sta~:ement]
The President has said he ordered Clark HacGregor, at
CP~, and Ehrlichman at the White House to undertake their
own investigations, and that Ehrlichman in turn "delegated
this responsibility" to Dean. [August 22, 1973, news
conference] The President has said that Dean sat in on
FBI interviews in pursuit of this "investigation" (an explanation that the President can be heard cooking up on

March 21 and 22).
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- 117 The facts show ~>. a_r~erent
Prior to the break-in, on April 4, 1972, the President
met with Haldeman and ~4itchell to review campaign decisions
that had been made by Mitchel! on March 30--31, 1972, at Key
Biscayne, Florida. One of the ~]~
c=c~.~on~,
’~:
made at Key
Biscayne and communicated to Haldeman by Strachan before

at a level $250,000 or $300,0<~. Liddy’s plan, according
to the testimony of~.~r<~er and LaRue, included unlawful
electronic survei!lance of a n~,~.~,er of posslble "targets"

including the DNC offices at
Within days after the b~-~:~}.-3..n, o~e of the President’s
~ ’
th, o closest aides, .....
E~:~.L.~cnman,
learned ~-~at~ the ~{atergate
burglars were actin<7 at Liddy’s direction, under the orders
of ~.:agruder. An infe:cence could be dra~.;n that Ehrii
~ ~’~ ~

i .....
c~ .....
d

of these ~=u~_.~; in any

event, Haldeman %~as¢.~. -~ ......
~_~=..~ at this time of the two meetings
-in John Mitchell’s office in earl], 1972 when Liddy presented
a plan for unlawful electronic surveillance, and of the
eventual approval of Liddy’s intelligence plan in some
form.
Despite the President’s statements that at or about
this time he directed Ehrlichman to conduct an investigation into the Watergate matter to determine if any White
House staff were involved, and that the President instructed
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Dean to sit in on FBi interviews for this purpose,
Ehrlichman and Dean have denied under oath receiving any
such instructions°
From June 17 until an indictment was returned on
September 15, Dean, with the knowledge of Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, and Mitchell, sought and obtained i~forn~ation
about the FBI and (]rand Jury investi$.]ations from Gray and
from Petersen. The purpose of getti~g this information was
to find o<It in what direction the i~vestigation was going
in order to be ab].e better to "handle" any problems that
might arise. Since Dean reported on the progress of the
investig,~.~.tion to i;hrlichma~n ref$~ular!y, and Ehrlichman
ported to -the President (which the President concedes)
the President knew that D~:~,n was obtaining this infc, rmation.
Of course, the President k~ew Dean was not really conducting
an investigation. Therefo~e, a strong inference can be
drawn that the President knew his aides were keeping on top
of the investigation to be sure the involvement of higherups at CI-",P did not come out.
On June 20, 1972, after a meeting attended by Haldeman,
Ehrlichman, Dean, Mitchell and Kleindienst, which concerned
the s.tatus of the FBI’s Watergate investigation, Ehrlichman
and then Haldeman met with Nixon. According to Haldeman’s
notes, Nixon and }{aldeman discussed Watergate. On July 23,
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1973, the Wate:,-’gate Grand Jury subpoenaed the tape recordin(j
~ ~meeting on Jur~e 20. Bet~’een July 23,
of the Nixon-Ha] <<m,,~n
1973, and k;ovembe~" 1973 the tape recording of that oonversation was in the personal custody and control of Nixon.
Probably between October i, 1973 and November 1973 the
portion of thaz ~:a~o:d!.:-~9 c~:~tai~:[~,~ the discussion reiahing
to Watergate was intentionally obliterated.
On June 20, 1972, John Mitchel!., who had partimipated
in a meeting the night before in which it was decided
~t,,at
CRP files relating to electronic surveillance at the DNC
should be destrol, ed by Jeb l[agruder, had a ce.~ephone
conversation w’~t~,~" Ni:<on,

J.n whic}’... Mitchell told Nixon that

he was sorry that "some of the boys" at the committee had
gotten out of control. On <Tuly 23; 1973, the tape recording
of that conversation was st}bpoenaed by the Watergate Grand
Jury. It was .not unti! several months later that the
Special Prosecutor’s Office was informed that the tape recording allegedly did not exist.
The President has admitted that on June 23, 1972, he
instructed Haldeman to ensure that the FBI’s Watergate investigation was not

ca~r~eu
" -~ ~-~ into areas that might bring to

light either the existence of the "Plum~ers" operation or ani~
covert CIA operations unrelated to Watergate. He has also
a~nitted he instructed }{aldeman to make sure this was done
’ ~’ ~
by coordination m<.~.een

the Acting ,~recto~
"’
~- of the FBI and
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the Deputy. Direotor of Central Intelligence, a recent
White House appointee. (5/22/73) While the President
claims that he had received "reports" that unrelated CIA
activities might be e}~.i)osed, he has not stated what these
reports were or fro:n whom he received them, or whetlher
there was any basis for his instruction to Haldeman~ As a
result of this order being conveyed by Haldeman to Walters~
~{alters instr~cted Gray to defer or prevent ~BI interviews
with witnesses in t4e~{ico through whom possible illegal
cami)aign contributions to CPd? might have been discovered.
Ha!deman and Ehr!ichman were aware, prior to June 23, of
concQrn

Mitchell’s and Stans’/that these possibly illegal contributions not being discovered.
On or about July i, John Mitchell resigned as Chairman of the Co:.m.~ittee to Re-Elect the President. Although
the announced reason for this resignation was personal
and family problems, Mitchell had a conversation with
the President and Haldeman on June 30 that indicates Watergate was one of the reasons for Mitchell’s resignation:*

* According to Dean, Dean had already briefed Haldeman
prior to this meeting on the involvement of Magruder and
Mitchell in the planning and execution of Watergate and
on their role in the beginning of the cover-up.
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PP~ES i DE[i~T

You couldn’t possibly do it sometime --

MITCHELL

[ inaudible ]
If we run into some other problem then you
are struck --

PRESIDENT:

That is the other thing, if there is something that does come out, we hope nothing
will, it may not, but t’here is al’ways the
risk.
As of now there is no prcb!em there but as
of any moment in the fut~re there is every
single i~otential of a prcb!em.

PRESIDE}?I~:

I would cut the loss fast. I would cut it
fast. If we are going to do it I would
cut it fast. That is my view, generally
spea.<.~.~g. And as a matter of fact, I don’t
think the story if you ~’u-t it in the human
terms -- I think the sto:<y is a positive
rather than a ~e,]latJ.ve, because as I said
as I was prepa;{ing to srts<,:er for the press
conference I jt~.st wrote i.t out as X usually
do, the odes that I thi~’:~k are terrJ.bly
sensitive. A ~’~eil of a lot of people will
like that ans~,,.~ero They <-;.ould, and it ~;ould
make anybody else that ~.~ouid ask any question
on it !ook like a selfish son-of-a-bitch
which f[ thorou?4hly inte~tded to make them
look like.

MITCHELL:

31t was all add.~.:essed to the Westchester
Country Club with all the sympathy in
the world.
That is great, that is great.
Well, with you taking this route which
people won’t expect you to do will be
a surprise.

PRESIDENT:

No, if it is a surprise. Otherwise, you
are right -- it will be tied right to the
Water{jate if you wait too long. It won’t
tighten if you wait too long, if it simmers
down.
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You can’ +Le ~-~
~
~ t ....o~..~r
~-’ ~ subjects develop
on Watergate. The prcblem -- the problem
is always the potential of some things.

On July 6~ the President was warned by the Acting
Director of the PBI that i[ixon’s closest: aides were
attemf~ting to "mortally ’~,.ound" the President by confusing
the role of the CXA in the Watergate investigation, (Gray)
and/or that these aides ~;ere not cooperati~,[/ with the investigation. [f.,iay 22, 1973, Stategent] The President did
not exp!ore this matter or ask an~~ questions of Gray; nor~
according to the testimo~y of Haldeman and Ehrlichman,
did the President take the matter up with them.
By early July, Ni:<on’s two closest aides.. Haldeman
and Ehrli~hman, were awa:=e that (i) the Wares’gate operation
had been mounted, by Go~:don Liddy, the General Counsel of
C~), at the instruction~:~ of Mag-ruder,, Deputy Director of
CRP, on a budget apparently approved by John Mitchell, former
CRP Director; (2) that ~4agruder and others had deve!oped
a "cover story" to tell the FBI and Grand Jury to mask the
true purposes for which about $200,000 had been given to
Liddy; (3) that relevant evidence had been concealed and
destroyed; and (4) that Nixon’s attorney Ka!mbach was being
used to raise and distribute covert c~sh funds in response
to "demands" from the seven directly involved in Watergate,
which CRP officials believed had to be met.
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Although Nixon h~s maintained that he did not know
any of these things befor~h~s meeting on ~.~a_c~l 21, 1973,
with John Dean, it is apparent from the recording of that
meeting that prior to }~arch 21 Ni:<on knew that money had been
funneled to the defendants, and believed that it had been

which had been used as a "cover". It is unknown whether
Nixon knew or thought this before SeptezA~er 15, 1972.
Horeover, Ehriichman has testified that in July 1972
the President said iNfat they couldn’t consider clemency
for any of those involved in Watergate. Why the President
~ou0_d even discuss the ~)ossls~.li:.y of clemency for five
(or seven) burglars whom the CRI~ and ;[hire House had
nothing to do with, p:cior to any indictment, remains unclear.
In late August 1972, Nixon announced in a public
statement that he had received a report from his counsel,
Dean, on the results of Dean’s investigation that
stated that no one then on the White House staff was involved in Watergate. In fact, Nixon had ordered no such
investigation, no such report existed, and no such assurances
had been given to Nixon by Dean.
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d~te_no~., ok Sep ..........

, .~.972, the day

on which the original Naterqa .....
~ indictment was returned,
" ’xon
Dean met v,:Lr.n Nixon and Haldeman. N!

opened the

conversation by sayi~] to Dean: "Well, you had quite a
day today, clc~n’t ~vou? You got Watercate~

., uh, on the

way, huh~" (Wr. i) During the course of t,~.e ensuring
~"
<.<.,:,.p.~me~’)ted
Dean on Dean’s handling
conversation, Nixon ...........
~a ~::..qate

tte~ sayinq ;

"Wel!, the whole thing is a can of worms -~.no,,.:
lot of this s+r,{:~ went on

aS yOU
.

A~d, uh, d%o "’~,o’-~ e

~,or~ .....

(inaudible)

but the way you, you’ ve ~nG./e~

so@ms

to me very ski~" ":’‘~
..... ~=.. -- ~ ....
-’I,~’~. nt~ttzng’ your

fingers ~n %he (~{~ and the leaks ~’ sprung here and sprung there.
(inaudib].e)
have the=<..’~,-’-~=_~ .... st:~aighten the... ~. (inaudible)
The discusszon .....~n ~u.z,~.... to some of the problems
which might be antici~a~:._o in the future, and the following
exchanges took place
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Wel!, as I see it, the on!y problems is
that, that we have the human problems and
I will keep a c!ose eye on that.

People get annoyed and some finger pointing
and false accusations, any internal dissension
of an]" nature.
PP~SIDENT:

You mean on this case?

DEAN:

On this case. There is some bitterness
between the Finance Com~nittee and the
Political Con~uithee. They fee! that they
are taking all the heat and, and all the
people upstairs are bad people and they’re
not being recognized.

I:~LDE.MAN:

It is.

PRESIDENT:

They’re el! in it together. (Tr. i0)
*

DEAN:

*

*

That’s all it is, particularly if Patman, of
course, turns off, uh .
That is the last forum that, uh, it looks
like it could be a proble:.n where we have the
least control the way it stands right now.
Kennedy has also suggested he may call hearings of the Administrative Practices Procedures
sub-committee. As this case has been all a!or).g,
we spin out oracles that (inaudible) so we
just don’t do that, stopped doing that about
2 months ago. We just take one at a time and
deal with it (inaudible).

PRESIDENT :

You really can’t sit and worry yourself about
it all the time. The worst may happen, but
it may not. So you just try to button it up
as wel!. as you can and hope for the best, and
remember that basically the damn business is
one of those (inaudible) unfortunately, try
to cut our losses.
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.- !.26 DEAN:

Certainly th&t is right and certainly it
has had no effect on you° That’s the good
thing.

H~JLDEE~N: No, it has been kept av;ay from the White
House almost, cc~::pletely, from the President
totally, k~he only tie to the White House
is that Co!s¢,n effort they keep trying to
haul in.
DEAN:

And, now of course (inaudible), the two
former White House people of lower level
indicted, one col°~sult&nt and one me.rnber
of the Domestic Council staff. That’s
not very much of a tie.

HALDE[~-%N: No. (Tr. 15-16)
The foregoing conversation raises a very strong
inference that by SeptemLa,u 15 the Presi&e,~i~. was av;are,
at the ].east, that higher officials at CRP had some involvement in Watergate and that Dean had been attezapting,
successfully, to keep the White L:.ov.~se and the President
from becoming involved in the scandal° Moreover, the
President’s "fingers in the dike" remark per;.~,its the
inference that he knew of specific problems which had
arisen from the point of view of the White House and of
the manner in which Dean had handled them. These inferences
are, of course, strengthened considerably by the circumstantial evidence outlined above.
These inferences would be strengthened even more if
the Sgpter.,ber 15 tape recording contained some of the
specific language that Dean used in his Senate testimony,
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i.e., that the l~resident was "pleased that the case
had stopped with Liddy," that others had done much more
difficult things than Dean, and that Lean could make
no assurances that further revelations would not occur.
While it is possible that such remarks were made by the
President and are not audible on the ta]pe -- or are on a
portion of the tape not made available to the Grand Jury -it is more likely that Dean recalled the words which are
audible on the recording and which bear the same clear
import, cog., the "fingers in the dike" and "you’ve handled
it skillfully" remark.
Following the September 15 meeting, in e¢~rly Decen-i,~er
1972, on the request of Mitchell and Dean, Haidcman approved
transfer by Strachan of some of a secret $350,000 cash
fund, held under Haldeman’s [.::ersona! ccu~trol, to Fred
LaRue for the purpose of paying the Watergate defendants:
in response to the

continuing belief on the part of

Mitchell and others that money should be paid. In early
January 1973, Haldeman approved transfer of the balance
of. the fund to LaRue. The cash fund had originally been
transferred to the White House in April 1972 from a larger
cash fund of over $i million held by Kaln’.bach as custodian
for Nixon in safe deposit boxes. At the time of the original
transfer of the cash fund to the White House, Ha!deman informed ~<".:<on of ¢~:<~ation of ::this fund. Documentary
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128 evidence suggests that tile fund ~..~as envisioned as a
general, contingen<~y fund originally inter~ded for
possible use to finance secret polling, secret intelligence
operations, or other ~miscellaneous" projects. An inference
could be drawn, a.lthougl<~. ~!~ema~ denles it, that the
President -- the presumed beneficiary of th:~.s fund -- was
made aware cont<~.mporaneous!y of the transfer of the fund
out of White House control a~0~ the purpose of the transfer.

6/28/74 SECOND

Introduction

This memorandum focuses on facts, inferences
and theories that demonstrate that beginning no later
than March 21, 1973, the President joined an ongoing
criminal conspiracy to obstruct justice, obstruct a
criminal investigation, and commit perjury (which included payment of cash to Watergate defendants to influence their testimody, making and causing to be made false
statements and declarations, making offers of clemency and
leniency, and obtaining information from the Justice Department to thwart its investigation) and that the President is also liable for substantive violations of various
criminal statutes.
The memorandum does not consider the extensive
but more circumstantial evidence that the;President was
involved in this conspiracy much earlier on, perhaps
within a few days after June 17, 1972. At the least,
this evidence includes:
-- the fact that each of the President’s top
aides (Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Colson) is alleged to have
been involved in a criminal conspiracy from shortly after
June 17;~his chief political associate John Mitchell is

also alleged to have been involved; his Counsel has
plead guilty to such involvement; and any inferences
that may legitimately be drawn from these facts on the
basis of the President’s ordinary practice of operating
the White House staff;
-- tape recordings of meetings on June 30 and
September 15, 1972, and a dictabelt of a recorded recollection on June 20, 1972 (that contains an unexplained
gap) that, at the least, would permit a jury to draw
the conclusion that the President was aware that high
staff members in his political re-election committee were
involved in Watergate and that some efforts were being
made to prevent this fact from coming out;
-- the fact that a portion of the tape recording of a conversation between the President and H. R.
Haldeman on June 20, 1972, during which they discussed
Watergate, subpoenaed by the grand .jury, was intentionally
destroyed apparently by some close associate of the
President, that responsibility for such destruction is
unexplained, that the President apparently made no efforts
to conduct his own investigation into this matter, and
any inferences that can legitimately be drawn from these
facts;
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-- the President’s refusal to provide to
the District Court for trial in United States v.
Mitchell, et al or to the House Committee on the Judiciary subpoenaed tape recordings of meetings prior to
March 21, 1973, including a recording of March 17, 1973
which almost certainly contains incriminating discussion
of the Watergate cover-up;
-- attempts by the President’s aides. Haldeman
and Ehrlichman in June 1972, after meeting with the President, to confuse the issue of CIA involvement in Watergate in order to restrict the FBI’s investigation;
-- the President’s failure to heed an urgent
warning by his own Acting Director of the FBI in July
1972;
-- statements by the President"on and after
March 21, 1973, indicating he was aware of and approved
the original "containment" approach of the conspiracy
prior to that time (e.g., March 21 a.m. meeting, WSPF
Tr. 15, 78).
Rather, on account of the more concrete and
unambiguous evidence respecting the President’s actions
and intentions on and after March 21, 1973, this memorandum primarily concerns that time period.

Under the case law, very little evidence is required
to establish that the President joined an ongoing
criminal conspiracy to obstruct justice in March of
1973, even if he did not act affirmatively to further
the conspirec[ prior to that time.
One who learns of and then associates himself with an
ongoing criminal conspiracy by casting in his lot with the
conspirators -- especially where he himself has a "stake in
the venture" -- becomes a member of the conspiracy under
existing case law. "Once the existence of a conspiracy is
established, slight evidence may be sufficient to connect
a defendant with it." Nye & Nissen v. United States, 168
F.2d 846, 852 (9th Cir. 1948), aff’~, 336 U.S. 613 (1949).
One does not become a member of a conspiracy simply on account
of receiving information aboutits nature and scope -- something more is required. The "something more" is generally
described as having a "stake in the success Qf the venture."
See e.g., United States v. Peoni, i00 F.2d 401 (2d Cir. 1938).
The individual "must in some sense promote [the] venture
himself, make it his own, have a stake in its outcome."
United States v. Falcone, 109 F.2d 579, 581 (2d Cir.), aff’d,
311 U.S. 205 (1940).
Although one member of the conspiracy must commit an overt
act, it is not necessary that every conspirator whose participa-
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tion is at issue have done so. Bannon v. United States,
156 U.S. 464, 468 (1895). In other words, there must be
evidence to show that the individual whose membership in the
conspiracy is alleged learned of the existence of the conspiracy and thereafter, possessing some commonality of
interest in some of the goals of the conspiracy, took action
sufficient to show that he had "cast in his lot" with the
conspirators to help further their conspiratorial aims.

If.

The evidence summarized below in parts III and IV,
infra, makes out a prima facie case that the
Pre-~[dent committed violations of a number of federal
criminal statutes.
The indictment returned in United States v. Mitchell, et al.

charged five of the President,s closest aides and associates,
the political assistant to one of these persons, and the
attorney for the President’s re-election committee with a conspiracy to defraud the United. States, to obstruct justice, and
to make false statements and declarations, all in violation of
18 U.S.C. 371. The indictment charged that the conspiracy continued up until March i, 1974. The grand jury also charged
that the President conspired with those indicted.
The available evidence supports charges that the President
participated in a conspiracy to violate certain other statutes
in addition to those specifically charged in the indictment,
and that he would be liable both as a principal and on a
theory of vicarious liability for additional substantive
offenses.
For example, there is evidence that the President conspired with others under 18 U.S.C. 371 to defraud the United
States and to co~it violations of certain federal criminal
laws, to wit:
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- - obstruction of justice, 18 U.S.C. 1503 (via the
means set out in the indictment in United States v.Mitchell et al, which included paying of funds and
offers of clemency and other benefits in order to
influence the testimony of witnesses, making and
facilitating the making of false statements and
declarations, obtaining information about the ongoing
investigation from the Justice Department for the
purpose of diverting or thwarting the investigation);
- - perjury, 18 U.S.C. 1623 (including the President’s
direct and personal efforts to encourage and facilitate the giving of~misleading and false testimony
by aides such as Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean, Strachan,
and possibly Mitchell);
- - bribery, 18 U.S.C. 201 (d), (by directly and
indirectly offering something of value -- money and
clemency in the case of Howard Hunt, and clemency
and/or a pardon in the case of Mitchell, Magruder,
and Dean -- with the intent to influence their
testimony before grandjuries, courts, and cong~es-

sional committees) ;
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- - obstruction of a congressional committee, 18 U.S.C.
1505 (by corruptly endeavoring to influence testimony
of various persons before the Ervin Cor~ittee,
including not only Hunt, Mitchell, Dean, and Magruder,
but also Haldeman and Ehrlichman)
- - obstruction of a criminal investigation, 18 U.S.C.
1510 (including his personal endeavor by means of
both bribery an__d misrepresentation -- the latter
especially with respect to President’s conversations
with Henry Petersen -- to delay and prevent communications of information

to the

United States Attorneys and to Henry Petersen).
At the very least, moreover, evidence establishing that
the President was a member of a conspiracy that had as its
means or objects violations of these statutes would also
establish violations by the President of the particular
statutes themselves, on the theory of vicarious liability.
~.~., Pinkerton v. United States, 328 U.S. 640, 645-48 (1946).
In addition, 18 U.S.C. 2 provides that one who "counsels,
¯ ¯ . induces or procures" the commission of an offense (such
as bribery, obstruction of justice or of a criminal investigation,
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or perjury) by another is "punishable as a principal" i.e
under the substantive statute whose violation he aided and
abetted. This section, as well as the doctrine of vicarious
liability, could make the President liable for offenses under
all the statutes cited above. Furthermore, 18 U.S.C. 3 provides that one who learns of an offense (such as, for instance,
the payment of money to Howard Hunt for the purpose of
influencing his testimony or the commission of perjury by
Egil Krogh and Jeb Magruder) and then acts to assist the
offenders (including those who conspired to cause the perjurious
statements and to make the payments) in order to prevent their
apprehension is liable as an "accessory after the fact."
This section fixes a maximum penalty of one-half of the penalty
for the substantive offense, which makes it a felony in the
case ~fenses such as perjury, bribery, and obstruction of
justice. On a similar theory, the President.~would probably
be liable on the same proof for misprison of felony, 18 U.S.C.
4, although there is relatively little caselaw under this
provision.
In connection with the President’s liability for the
offense of conspiracy it is important to note the nature and
breadth of traditional conspiracy law. The gravamen of the
offense is, of course, the agreement itself. The agreement
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must comprehend illegal means or illegal ends, or both. In
addition, some overt acts must have been undertaken by some
conspirator(s) to further the aims of the conspiracy. There
is no requirement that each conspirator take such acts or that
each conspirator play an integral part directly in each phase
of carrying out the agreement. It is sufficient to show that
each conspirator attached himself to the overall conspiracy
knowing (or having reason to know) the scope of its various
phases and that he did something to demonstrate affirmatively
that he had thrown in his lot with the conspiracy.
Nevertheless, in spite of the generality of typica! conspiracy law there is ample evidence in this case to demonstrate
that President Nixon took personal and affirmative direct
action to further the conspiracy outlined above in each of
its four most important phases.

- 8 III.

The President participated directly in at least
four major phases of a conspiracy to obstruct
justice, commit bribery, commit perjury, and
obstruct a criminal investigation and, in addition,
the President was a major participant in efforts
to continue to conceal the existence and scope
of the conspiracy, which efforts also constitute
evidence of his participation in the conspiracy.
The conspiracy indictment of seven individuals in

United States v. Mitchell, et al., charged that it was a
purpose of the conspiracy to conceal and cause to be concealed
the identities of persons who were responsible for and had
knowledge about the Watergate break-in and about other illegal
activities (including the Fielding break-in) by, inter alia:
- - planning, soliciting, assisting and facilitating
the giving of false, deceptive, and evasive statements and testimony;
- - covertly raising and distributing cash funds for
the benefit of the Watergate defendants;
- - making and causing to be made offe~ of leniency
clemency, and other benefits; and
- - obtaining by dishonest means information from the
Department of Justice to use for furthering the
concealment conspiracy.
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Available evidence makes out at least a ~a facie
case that President Nixon participated directly and personally in each of these four aspects of the conspiracy and,
in addition, was a major actor in seeking to conceal the
existence and then the scope of and participants in the conspiracy, which efforts themselves may be shown to have been part of
the original cover-up conspiracy or, possibly, a
second illegal conspiracy. See, e.g., Grunewald v. United
States, 353 U.S. 391 (1957); Lutwak v. United States, 344
U.S. 604 (1953); Krulewitch v. United States, 366 U.S. 440
(1949).
A. Payment of hush money to the defendants
(i) Undisputed facts
The following undisputed facts are probative of the
President’s own, direct involvement in that ~hase of the
conspiracy that involved payment of hush money to the Watergate defendants to secure their silence:
(a) In his meeting on the morning of March 21, 1973,
with John Dean and H. R. Haldeman,-the President learned -if he did not already know -- most o~ the material facts tending to show the involvement of his highest White House and
CRP aides in a cover-up effort that had begun soon after June
17, 1972, including the fact that covert cash payments had

i0-

been made to the defendants and the purpose of those payments. The President also learned of Howard Hunt’s new demand for $120,000 and of the dangers that might be posed
for some of the conspirators if Hunt told what he knew about
the Fielding or Watergate break-ins or both. (See, e.g.,
WSPF Tr. 20-21, 26)
(b) The President demonstrated familiarity with the
fact that payments had been made (volunteering his own belief that this had been done through a "Cuban Committee"),
suggested they might have to be continued, (WSPF Tr. 25, 27),
and told both Dean and Haldeman that what had already been
done could be "handled" in the future, (WSPF Tr. 17, 18, 19,
36, 39) even though the President apparently recognized in
suggesting that the "cover" of the "Cuban Committee" be retained for future payments that suchpaymen~probably amounted
to criminal activity. (See WSPF Tr. 25)
(c) The President agreed with Dean that some "new
strategy" was needed for dealing with the Watergate problem
and repeatedly urged that John Mitchell be called to Washington
on an urgent basis to sit down with Dean, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman and develop such a new approach. A number of possible
strategies were discussed. -/
_/ See part III(A)(2), infra.
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(d) During the March 21 morning meeting there was
considerable discussion about the desirability and feasibility of continuing to ~ake cash payments to the Watergate
defendants indefinitely, in terms of the cash cost of such
a course, political ramifications, possible course of grand
jury and congressional inquiries into Watergate, etc. The
President on several occasions reiterated that it would be
possible to get a million dollars for this purpose, indeed
that the President himself knew where it could be obtained,
(WSPF Tr. 24, 54, 55, 58, 60) but there was also discussion
about the difficulties of paying the money and the likely
futility of such a course. The President on several occasions
stated that indefinite payments to the defendants would probably simply make the situation worse or, at best, would result in their being "bled to death," especially in light
of the fact that the defendants would be in’~ail and "delivering" on executive clemency in the near future was
politically impossible. [Cites to. be supplied]
(e) The President and Dean agreed that if a course of
paying the defendants indefinitely were followed, Mitchell
should probably be the one to arrange for the mechanics of
delivering the cash. (WSPF Tr. 24)
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(f) With respect to Hunt’s current demand, the President on at least ten separate occasions during the meeting
specifically urged, encouraged, or (possibly) instructed
that Hunt’s "financial problem" be "handled" and "damn soon"
in order to "buy time." (WSPF Tr. 25, 26, 27, 38, 40, 46,
47, 65, 67, 71)

At no time did the President state or in-

struct that Hunt’s demand should not be made or make a statement that he believed that to pay Hunt’s current demand, if
necessary, would be unwise or improper.
(g) Following the March 21 morning meeting, Haldeman
telephoned Mitchell in New York City. _/ Thereafter, Mitchell
had a telephone conversation with Fred LaRue in which LaRue
and Mitchell discussed Hunt’s new demand. --/ LaRue told
Mitchell that Hunt was seeking $75,000 for attorney fees,
and asked what to do. Mitchell told LaRue to pay the money.
That evening, LaRue caused $75,000 to be delivered to Hunt’s
attorney, William O. Bittman.
(h) In the late afternoon of March 21, the President
met with Dean, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman. Early on in this
meeting, the President again raised the question of what
_/ For peculiarities relating to Haldeman’s notes of the March
21 meeting and the phone log showing this call, see infra.
_/ Mitchell apparently now confirms LaRue’s testimony about
the timing of this conversation.

should be done about Hunt’s demand. Either Haldeman Qr
Ehrlichman told the President that Mitchell and LaRue were
"aware of it so they know (inaudible) feeling is." There
was more discussion about whether something would be done
or about the fact that something would be done; inaudibility of the tape makes it impossible to determine the precise import of this conversation.
(i) The next morning, Haldeman and Ehrlichman learned
from Mitchell that Hunt’s "problemI’ had been "taken care
of." Ehrlichman apprised Krogh that the possibility of Hunt
talking had been alleviated.
(j) Within a short time and well before mid-April,
Haldeman informed the President that Hunt had been paid.
(Haldeman has so testified and the Presidential transcripts
of April 14 and 16 confirm this fact, e.g., "-1036.)
(k) On April 16, in a conversation with John Dean, the
President made a statement acknowledging that because the
payment to Hunt was discussed with him and then paid shortly
thereafter, that "assumes culpability on that" as to the
President himself. This statement followed a discussion
initiated by the President in which the President suggested

_/
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to Dean that Dean had not told the President about Hunt’s
threat on March 21 but only about a need by Hunt for money;
Dean corrected the President and reminded the President
of the true chain of events, including Dean’s discovery
that Mitchell had had the money paid. The President expressed pleasure that the money had been paid "on the
Mitchell level."
(I) Thereafter, the President did not disclose and,
indeed, apparently tried to conceal from Henry Petersen the
fact that a specific threat by Hunt was discussed with him
on March 21, and that he had learned shortly thereafter that
money had in fact been paid in response to this demand.
(m) At about the same time, the President had a number
of conversations withJHaldeman and Ehrlichman in which he
urged them to get a story together about their understanding
of the purpose for which cash payments to the defendants
had been made. (983, 994-95) On one occasion the President
stated that those involved "have got to stick to their line"
that they did not raise money "to obstruct justice" (639-40;
see also 430), even though in fact the President had previously been informed that those who participated directly

in making and authorizing payments did it for that purpose, (677) and that Haldeman and Ehrlichman. had well understood that themselves. (E.g., 493~ ("it was never expressed, but it was certainly understood.")
(n) On June 4, 1973, after the President had listened
to a number of his own tape recordings, he stated on several
occasions that the biggest problem would be the March 21
meeting but that Haldeman had been present at that meeting
and could"handle" it in his testimony.
(o) In August 1973, Haldeman testified on national
television in the Ervin Committee hearings -- after reviewing
his extensive detailed notes of listening to the tape recording of the March 21 meeting -- that on March 21 the
President told Dean that it would be possib~9 to raise a
million dollars "but that would be wrong." This testimony
is charged as perjurious in United States v. Mitchell, et al.
The President not only did not correct this testimony but
in fact affirmed in a public statement that he had a similar
recollection. Haldeman had previously warned the President
on April 17 that the President should have told Dean on
March 21 that "blackmai! is wrong, not that it’s tOO costly."
(1034)

~

(p) During and after April 1973, the President re-

peatedly made false and misleading public statements about
his role and that of others in making cash payments to
Watergate defendants and about his own knowledge of this
at various times. For instance, on May 22, 1973, the
President claimed that he did not know until March 21 of
any efforts to provide the defendants with funds; and on
August 15, 1973, he stated that he was not told on March 21
that money’had been paid to procure the defendants’ silence.
(2) ~heo~y o~. criminal liability
The actions and statements of the President set out
above are sufficient to show that the President joined and
became an active participant in a conspiracy to make cash
payments to Howard Hunt and others in order to influence
their testimony before various tribunals.
The President’s counsel has argued that"the President
did not specifically instruct anyone on March 21 to make the
payment to Hunt and that in any event the $75,000 paid on
that same night was not paid on a direct chain of instructions
emanating from the President. Despite this argument, there
is certainly sufficient evidence -- consisting of the undisputed facts listed above together with a single inference
that a reasonable man could certainly draw therefrom in light

¯ of all surrounding circumstances -- to permit a jury to
conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that the President did
instruct that Hunt be paid and that the President’s instructions were communicated by a direct chain of communication from Haldeman to Mitchell to LaRue, thereby becoming
the direct casual force of the payment that evening. The
argument the prosecution would be entitled to make to the
jury on this issue is outlined below in Point One. More
important, however, is the fact that notwithstanding this
proof a showing of direct casual connection between Presidential instruction and the payment of $75,000 is unnecessary
to prove the President’s direct participation in the hush
money phase of the conspiracy. Even if a jury rejected
direct casual connection, it would still be entitled on the
basis of undisputed facts to find beyond a reasonable doubt
that the President’s actions after learning..about prior
payments and about Hunt’s new demand were sufficient to show
that with a stake in the continued success of the conspiracy
he threw in his lot with the conspirators and made their
purpose his own. This argument is Point Two below. Finally,
even if the $75,000 had never been paid, there probably would
be sufficient evidence upon which the jury could find Presidential liability. See Point Three.
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(a)

POINT ONE: There was a direct causal connection between the President’s instructions
and payment of $75,000 to Hunt.

The President himself, while claiming that he did not
instruct that Hunt be paid during the March 21 morning meeting, has acknowledged with considerable understatement that
the tape recording of that meeting permits "differing interpretations." [Cite] The preponderance of the evidence shows
at the very least that the President repeatedly urged that
Hunt be paid, expressed the opinion that Hunt should be paid,
and possibly instructed that Hunt be paid, in order that the
conspirators could "buy time" to work out a new approach
to the entire Watergate dil~mma. During the meeting, the
President over and over returned to the subject of Hunt’s
demand. Not once did the President instruct that this
~articular demand for money by Hunt, made urgent by Hunt’s
impending sentencing, not be paid. Thus at’-the least the
tape shows the President consistently in favor of paying
Hunt. Moreover, the tape shows that the President’s views
were expressed throughout the conversation, including the
final time the subject arose in the meeting. --/

_/

The Presidential transcripts entirely omit a crucial instruction by the President near the end of the conversation
on the morning of March 21, without indicating that any
deletion has been made. Compare WSPF Tr. 67 with similar
portion of Presidential transcript.

The President’s remarks about the undesirability of
continuing indefinitely the cash payments to the defendants.
in jail, while they may be cited by counsel for the President, were on no occasion directed to the immediate question of whether to satisfy Hunt’s current demand. It appears
that the President may well have concluded that continued
payments over the years in connection with a continued
"stonewall" strategy would be unsuccessful because (I)
that strategy had to be coupled with action to prevent long
jail sentences, but "delivering" on clemency was politically
impossible in the near future; (c) many people had knowledge
and some of them were beginning to "look out for themselves";
and (3) eventually, the defendan~would probably get tired
of it all or, even sooner, might"crack." These facts evidently required a "new strategy" -- a movement away from
the old pre-election "containment" approach~ A number of
strategies were discussed but none was adopted, and it was
concluded that Mitchell should be brought to Washington
immediately to help work out a new strategy. While at one
point there was discussion of cutting all the defendants
off immediately as one of the options, the conversation
as a whole does not reflect that the President approved
or adopted that strategy, rather that he seemed reluctant
to assume its risks. Indeed, after this option was mentioned,

the President on a number of additional occasions reiterated the importance of satisfying Hunt’s demand.
Thus the President’s statements are consistent with
(we would argue that they compel) the conclusion that all
those present recognized the necessity of meeting Hunt’s
immediate demand in order to "buy time" for the conspirators to work out a new strategy for continuing the cover-up
cognizant of the increasing risk that some additional facts
about Watergate were inevitably going to come out. It is
in this context that the connection between this particular
payment of $75,000 and the discussion of possible new
.strategies on March 21 can be correctly understood. Of
the various courses of action considered by the President
on March 21 none of them involved full and complete disclosure of all the facts which would have exposed high
White House and CRP officials to criminal l~ability. -/
/ In considering Dean’s "hang out" strategy, the President
~ersistently coupled it with a caveat that if they decided
on that route it would of course be necessary to "keep criminal liability off of" Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean, Strachan,
Mitchell, and Magruder if possible.
The President also suggested several strategies he characterized as "middle ground" strategies, including a new grand
jury, a briefing to the cabinet, and one or more public statements. It is apparent from the conversation that the President, at least, did not contemplate that any of these strategies would involve any risk of potential criminal liability
for "trusted" aides. For instance, the President at one point
urged Dean to consider the President’s previous "scheme" of a

What they did have in common was that all required some time
to implement. Thus keeping Hunt silent for at least a little

(Cont’d. from previous page)
briefing to the Cabinet. However, this was to be in "general
terms": not what Dean knew to be true, but simply a repeat
of the denials of those who were involved. As the President
put it: "Haldeman is not involved, Ehrlichman is not involved."
The public statement route, it is quite clear, involved the
same deception; as Dean said the next day (March 22)when.the
President characterized this as a "let it all hang out" approach, it was really "a limited hang out."
The strategy initially pushed by the President most strongly, a "new grand jury", was transparently an attempt~to manufacture an excuse not to have anyone testify before the Senate
Watergate Committee. The President said that the "new grand
jury" appealed to him because on that line of attack the President could say he demanded that all White House personnel testify and afterwards they could claim the White House had been
"fully investigated." However, from the President’s own
characterization of this approach as a "middle ground" rather
than a real "hang out," it is obvious that the President did
notexpect the new grand jury would discover the true facts,
Rather, the grand jury would hear the familiar denials of
White House involvement. In fact, this strategy was discarded
at the beginning of the afternoon meeting on March 21 when
the President was told it risked leads being pursued, indictments being returned, etc. (Dean’s testimony about the grand
jury approach being rejected by Haldeman and Ehrlichman before
they all met with the President on the afternoon of March 21,
and the partly inaudible beginning of the March 21 afternoon
tape, are especially~important evidence here.) Haldeman observed that he was thinking that the White House itself might
try to leak the grand jury testimony to the press. And Dean
warned that going a justice system route could cause complete.
loss of "control"by the White House. The President responded
that Petersen might be brought in to run the investigation.
At the end of the March 21 morning conversation, however, when
the President tried to imagine what would happen if Magruder
did not hold up in the new grand jury, it became apparent that
the potential liability of Mitchell, Krogh, and others would
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longer was a prerequisite for putting into action any of
the new strategies for cover-up then under consideration,
either a strategy involving some considerable disclosure
("limited hang out") or one involving relatively little disclosure.

(Cont’d. from previous page)
be exposed. The President then seemed to trail off into
saying that that was the reason why they seemed to go "around
the track," coming back again to the problem of Hunt ("de we
ever have a choice on Hunt?") and to the need to get Mitchell
to Washington quickly in order to work out the best way to
proceed.
The strategy apparently favored in discussion on the afternoon of March 21 and adopted on March 22, that of having John
Dean write a "report," was quite obviously never intended as
an attempt to get all the facts out. Rather, everyone contemplated that Dean would write a report focusing heavily
on the pre-June 17 events and avoiding disclosure of highly
incriminating information about the obstruction of justice.
Apparently this approach had a number of advantages. First,
it would give the President an opportunity, should the coverup late collapse, of saying that he had "relied" upon it and
had been kept in the dark as to the truth. (See Ehrlichman’s
statements on March 22 that if "some corne~;comes unstuck"
the President could say he "relied" (285) and that it would
be necessary to "bottom your defense, your position on the report. The report says nobody was involved and you have to stay
consistent with that." (301)) Second, it would give an appearance of de facto cooperation with the Ervin Committee while
in fact narrowing the committee’s focus. And third, it would
explain Dean’s ubiquity in the early FBI aspects of the Watergate investigation.
The President’s own recollections dictated on the evening
of March 21 (which contain a mysterious 59-second gap) confirm
(i) the theory that the President was more concerned with the
liabilities of various individuals and whether that information
would get out than about any strategy that was designed to disclose any important information, and (2) that the possibility
of going back to the grand jury had been rejected as too risky.
The dictabelt is primarily useful because it bars any claim by
the President that his concern on March 21 was to get the facts
out, or that he had any doubt of what the true facts were.

After the morning meeting on March 21, Haldeman telephoned Mitchell in New York. --/ Haldeman has denied recalling any discussion with Mitchell about Hunt’s threat.
However, Haldeman’s purported lack of recollection of such
an incriminating fact can hardly be given much credence,
and certainly a jury would be entitled under all the circumstances to draw an inference that the President’s desire
to see that Hunt did not "blow" was passed along. Indeed,
on. the afternoon of March 21, either Haldeman or Ehrlichman
told the President that both LaRue and Mitchell were "aware
of it" and "know (inaudible) feeling is." How could they
have received this information except by Haldeman’s discussion with Mitchell? Mitchell has not been asked under
oath about the telephone call with Haldeman, but in light

_/ Hunt’s demand aside, this telephone call was in furtherance of the conspiracy in any event since i~ was designed
to get Mitchell to Washington urgently in order to fix on a
new scheme for continuing the cover-up. Indeed, the President’s acquiescence in and encouragement to the conspirators
to decide on some "new strategy" and to include Mitchell in
the deliberations, after what the President learned on March
21, is independent and powerful evidence that he joined the
conspiracy to obstruct justice at that time even if he had
not joined prior thereto. The President’s repeated encouragement and advice to Haldeman and Ehrlichman during March and
April to conceal or minimize their role in the cover-up is
not treated separately in this memo as an aspect of the President’s participation in the conspiracy. It is, of course,
admissible evidence, if only to show intent. Whether the
President’s encouragement to continue the cover-up as to the
roles of Haldeman and Ehrlichman would itself constitute an
obstruction of justice has not been researched. Such advice
and encouragement presumably could be charged under 18 U.S.C.
2, 3, and 4. See also Part IV, infra.
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of the fact that he denies ever approving any payment of
hush money at any time he can be expected to deny that
Hunt’s demand was discussed in this particular call as
well. The denials of the accused -- Haldeman and Mitchell -still permit the jury to draw an inference that instructions
to keep Hunt quiet and pay him if necessary were indeed
passed along in this telephone conversation.
The inference that Haldeman passed along to Mitchell
the President’s desire to keep Hunt quiet is strengthened
by the non-production of Haldeman’s notes of the March 21
morning meeting and the mysterious absence for more than
nine months of a portion of his telephone log for March 21,
showing the 12:30 p.m. call to Mitchell. /

John Dean has testified that he specifically recalls
Haldeman beginning to take notes soon after Haldeman entered
the meeting. Those notes have never turned up. According
to White House counsel, they cannot be found in the files

where all the rest of Haldeman’s notes of meetings with
the President during this period can be found, or anywhere
else. Only Haldeman, of course, in addition to White
House counsel (representing the. President) have had access
to these files. A jury would be entitled to infer from

non-production that the notes contained some reference to
Haldeman’s understanding that the President wanted him to
phone Mitchell and inform Mitchell of the President’s desire
that Hunt be paid.

/¯

.

When the significance of this matter
was discerned by the prosecution in December 1973, Haldeman
claimed not to be able to locate "page one." A request
for a search in White House files was then made during the
course of an FBI investigation into missing and altered
White House documents. Haldeman’s former deputy Lawrence
Higby recovered "page one" of March 21 during a search of
Haldeman’s files, and then only when a member of the White
House counsel’s office who was looking over Higby’s shoulder
pointed out to Higby that Higby was initially looking in the
wrong place.

After Mitchell spoke with Haldeman at 12:30 p.m. on
March 21, 1973, Mitchell had a telephone conversation
with LaRue. --/ In this conversation, Mitchell advised
LaRue to pay Hunt the $75,000 LaRue said Hunt was demanding
for attorney fees and LaRue did so that evening.
The President’s counsel apparently makes much of the
timing and circumstances of Dean’s earlier conversation
with LaRue about Hunt’s demand, arguing that if LaRue
learned about Hunt’s demand from Dean and then secured
Mitchell’s authorization to pay it, this "chain" of authority
is a separate one from any chain containing the President.
Such an argument is erroneous, because the Dean-LaRue conversation is irrelevant to the specific issue at hand. Dean
and LaRue agree that Dean refused to have anything to do
with paying any money and that LaRue took the position that
LaRue would not make any payment unless someone higher-up
authorized it. Dean would not "authorize" it and thus
LaRue turned to Mitchell. Whether LaRue phoned Mitchell
or Mitchell phoned LaRue on the afternoon of March 21, and
whether LaRue filled Mitchell in on what Dean had told him
or whether Mitchell did all the talking is beside the point.

/ LaRue recalls that the conversation was in mid-afternoon.
~pparently Mitchell now confirms that it was in "early" to
mid-afternoon, following his 12:30 p.m. conversation with
/
Haldeman.

The point is that LaRue sought Mitchell’s authorization
to pay Hunt, and Mitchell gave such authorization. Mitchell
had talked with Haldeman just a few hours before, after
Haldeman came out of the morning meeting with the President.
Thus, regardless of the details of the LaRue-Mitchell conversation, if Haldeman had previously told Mitchel! of the
President’s feeling about keeping Hunt quiet then Mitchell,
in authorizing LaRue to pay Hunt, was acting at least in
part on the President’s desire and/or instructions. The
only factual "lacuna" ].eft by the undisputed facts which
it is necessary to fill by the drawing of an inference
in order to establish a direct casual chain from the President to the payment is what Haldeman told Mitchell at
12:30 p.m. on March 21 concerning the President’s desire
to satisfy Hunt’s monetary demand if necessary. Given the
entire chain of circumstances, given the P~esident’s urgent
concern about Hunt’s threat on the morning of March 21, and
given Haldeman’s role as the President’s chief of staff
ordinarily charged with communicating the President’s desires directly to those who were required to take highly
significant action, a jury could certainly draw the inference that Haldeman did pass along the President’s feelings
as instructions to Mitchell. Such an inference completes
the causal "chain."

(b)

POINT TWO: The undisputed facts show that the
President was a participant in the hush money
phase of the conspiracy regardless of whether
there was a direct causal link between his instructions and the pa[ment to Bittman on March 21.

The brief discussion of conspiracy law in part If,
supra, shows that there is no need to prove the President
himself ordered a payment of $75,000 cash in order to
establish his participation in this aspect of the conspiracy, though of course such proof dramatizes the case
against him.
It is undisputed that the President learned that the
conspirators had been making cash payments and that this
was probably an obstruction of justice; that he also learned
that a new and pressing demand was on the table; that he
seriously entertained paying this current demand, did
not instruct that it not be paid, and understood that it
might have to be paid (even if by someone else) in order
to maintain the conspiracy; that the President shortly
thereafter learned that it had been paid on the orders of
a principal conspirator, with the apparent result of
"stabilizing" Hunt; that thereafter the President did everything he could to conceal the fact that Hunt’s demand was
discussed with him and that it was paid, including making

false and misleading statements to the public and Henry
Petersen --/ and permitting Haldeman to commit alleged
perjury on the matter on public television; that the
President also continued to help, advise, and encourage
Haldeman and Ehrlichman in devising various "cover stories"
concerning the collapse of the conspiracy and their own
role in obstruction of justice; and that the President
was especially concerned to aid Haldeman and Ehrlichman
in maintaining a posture that they had no culpable intent
in regard to the paying of money. Of course, the details
as finally uncovered by the Special Prosecutor’s investigation were withheld from him, the Justice Department,
and the public by the President until the subpoenaed tape
recordings were finally turned over in December 1973, showing the President’s position on the entire issue of hush
money to have been false and misleading.
The President’s actions, statements, and conduct listed
above -- all of which constitute affirmative actions in
furtherance of a criminal conspiracy -- are more than suffi-

/ False exculpatory statements are a~missible in evidence.
See United States v. Bando, 244 F.2d 833, 842 (2d Cir.),
cert. denied, 355 U.S. 8--~ (1957); United StaLes v. Smolin,
182 F.2d 782, 785 (2d Cir. 1950).
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to permit a finding that the President threw in his lot
with the conspiracy knowing that a final payment to Hunt
might have to be made and had been made to perpetuate
the conspiracy, and then did everything he could to
see to it that the goal of that payment and of the
conspiracy as a whole would be realized. This meets
the legal standard specified in part I, supra.

(c)

POINT THREE: The President’s concealment
of past payments of hush money by his close
aides and his encouragement to them to
minimize criminal liability on that score
probably constitutes sufficient evidence to
to show that the President joined a criminal
conspiracy.

Even if Hunt had never been paid on March 21, the undisputed facts still show that the President learned on
March 21 of past payments of cash for silence and understood that this was illegal; that he knew that at the
least Dean, Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Mitchell, LaRue, and
Kalmbach were involved; that the President never took
steps to inform prosecutorial authorities about these
facts but instead suggested’to Dean and others (and pursued) a course of "handling" those payments through a "cover"
story; that the President had numerous discussions with
Haldeman and Ehrlichman in which he urged them to get to-
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gether a consistent innocent story about their role in
making cash payments, and urged them to be sure others
would also "stick to.their line" of an innocent purpose;
that after he learned that LaRue had confessed, the
President instructed that Kalmbach be informed so that
Kalmbach could meet LaRue’s testimony;.and that the
President subsequently made false exculpatory statements
concerning his~own knowledge of hush money payments and
the timing of such knowledge.
In an ordinary case, the President’s action here
would probably be sufficient to permit a jury to conclude
beyond a reasonable doubt that he joined the conspiracy.
Moreover, the President’s role as Haldeman’s and Ehrlichman’s superior must also be considered. For instance,
in a case in which Haldeman and Ehrlichman were corporate
vice-presidents and Nixon were their chief executive officer,
Nixon’s role in "ratifying" past action and assisting his
subordinates in concealing it or minimizing their criminal
liability for it takes on special importance because he
is playing a "part" in the conspiracy that,on!y he can play.
That is, when he learns of the conspiracy he is in a position to endit immediately, but instead by permitting it to
continue and encouraging it to continue he is, in effect,
joining up with the conspirators and lending his status
and resources to it. At the least, that is what occurred
here.

(B) Offers of leniency and executive clemency.
(i) Facts.
The following undisputed facts are probative of the
President’s direct, affirmative participation in the "clemency"
aspect of the conspiracy.
(a) In January 1973, probably on the afternoon of January 4,
the President had a conversation with Charles Colson in which,according to the President, he told Colson that of course
clemency could be considered for Howard Hunt on the basis of
his family situation. -/ On January 3 and January 4 Colson
had two meetings with William Bittman. Prior to these meetings
Colson discussed with Dean and Ehrlichman their desire to have
Colson reassure Hunt concerning the length of time Hunt would
have to spend in jail, withoutmaking any overt assurances.

/ Dean has testified that Colson told Dean this conversation
took place January 4 or possibly January 5. The President’s
own recollection as revealed in the Presidential transcripts
(see, e.g., 419-421 and 543, as well as the March 21 conversation, WSPF Tr. 23) tends to confirm this date. Colson recalls
that the conversation took place later in January 1973.~
Colson’s recollection, however, is inconsistent with the
President’s own admissions that the President definitely told
Colson clemency "of course could be considered." Thus Colson’s
testimony could reasonably be given relatively lesser weight.

(b) Prior to March 21, the President had a conversation
with Dean in which the President asked if the defendants were
keeping quiet because they expected or anticipated clemency,
to which Dean replied in the affirmative. The.President
asked Dean what Dean would advise on that; Dean said the situation would have to be watched closely. [cite to be supplied]
(c) On March 21, the President learned that Colson had
conveyed assurances to Hunt via Bittman that Hunt would get out
of jail within a year or at least that Hunt so understood what
Colson had told Bittman. The President took no issue with
this information and indeed later during the meeting told
Haldeman that, "as you know," Colson had "gone around" on the
"clemency thing" with Hunt "and the others."
(d) During the March 21 morning meeting, the President
at no point repudiated or rejected the propriety of the offer
of clemency about which he had heard. The President did agree
with Dean’s assessment that clemency was "impossible" prior to
the 1974 elections, as a political matter, and questioned
Dean about Dean’s view that it would never be possible because
of the political climate.
(e) On March 27, Haldeman mentioned to the President that
a "super-panel" idea had merit because it would drag out the

Watergate matter and, since the President could pardon everyone anyway after the 1974 elections, no one involved would be
subject to more than a two-year prison liability. (341)
(f) On April 14 the President, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman
determined that the latter should meet separately with John
Mitchell and Jeb Magruder. The President urged Ehrlichman
to express the President’s "personal affection" for Magruder
in meeting with him, since "(t)hat’s the way the so-called
clemency thing’s got to be handled ....
" Haldeman
then added, "Do the same thing with Mitchell." (503)
Later that day, after meeting with Mitchell, Ehrlichman
reported back to the President that he had conveyed the message of good feelings to Mitchell (as the tape of their
conversation shows he did), to which the President responded,
"He got that, huh?" (524) Then, as Ehrlichman was leaving
the President to meet with Magruder, the President reiterated,
"Be sure you convey my warm sentiments." (578) Later
Ehrlichman reported back that he had done exactly that. (590)
(g) On the evening of April 14, the President had an
extensive conversation with Ehrlichman about how Ehrlichman
might "move" John Dean around from a position of throwing

off on

Haldeman and Ehrlichman. The President stated

that the only thing that was likely to be effective in such .
an effort was Dean’s realization that if things went wrong
"down the road" only the President could pardon Dean and
restore Dean’s license to practice law. (664-667)
(h) On April 15, the President told Dean that the
President had been "foolish" to talk to Colson about clemency
for Hunt.
(i) Throughout his conversations with Henry Petersen,
the President failed to communicate to Petersen the President’s
knowledge that Colson (whether on the President’s instructions
or in excess of them) had in effect promised clemency to Hunt,
and of course failed to tell Petersen that the President
himself had urged Ehrlichman to make veiled offers of clemency
to others.
(j) After April 1973, the President repeatedly made
false or misleading public statements concerning his knowledge
of this aspect of the conspiracy. For instance, on May 22,
1973, the President said: "At no time did I . . . know about
any offer of Executive Clemency for the Watergate defendants."
On August 15 the President again stated that he had consistently

maintained~a position that "under no circumstances could
executive clemency be considered for those who participated
in the Watergate break-in." And on November 17, 1973, the
President claimed that although clemency was raised with him
by his aides he "turned it down whenever it was suggested."
(2) Theory of criminal liability
To prove the President’s complicity in this aspect of
the conspiracy it is, of course, unnecessary to show that
the President personally made or authorized explicit "offers"
of executive clemency to anyone in exchange for their continued silence. It is sufficient to show that with knowledge
that such attempts had been made or might be made as a part
of the effort to conceal the truth from coming out in congressional hearings or a grand jury the President took
affirmative action to assist such action and-;to conceal that

/
it was being taken by others. -Nonetheless, the Presidential transcripts come close to
meeting the much more stringent standard (just as, in the case
of the payment of hush money, the evidence certainly permits
a conclusion that as a direct result of the President’s
instructions $75,000 was paid to Howard Hunt to encourage
_/ See, e.g., pp 682-83, where the President observes that they
can count on Colson to protect them with Hunt by protecting
himself.

his continued cooperation and silence). The transcripts
show that the President instructed Ehrlichman on two and.
possibly three occasions to make veiled commitments of
clemency or other future benefits (a pardon in the case of
Dean) in order to limit the extent to which important culpable figures would implicate those closest to the President
(Haldeman and Ehrlichman) and the President himself if they
"came forward" and admitted their own complicity in the
Watergate matter. Indeed, the strategy of having Mitchell
and Magruder come forward, thus taking the heat off the ~ite
House, was integral to the plan of conspirators Haldeman and
Ehrlichman in early and mid-April. Obviously, that plan would
be thwarted if in coming forward Mitchell and Magruder not
only revealed their own role in the pre-Watergate break-in
activities but also made extensive disclosures about the
ensuing obstruction of justice that implicated Dean, Haldeman,
Ehrlichman and others in the White House. (See, e.g., p. 503.)
Thus veiled assurances that if these individuals limited
their disclosure they would be taken care of in the long run
were extremely important to the overall approach at this time,
and only assurances emanating directly from the President
would be thought adequate to suffice in this regard.
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Based on the evidence concerning the President’s role
in Colson’s initial conversations with Hunt -- which is
certainly contradictory -- there is certainly sufficient
evidence for a jury to conclude that the President authorized
Colson to hold out clemency as one way of "reassuring" Hunt
and preventing Hunt from implicating others. The President’s
own admission to Haldeman and Ehrlichman that the President’s
remarks to Colson came in the context of Colson’s appreach
to the President about "reassuring" Hunt support such an
inference, and are consistent with Dean’s testimony. Colson’s
testimony would tend to support a much less exculpatory
theory favorable to the President here. However; the President’s
subsequent false exculpatory public statements, which are
admissible evidence against him showing he believed he had
something to hide or at least that one or more of the conspirators had something to hide which the President was helping
them to hide, are probative on this issue. Moreover, the
President’s concealment of the whole area of clemency in his
discussions with Henry Petersen itself may rise to the level
of obstruction of justice and obstruction of a criminal
investigation; at the least, this concealment is evidence

that he was acting affirmatively to further the conspiracy
of his aides which he well knew at that time involved an
effort to reassure Hunt to influence Hunt’s testimony.
(C) Making and causing to be made false statements
and declarations
(i) Facts
The following undisputed facts are probative of the
President’s involvement in that aspect of the conspiracy
that comprehended the counseling, facilitating, assisting,
and giving of false statements and testimony:
(a) The President in a public press conference on
August 29, 1972, falsely stated that his counsel John Dean
had conducted an investigation for the White House into
Watergate and had found that no one there was involved.
(b) Prior to March 21, 1973, the President learned from
John Dean that Gordon Strachan had’~tonewalled" investigators
in a number of interviews and would continue to do so.
(c) On March 21, the President learned from John Dean
precise details of how Egil Krogh, Jeb Magruder, and Herbert
Porter had committed perjury. The President then engaged in a

conversation with Dean concerning the question of whether
Krogh’s perjury could be detected and/or proved. (WSPF Tr.-9, 26).
(d) On the morning of March 21, in a discussion of the possibility of White House aides going to the grand jury and of
the risk of perjury in case that route were pursued, the
President followed up a suggestion by Haldeman that to avoid
perjury one can "say you forgot" by stating:
If you’re
remember,
answer to
(WSPF Tr.

asked, you just say, "I don’ t
I can’t recall, I can’t give
an
that, that I can recall.
53)

(e) On March 27, Haldeman suggested to the President that
Magruder might be convinced to admit that he’d perjured himself
on his "own motive" not as a part of a conspiracy. (351)
(f) In the period April 14 - 17, the President urged
Haldeman and Ehrlichman to get their story together about
what their position would be on the payment of hush money, since
they would have to acknowledge at the least that they knew
money was being paid. (983, 994-95) On another occasion,
the President stressed that the important thing was for all
those involved in raising money to "stick to their line"
that money was not paid to obstruct justice (639-640; see

also 430); this was after Haldeman and Ehrlichman had told
the President that those directly involved had done it for
that purpose, (677) and that Haldeman and Ehrlichman had
also known that. (439) On more than one occasion, the
President actually urged that such a story be put forth.
(E.g., 628)
(g) In the period April 14-17, the President had a number of conversations with Haldeman and Ehrlichman about what
Gordon Strachan would testify to, in which among other things
the President urged that Strachan be given full information
about Magruder’s testimony in order to be prepared to "meet
those points." (

)

(h) On April 15, the President learned that Robert
Mardian had participated in the cover-up by helping to
"coach" witnesses to lie in the. grand jury. (687)
(i) On the evening of April 17, in a conversation with
Haldeman and Ehrlichman, the President learned that Dean had
in fact’ told Kalmbach the purpose of the raising of cash
fnnds for the Watergate defendants, and that Dean had admitted
this to Ehrlichman. The President replied: "You can say
that he told you on such and such a date that he did not tell
Herb Kalmbach what the money was for." (1201)
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(j) On the morning of April 16, the President in a meeting
with John Dean led Dean through the President’s "recollections"
of a number of important events, which recollections did no~
coincide with the facts; in some (but not all) instances
Dean corrected the President. For example, the President suggested that he had called Dean in for a "report" in late
March, but Dean corrected him as to the timing (pre-McCord
letter) and circumstances of that meeting. The President
claimed Dean had told him only "fragmentary" information
on March 21 and had not told him about Hunt’s explicit threat
to "bring Ehrlichman to his knees." The President repeatedly
told Dean to be sure to testify that the President had asked
Dean for an investigation and that Dean had reported back to
the President that no one was involved. The President several
times mentioned that problems with clemency seemed to be
"solely Mitchell," to which Dean reiterated that that was
primarily Ehrlichman and Colson.

"~

(k) /
the President made a variety of false
and misleading public statements beginning on April 17 and
continuing into November 1973 concerning his own knowledge
and involvement in Watergate-related events.

(1) On June 4, 1973, the President had a number of conversatins with Ron Ziegler and Alexander Haig in which he
stated that Haldeman could "handle" the March 21 meeting in
testimony. Subsequently, Haldeman testified before the
Ervin Committee on that meeting and his testimony has been
charged as perjurious in a number of critical respects in
the indictment in United States v. Mitchell, et al. The
President did not correct this testimony; in fact, he later
stated that he had a similar recollection of this meeting.
(m) Throughout the President’s conversations in late
April with Henry Petersen, the President made a number of
false or misleading statements concerning, inter ~alia,
what had happened on March 21 and what the President was or
was not doing with the information Petersen was giving him
about testimony being obtained by the United States Attorney.
(2) Theory of criminal liability
Based on the above facts, the President participated in
the "perjury" aspect of the conspiracy in a variety of different ways, each of which was designed to further the aims of
the conspiracy to "cut losses" at as low a level as possible,
to conceal the scope of and participants in the conspiracy,

and to minimize the liability of the President’s own closest
White House aides.
First, the President learned in intimate detail that a
number of persons (Magruder, Krogh, Porter, possibly Mitchell,
possibly Strachan) had committed perjury and that two (Robert
Mardian and John Dea~ had suborned perjury and he failed at
any time to seek to bring this to the attention of prosecutive
authorities himself.
Second, a jury could certainly conGlude beyond a reasonable doubt that the President urged various individuals to
commit perjury himself: his "perjury lesson" to Haldeman.and
Dean on March 21, his April 16 meeting with Dean in which
it could be concluded that he coached Dean about what to say
regarding Dean’s contacts with the President, and his
encouragement of Haldeman and Ehrlichman to develop an exculpatory version of money payments are the main examples.
Third, the President was instrumental in developing a
"cover story" respecting the collapse of the conspiracy in
late March and April 1973 which he himself put out in several
public statements, beginning on April 17. The cover story -that implied that the President had broken the case after an
investigation by Dean and Ehrlichman and then "gotten in" the
Justice Department and given them his information -- was

demonstrably false. The President also made false exculpatory statements about his knowledge of hush money and clemencY
and his attempts to get the truth out.
Fourth, the President at best condoned and probably
encouraged Haldeman’s perjury on national television concerning the March 21 meeting. From the President’s conversations on June 4 and from his refusal to turn over tapes of a
telephone conversation he had with Haldeman the same day a
jury would certainly be entitled to conclude ~hat the President
urged Haldeman to "handle" the March 21 meeting falsely as
part of the overall conspiracy. This inference is strengthened
by a conversation which Haldeman and the President had on
April 17 in which Haldeman warned the President that the
President would be criticized for telling Dean on March 21 not
that "blackmail is wrong" but that "it’s too costly." (1034)
Fifth, the President directly made fals~ and misleading
statements to Henry Petersen. These statements might constitute an offense under 18 U.S.C. I001 and current caselaw
interpreting it.--/

/ More research must be done from the transcripts and from
~uestioning Petersen to isolate the clearest false statements.
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(D) Obtaining information from the Justice Department
for use in thwarting the investigation and aiding
those under suspicion.
The indictment in United States v. Mitchell, et al.
charges that it was a part of the conspiracy that the conspirators would obtain information from the FBI and Department
of Justice for the purpose of using it in furtherance of the
conspiracy. During the summer of 1972, John Dean obtained
information about the progress of the investigation from Henry
Petersen and L. Patrick Gray that Dean passed on to Mitchell,
Magruder, LaRue, Ehrlichman, and others for the purpose of
assisting those under suspicion and avoiding -- by anticipation -discovery by investigators of criminating evidence. Dean told
Petersen and Gray that he was conducting an "investigation"
for the President; that was false, for Dean was not conducting
any investigation and, indeed, never saw the President during
this period and was never instructed by anyone to conduct
any .investigation. In late August 1972, however, the
President stated that his counsel John Dean had conducted a
thorough investigation and exonerated everyone in the White
House. There are two possibilities: the President intentionally
made a false statement or the President was misled by Ehrlichman.
On the basis of evidence from the tapes and transcripts postAugust 1972, a jury could certainly find that the President

intentionally lied in August 1972, and could infer that he
knew Dean was getting information in order to thwart the
legitimate investigation. This evidence includes the
President’s knowledge and approval on September 15 about
Dean’s having been the one to "handle" Watergate in the White
House, and the President’s concern in March and April 1973 to
find even at that time an explanation for the spurious "Dean
report" and for Dean’s "ubiquity" (Dean characterized his
involvement as being present ."like a blanket") in the early
stages of the investigation.
On and after April 15, the President began a series of
almost daily meetings with Henry Petersen in which the
President himself played a role echoing that of Dean in summer 1972. The President repeatedly sought information from
Petersen about the progress of the investigation and,
especially, about the evidence being accumullted against
Haldeman and Ehrlichman. On one occasion, according to
Petersen’s testimony, the President pressed for a written
summary of the evidence against his top aides, but Petersen
refused to provide it. The President justified his desire
for this detailed information on the ground that he needed it
to make policy and to decide what should be done about

Haldeman and Ehrlichman. In truth, the President was passing
on this information to Haldeman and Ehrlichman in order to
protect their interests and those of his other aides and the
President himself.-/
In addition to giving information to Haldeman and Ehrlichman
to help them protect themselves, the President had them pass
along information to three others for the protection of those
other persons --all of whom in fact were eventually charged
with conspiracy or alleged to be co-conspirators in United
States v. Mitchell, et al.
(A) Kalmbach. The President instructed Haldeman and
Ehrlichman to notify Kalmbach that LaRue had made a full confession to the prosecutors before Kalmbach’s impending grand
jury appearance in April 1973. Ehrlichman did in fact have a
telephone conversation with Kalmbach and inform him of this
fact.
(B) Colson. The President discussed on the evening of
April 14 the need to give Colson a "touch up" on events that
himself unnecessarily
were rapidly unfolding in order to permit Colson not to perjure / .
/ This memorandum does not treat and this office has not
~esearched the possibility that the President’s unauthorized
disclosure to potential target defendants Haldeman and
Ehrlichman of grand jury information relating to them (which
he had received in the course of his duties), might be punishable as contempt of the District Court or under federal
criminal statutes. See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. 401, 402.

Strachan. It is obvious from the White House transcripts
that the President on April 14 - 16 was extraordinarily concerned with the testimony that Gordon Strachan would provide
with respect to allegations by Jeb Magruder that wiretap
material had been sent to Strachan for transmission to Haldeman.
On the 14th Haldeman reported to the President that Magruder
was cooperating with the prosecution, that Magruder ~plicated
Strachan in connection with the transmission of wiretap
materials to the White House, and that, according to Magruder,
Fred LaRue was also about to confess. Repeatedly over the next
several days the President, Haldeman, and Ehrlichman discussed
how to handle this situation -- for example, the President
urged that Ehrlichman meet with Magruder on the 14th "particularly" to learn "what the hell he is going to. say about
Strachan," agreed that what Strachan "has to do is prove the
defense that . . . [m]eets these points," and advised that
Ehrlichman "should put [Strachan] through a little wringer
there" in preparing him for interrogation by the prosecutors.
This effort to alert Strachan to the Government’s progress
in uncovering the truth about the break-in and cover-up had
two important effects. First, Strachan had appeared before
the Grand Jury on April ii, 1973, and, as set forth in Count 13
of the present indictment against him, perjured himself with

respect to the transfer of the $350,000 fund from White House
control after the 1972 election. After learning, as a resul.t
of the President’s efforts, that Magruder, probably LaRue,
and possibl Y Dean were cooperating with the Government,
Strachan attempted to "recant" these lies. In addition,
Strachan told the prosecutors an exculpatory version of his
conduct that, in fact, was tailored to "meet" Magruder’s
allegations -- Strachan said that the intelligence documents
that Magruder had sent him were "Sedan Chair" (non-wiretap),
not "Gemstone" (wiretap) materials. This version, which
Strachan repeated before the Senate Select Committee in July
1973, we believe can be shown to be false.*/

*/ The facts with respect to Strachan’s perjury and attempted
~ecantation, as well as the relevant pages from the recently
released White House transcripts, are set forth in the
Government’s Memoranda in Opposition to Strachan’s Taint and
Recantation Motions, filed in Criminal No. 74-110.
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IV.

Actionsby the President since March 21, 1973, to mislead, hinder, and obstruct legitimate investigations
into Watergate and to refuse to cooperate with such
investigations are all probative evidence of.his
participation in a continuing conspiracy to obstruct
justice and to obstruct a criminal investigation. At
the least, these actions would be admissible evidence
upon which a jury could judge the President’s intent.
They may also constitute substantive obstruction.

Without going into great detail concerning either factual
history or theories of culpability, it seems clear that all of
the following actions by the President would be admissible
ew[dence of his participation in a conspiracy to obstruct
justice and to obstruct a criminal investigation, and probably
would in addition form a basis for substantive obstruction of

/

justice charges:--

(A) Between March 21 and April 15, 1973, the President made absolutely no attempt to bring to the attention of
legitimate prosecutorial authorities the knowledge he had
acquired that was highly incriminating of many of his top aides
and associates. (See, ~.~., Ehrlichman’s statement of concern
at 438.) In fact, the President on two occasions authorized
public statements on his behalf of his continued confidence in

__/ This office has not researched the latter point.
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John Dean, who had admitted to the President being involved in
obstruction of justice.
(B) On March 21 and 22, 1973, the President and his
aides decided upon development of a new strategy to continue
the Watergate cover-up that included preparation of a written
report focusing on pre-June 17 events that was plainly calculated both to conceal highly incriminating evidence of postJune 17 activities and to influence the Ervin Committee and
grand jury investigations by narrowing their likely ground of
inquiry, thus preserving White House officials including Haldeman, Ehrlichman, Dean, Strachan, and Colson from criminal
liability.
(C) After McCord’s letter of March 23, Dean’s reluctance to produce a written report, and the beginning of the
collapse of the cover-up, the President was.~ central figure
in developing a different "limited hang out" strategy to accord
with the developing situation. This included sacrificing
Mitchell and Magruder and developing a cover-story that the
President himself had broken the case by ordering an investigation by Dean and then Ehrlichman the results of which(the Presiwould claim) he
dent/then made available to the Justice Department. Even after
Dean began cooperating with the prosecution, this false "scenario"
rehearsed over and over again in the Presidential transcripts
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(e.g., 820-826) was put into effect in the President’s April 17
statement and adhered to thereafter.
(D) After it became clear that Dean was cooperating,
the President had numerous conversations with Henry Petersen
during which the President obtained information from Petersen
that he then related to Haldeman and Ehrlichman in order that
they could be prepared to meet the testimony of those who were
cooperating. The President misled Petersen during these conversations. The President also attempted to prevent Petersen from
giving Dean use immunity for fear that Dean could then testify
fully against Haldeman, Ehrlichman, and possibly the President
himself.
(E) In response to developing information and public
pressure, the President repeatedly made false public statements
about Watergate and made no move to correct.911eged perjury by
Haldeman in the Ervin Committee.
(F) From the outset of the appointment of Archibald
Cox as Special Prosecutor, the President cooperated ~.;ith him in
obtaining documents and other evidence only grudgingly, if at
all.

/ Not until April 17, apparently, did the President
"sele~-~" March 21 as the relevant date. (See 1121)

(G) When existence of White House tape recordings
came to light, the President invoked executive privilege and
refused to turn over tapes subpoenaed bythe grand jury, even
those such as the tape of March 21 about which conversation
Dean and Haldeman had already testified and thus no legitimate
interest in confidentiality remained.
(H) When ordered by the District Court and Court of
Appeals to turn over the subpoenaed tapes, the President refused
to do so and sought to impose a solution on Special Prosecutor
Cox which precluded access by him to original recordings and
required him not to seek additional evidence from the ~.~ite
House. When the Special Prosecutor refused to accede to this
demand, the President instructed him to be fired. His firing
was later held illegal.
(I) The President subsequently failed to inform the
District .Court that a number of the conversations had not been
recorded, a number of notes and documents called for by the
subpoena were missing or could not be found, and that part of
one recording had been intentionally destroyed.
(J) The President continued to refuse to cooperate
in numerous respects with the second Special Prosecutor and
with the House Judiciary Committee.

(K) A number of other documents and tapes have
unexplainably turned out to be missing, or to have mysterious
gaps or deletions.
The point of listing these factors is not so much to
demonstrate that in themselves they constitute an offense -though that may be the case -- as to stress that they would be
admissible evidence to show intent which a jury could consider
on the question of whether the President was a member of the
conspiracy outlined above in part III.

On the basis of the undisputed facts and reasonable
inferences therefrom outlined above, there is ample
evidence upon which a jury could conclude beyond a
reasonable doubt that the President participated in
a criminal conspiracy.

On the basis of the facts and argument set out in parts
III and IV, su__~, a jury certainly could conclude beyond a
reasonable doubt that the President joined an ongoing criminal
conspiracy no later than March 21, 1973. With full knowledge
of the conspiracy’s contours and of the problems it faced in
the immediate future, the President advised the conspirators
to "buy time" by making a final payment of cash to Hunt and,
in consultation with them, settled on a scheme to prepare a
false report respecting the facts he had learned tending to
incriminate his closest aides and advisors in obstructing
justice. The President aided the conspirators in concealing
the existence (and then the scope of and pa<ticipants in) this
conspiracy. He learned that a payment had been made after
having been discussed with him, but attempted to conceal this
fact and many other facts from investigators and the public.
The President assisted and counseled his aides to give misleading or false testimony, in part by instructing veiled
offers of clemency to be extended and in part by obtaining
information from Henry Petersen that the President passed on to

those under investigation. Thereafter the President continued
to attempt to delay and obstruct all legitimate investigations
into Watergate, and crucial evidence under his sole control
was intentionally destroyed. Other crucial evidence has not
been produced.
This was not the gratuitous aid and advice of a disinterested bystander. The President’s stake in the success of the
venture is clear. The President was well aware, as tapes and
transcripts demonstrate, that the primary.purpose of the conspiracy prior to the election (the "containment theory") was
to protect the President’s own political future. If the coverup and obstruction of justice that had already occurred came
to light in the spring of 1973, not only would all the President’s close advisors be subject to criminal liability but the
President himself would have had to shoulder ultimate responsibility (moral, if not legal) for their actions. The President
could well expect that the failure of the conspiracy at that
stage (at least at its center) would jeopardize his ability to
continue successfully in office and to remain an effective
political force in the country and Republican Party. The
course of action the President ratified~ counseled, and assisted
was plainly designed to perpetuate as much of the conspiracy as
the situation at a given time made possible.

Thus, it is clear that it would be proper to conclude that
the President knowingly, deliberately, and for his own benefit,
adopted and promoted the unlawful venture and made it his own.

VI. The President has few effective defenses.
[Any prosecutive summary or summary argument must
include as an integral part a section setting out the
President’s asserted and possible defenses and the answers
that can be made (both factually and legally) to those
defenses. This is necessary out of fairness -- to assess
the true strength of the case by making certain incriminating
evidence is not overstated and that exculpatory evidence
is taken into account -- and out of proper prosecutorial
strategy to anticipate and rebut defenses in advance.
[While some defenses are rebutted in the body of the
.summary itself, all defenses should in addition be dealt
with in a separate section. Here, examples are offered of
rebuttal to defenses or alleged defenses that may be
offered in the areas of hush money and perjury.]
A.

Hush money defenses

The President’s counsel has contended that thePresident
did not authorize a payment to Hunt on March 21 and that a
direct causal chain between the March 21 a.m. meeting and
the payment that night has not been established, indeed, is
rebutted by the facts. As set out above, however, sufficient
evidence exists to permit a jury to conclude beyond a
reasonable doubt that the President’s urgings on March 21
constituted what was understood by Haldeman as an instruction
and that there was a causal chain leading to the payment of
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$75,000 that evening. The only inference that need be drawn
¯ is that Haldeman made Mitchell aware of the President’s feelings
at 12:30 p.m. that day. This inference may be drawn from the
circumstances, the payment itself, Haldeman’s missing notes,
and the circumstances of non-production of his telephone
logs, despite the denials of those directly accused that they
passed the information along.
Moreover, a conclusion of a causal chain is not necessary
to establish the President’s participation in this aspect of
the conspiracy; the other evidence is enough.
The President’s counsel has also argued that the payment
was intended for attorney fees and therefore was not criminally
culpable. This, of course, is a false issue. Much of the
money paid the Watergate defendants was concededly to cover
attorney fees. The ultimate designation of or need for the
money (and the use to which it was put) are,..however, irrelevant
to the culpability of those who paid it. What is crucial is
the intent of the payors. Payment of another’s attorney fees
for the purpose of influencing his testimony is an obstruction
of justice. There can be no question here that Hunt was seeking
money under a threat that, if it were not paid, he would
implicate higher-ups in Watergate and/or White House horrors,
and that this was fully understood by the President, Haldeman,
and Dean. The jury would be entitled to conclude that money was
paid for the purpose of keeping Hunt silent. Indeed, it is

incredible that it would have been paid simply for humanitarian
purposes when those discussing its payment recognized a substantial risk that it would be discovered and held to be an
obstruction of justice. The jury should be asked if it believes
the President would have suggested they had to pay Hunt to "buy
time" because this was desirable on a humanitarian basis alone.
That is the issue.
Third, the President’s counsel has argued that the fact
that the payment was in the amount of $75,000 rather than
$120,000 insulates the President from liability. This defense
properly goes to the "no causal chain" argument which, we
have already pointed out, would still permit a conclusion of
Presidential culpability even if it were successful. Moreover,
the amount of the payment does not rebut the existence of a
direct causal chain. LaRue has testified that he told Mitchell
only $75,000 was needed at that time because LaRue simply took
it upon himself to reduce what LaRue regarded as an exorbitant
figure. A jury could certainly conclude that Haldeman told
Mitchell the President was desirous of satisfying Hunt’s
demand for a large amount of money and Mitchell, upon learning
that LaRue believed that what was immediately required was
$75,000, acted on those instructions in authorizing LaRue to
pay that amount right away.
Fourth, the President may argue that since there was
further discussion about Hunt’s demand on the afternoon of
March 21, it could not have been authorized that morning.
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However, the conversation at the beginning of that meeting
can be interpreted .to mean that Haldeman or Ehrlichman
informed the President that Mitchell and LaRue were now aware
of thePresident’s own "feelings on it" (i.e., that he wanted
it done) and would presumably do it if necessary (or even
that they were going to do it).
Fifth, the President may append to his hush money argument
a claim that his idea of going to the grand jury on the morning
of March 21 showed he really wanted to get the facts out. However, the evidence (as pointed out in a lengthy footnote
above) shows that the President contemplated this step as a
"middle course," that he did not contemplate that it would
disclose the most incriminating information, that he himself
was discouraged about its chances of success even as an instrument of continuing the cover-up, and that this course was
rejected on the afternoon of March 21 (as the tape of that
conversation and the March 21 dictabelt show). Moreover, it is
clear that even had this course been adopted the President
viewed paying Hunt as a pre-requisite to such a course (to
"buy time") in order that that course could be worked out in
a way that would keep criminal liability off of as many of those
implicated as possible.
B.

Per~ ur~ defenses

The President could conceivably argue that he never
explicitly urged anyone to lie and, in fact, urged Dean to
"tell the truth," and urged Haldeman and Ehrlichman to make
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sure neither Strachan nor Colson perjured themselves.
The President cannot rebut his own knowledge that many
others had already perjured themselves and his failure to
inform prosecutorial authorities. Indirectly urging
Magruder to "purge himself" (after three weeks of doing
nothing) could not suffice in this regard in light of the fact
that the President took other steps to try to limit Magruder’s
eventual testimony (such as having Ehrlichman offer him
clemency in a veiled way), and in light of the fact that this
step was by then an instrumental part of the conspiracy,
Magruder having been publicly identified as a principal in
the conspiracy in newspaper stories.
Whatever the President’s arguments about what he "intended"
in his conversations with Haldeman and Ehrlichman about their
putting forward an innocent version of the cash payments to the
defendants (after learning that such payments were made to buy
silence) and in his conversation on April 16 with Dean, a jury
would certainly be entitled to consider and conclude that these
efforts by the President amounted to subornation of perjury, or
at least participation in a conspiracy in which perjury, if
necessary, was condoned and contemplated.
The President’s desire that Colson and Strachan not commit
"unnecessary" perjury was, of cQurse, a part of the conspiracy
itself. If either testified in a way flatly contradictory to
those already cooperating, that would signal the prosecutors
that they too were involved. Thus the need of the conspirators
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was to have witnesses like Strachan and Colson "meet the points"
of those Qho were cooperating and still appear not to be
complicitous themselves. This, evidently, was accomplished at
least in the case of Strachan.

